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1. INTRODUCTION

This talk evolved from another one I held in January of 1991. Back then; I was wondering what
special contribution towards body therapy I had to make, based on my daily work as a medical
doctor with Reich's method. Case studies, emotional discharge techniques, theoretical concepts of
the work - it all seemed right, just not my subject. Thus, I tried to recall how I had "come to
Reich".

I was in the middle of medical school and for years had been learning all sorts of illnesses and
symptoms by heart. But the question of how illness actually develops was never raised in my
studies. We only dealt with the "damage" and how best to repair it - almost like with a broken
car, which won't run any more because the individual parts were just not built very well. With
many diseases, I came across remarks like "etiology unknown" or "auto immune disease". The
big questions - what exactly is the meaning behind the term "auto immune disease", where does
cancer originate, how does cardiovascular disease develop - remained unanswered. And at first
glance, alternative medicine did not seem too convincing either - instead of pills they used the
acupuncture needle, the homeopathic drugs or healing herbs, all too often administered within a
doctor's general practice without sufficient knowledge of the system of thought behind it. Once
again they were just puttering with the symptoms (with somewhat less dangerous means) instead
of searching for the cause. Psychosomatic medicine became excluded as some sort of marginal
science, and referred everything only to the psyche, without offering a holistic concept for body
AND mind.

That I only found when studying Wilhelm Reich's writings. He spoke of unobstructed pulsation,
the meaning of sexuality, functional identity of body and mind. I became "hooked on Reich"; on
a concept which saw a person within his social context, and which offered a radical
psycho-somatic model without reducing body to psyche or vice versa.

Therefore, I do not want to speak too much about body therapy itself, but rather about Reich's
concept of health and illness, with health meaning not merely the absence of physical symptoms,
but also mental well-being. I'd like to explain what orthodox medical concepts Reich's model is
based on, and especially elaborate on the function of the autonomic nervous system. I will then
elucidate Reich's understanding of health as unobstructed pulsation, as well as the term
"biopathy". With regard to individual diseases, I will then describe impairments of the
autonomic nervous system, and illustrate which techniques we use in body therapy to exert
influence upon the autonomic nervous system, the morphological basis of pulsation, in order to
stimulate and support the healthy functioning of the whole human organism.

2. AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM

2.1. Definition of the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS)

In context with his works on sex-economy in 1934 through 1938, Wilhelm Reich researched the
biological basis for sexuality and anxiety. Doing so, he recognized the ANS' central importance
as an interface for bodily and emotional processes: on the one hand, it is closely connected to the
functions of internal organs; on the other hand, it serves as a messenger for emotional perception
via blood and plasma streams, and is linked to the cerebral areas which represent emotion
through connections in the central nervous system. According to Reich, body therapy involves
working with the somatic and the psychological systems simultaneously. The emotional
energies are released from the character and muscular “armor“, as he called it.

Due to the ANS' great importance, I would like to elaborate a little further now upon what it
actually is, how it works, and its relevance regarding health and disease.

The autonomic nervous system is part of the human central nervous system (CNS). The CNS is
basically made up of three sections, the functions of which closely interact. One part manages
voluntary movement, the muscle system's response to various stimuli from the environment; this
part is called motor nervous system. Another part processes information from the sense-organs,
such as eye, nose, or sense of touch, into conscious perception; it is called sensory nervous

system.

The central nervous system's third section - the ANS - coordinates the internal organs' functions.
It originates from the brainstem and the spinal cord and includes the nerves, which innervate the
smooth muscles of the internal organs, heart and glands. The regulative cycles of the autonomic
nervous system are tightly entwined with those of the other two sections, causing numerous
interdependencies between the individual systems.
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fig. 1: structure of the nervous system

There are two substructures within the autonomic nervous system, the sympathetic and the
parasympathetic, which originate from different areas in the brainstem and spinal cord, and also
respond to different biochemical transmitter substances. They both regulate the internal organs
by stimulating or inhibiting their activity in a co-ordinated fashion.

The autonomic nervous system can virtually not be controlled consciously; hence the name. We
cannot consciously manipulate our internal organs, such as altering the heart rate intentionally.

fig. 2: origins and distribution of peripheral autonomic nerves[1]

2.2. Function of the ANS

Most internal organs receive innervation from sympathetic as well as from parasympathetic
nerves. Both portions of the ANS are active at the same time, but to a different extent. Their

combined influence upon an organ is of opposing, but balancing antagonistic nature, meaning
that the predominance of one system can inhibit a certain function, whereas that of the other
system would stimulate the same function. Increased activity in one of the two autonomic
systems inevitably causes an activity decrease in the other, but without ever completely disabling
it. It is therefore impossible for an organ to be under maximal sympathetic and maximal
parasympathetic influence at the same time, one can only dominate at the expense of the other.
This is the equivalent of the interdependency of the organs' so-called Yin and Yang states in
Chinese medicine.

Let us have a closer look at autonomic nervous activity with regard to the smooth muscles of
some internal organs: sympathetic innervation of the heart, for instance, results in an increase in
frequency, whereas predominantly parasympathetic stimulation decreases it. This example
clearly shows that the heart cannot be equally stimulated by sympathetic and parasympathetic
impulses, because that would mean it had to beat fast and slow at the same time. But the options
are not just "heart racing" or "cardiac arrest" either. The frequency increases or decreases
according to the prevalence of one or the other influence: the inputs of both systems are balanced
with each other.

With the intestines, parasympathetic innervation causes the intestinal muscles to move more,
sympathetic innervation slows down their activity. The bronchial muscles contract with
parasympathetic stimulation and relax with sympathetic stimulation. In the eye, sympathetic
activity results in the pupil's dilation by sending impulses to the respective intrinsic eye muscles,
and parasympathetic innervation causes the pupil to constrict.

Thus the functional condition of an organ that is innervated both sympathetically and
parasympathetically always depends on the balance of activity between both. The determining
factor, however, is the predominance of the stimulating or the inhibiting aspect of the autonomic
nervous system with regard to that particular organ.
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tab. 1: effects of sympathetic and parasympathetic activation[2]

2.3. Effect of the ANS on the Organism in General

So far, we have dealt with the ANS' effects on individual organs. But we can also characterize
an entire organism in terms of sympathetic or parasympathetic disposition. Here, the organs are
not examined individually, but in their entirety. Depending on the organism's needs, they are
activated to achieve a certain task together; they all cooperate in order to fulfil that demand.

Exposed to outside stress, for instance, the body shifts into a "defense mode", maximally
activating its sympathetic system. Respiration increases, the pupils become dilated, and in
animals bristling of the hair on the nape of their necks can be observed as well. Blood pressure,
circulation in the muscles, and heart rate increase, while intestinal circulation and motility as well
as skin circulation are reduced. Everything is focused outwards here. Triggered by that
outward stimulus, the whole organism shifts into a mode of gathering all energies inside in order
to prepare for attack or flight (therefore also called "fight or flight reaction"). It contracts and is
in an overall state of tension. W. Cannon calls this "emergency reaction". It can happen, for
instance, when you are having an argument with your boss: in situations like that, your
sympathetic system is maximally activated.

In contrast to defense behavior, there is feeding behavior. After the ingestion of food - as we all
know from experience with ample meals -, parasympathetic impulses prevail. Attention is
withdrawn from the surroundings, we become sleepy, intestinal activity increases, and the
abdomen with its digestive organs receives more blood. Circulation in the skeletal muscles
decreases, as do blood pressure and heart rate, the pupils constrict. Here, the organism does not
contract, but expands energetically outwards and is in a state of relaxation. On the other hand,
attention is directed inwards.

Reich's definition of health is based on a creature's ability for rhythmical oscillation between

those two modes, its contact with the environment and the focusing on the inner state of being.
Reich calls this basic function "Pulsation of the Living". Thus, he does not define health as the
absence of symptoms, disease or impairments, but rather as a function of the correlation between
inner and outer world, an organism's ever-changing, pulsing confrontation with itself and its
surrounding world.[3]

The oscillation between the two modes of the autonomic nervous system also exerts a crucial
influence upon the body's hormonal and emotional wellbeing. Via constriction and dilation of
blood vessels, sympathetic and parasympathetic activity has great influence on the movements of
fluids and plasma within the body, which to Reich are the basis for emotional perception. The
flow of liquids can either be from the center to the outside (expansion), or from the periphery
towards the inside (contraction). The feeling of pleasure is functionally identical with
unobstructed pulsation, the feeling of anxiety with impaired pulsation of the autonomic nervous
system.

The ANS is also tightly interwoven with the "muscular armoring". Chronic muscular tension
impedes the stream of body fluids, and impaired pulsation of the ANS manifests itself in
chronically tense muscles.

The two constantly interacting systems of sympathetic and parasympathetic activity cannot be
functionally separated; only their cooperation renders possible a harmonic functioning of the
whole organism[4]. "The life process takes place in a constant alternation of expansion and
contraction"[5], i.e. pulsation.

"If this biological state is disturbed in one or the other direction, that is, if either the function of
expansion or that of contraction predominates, than a disturbance of the biological equilibrium in
general is inevitable. Long continuation in a state of expansion is synonymous with general
parasympathicotonia; conversely, long continuation in a state of anxious contraction is
synonymous with sympatheticotonia."[6] W. Cannon calls the equilibrium between both
conditions "homeostasis".

3. BIOPATHIES

In traditional medicine, we often regard illness as if the symptom develops out of the blue in an
otherwise healthy body. The doctor becomes a bio-technician who repairs the damage. Reich's
understanding is that illness develops when the whole organism's natural pulsation is disturbed.

But, in our understanding, it is the whole person who is ill, not only one of his parts.

This does not imply orthodox medicine is worthless, but its value depends upon certain
conditions. With many diseases, orthodox medicine today cannot offer a valid explanation as to
why and where they originated. This is reflected in the fact that terms like "essential",
"ideopathic", "endogenous", "genuine", or "etiologically unknown" are attributed to those
diseases.

In Reich's understanding disease develops whenever the whole organism's natural pulsation is
disturbed. Reich calls such a process affecting the autonomic vital structures a BIOPATHY.
Thus, biopathy is a fundamental dysfunction of the autonomic nervous system. At first, it is a
purely functional defect which concerns the entire body. Once in progress, however, it later on
may manifest morphologically in various syndromes. Far advanced processes can cause
"shrinking biopathy", and subsequently cancer.

"The biopathy can result in a carcinoma, but also in angina pectoris, asthma, cardiovascular
hypertension, epilepsy, catatonia, paranoid schizophrenia, anxiety neurosis, multiple sclerosis,
Huntington's disease, chronic alcoholism and so on."[7]

Accidents and typical infectious diseases are therefore not associated with a state of biopathy,
since they are not based on irregularities in the autonomic vital structures, are limited and impair
biological pulsation only secondarily. In the case of a disturbance of pulsation, the biopathy can
"take the form of an emotional disorder of the psychological apparatus, i.e. neurosis or psychosis.
But it can also directly affect the functioning of the organs and result in somatic illness."[8] The
functional disturbance of pulsation precedes the organic manifestation here. Thus, strong
abdominal cramps may exist without detectible organic cause at first, but over time lead to
morphological changes in the organ. Only then "illness" in the traditional sense becomes
detectable.

The condition of impaired pulsation of the ANS is closely linked to impaired capability of sexual
sensation. Obstacles in the process of bio-sexual stimulation cause disturbances in biological
functioning. The organism's ability to energetically charge and discharge is a basic function of
living, which can primarily be observed in sexuality and the opportunity of discharge through
orgasm. The quality of sexual pleasure is functionally identical with full autonomic
responsiveness. If that ability is restricted, for instance by repressive sexual education during
childhood, it can lead to impaired pulsation through a diminished possibility of the organism to
charge and discharge. In sexual context, this means less arousal and limited orgasm capability.
With regard to the whole organism, it results in impaired pulsation as a foundation for a biopathy.
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impaired emotional expression
⇓
chronic muscular tension
⇓
disturbed charge/discharge function
⇓
chronic build-up of energy
⇓
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⇓
biopathy

fig. 3: causes for impaired pulsation

According to Reich, biopathy always starts with a chronic prevalence of contraction and
inhibition of extension of the autonomic nervous system. In his clinical studies, he discovered
that an organism's chronic persistence in a sympathically dominated mode, where per definition
no more pulsation can take place, is perceived subjectively as unpleasant, as anxiety. This
condition according to Reich equals a retreat from the world, as in fright. As described with
"defense behavior" above, the skin grows pale and cold, the heart rate increases, as does blood
pressure, the pupils dilate, the skeletal muscles are paralyzed or extremely tense.

Parasympathetic disposition, on the other hand, according to Reich emphasizes life's pleasant
sides, the "flowing towards the world". With parasympathetic activity, the skin is warm and
rosy, the heartbeat slow and strong, blood pressure reduced, the pupils small and the muscles
relaxed, digestive activity stimulated, as described above with "feeding behavior".

In my opinion, this definition of biopathy, as first described by Reich in "The Bioelectrical
Investigation of Sexuality and Anxiety", is insufficient. The parasympathetic state appears as
"good", the sympathetic as "bad". Anybody who ever suffered an asthma attack or migraine,
both characterized by extremely parasympatheticotonic predominance, will hardly agree: they
would have experienced those conditions as unpleasant, as being trapped inside themselves and
filled with anxiety, not at all a pleasurable flowing towards the world.

This apparent contradiction in Reich's findings can be dissolved by distinguishing the state of
natural pulsation, with the organism fluctuating between parasympathetic/sympathetic activity
according to time of day or outer necessities, from the state of being chronically stuck in either of
the extremes. There are outer circumstances which make strong sympathetic activity by all
means desirable: a cat catching mice, for instance, will surely have its attention focused on the
outside, not at all relaxed, but not really unpleasantly contracted either. The same will be true of
a racing driver during a race, or of a scientist doing exciting research. As soon as the external
conditions change, the autonomic system will automatically shift into parasympathetic mode: the
cat sleeps after its successful hunt, the racing driver and the scientist recover after having done
their jobs and relax. We distinguish that kind of natural pulsation from chronic persistence in
either mode.

A chronic sympathetictonus leads to the unpleasant subjective sensations as described by Reich:
the body goes into some kind of inner "readiness for fight", triggered by external or also internal
stress or anxiety. But since there is neither fight nor giving the all-clear, the organism is trapped
in this state; pulsation as described above cannot take place any more.

The chronic persistence of parasympathetic activity, however, does not necessarily feel any
better: the organism is in a state of extreme relaxation, resulting in heavy fatigue, floppiness, and
lack of energy. Digestive activity is high, causing diarrhea or stomach cramps. The bronchial
muscles become spastic, leading to the sensation of not getting enough air, which in the extreme
can result in a fatal asthma attack. So here, instead of readiness for fight, we have resignation
and regression, internal surrender.

Accordingly, pulsation can be stuck at any place. More important than in which phase
(sympathetic or parasympathetic) the pulsation has stalled is the fact that it has.

At their core, sympathetic and parasympathetic activity are functionally identical: the foundation
for both is autonomic excitability. Reich also refers to this towards the end of his book
"Sexuality and Anxiety":

"The vegetative“ (autonomic) "nervous system has the ability to contract and expand. From the
middle position of vegetative“ (autonomic) "equilibrium, it is able to move in the direction
toward the world, (i.e., to stretch), or to retreat into itself, (i.e., to contract). It can also swing
from one direction to the other or remain fixed in either of the extreme states. Putting it in
somewhat simplified terms, the state of vegetative equilibrium“ (autonomic balance) "is one
where neither expansion positions nor contraction positions have become established."[9]

There is another remarkable particularity about the ANS: not only can it fluctuate rhythmically
between sympathetic and parasympathetic disposition, but the respective extremes can also blend
into one another. An extreme and chronic sympatheticotonus can turn into an extreme and
chronic parasympatheticotonus and vice versa. This is the reason why in situations of extreme
sympathetic activity, like agitation before an exam, stress-induced diarrhea can occur (which
actually indicates strong parasympathetic stimulation). Accordingly, one could say that
permanent readiness for fight can turn into resignation, but also regression can turn into readiness
for fight under increasing stress. This mechanism explains why an illness can be induced not
only by persistence of one chronic state, but also by an irregular, uncoordinated "furious back and
forth" between sympatheticotonic and parasympatheticotonic conditions.

In my opinion, a "healthy tension" is crucial for physical and psychological well-being. A state
of balance is necessary within which the oscillation between the sympathetic and
parasympathetic mode can go on unobstructedly from a centered position of the autonomic
equilibrium. Unfortunately, due to stress and sex-economy-related reasons, we find rather a
shifting from the neutral state towards the sympathetic, so that the relaxing function of
parasympathetic energy cannot sufficiently come to fruition.

The American physician Robert A. Dew points out the fact that the biopathies can lead to
non-locatable changes in the organism as a whole, such as hypertension, atherosclerosis or
diabetes, but can also show up as clearly defined organic manifestations, such as gall stones or
peptic ulcers. Dew developed a classification of biopathies in terms of increasing severity, based
on the organism's decreasing autonomic responsiveness[10]:

health
⇓
inflammatory diseases
⇓

cardio-vascular diseases due to hypertension
⇓
diabetes
⇓
leukemia
⇓
cancer

fig. 4: classification of biopathies

Following Reich, Dew views all diseases as primarily sympathetically induced
(sympatheticotonia could almost be called a characteristic of our civilization). To Dew,
parasympathetic symptoms are the autonomic system's struggle to free itself from stagnation. If
energy cannot be freely discharged through pulsation, it can cause different kinds of
"break-throughs" (phases of exacerbation of illness) in the organism.
If even these
break-throughs cannot happen any longer, the organism responds with resignation or shrinking.
Considering this, the exacerbation of illnesses can represent a sub-optimal attempt of the body to
maintain at least some kind of pulsation of the ANS. It is the best possible try under the present
circumstances.

Later on, we will go into more detail regarding the impact of chronically impaired pulsation on
individual organs. Here, I would just like to point out once more that disease is created the
moment pulsation is impeded or interrupted.

4. INFLUENCING PULSATION

4.1. Technique

Over the years, lots of different schools with different priorities and techniques have developed
from Reich's initial work. I will mention just a few techniques here, which are of relevance for
my work.

The most basic technique in body therapy as developed by Reich is the stimulation of respiration.
When breathing deeply and consciously, the body's energetic charge is enhanced, over-tensed
muscles become more palpable and can thus be brought to awareness and worked upon. Depth
of respiration also bears directly stimulating effects on the ANS' centers. Under stress, breathing
is shallow and restrained, in relaxation deep and full.

In order to stimulate pulsation, we use immediate activation of the chronically contracted
muscles. On the physical level, we act upon the autonomic oscillation through the activation of
muscles. On the psychological level we analogically make withheld emotions conscious.

First, the patient must learn to feel his tension. Then it can be dissolved through various
techniques. In order to achieve this, the muscular tension can be intentionally increased - for
instance by exaggerating the respective facial expression, or by taking up stress positions
developed by Alexander Lowen in Bioenergetics. By doing this, the sympathetic activity in that
area is increased even more. The voluntary contraction of the muscles is to be maintained as
long as possible, since the muscles' slackening results in a switch in autonomic activity. When
the muscles in that area do relax, the blood runs warmly through them, and a sensation of
relaxation sets in that can be accompanied by a feeling of inner flowing or unintentional muscle
twitching.

Another possibility for stimulating pulsation is the immediate treatment of muscles and
connective tissue by the therapist, as for instance in the Points and Positions Technique
developed by Will Davis. Here, the dissolution of tension takes place by means of light pressure
applied to the muscle insertions, tendons, fascia and the connective tissue, dissolving the status
quo in favor of enhanced or deepened pulsation by influencing the connective tissue's substance
("Points technique“). Tension is also released by "going with the contraction of the muscle“,
holding the muscle in order to soften it rather than stretching it ("Positioning“)[11].

Muscles may also be activated by means of movement. The shoulder muscles, for instance, can
be well loosened by beating movements, the chin muscles by biting movements, the pelvic
muscles by kicking. The patient can also be encouraged to "feel into the tension" himself, and
find out what motor impulse is held back in there.

4.2. Expression and Emotion

The mere mechanical stimulation of muscular activity can only be successful in the long run if
pulsation on the autonomic level is also maximally stimulated once more. This is related to
increased blood flow on the one hand (increased circulation in muscle and skin) and to the
dissolution of emotional blocks on the other hand.

Through their tension, muscles impair the flow of blood and body fluids. Upon dissolution of
muscular armoring, one of the three biological basic excitations, as described by Reich, occur:
anxiety, anger, or pleasure. Anxiety here arises from the withdrawal of energy into the body's
interior, anger from the disturbance of the energy's pleasant streaming towards the outside, and
pleasure from unobstructed flowing of the fluids with unobstructed pulsation. Therefore, by
liberating the energy tied up in the muscles, cathartic experiences can occur with childhood
memories and a renewed experiencing of early childhood emotions. During therapy, the
unpleasant emotions will surface first, such as anxiety, anger and pain. But after living through
these feelings, the capacity for pleasant sensations like joy, pleasure and surrender will improve.

5. EXAMPLES OF IMPAIRED PULSATION

I would now like to introduce five syndromes on behalf of many other somatic diseases. I will
point out the respective underlying autonomic disorder that leads to that particular symptom.
Following, I will explain the psychological characteristics displayed by patients suffering from
that disorder, what kind of expressive movement can hide behind the symptom, and have a look
at clues as offered by popular use of language. Finally, I will deal with therapy.

When the biopathy finds manifestation in localized organic disease, the question of the selection
criteria that led to that specific symptom comes up. The reason for this is definitely a
combination of various trigger factors. Genetic elements, intra-uterine development, the basic
level of energetic charge, and character structure all figure into it. Character structure
corresponds to a certain pattern of muscular armoring and emotional suppression.

The correlation between illness, autonomic disturbance, and a psychological component are
known in orthodox medicine as well. There however, therapy usually means the prescription of

medication which either only battles the symptom, or which influences the autonomic nervous
system artificially and, unfortunately, only temporarily without restoring natural pulsation.

5.1. Hypertension

5.1.1. Causes

Hypertension is among the most frequent diseases in humans, and particularly widespread in
industrialized countries. Its percentage growing with increasing age, it usually manifests at the
age of 30 - 60 and accounts for 25% of all deaths after age 40. In the USA, hypertension and its
consequences are the number one cause of death. A person's life expectancy clearly decreases
with the rise of his average blood pressure.

Hypertension is defined by blood pressure rates above 165 mm hg syst. and 95 mm hg diast.
(Measuring the arterial blood vessels' tension during the heart's contraction/relaxation). It
usually does not cause any subjective complaints and is often detected only accidentally upon
visiting the doctor's office. It is, however, considered the risk factor for cardiovascular disease,
coronary heart disease, congestive heart failure, heart attack, stroke, cerebral haemorrhage, and
atherosclerosis, and may result in blindness and kidney failure.

The increasing pressure is primarily caused by the blood vessels' higher resistance against which
the heart must pump, or by an increase in blood volume.

We distinguish between primary or essential and secondary hypertension: the origin for
secondary hypertension is some underlying organic disease - for instance of the kidneys.
Primary hypertension, however, is defined by way of the exclusion of secondary hypertension, so
there is no individual, so-called "positive" definition of it.

More than 80% of hypertension patients suffer from the essential variety. Here we distinguish
between unstable hypertension with varying readings and fixed or permanent hypertension.

Since orthodox medicine does not know how hypertension actually comes about, there has been a
lot of research about the causes. It is generally agreed that there is a complex process as the

determinant for hypertension. Below, I will give a short synopsis of the pertinent results:

Genetic factors. Hypertension tends to run in families, but genetic factors are not solely
responsible. In identical twins, for instance, hypertension in both occurs in only 50% of the
cases.
Environment. Environmental factors do have an effect on hypertension, evident for example in
the distribution among spouses. This is called "psychological transmission".
Diet. There is a definite correlation between hypertension and overweight. With overweight on
the rise due to improving living conditions, the number of people suffering from hypertension has
shown a steady increase in Germany following the hungry years of 1944/45. Sodium chloride as
a diet related risk factor is of secondary importance.
Social. The percentage of hypertension patients among the population increases with increasing
age. For a long time, higher blood pressure was regarded "normal" in old age. But
investigation results suggest that it primarily depends on social factors. Hypertension is a kind
of "adaptation disease", meaning that increasing blood pressure in old age only occurs if the
external living conditions change and the aging person feels that he cannot live up to those
changes, thus losing their "ecological niche".
Stress. In 80% of the healthy population, stress does not lead to lasting hypertension. In
hypertension patients, however, stress causes an increase in blood pressure both higher and
longer lasting than in healthy persons. Therefore, it is assumed that the causes above - as well as
emotional factors, see below - form a basis for the occurrence of hypertension, which is then
triggered by additional stress.

In animals, the epidemiological occurrence of hypertension does not exist, except in experiments
involving immobilization stress, electric shocks, or in cats which had been exposed to the barking
of dogs in a cage for months. Those animal experiments prove the stress hypothesis.

Another population showing a low susceptibility to hypertension are blacks in their native
countries (low-stress lifestyle?), while blacks in the Northern USA display extremely high blood
pressure readings (high stress environment?).

5.1.2. Pulsation of the ANS

We need to distinguish between chronic sympatheticotonia or biopathy as the precursor of a
disease and the symptom's occurrence itself. Hypertension is a very good example of this. On

the ANS' level, stress means sympathetic excitation, with the body preparing for fight or flight.
Besides chronic muscular tension, the failure of the anticipated activity to occur also causes a
chronic increase of the arteriolic vessels' resistance. In accordance with Reich, this amounts to a
biopathy: we have a "preparedness" that, in connection with situative stress, can lead to the
changes in blood pressure which are stronger than in healthy persons, as mentioned above. The
biopathy as the basis for illness is also the reason for the wide variety of blood pressure
fluctuations: chronic hypertension, unstable hypertension, or hypertensive crises.

Beneath the surface - the "muscular armoring" according to Reich -, hypertension patients are
emotionally still very alive. At its core, the organism keeps producing energy, it does not shut
down as in cancer. Again, the hypertensive crisis can be viewed as the organism's struggle to
escape stagnation, a sort of discharge towards the inside instead of living emotions or sexuality in
the outside world.

Besides neuronal factors, hormones like renine/angiotensine and aldosterone also play a role in
the increase of blood pressure.

In orthodox medicine hypertension is mainly treated with medication. Beta-blockers, centrally
effective sympatheticolytic agents (blocking sympathetic activity), saluretics (decreasing blood
volume and sodium load), and vasodilators (dilating the blood vessels) are employed. The
patient's compliance with this pharmaceutical therapy is often unsatisfactory, since there are no
subjective symptoms. Pharmaceutical therapy may be also difficult because of the pressure's
variability. Ideally, the medication should take effect when the blood pressure rises, but not
further decrease normal pressure.

Stress reduction, physical activity, special diet (especially in overweight patients) as well as
abstinence from cigarettes, alcohol, coffee, and tea are prescribed besides medication.
Relaxation techniques and psychotherapeutical approaches are on the rise. Newer studies,
however, showed that relaxation techniques alone were insufficient for lowering blood pressure:
after one year, a group of hypertensive patients who had been instructed in various relaxation
techniques displayed no lower readings than a control group which had only been advised by a
physician.[12]

5.1.3. Psychological Component

Hypertension is found in a variety of personality structures. They all have one common

characteristic, however: the incapibility of freely expressing aggressive feelings. Rebellion
against the parents during childhood was chronically suppressed, and a strong sense of obedience
developed. Of central importance in this case are feelings of guilt for the aggressive impulses
and the problem of being accepted despite aggressive desires. The inhibited anger can vent in
explosive break-throughs. Externally, people suffering from hypertension are often
"super-normal", apparently well-adjusted, contained, active, conscientious, hard-working,
reliable, friendly, and honest. Behind that, they are sensitive, vulnerable, dependent, and
unstable. Externally the"peacemaking" type, they are hiding their readiness for fight. They
often show and even feel no fear. This is called a "facade structure".

Hypertensive patients display an extraordinary strife for achievement, with an unrealistically high
level of demand, they "aim high" and are under "heavy pressure". Performance is often
perceived as a duty or as a mean to gain appreciation. Hypertension also often originates from
"territorial conflicts".

Hypertension is triggered only to a lesser degree by occasional heavy distress. Usually it is by
daily, recurring demands, worries, afflictions, anxieties, and conflicts.

5.1.4. Therapy

As a consequence of the psychosexual energy's block, hypertensive patients generally display a
shifting of energy into the upper body segments. We find muscular armoring in the chest in the
form of a locked inspiratory position and shallow breathing, the chest being hypomobile. This
serves the suppression of "roaring rage, wholehearted weeping, sobbing, heart-rending
yearning"[13]. Instead of these emotions, the patient often feels hardness and inaccessability.
During therapy, the chest segment is mobilized through deeper breathing and direct treatment of
the intercostal muscles.

Because of tension in the neck area, emotions cannot be "voiced", they are "swallowed". The
neck's tightness prevents the head from getting flooded with energy. Voice exercises, massage,
and careful triggering of the gag reflex aid in the loosening of this area.

Blocks in the abdomen, diaphragm, and pelvis represent a protection against sexual feelings, as
well as feelings of surrender, which turn into anger in the patient's subjective perception.

In therapy, we work from the tension in the chin and throat towards the essential blocks in the
chest. Blocked feelings of anger, pain and longing are felt once again. Next, we work on the
pelvis, bringing up fear of surrender in the process.

5.2. Glaucoma

5.2.1. Pulsation of the ANS

Glaucoma is the generic term for various diseases, which all have in common an increase in
intraocular pressure. Because of a continous cycle of the intraocular fluid's replenishment and
drainage, this pressure is normally constant. The drainage capacity is determined by the pupil's
width: with a dilated pupil, drainage is obstructed, the liquid may become dammed up, internal
eye pressure rises and may result in impaired vision, with painful glaucoma attacks carrying the
risk of blindness. A constricted pupil, however, means a wider passageway for the water and a
decrease in pressure.

In orthodox medicine glaucoma is treated by medication mimicking parasympathetic stimulation
of the eye, thus constricting the pupils. This is a merely symptomatic therapy. Medication must
be applied several times a day and cannot always prevent the disease's progression.

I mention this disease here - even though it is not very common - because it represents so clearly
a case of pure autonomic sympatheticotonic dysfunction as its cause. As explained above, the
pupils' width is regulated by the autonomic nervous system: dominant parasympatheticotonus
causes their constriction, sympatheticotonus their dilation. So here we have a syndrome which is
set off by pure sympatheticotonic hyperfunction.

5.2.2. Psychological Component

Navarro, neuro-psychiatrist and Reichian therapist, describes patients with increased intraocular
pressure as "people who are hiding aggression which is combined with deep depression...These
persons feel compelled to keep their eyes wide open in order to keep track of reality, and block
their emotions at this level."[14]

In various psychosomatic studies, glaucoma patients' tendency to rigidity in their attitude towards
life, irreconcilability and vulnerability, as well as a propensity to compulsiveness have been
pointed out. Frustrating and distressing living situations trigger the disease. Psychological
strain leads directly to an increase in intraocular pressure: a patient who ran over a cat on his way
to the ophthalmologist showed an immediate distinct increase in pressure in his eye-pressure
profile for that day.[15]

My own experience with glaucoma patients in my practice is consisent with the concept of
biopathy: the illness is expressed only as a clinical symptom in the eye. The origin, however, is
a sympatheticotonic disturbance of the whole organism. Accordingly, those patients do not only
have high intraocular pressure, this is so-to-speak just the tip of the iceberg. With such patients,
we rather find their whole nature to be "under pressure", and their diminished ability for
relaxation and rest. They are focused outwardly and mostly "re-act" to their environment.

5.2.3. Therapy

The therapeutical goal is to lift the basic sympatheticotonia from the eye. As shown above,
glaucoma immediately originates from insufficient flexibility regarding the pupil width, which
we can stimulate directly, for instance by moving a light or a pencil up and down in front of the
eyes in varying distances. While focusing near and far, the pupil has to open and close a little.
Also direct light stimuli to the eye by a flashlight causes the pupil to constrict.

In body therapy, however, we do not stop at dealing directly with the symptom, but activate the
whole eye segment, since „the vegetative“ (autonomic) „function does not know the anatomical
demarcations "[16]. The dissolution of the "ocular armoring" can be achieved by activating eye
movements - such as rolling of the eyes -, instructing the patient to open his eyes wide while
inhaling, as in fright, or moving forehead and eyebrows. The overall expression of the eye
region and later the whole face is given special attention and dealt with - for example, the patient
might be instructed to look right and left "suspiciously". Working the eye segment also includes
the treatment of muscular tension at the transition from the skull into the neck (occipital rim),
which is always present in eye blocks.

Concerning the eye segment, a lot of techniques have been developed which find application in
the treatment of near- and farsightedness[17]. Details on this can be found in the respective
books on "Eye exercises".

Naturally, besides the intensive treatment of the eye segment, dealing with the whole organism's
chronic sympatheticotonia will be part of therapy as well. This implies learning to reduce inner
pressure and complementing the tendency of "keeping one's eyes open" with an "inwardly view".
The patients learn to find themselves, to live and feel "from within" instead of having their
actions led from outside.

According to what clinical studies found out about the character structure of glaucoma patients,
we will expect a resurfacing of suppressed feelings during therapy. Examples of this are anxiety
about the environment's reaction, need for control, suppressed anger in case of frustrating
experiences or extreme distress, and pain about hurt sustained earlier in life.

5.3. Neck, Shoulder, and Back Pain

5.3.1. Pulsation of the ANS

On the level of the individual body segments according to Reich, increased sympatheticotonus
can become manifest in chronically increased tension of the skeletal muscles. Man is basically
just as segmentally structured as an earthworm. Reich, too, spoke of the body's segmental
structure, and divided it into seven segments. In the following, however, we will refer to the
segments of the nervous system, which are not identical with the ones described by Reich.

"The rigidity of the musculature is the somatic side of the process of repression, and the basis for
its continued existence. It is never a matter of individual muscles that become spastic, but of
muscle groups forming a functional unit from a vegetative (autonomic) „point of view."[18]

Healthy muscles display good tone, being neither floppy nor tense. The skin covering those
muscles is warm and rosy, the joints mobile, movement smooth and fluid. But in most of us,
permanent tension is present especially in the shoulder-neck-region. The muscles are hard, the
skin cold, the joints crack with movement, and sometimes the muscles contain hard little lumps,
called myogeloses. Furthermore, the back muscles are often tense, especially in the lumbar
region. The subjective sensations can span from a feeling of stiffness in that region to painful
contraction all the way to incapacitating backache.

In orthodox medicine the genesis of muscular tension has not yet been fully understood, it is
rather taken for granted. Orthopedic surgeons often presume mechanical injury to the spinal
column. In contrast, x-rays of the spinal column often do not match the intensity of the pain.
The pain is also subject to fluctuation, whereas the changes in the spinal column remain constant.
All this suggests that psycho-autonomic processes play a role in the intensity of the pain.[19]

It is well-known that relaxation, heat, and massage partly dissolve the tension and alleviate the
symptoms temporarily, though unfortunately not permanently. So the treatment is not a causal
one. Only a deeper retuning of the basic autonomic disposition can dissolve the chronic
muscular block.

Based on the concept of chronic sympatheticotonus, we can see how the body is sent into the
preparedness for fight or flight by external stress. This also involves the preparatory increase of
muscular tension. If the anticipated activity -fighting or running away - then fails to materialize,
but external stress persists, the muscles will chronically remain in that tension. Another example
for this is tension created in childhood: if the child's temper tantrums are chronically suppressed
by being beaten by the parents, the initial impulse to lash out travels into the shoulder muscles,
which become tense. But simultaneously a counter-impulse ("too dangerous") stops the
movement so that impulse and counter-impulse "get stuck" in the muscle, sometimes for a
lifetime.

Depending on the strain's intensity, the tension can cause strong radiating pain by exerting
pressure upon a nerve. In my practice, I have always found great tension in the neck region in
patients suffering from headaches. Shoulder-arm-syndrome, cervical, or lumbar syndromes are
possible effects as well. These may be triggered or aggravated by mechanical strain on the
muscles (typewriting, knitting, playing the piano, lifting heavy items).

5.3.2. Psychological Component

Let us now have a look at the psychological components which can be expressed through tense
neck, shoulder, and back muscles.

In German vernacular, "having a stiff neck" and "being stubborn" are expressed by one and the
same word ("hartnäckig"). The neck becomes a symbol of strong will and striving for power.
Anger and defiance are held back in the muscles at the back and sides of the neck as well.
Another aspect is fear, which can proverbially be breathing down one's neck. The block of the

neck furthermore intercepts the flow of energy and thus the connection between head and body,
between intellect and emotions. People with very tense neck muscles are therefore often very
rationally oriented with general difficulties to show their feelings.

Tenseness in the shoulders can imply different emotional components. Elevated shoulders rather
point to an anxious expression, depressed ones to general suppression of emotions. Hunched
shoulders hide the body's vulnerable front and, in women, the breast. Beating movements are
often held back in the shoulder muscles. Tension in the area between the shoulderblades often
originates from restrained crying, presumably in connection with the desire of longingly reaching
out for something or somebody.

The expression "holding back" demonstrates the correlation between a muscular "holding of the
back" and the restraint on the emotional level. An immobile spinal column can be a sign for
mental immobility and lack of flexibility. It mirrors an inner state of mind which requires
"backbone". Aggressions, especially kicking impulses, are frequently suppressed in the lower
back. Moreover, the back stands for support in life: a lack of neccessary "backing" results in
back pain. Fear of softness and surrender lead to tension in the lumbar region: the hollow back
lessens the pelvis' mobility, and with it the experiencing of sexual pleasure.

5.3.3. Therapy

The muscles in the neck region are readily accessible to massage.
Positions Technique is easily possible.

Using the Points and

Also, voluntary contraction, pressing the head backwards into the mattress, or intensifying the
tension with the expression of defiance are possible. The expression of the head's position can
be exaggerated such as "being grabbed by the neck" (fear breathing down one's neck), or the
so-called "martyr position", with the neck being hyperextended. Moving the neck as in saying
"no" or stretching the neck are further techniques of mobilization.

Again, the patient should consciously feel the tense muscles and suppressed impulses, and learn
to permit the restrained expression of emotion and motion. Anxiety, defiance, stubbornness,
anger, and crying can occur.

The procedure in the shoulder-arm-region is similar.

In addition to passive techniques,

mobilization of the shoulder muscles can for instance be achieved through beating with the arms,
grasping with the hands, or reaching out with the arms. Doing so might involuntarily set off the
emotional expression of anger or longing.

In the lower back region, active contraction/relaxation-exercises are performed besides massage
and pressing of the muscle insertions. The muscles in this area can also be easily activated by
powerfully kicking into the mattress with the feet. Feelings of anger, but also softness and
pleasure can occur here. Again, in the process chronic tension is resolved and is replaced by a
sensation of streaming in the pelvis and legs.

Through all the mobilization techniques for the neck, shoulders and back mentioned above,
pulsation of the ANS is stimulated once again through the muscles' activation: the muscles relax,
become painfree and warmly supplied with blood, flowing sensations occur, pleasurable feelings
are perceived more intensely. In addition, a completely different perception of arms and legs
may occur, causing long-lasting trouble with cold fingers and toes to give way to a sensation of
warm hands and feet.

5.4. Bronchial Asthma

5.4.1. Pulsation of the ANS

Asthma is defined as a fit of difficulty in breathing with labored exhalation, often accompanied
by whistling breathing, coughing, and sputum. Asthma attacks are caused by a combination of
multiple factors. They are mostly triggered by an overreaction to allergenic matter, but can also
happen without such. Often, but not always, the attack is accompanied by an alteration and
swelling of the bronchial lining, and increased secretion of mucus in the airways, the crucial
aspect being chronic constriction of the smallest bronchi, caused by the contraction of their
smooth muscles. As seen earlier, sympathetic stimulation during inhalation causes the airways
to widen due to the relaxation of the smooth bronchial muscles, whereas the parasympathetic
nerves cause the muscles' constriction during exhalation. Under healthy conditions, this
supports exhalation. In case of an autonomic dysregulation, however, the underlying chronic
parasympatheticotonus results chronically in great tension of the bronchial muscles.

Recent clinical studies prove that chronic inflammation of the bronchial mucous membranes acts
as the breeding-ground for the development of asthma. Therefore, therapy increasingly includes
the use of anti-inflammatory drugs.

Robert A. Dew puts asthma down to the primary presence of muscular armoring in the chest, a
contraction in the sense of chronic sympatheticotonus, caused by external or internal stress.
Further increase in stress leads to its turning over into chronic parasympatheticotonus in this
organ, thus triggering an asthma attack. He interprets this turnaround as the organism's attempt
to breaking free from the chronic contraction. In his opinion, the retention of emotions through
muscular armoring in the chest results in this parasympathetic "eruption".

Supporting this assumption is the fact that asthma often builds up only in the relaxation phase
(parasympathetic) after external stress, such as after physical activity (sympathetic). Nurses also
report that an asthma attack ceases when the patient is calmed down (parasympathetic). So here,
the whole organism's increased sympatheticotonus beyond the imaginary "turning point" causes a
turnaround of the ANS' way of influencing the airways into its opposite, chronic
parasympatheticotonus.

fig. 5: oscillation between sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve

Clinically, it cannot be determined for sure at this time whether an asthma attack represents a
primarily sympathetic and only secondarily parasympathetic process, as explained above, or a
primarily chronic parasympatheticotonic condition. But we can definitely say that asthma is a
function of the organism's restricted pulsation, manifest primarily in the chest region in the form
of chronic parasympatheticotonic symptoms.[20]

The traditional treatment emphasizes mainly the choice and application of medication.
Additionally, anti-inflammatory drugs (corticosteroids) are recommended as a prophylactic
against the development of asthma attacks. In case of an acute attack, medication imitating
sympathetic effects in the lungs is used, thus resolving the parasympatheticotonia. Again, the
treatment does not go beyond a merely symptomatic therapy.

5.4.2. Psychological Component

The relevance of psychological elements in the genesis of asthma is assessed variably in
literature, but is presumably high. Even job-related asthma often manifests only when combined
with other psychologically straining elements. In this context, investigations concerning the
experimental triggering of asthma attacks are interesting: 16 out of 18 subjects were able to learn
to "produce" an asthma attack in very little time[21]. According to this, asthma would constitute
a purely functional breathing disorder.

The asthmatic's character structure includes a particular sensitivity for smells, as well as a
reduced tolerance for his surroundings' dirt and uncleanliness, but also for people's dirty and
unclean behavior. The protest against this „incorrect“ environment finds expression through the
asthma attack. Asthmatics are longing for love and being cared for, but have a hard time letting
themselves fall. Aggressions are experienced intensely, but are difficult to express: they cannot
"vent" their anger. The ambivalence between longing for closeness on the one hand and
aggression on the other has been interpreted as "a scream for the mother"[22], but also "a scream
against the mother"[23]. The desire for reuniting with the motherly object is countered by the
fear of losing one's own individuality in the process. Asthma patients have difficulty keeping
the balance between closeness and distance.

Dew and Baker describe the asthmatic's character structure in terms of external calmness,
superficial anxiety, with underlying anger, and eventually deep fear. In Dew's view, besides the
suppression of those feelings, the "chest armoring" also serves to retain excitation in the body's
upper half, lest it should travel into the pelvis and genitals and arouse sexual feelings there[24].

Looking at the vernacular gives the impression of the asthmatic's increased demand for
dominance, reflected in being "puffed-up", as well as the suppressed aggression - to "gasp for
breath with anger".

5.4.3. Therapy

The increased inspiratory position of the ribcage becomes transfixed by chronically tense
muscles, especially intercostal, back, deltoid, and diaphragm muscles. The energetic flow
through the body is interrupted, the energy captured in the ribcage. This is enforced by muscular
tension in the neighboring segments: much tension is often present in the throat, chin, and neck
area on the one hand, and the diaphragmatic region on the other hand. Arms and hands are often
rather under-charged energetically and cannot adequately perform their "natural tasks of
grasping, giving and taking"[25].

In order to remedy the asthmatic's basic breathing disorder, we can start by dissolving the
muscular blocks in the chest segment, and remobilize it by means of the Points and Positions
Technique, contraction/relaxation technique as well as supporting exhalation. If the tension
around the chest is disregarded, however, this can lead to increased anxiety and trigger an attack.
Therefore it is of utmost importance to include the surrounding tension in the work, especially in
the neck and diaphragmatic areas.

In the following, I will just briefly go into a few possible techniques which can be employed in
order to further dissolve the muscular tension asthma is based upon. In doing so, the impression
might arise that we are dealing with some genuinely "mechanical" job. However, the structural
work on the individual body segments is never the goal as such, but serves the restimulation of
the whole organism's energy flow - pulsation of the ANS. This is often linked to the
experiencing and expressing of deep emotions by the patient, which formerly he could hold back
through muscular tension. Structural work on the individual segments' muscular tension and
functional work in the sense of supporting the re-enactment of previously suppressed feelings are
therefore inextricably linked. Both have their common ground in working on the pulsation of
the ANS, and are covered seperately only for reasons of clarity.

On the emotional side, superficial anxiety and the fear of anger, especially in the form of guilt
feelings, are apparent when starting therapy. Those feelings are also reflected in the facial
expression. They can be addressed by instructing the patient to exaggerate a particular facial
expression, especially by opening his eyes and mouth wide as in fright. In the area of chin and
neck, "gritting the teeth" and a "stubborn", hard neck aid the patient's effort to suppress
unpleasant feelings. In order to loosen the chin's tension mechanically, the therapist, besides

direct treatment of the chewing muscles, may encourage the patient to perform biting exercises
(for instance, using a biting ring or a towel). For the neck, we can once again employ immediate
treatment of the muscles, contraction/relaxation techniques and head-rolling as in saying "no".
Dissolution of the tension in neck and chin often generate spontaneous feelings of rage and anger.
The patient learns to improve his "bite" in a figurative sense, or becomes more "biting" with other
people for a certain time. Voice exercises are performed with the patient to help open the throat.
Tension in the shoulder-arm region is released by beating or grasping exercises, massage, and
contraction/relaxation techniques. Increased pulsation in the area of mouth and neck becomes
noticable for the patient by an improved ability to "vent" feelings, including anger. After
working the chest segment, as explained above, the diaphragm can be relaxed through direct
massage of its insertions on the ribs, triggering of the gag reflex, and breathing techniques. This
enables the energy to flow increasingly from the upper body into the pelvic region.

If deepened exhalation is combined with the patient using his voice while having chin and eyes
open, and beating with the arms or grasping, after some time the so-far suppressed "scream for
the mother" or "scream against the mother", respectively, will find spontaneous expression while
experiencing either rage or deep longing. When, given some time, this works without feelings of
guilt, the patient feels very relieved. Because the chest segment's pulsation of the ANS has been
stimulated so much by the procedures mentioned above that chronic sympathetic over-stimulation
turning into chronic parasympatheticotonus cannot happen any longer, the frequency of asthma
attacks will have largely decreased by that time.

Through the work on the diaphragm and the increased flow of energy into the pelvic region, the
patient is confronted with his difficulties of experiencing sexual pleasure. The surfacing feelings
activate the patient's deep anxiety of surrender, and may again trigger asthma attacks. This is
another sign of the asthmatic's ambivalence between looking for "symbiotic fusion" on the one
hand, but fearing to lose individuality in the fusion on the other. The goal is to reach balance
between closeness and distance, dependency and freedom, and to take charge of shaping one's
own life.

Reich described that mechanism with the case study of a female client with heavy bronchial
asthma. "The asthma disappeared with each progress in vaginal excitation and returned with
each shift of excitation from the genital to the respiratory organs."[26] With the admission of
pleasant excitation in the pelvic region, the perception of the "body's center of gravity" shifts
during therapy. The energy is not retained in the form of an over-charge in the body's upper half
any longer, where it causes a pulsation disturbance, but rather gathers in the body's actual
"center" below the navel. This is accompanied by a subjective sensation of greater calmness and
balance, increased joy of life, and sexual sensitivity as well as the occurrence of the orgasm
reflex as described by Reich, indicative of unobstructed pulsation of the whole organism on the
level of the autonomic nervous system.

5.5. Peptic Ulcer

5.5.1. Pulsation of the ANS

We will now turn to another complex of somatic disorders, which can well be traced back to a
disorder of the ANS' way of functioning. We are talking about diseases of the stomach and
duodenum, specifically the complex of ulcers occurring there. As with back pain, with ulcers we
encounter the phenomenon of a frequent discrepancy between physical findings and subjective
perception. Especially in older patients, the ulcer need not cause any pain, whereas typical ulcer
pain may occur in patients without one.[27]

Peptic ulcers are a defect of the mucous membrane, which is accompanied by the formation of
scar tissue, and which besides pain can lead to bleeding and perforation of the stomach's or
intestines' walls. The formation of ulcers is closely associated with the production or
overproduction of gastric acid and other digestive enzymes, as well as a deficiency in
gastro-intestinal motility and circulation in their lining. The lining protects the stomach from
self-digestion by gastric juices. In the cases of either excessive production of gastric acid or
insufficient blood supply in the mucous membranes, this protection is no longer sufficient.

There has been a lot of talk lately about peptic ulcers being caused by a bacterium, Helicobacter
pylori. However, ulcers without bacterial settlement can be found. Moreover 80% of Ireland's
population is carrying this bacterium with most of them not suffering from ulcers, there is an
indication of a rather multi-determinant genesis of the disease: bacteria may be involved, but are
definitely not the sole reason.

As to the ANS, increased production of gastric acid is activated by the parasympathetic nerves,
just as it activates the gastro-intestinal tract's motility on the whole. Reduced blood supply to the
stomach, however, is based on higher sympathetic activity. According to clinical studies, active
stress ulcers develop on the basis of sympathetic hyperactivity with reduced blood supply in the
gastric lining. With chronic peptic ulcerand duodenal ulcer, increased acid production caused by
increased parasympathticotonus is predominant.[28]

Ulcers can develop as literal "stress ulcers" through damage in the autonomic nervous system.
In tests with rats which where exposed to external stress without any possibility to escape it
("immobilization stress"), peptic ulcers could be caused in a high percentage of animals.[29] In
studies of a patient with a stomach fistula, tense, ambivalent situations with persistent trouble

resulted in parasympathetic effects on the gastric lining (increase in blood circulation, motility
and secretion). Anxiety, fear and depressivity, however, set off an opposite sympatheticotonic
reaction.[30]

Clinical neurologists assume that formation of ulcers cannot be viewed so much as an either
sympatheticotonic or parasympatheticotonic process, but that disturbances in the "autonomic
coordination" with damage of the gastric lining through insufficient blood circulation on the one
hand and increased acid production on the other hand lead to the formation of ulcers.[31]

Accordingly, the origin of ulcers would be not so much a chronic persistance of either of the
autonomic extremes, but a back and forth between the extremes, but not in the sense of a healthy,
coordinated pulsation and oscillation, but in the sense of sudden change "from one extreme to
another", without coordination of sympathetic and parasympathetic activity, more in the sense of
the body's inability to "decide" on either direction.

Generally, it can be said that disturbances in the "autoregulation of the balance between defensive
(or protective) and aggressive (or damaging) mechanisms can result in the formation of
ulcers."[32]

The orthodox therapy basically consists of symptomatic measures, such as stopping the
haemorrhaging, application of acid blockers and antibiotics, as well as dietary recommendations.
A causal therapy does not take place.

5.5.2. Psychological Component

Psycho-somatic researchers found out about the "typical" ulcer patient's longing for a
conflict-free childhood, motherly care, infantile dependency, and being loved. Critical for the
dependency tendency might be experiences of separation during childhood, which can often be
substantiated biographically.[33]

As a compensation for family security, ulcer patients often give high priority to the affiliation
with a social group. The longing for care is often compensated by great ambition and striving
for success. Between the usually unconscious desire for being dependent and cared for
(parasympatheticotonic process) and striving for independence (sympathetically supported), a
contradiction arises. Depending on how far the patient gives in to his dependency tendencies, he

appears "openly dependent" or, if covering up this behavior, "pseudo-independent".

The ulcer patient's longing for the conflict-free childhood is closely connected with the often
lacking capibility of dealing adequately with anger and aggression. Aggressive tendencies can
either be strongly inhibited, or - in the other extreme - are displayed in an exaggerated manner.
The ability for conflicts and the healthy confrontation of challenges is generally reduced.
External stimuli can often be "digested" poorly, inner digestion in the form of "tearing oneself
apart" taking place instead. In the vernacular, we find expressions like "this upsets my
stomach", or "swallow one's anger" for stomach trouble. The increased acid production with an
ulcer finds its equivalent in the expression "looking sour". All this proverbial wisdom hints
towards the ulcer as an expression of suppressed feelings, especially aggressions.

The manifestation of an ulcer is presumably typical for a situation in which the person is torn
between two opposing tendencies. If that person does not know whether to fight or flee, attack
or surrender, he is in a dilemma similar to the stressed-out, immobilized rat's mentioned
above.[34] The patient longs for the conflict-free existence, does not want to fight, but then feels
threatened by deep helplessness in the face of attacks from outside. As a compensation, he
wants to fend these attacks off. They either "plunge headlong into the battle" and deny their
passive side (pseudo-independent type), or get stuck due to aggressive inhibition, swallowing
their anger and denying their aggressive side (openly dependent type). In both cases, the conflict
between longing for care and the aggressive approach of life's tasks is not fundamentally
resolved. There is no "as well as", but only "either/or". On the autonomic level, uncoordinated
back and forth between sympatheticotonus - in the sense of attack mode - and
parasympatheticotonus - in the sense of resignation mode - takes place, forming the
morphological foundation for the ulcer process.

5.5.3. Therapy

On the segmental level, peptic ulcer goes along with a hardening of the muscles in the
diaphragmatic and abdominal region. This tension has a direct impact on the activity of the solar
plexus, the large autonomic nerve node located immediately below the diaphragm. On the
muscular level, therefore, techniques which activate the diaphragmatic and abdominal muscles,
establishing "healthy tone", prevail.

There are various ways to work on the diaphragm. One possibility is via various breathing
techniques, for instance practicing extreme diaphragmatic breathing. The diaphragm's insertions
on the ribs as well as the posterior ligament attachments are also accessible to direct stimulation
by Points and Positions work. The strongest stimulus to the diaphragm is the triggering of the

gag reflex without interrupting the exhalation. By this, the parasympathetic nerve is activated,
and autonomic oscillation stimulated again, the diaphragmatic block is resolved, and the
diaphragm is once again free to oscillate with breathing in and out.

Practicing the gag reflex can be accompanied by nauseous feelings going as far as vomiting. It
constitutes a strong manipulation of the patient's autonomic system. Gagging is actually a
movement opposite to swallowing (as well of food as of emotions!). In a non-armored
organism, gagging and vomiting can happen very easily. It is observable in infants as well as in
the animal kingdom with dolphins, cats and dogs. The "normal" adult's agonizing about gagging
is due only to acquired muscular tension. Through the practice of triggering the gag reflex
during therapy (and also artificially induced vomiting), it can gradually be loosened, while at the
same time the emotion captured in it becomes perceivable and expressable to the patient.

Resolution of the diaphragmatic block, being the musclular block located between upper and
lower body, goes along with twitching and waves of excitement towards the head and the
genitals, and is accompanied by feelings of giving way and surrender.

The abdominal segment, the free mobility of which is mainly impeded by tension of the straight
and transversally running abdominal muscles, some back muscles, and muscles inside the
abdominal cavity along the spinal column, can also be influenced by breathing techniques and
manual treatment (Points and Positions).

Once again, I would like to emphasize here explicitly that body therapeutical work does not
consist solely of the mechanical relief of individual muscular tension. Especially the triggering
of the retching reflex must not be carried out isolatedly, since it represents a very invasive
autonomic intervention. The "dis-armoring" of all segments above the diaphragm is an
indispensable prerequisite. The „overall view“ is important. As an example, let me point out
here that the capability of gagging or vomiting largely involves the activity of throat and ribcage.
If these were not mobile, the energy which is set free through the treatment of the diaphragmatic
segment and which wants to flow towards the head would be obstructed by muscular blocks
further above. It would "get caught" in that block, i. e. aggravate it even more. This could
cause pain and new somatic symptoms in that area.

The treatment of the diaphragmatic and abdominal area moreover leads to an increased flow of
energy into the pelvic region, which can activate strong anxiety. Therefore, it should be
followed by further body-therapeutical work on the pelvic area. The resolution of the
diaphragmatic block is to be viewed as only one part of the body-therapy that is of particular
importance for the ulcer patient's recovery.

During the resolution of the blocks mentioned above, the patient is of course once again
confronted with previously repressed emotions. He becomes at first more aware of passive
aggression and oral need. Anxiety surfaces before the patient learns to deal actively aggressive
with the environment. The diaphragmatic segment is especially capable of hosting "murderous
rage", which is allowed to be expressed in a protected therapeutic atmosphere. Feelings of
giving way and surrender once again can only be admitted after dealing with the deep fear of
pleasurable energetic flow through the body.

By the end of therapy, the ulcer patient should have acquired the ability to "take care of himself"
instead of oral regressive dependency, as well as expressing aggression in an adequate manner.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The present account of structure and function of the autonomic nervous system, definition of
disease and health according to Reich,and the exemplary presentation of individual syndromes
has been an attempt to bring body therapy's "medical side" somewhat more to the fore. The
autonomic nervous system is a complex subject. I consider it very important not to let the
Reichian findings vanish in the mist of mysticism, especially when so-called "neo-Reichian
therapies" are popping up like mushrooms. Reich was a physician and a scientist, always busy
further elaborating the scientific foundation of his theoretical concepts further. There are still a
lot of exciting discoveries waiting to be made in this area, and I hope to have aroused some
curiosity for them in you.
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Title:
Clinical Review of Biofeedback Stress Therapy
with the EPFX Biofeedback Device

Title
Diagnosing and Treating Injured Tissue with the
Energetic Medicine of the QXCI
subtitle
The measurement of action potentials with electrodes
placed on the surface of patients with
injured or irritated tissue.
excerpt from the Promorpheus
by the QXCI staff
ABSTRACT:
In this report we review the detection and treatment of injured
tissue. In our testing procedure we use measurements of multiple voltage potential,
amperage potential, and resistance vectors. We can determine the potentials as
normal or as diseased from the experiences of energetic medicine. Once detected
the computer can then repair these injured tissue with proper TENS electrical
stimulation. The QXCI device allows for detection and correction at biological
speeds or in excess of one hundredths of a second.
ELECTRICAL PROFILE OF INJURED TISSUE
Multiple dissimilar metal electrodes are placed on the body. The potential
difference seen by the potential indicator is zero. When the tissue has been excited
electrically to the left of electrode A; when the wave of excitation reaches the region
under electrode A, it becomes negative with respect to electrode B and the
indicator rises. As the wave of excitation passes onward toward electrode B and
occupies the region between the two electrodes, the region under A is recovered
and that under B has not yet become excited. There is no voltage potential under
these conditions. The first (upward) phase of the monophasic action potential is
thus complete. While the wave of excitation occupies the region under electrode B,
the excitation wave becomes negative with respect to A, and hence the potential
indicator will fall. Recovery occurs as the wave of excitation passes B, the
membrane potential is re-established. The potential indicator reads zero. The
downward phase of the action potential is thus complete. The time between onset
of the action potentials is set by the velocity of propagation in the tissue and the
spacing interval of the electrodes. As we reduce the inter-electrode distance, the
two monophasic action potentials will be closer to each other. The time factors are
such that excitation occurs under electrode B before recovery is complete under A,
so a smaller action potential results.
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Fig1

This applies also to an isolated single strip or bundle of irritable tissues
having the same propagation velocity. If the tissue consists of a bundle of fibers
having different velocities of propagation, then the waves of excitation will arrive
under each electrode at varying times. So the wave form displayed by the recording
instrument will be very complex. It must also be recognized that the activity of the
tissues closest to the recording electrodes will contribute the most to the recorded
potential. If we filter out interference, it becomes easy to diagnose traumatized or
injured tissue.
The QXCI medical device generates a wave form based on the age of the
patient and measures the received wave form potential at the extremities. The
existence of injured tissue anywhere in the system (on or under the skin will effect
the received potential.
Experimentally it was possible to provide verification for the preceding
explanation for the wave form of potential variance, which is recorded by two
electrodes on the surface of an isolated strip of injured tissue. We used the frog
sartorius muscle consists of a bundle of very similar muscle fibers running parallel
for the whole length of the muscle. The application of a stimulus to one end of the
muscle (curarized) will cause a wave of excitation to travel along each fiber at the
same rate. The waves reached the end of the muscle at the same time. By
recording the response with two widely separated electrodes, the diphasic action
potential can be obtained; a typical result appears. If the electrode spacing is
reduced so that the monophasic action potentials overlap (i.e., excitation of the
distal electrode occurs before recovery at the proximal electrode), the action
potential is that predicted by the preceding analysis.
The computer acts as a wave form or frequency generator, and almost
simultaneously as a frequency counter and wave form analyzer. This allows intimate
and speedy detection and rectification or correction of wave abnormalities. Thus
healing of detected injured tissue can be maximized at natural signal strength. The
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body electrolyte strength will generate a potential between electrodes of dissimilar
metal construction. The range of signal in the QXCI electrodes is .693 to 1.751 volts.
The QXCI medical device generates a compatible signal strength. Thus the
intervention is rarely felt. Just as immersing in water at body temperature is not felt.
Even though you obviously get wet. The natural level of intervention of the QXCI will
allow for gentle interface and minimize alarm response. Dr. Voll found that signals
beyond 1.5 volts were destructive, so systems like the Listen or Vega could do
damage more than repair.
Multiple wave detection allows for global or wholistic system evaluation. Our
recorded diphasic action potential permits determination of the direction of the
spread of excitation. When the electrodes are closely spaced, the direction of the
initial deflection of the potential indicator still provides this information if its
deflection is known in terms of the polarity applied to its terminals. The polarity
convention chosen was such that when electrode A was negative to electrode B, the
indicator of the potential-measuring instrument rose. So when excitation traveled
from A to B, the first phase of the action potential would be upward. If the tissue
were excited at its opposite end (i.e., beyond B), electrode B would become
negative first and the initial deflection of the potential indicator would be downward.
. Electrically we can find foci of brain disturbance or heart dysfunction from multiprobed EEG or ECG channels.
We see that the meaning of the polarity of the potential difference between
the electrodes has been devoted to the case of the spread of excitation being in the
same direction into the extremitiy electrodes. The orientation of the electrodes with
respect to the direction of excitation and recovery was important. It can be shown
by placing the electrodes opposite each other on the tissue and causing a wave of
excitation to be propagated. If everything is symmetrical, dipolarization and
repolarization will occur simultaneously under each electrode. The potential
indicator will not be deflected as excitation and recovery pass. Acupuncture
meridian cascade can also be demonstrated by multi-channel measurement of
acupuncture points on a meridian. The choice of wrist and ankle location was based
initially on the Rodakru system of Korea but later development found that this was an
ideal location for equilabrating the signal.
Some tissue (especially cardiac muscle) will have excitation in all the tissue
before recovery occurs under either electrode. Sometimes recovery does not travel
in the same direction as excitation. Therefore, the action potentials recorded from a
pair of electrodes on the surface of such tissue are expected to be different from
those previously discussed (see "Cardiology", by Dr. Nelson).
.
In the Promorpheus we diagrams strips of isolated irritable tissue in which
excitation occupies all the tissue before recovery occurs under either electrode.
Assume that the tissue has been stimulated to the left of electrode A and that
3

excitation advances and occupies the region under electrode A, making this
electrode negative with respect to electrode B; with the polarity convention adopted,
the potential voltage indicator rises. Excitation advances will occupy the region
under electrode B. Recovery will not have occurred under electrode A and because
both electrodes are now over active tissue, the indicator shows no potential
difference, and the first upward phase of the action potential will result If the strip of
irritable tissue is uniform, recovery will follow in the same direction as excitation,
occurring first under electrode A.
Excitation and recovery propagated at right angles to the axis of a pair of
electrodes on an isolated strip of irritable tissue. Under this condition, electrode B is
negative with respect to A and the potential indicator falls. As recovery occurs
under electrode B, the potential indicator reads zero and the second (downward)
phase of the action potential is completed as shown in the Promorpheus
As we see, the two monophasic action potentials have special meanings.
The peak of the first upward monophasic action potential indicates excitation under
electrode A; the end of this action potential indicates that the whole tissue is active.
A downward wave indicates recovery starting under electrode A and recovery under

this electrode becomes complete when the peak of the downward action potential is
reached. Completion of the downward action potential shows full recovery of the
tissue.
Fig2
If there exists a metabolic gradient in irritable tissue, the sequence of events
will be different. If, when all of the tissue is active, recovery proceeds in the direction
opposite that of excitation, the second phase of the action potential will be different.
Recovery appears first under electrode B, resulting in electrode A being negative
with respect to B (Fig. 2). Thus the potential indicator will rise and the second
phase of the action potential will be upward (i.e., in the same direction as the first).
As the tissue covers under electrode A, the second (upward) phase of the action
potential results.
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As presented, the peak of the first upward phase described excitation under
electrode A. At the end of the first monophasic action potential, when the indicator
read zero, the whole tissue was active. The beginning of the second upward phase
indicated the start of recovery under electrode B; total recovery occurred when the
second upward monophasic action potential was completed. To summarize, in
tissue that is totally occupied by excitation before recovery occurs anywhere, if the
two phases of the action potential are in the opposite direction, excitation and
recovery travel in the same direction. This implies general skin voltage readings,
not acupuncture points. If the two phases are in the same direction, excitation and
recovery travel in opposite directions. This can often be found in the heart of a coldblooded animal and in homogenous tissue; the latter is characteristic of the
mammalian ventricles. Acupuncture meridians show the characteristic voltage
changes, but follow uncharacteristic impedance variance from other skin tissue.
This phenomenon accounts for electroacupuncture.

Injured Tissue Effects On Action Potential
A surprising observation associated with the measurement of action
potentials with extracellular electrodes, applied directly to injured tissue, is the
appearance of wave forms that resemble, to a remarkable degree, those obtained
with transmembrane electrodes. Many papers presenting such records usually
state that one electrode was placed on uninjured tissue and the other was over
injured tissue. This allows for the electrical location of trauma cases and a
quantifiable means of rating the injury. Such a sophisticated instrument is
manufactured by QXCI. This instrument can be passed down the spine to measure
voltage, amperage, resistance, and temperature of the skin next to the vertebrae.
From this we can measure spinal injuries quite accurately.
As we have demonstrated, if two electrodes are placed on the surface of a
uniform strip of irritable tissue, a diphasic action potential is recorded when the
tissue responds to a stimulus. Excitation and recovery under the first electrode are
found in the first phase; the second indicates the same event under the second
electrode. If the two electrodes are close together, the phases will be temporally
closer. If one of the surface electrodes is advanced through the membrane into the
cell, the membrane potential appears. If the cell is excited, the monophasic action
potential will be recorded rising from, and returning to, the resting membrane
potential. This shows two boundary conditions (i.e., both electrodes are
extracellular), which give rise to the idealized diphasic action potential; when one
electrode is extracellular and the other is intracellular, the idealized monophasic
action potential results. Imagine a strip of irritable tissue, injured at one end (i.e.,
depolarized) by crushing at B as in Fig. G. The membrane potential is not fully
maintained all the way to the site of injury.
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Graham and Gerard (1946) used frog sartorius muscle and explored the
potential along the membrane with transmembrane electrodes up to and within the
site of injury. It was found that the potential between the exploring electrode was
within 5 mm of the site of injury. As electrode B was moved toward the cut end, the
potential decreased; at 2 mm from the site of injury, the potential was twenty-five
percent of the membrane potential. Graham and Gerard placed one electrode on
the intact surface of a muscle cell and another in the region of injury, comparing the
potential difference so measured with the resting membrane potential. The injury
potential was thirty to thirty-nine percent of the membrane potential. This accounts
for electrical measurement of tissue.
At the site of injury the spatial distribution of membrane potential, whatever it
may be, causes current to flow through the fluid environment. Thus in the fluid there
will be established more electrical current, or amps. Injured tissue will have less
resistance and thus draw electrical energy to it.
This is necessary to provide greater electrical flow for rebuilding and
reconstruction.
Consequently, the potential measured between an electrode inside the cell
and one at the site of injury will depend on the local conditions at the site of injury
and the position of the electrode in the fluid environment. If this potential (the injury
potential) is measured under optimum conditions, it may amount to slightly more
than one-third of the membrane potential. The same type of information developed
by Woodbury and others (1951) demonstrated that if the diameter of an intracellular
electrode is large with respect to the size of a cell, the potential measured is
considerably less than the membrane potential and approximated thirty percent of
the true membrane potential. It is apparent that a typical injury potential may be
about one-third of the membrane potential. This will allow us to measure the
probability of injury in the body.

Fig3
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This situation has an important implication when an action potential is
measured with one electrode on the surface of an irritable tissue and the other in an
area of injury. Suppose that before excitation, the resting membrane potential is -70
mV, that electrode A is on the intact surface of the irritable tissue, and that electrode
B is in the site of injury. Under this condition the potential difference between the
electrodes may be thirty-five percent of the membrane potential and amount to
about -25 mV. Now if the tissue is stimulated to the left of electrode A, when
excitation reaches this electrode the potential difference measured between the
electrodes will be the algebraic sum of the potentials at the two electrodes. For
example, assume that the membrane depolarizes and reverse polarizes to +20 mV;
the potential difference was -25 mV just before depolarization and +65 mV at the
peak of reverse polarization. It will then return to -25 mV when the wave of excitation
passes the surface electrode. This sequence illustrates that a fair representation of
the wave form of the transmembrane action potential can be obtained by injuring the
tissue under one electrode. Important to note that, although the magnitude of the
reverse polarization of the membrane amounted to only 20 mV, in the record it
showed up as a much larger potential of +65 mV. This situation probably serves to
explain the considerable reverse potential observed by Bernstein (1871) when he
measured the nerve action potential with the resistance meter (see Hoff and
Geddes, 1957).
There is another point to consider when the action potential is measured with
one electrode on an intact membrane and the other in a region of injury. Before
excitation there will be a standing potential difference (the injury potential), whose
magnitude will depend primarily on the location of the electrode at the site of injury.
If electrode B is over the injured area, an appreciable percentage of the membrane
potential may be detected; if it is moved a short distance from the site of injury and
is over-excitable tissue, the steady (injury) potential difference between the
electrodes will be less. Now if the tissue is excited and excitation and recovery
passes under the surface electrode, the usual monophasic action potential will
occur, superimposed on a baseline of the injury potential. If the strip of irritable
tissue is long with respect to the time of propagation of the impulse and the amount
of tissue occupied by excitation is small with respect to the inter-electrode distance,
excitation and recovery will take place under the first electrode before it enters the
region of electrode B, which is near the area of injury. Electrode B may also be
close to uninjured tissue, and therefore detect not only the injury potential but also an
attenuated action potential as it advances toward the area of injury. Thus the
resulting action potential measured between the two electrodes will be diphasic,
consisting of a large monophasic action potential superimposed on the injury
potential, followed by a smaller monophasic action potential in the opposite
direction reflecting what electrode B detects from the depolarization and
repolarization of normal tissue near the site of injury. This is a factor used by QXCI
machinery to find improper reactivity or to correlate proper reactivity.
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If we move the electrodes together, or if the area of the tissue occupied by
excitation is great compared to the inter-electrode distance, the smaller downward
phase of the action potential will be moved towards the upward phase. A type of
this wave form is often recorded when a needle electrode inserted into active tissue
is compared to another electrode on uninjured tissue (see Quantum Biology).
Multiple Measurement of Irritable Tissues. Previously we analyzed the
situation involving the potential expected from electrodes on the surface of a strip of
isolated injured tissue. We can predict the anticipated potential from electrodes on
a bundle of isolated irritable tissues. In particular, this line of reasoning has value in
explaining the action potentials recorded from the surface of a nerve trunk and the
effect of injury determining the action potentials recorded from myocardial tissue.
Sometimes the analysis is better performed by use of the dipole concept.

The injury and monophasic action potential.
Imagine a bundle of irritable fibers with similar propagation velocity. Place
on the surface of the bundle one electrode, and place the other electrode at the cut
(injured) end. Without excitation there will be a standing potential difference (the
injury potential) between the electrodes. If we stimulate the fibers at the end
opposite the cut, all the propagated excitations will pass by the surface electrode at
the same time. The surface electrode will preferentially detect the action potentials
in fiber 1, which is immediately under it. The action potentials in the more distant
underlying fibers will also be detected, but the more distant fibers will contribute less
to the voltage detected by the surface electrode. In accordance with Fig. 3, the
resulting action potential will be a combination of all the action potentials of the local
and distant fibers. Because all fibers were chosen to be identical, the action
potential will be a smooth monophasic wave; no action potentials will be detected at
the site of injury.
If we do not stimulate the individual fibers simultaneously, as for example in
skeletal muscle by nerve stimulation, the action potentials of the individual fibers will
not pass under the surface electrode synchronously. The potential between the
electrodes reflects this situation and the action potential recorded. The potential will
still be unidirectional and polyphasic. The form of the potential will reflect the
temporal pattern of excitation and the spatial distribution and velocities of
propagation of the various fibers.
This is by no means uncommon in the routine measurement of bioelectric
events with local extracellular electrodes. In nerve trunks, a spatial distribution of
fibers has various diameters. Velocities of propagation are related to fiber
diameters. Larger fibers propagate excitation much more rapidly than the smaller
ones. When we stimulate all the fibers simultaneously, we induce a larger time
separation between the action potentials of the rapidly and slowly propagating
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fibers. Sequential action potentials can then be detected by a surface electrode.
This is how the variances in nerve conduction velocity were found by Erlanger and
Gasser (1937). Their Nobel Prize-winning study and experiments with some
sample oscillograms are classic. The investigators employed injured tissue to
obtain unit activity. They proved that the propagation velocity in nerve is related to
fiber diameter. Erlanger and Gasser demonstrated that the wave form of the action
potential recorded by a surface electrode placed on a mixed nerve trunk, in which all
of the axons are stimulated simultaneously, will depend on the propagation
velocities and the distance from the point of stimulation to the active (surface)
electrode. The electrode can detect the action potentials of the fibers below it.
Electrodes in the more distant fibers will contribute less to the recorded action
potential.
Fig5
Transmembrane potential and current changes in the giant barnacle muscle in
response to square-wave stimuli. The graded response to an increase in stimulus
intensity is shown at C; local spike formations produced by first decreasing the

intracellular concentration of calcium and then varying the extracellular calcium
concentration (20, 84, 338 mM)
The action potentials of a nerve trunk containing a population of fibers having
different diameters and therefore different propagation velocities: (a) recording
method; (b) action potentials from the fastest propagating fibers (AY, , ), (c) action
potentials B and C from the fibers with slower propagation velocity.
Action potentials of a mixed nerve recorded with a pair of surface electrodes
during physiological activation of its neurones (or receptors) will reflect the
asynchrony of activation of the axons. Also reflected are differences in their
propagation velocities, and the electrode separation. Action potentials have a
similar asynchrony as the activity of skeletal muscle is recorded. Here we
demonstrate skeletal muscle where there is a spatial distribution of motor end
plates. If all the axons were excited simultaneously by a single stimulus, all the
muscle fibers would not be excited simultaneously. An electrode close to the end of
the muscle will detect the action potentials of the individual fibers as they arrive at
various times because of the distances from the end plates. Action potential
recorded will be polyphasic. If motor neurones are activated physiologically,
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simultaneous excitation does not occur. There will be an added asynchrony to the
arrival of the action potentials under the muscle electrode, and the electrical activity
will consist of a train of action potentials.
Local potential changes under the cathode and anode with increasing stimulus
intensity. Note that under the cathode, when the stimulus intensity reduced the local
potential to about 0.38 of the amplitude of an action potential, excitation occurred;
excitation did not occur under the anode with increasing stimulus intensity

Electrophysical Interference
Previously we have dealt with the case of electrodes placed on the surface of
isolated active tissue and in regions of injury. When both electrodes are placed on
the surface of a bundle of fibers or group of cells, the electrical potential measured
will show the time change factors of arrival of excitation to each electrode. The
distances of the individual fibers from each electrode are also revealed. Algebraic
summation over time is often called the interference theory, originating with Burdon
Sanderson (1879). They explained the genesis of the QRS and T waves of the
ECG from the monophasic action potentials recorded by each electrode. If a pair of
electrodes is placed on a bundle of similar uninjured fibers that are excited
asynchronously, or on a bundle of dissimilar fibers excited synchronously, then
interference theory says that the action potential appearing between the electrodes
will be polyphasic and complex.
The interference theory has value in explaining some electrocardiographic
wave forms. This theory is particularly handy in explaining the contribution of injury
to the ECG. The true form of ECG action potential was first recorded with
transmembrane electrodes much later by Coraboeuf and Weidmann (1949).
Sanderson showed that the addition of two temporally displaced monophasic action
potentials recorded from the ventricle of a frog gave rise to the R and T waves. The
interference theory in ECG is also posited by Lewis (1925) and Hoff et al. (1941).
The dipole concept is a better way of viewing the genesis of some of the
electrocardiographic wave forms, particularly when recorded with a "monopolar"
electrode, but the interference theory is still helpful and may be applied to the
situation in which a pair of electrodes are placed on the surface of cardiac muscle.
Modification of this with modern fractal theory (QXCI) can peak electrical reactivity
for medical use.
Assume that a pair of electrodes is placed on the surface of intact cardiac
muscle and that excitation and recovery of each of the cardiac muscle fibers will
contribute a potential to each electrode. The effect diminishes with distance.
Experience shows the amount of potential contributed by fibers at different depths to
electrodes A and B. We know that active tissue is electronegative to inactive tissue
plus active tissue under electrode A moves the potential indicator in one direction
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and active tissue under electrode B will cause the potential indicator to move in the
opposite direction. Thus the contributions of potential to the active fibers under
electrode B are drawn inverted. Injury to tissue will generate irregularities in the
heart beat. Thus the entire field of electro-cardiology is indeed an established
energetic medicine.
The interference theory states that the potential difference recorded between
terminals A and B is the algebraic sum of the temporal development of voltages
provided by the active fibers under each electrode. A typical summation of these
potentials appears. which diagrams genesis of the R and T waves of the
electrogram of simple ventricular myocardium. If recovery occurs earlier under
electrode B than A, the duration of the monophasic action potential under B will be
less and the T wave will be upward.
The potentials from electrodes placed on the surface of cardiac muscle.
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If some of the myocardial fibers under electrode B are now injured, such as

by ischemia, the electrical activity detected by electrode B will be altered. Figs. 6.A
and 6.B show tissue injury under electrode B at the level of the fibers corresponding
to depth 2. There will be no excursion in membrane potential in the region, and
there will be a standing injury potential. The growing excitation over the myocardial
fibers under electrode A will thus produce normal monophasic action potentials.
Excitation passing under electrode B will produce monophasic action potentials in
the uninjured fibers and nothing but a standing injury potential from the area of injury.
The temporal summation of action potentials under electrode B will be less (Sum
B), and the potential indicator will Fig 6
reflect the sum of the action potentials detected by electrode A (Sum A), the sum
detected by electrode B (Sum B), and the standing injury potential.
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Action potentials of injured cardiac muscle idealized by use of the interference
theory.

The fractal calculus sum of these three components over time reveals that the R
wave starts at the level of the injury potential and rises and falls, reaching a plateau
of zero potential when all the tissue is depolarized; this is the S-T segment. When
the injured tissue recovers, the T wave will end at the level of the injury potential. The
elevation in the S-T segment (actually a depression of the diastolic baseline) is the
principle sign of injury to the ventricular myocardium. Whether it appears as an S-T
segment elevation or depression depends, of course, on the proximity of the injury
to one electrode or the other. (See "Cardiology" by Dr. Nelson).
We have demonstrated that when electrodes are placed on irritable tissue,
the potential measured reflects the excitatory and recovery process in the individual
tissues as the active tissues are excited and the electrodes are strategically located
with respect to the electrodes. We will know the presence or absence of an injury
potential in the tissues. Whether the action potential will have upward and
downward components will depend on whether one electrode is located in an area
of injury or not and the sequence of recovery. Multi-channel equipment, such as the
QXCI technologies, is needed to analyze such disturbances. How could anyone do
energetic medicine with just one channel of resistance?
Dipole Effect.
In the practical measurement of a bioelectric event it is often impossible to
place both extracellular electrodes directly on the irritable tissue; one may be nearby
and the other at a considerable distance, constituting a reference or "indifferent"
electrode. The principal difference between this method of measurement and that
featuring electrodes directly in contact with the irritable tissue is that the potentials
measured reflect the flow of current in the conducting environment surrounding the
active region of the irritable tissue. Bernstein's pupil Hermann (1879) first
presented this; it was later extended by Craib (1927), Wilson et al. (1933), and
Macleod (1938) to include cardiac muscle. Verification of its applicability to human
electrocardiography has been presented by Hecht and Woodbury (1950).
Whenever a source of potential (a volume conductor) current flows, a
potential field is generated. This illustrates the manner in which the potential field is
distributed. The iso-potential lines (of which there is an infinite number) describe
the potential measured by a "monopolar" electrode located anywhere in the
environment of the dipole when referred to another electrode in a region of zero
potential (i.e., at an infinite distance or on the zero iso-potential line passing midway
between the poles of the dipole). Imagine now that a monopolar electrode starts
from a remote point and is moved along a line (d = 1) parallel to the dipole axis (the
line joining its positive and negative poles); the iso-potential lines are encountered
in an orderly sequence and the potential will first increase, then fall to zero (when the
13

electrode is over the midpoint of the dipole), then reverse polarity and increase
magnitude, and then decrease as the electrode is moved further away. It should be
noted that the same sequence will be measured if the electrode is fixed and the
dipole moves. If the procedure were repeated by moving the monopolar electrode
along another line parallel to the dipole axis but more distant (d = 2), the same
sequence of events would occur, but the magnitude of the excursion in voltage
would be less (d = 2). Quantic derivatives are not much different. They involve
indeterminacy, probability and hermitian matrices. See Quantum Biology for more

details.
The dipole and its field of potential: (a) potential distribution; (b) potential
encountered by exploring electrode moving along lines (d = 1, d = 2) parallel
to the dipole axis. Fig 7

The dipole concept is illustrated in Fig. 5, in which a shows a long strip of
irritable tissue at rest. "Monopolar" is the term for the potential Vb at a nearby point
B, which is measured with respect to a truly indifferent electrode. An indifferent
electrode is one at an infinite distance in the conducting environment, the potential
will be essentially zero. When tissue is electrically stimulated, the active region
(which is negative to the resting region) will cause current to flow in the conducting
environment and to establish a potential field. Because the boundary between the
active and inactive regions is characterized by charges of opposite sign, the wave
front of excitation are equal to a dipole with its positive pole facing the direction of
propagation of excitation. Whenever the active region is in a large segment of the
irritable tissue, we find that the potential changes appearing at the point P are those
displaying the dipole accompanied by its potential field as it moves by. The
potential difference appearing between
Fig 7
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a nearby electrode and a distant reference electrode is clearly diphasic (positive
followed by negative) as the wave of excitation passes the nearby electrode. Even
if the polarity chosen for the indicator goes up or down, which is controlled by the
convention adopted.
Similar reasoning can be used to even the recovery . Since the active area is
negative to inactive tissue, recovery can be similar to a dipole with its negative pole
facing the direction of progressing recovery. Therefore, passage of recovery by the
nearby measuring electrode will produce a negative-positive variation in potential.
Of greater concern is the phenomenon of electrical reactance. Reactance is
defined as a change in capacitance to an inductance field. This produces changes
in resistance over time. Thus we can easily interrupt the phenomenon of medication
testing. Since there is a proven virtual biophoton field around all items, this field can
produce a change in the bioelectrical pattern of the body. This reactance peaks on
the acupuncture meridians; mostly near the wrist, ankles, fingers and toes. These
acupuncture points are near the peripheral points of the body. Voltage drops with
volume of material. So the points near the periphery have peak voltage. The
interaction of medication reactivity and electro physiology offers the world of
medicine dramatic potentials.
From the foregoing it can be seen that when excitation goes by a nearby
monopolar electrode a diphasic (positive -negative) potential change is recorded. If
recovery passes in the same direction as excitation, a negative-positive diphasic
potential change is measured. If the active region is small, the time between
excitation and recovery will be brief. The two diphasic waves will be proximal and
may indeed overlap, resulting in a complex positive-negative-positive wave form to
signal passage of excitation and recovery. Experience clarifies this point by
showing the effect of decreasing the width S of the active region.
The field pattern surrounding an active region of nerve on a conducting plane
and its relation to the dipole concept and the action potentials recorded from
different points on the conducting plane. (Redrawn after Lorente de Nù, A Study of
Nerve Physiology. New York: Rockefeller Institute, 1947, Part 2. Chapter 16.
Lorente de Nù found that the dipole concept could be measured in vivo by
femoral exposure of a branch of the sciatic nerve of a frog measured by
antidromical stimulation, and then recording action potentials with a metal
microelectrode placed at sites on the adjacent muscle. His work which shows the
recording he obtained, demonstrates the two theorem results of this theory: 1) that
passage of the wave of excitation and recovery gives a triphasic action potential,
and 2) that the recorded amplitude diminishes with increasing distance from the
irritable tissue (nerve).
The applicability of the dipole concept to human electrocardiography was
presented by Hecht and Woodbury (1950). They utilized a monopolar esophageal
electrode to record the action potential in excitation of the atria. The researchers
compared this potential with those obtained by moving a dipole past a local
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monopolar electrode in a volume conductor. The signal was deflected positively by
an upward deflection of the potential indicator. Hecht and Woodbury pointed out
that the equivalent dipole of excitation is actually a band of dipoles in which there is
a spacing between the poles that represents the transition boundary layer between
active (-) and resting (+) tissue. Similar electrical dipole reactivity patterns can be
demonstrated along acupuncture meridians. These patterns show a neurological
similarity to an acupuncture meridian where no nerves exist. Acupuncture yields a
transfer of electrical patterns that moderate organ systems and make health
possible. Electroacupuncture, with its tens of hundreds of thousands of
practitioners, is indeed here to stay.
Extracellular action potentials recorded in situ from the stimulated (s) bullfrog
sciatic nerve (n) on the right side of the animal. The numbers on the recordings in
the vicinity of the nerve identify the locations of the monopolar metal microelectrode
(tip radius 20 >); the "indifferent (ground) electrode was placed on the left leg.
Dipole theory outlines that excitation and recovery are viewed as traveling
dipoles. Recordings are made with a considerable spatial distribution of dipoles.
Depolarization is rapid and the transition between active and inactive tissue
occupies only a short distance. The wave form representing excitation usually
adjusts to that predicted by a traveling dipole. Recovery time is much less,
however, and it is unevenly distributed over a greater amount of tissue. The wave
form representing recovery is usually less in amplitude and greater in duration.
Macleod (1938) demonstrated this difference in studies using the dipole theory
explaining the recovery (T) wave of an ECG that was recorded with an electrode
pair. The pair consists of one active and one "indifferent" (reference) electrode.
Macleod described an application of the dipole concept to cardiac muscle. This
also explains why irritable tissue is to be considered in the practical application of
the dipole concept. Macleod wrote (1938):
Muscle does not become active instantaneously. The active process
spreads with a given velocity so that one length of muscle will be coming active,
another will be fully active, and a third will be regressing from the active state. The
lengths that are in transition are the distances over which the potential difference
which exists between resting and active muscle must be distributed. It is possible to
represent the potential difference either by a chain of doublets [dipoles] distributed
along the transitional region or by a single positive and a single negative pole
located at its beginning and end, respectively. Conversely the length of the doublet
chain or the distance apart of the positive and negative poles measures the length
of the transitional region.
Computerized Mathematics
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The distances between the poles of the dipoles of excitation and recovery
are expected to be different. By using a specific global area such as the wrists and
ankles the relative distance of each patient is the same.
The dipole concept predicting the potential recorded with a monopolar
electrode is obviously very greatly simplified. We must use caution in extrapolating
it to all in vivo situations. It is extremely complex. Consider what might happen if
both electrodes are in the environment of the active tissue (i.e., one electrode not in
a region of zero potential). Realize that the in vivo environmental conducting
medium does not extend to infinity in all directions and is constituted by
inhomogeneous tissue. Thus a relatively complex wave form, reflecting excitation
and recovery, can be detected by extracellular electrodes. Accurate prediction of
the wave form is impossible in many practical circumstances. But our theories
generate an approximate "map" to guide us in our intervention.
Extracellular Potentials Across the Membrane. There is no easy way to
relate the action potential detected by an external monopolar electrode (i.e., one
paired with an indifferent electrode) to the transmembrane potential. No simple and
constant relationship can be attained since there are environmental
inhomogeneities of various kinds.
If an irritable tissue in a volume conductor becomes active, there is a current
flow in the environment and a potential field results. A monopolar electrode detects
the potential due to the flow of current through the resistance of the environmental
material. The current surge starts the active region of the membrane, which
experiences an excursion in potential. In the field theory (Lorente de Nù, 1947;
Clark and Plonsey, 1968; Plonsey, 1969) and with the cable analog (Huxley and
St_mpfil, 1949; Tasaki, 1959; Clark and Plonsey, 1966) we show that the
membrane current does not have the same wave form as the excursion in
transmembrane potential. The mathematical analysis puts forward the case of a
cylindrical irritable tissue located in a uniform volume conductor, showed that the
membrane current is proportional to the second derivative of the transmembrane
potential.
Membrane~ Current~ =~ d sup 2 over dT~ (Transmembrane~ Volt.)
The cable analog for a long, cylindrical, irritable cell can be used to show that
the external action potential detected by a nearby monopolar electrode in the
environmental volume conductor is proportional to the second derivative of the
transmembrane action potential. Allow the environment as a resistance having a
value rlˆ/unit length; similarly, the resistance per unit length of the cytoplasm is
designated r2.
During activity there is a current flow in the environment il, in the cytoplasm i2, and
through the membrane im. If the currents are identified, along with the coordinate
system in which x increase to the right. There is a decrement in current within and
without the cell, and this decrement reflects the current im flowing through the
membrane. Because of the current flow, at any point there are potentials
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developed; at a point outside the cell, a potential Vl will exist and within the cell a
potential V2 will exist.
Since the membrane current im is the decrement in the cytoplasmic and
environmental current,
i sub m~ =~ {partial i sub 2} over {partial x}~~~ \and~~~ i sub m~ =~ {- partial i
sub l} over {partial x}
Cytoplasmic and environmental potential gradients exist because there is
current flow, therefore
{partial V sub 2} over {partial sub x}~ =~ i sub 2 r sub 2~~~ \and~~~ {partial V
sub l} over {partial x}~ =~ i sub l r sub l
from which
{partial sup 2 V sub 2} over {partial x sup 2}~ =~ {r sub 2 partial i sub 2} over
{partial x}~~~ \and~~~ {partial sup 2 V sub l} over {partial x sup 2}~ =~ {r sub l
partial i sub l} over {partial x}
Now
r sub 2 i sub m~ =~ {r sub 2 partial i sub 2} over {partial sub x}~~~ \and~~~ r
sub l i sub m~ =~ {-r sub l partial i sub l} over {partial x}
Therefore
r sub 2 i sub m~ =~ {partial sup 2 V sub 2} over {partial x sup 2}~~~ \and~~~ r
sub l i sub m~ =~ {- partial sup 2 V sub l} over {partial x sup 2}
In Quantum Biophysics we can quantify these readings and show that at the
cellular level these functions are quantic.
Because the transmembrane potential Vm is the difference between the
potential outside V2 and inside V1 the cell,
V sub m~ =~ V sub 2~ -~ V sub l
Therefore
{partial sup 2 V sub m} over {partial x sup 2}~ =~ {partial sup 2 V sub 2} over
{partial x sup 2}~ -~ {partial sup 2 V sub 1} over {partial x sup 2}~ =~ r sub 2 i
sub m~ +~ r sub l i sub m~ =~ i sub m~ (r sub l~ +~ r sub 2)
Now because the excursion in membrane potential is a wave that is propagated
with a constant velocity u and without decrement, it can be represented by
V sub m~ =~ _~ left ( t~ -~ {x over u} right )
This expression satisfies the wave equation
{partial sup 2 V sub m} over {partial x sup 2}~ =~ 1 over u sup 2~ {partial sup
2 V sub m} over {partial t sup 2}
Transmembrane Potential
The membrane potential can be transformed from the distance (x) coordinate
to the time domain t; which yields
i sub m~ =~ 1 over {u sup 2 (r sub l~ +~ r sub 2)}~ {partial sup 2 V sub m}
over {partial t sup 2}
We thus have shown that the membrane current is proportional to the second
derivative of the transmembrane potential with respect to time. Tasaki (1959)
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recorded simultaneously the membrane current and the transmembrane action
potential of the squid giant axon. "The membrane current im was detected by
forcing it to flow through a low value of resistance r, connected to a small central
pool of seawater 2 mm wide; on either side of this pool, and insulated from it, were
two other pools containing electrodes joined together and connected to the other
side of the resistor. The potential difference appearing across r was found to be
proportional to the membrane current flowing during activity on the application of a
stimulus (square wave) to one end of the nerve. The transmembrane potential of the
central segment of the nerve was measured by inserting a micropipet into the axon."
The voltage appearing across r and that detected by the micropipet were applied
to two amplifiers Ai and Av,. The transmembrane potential is a monophasic wave,
but the membrane current has an entirely different wave form, and is, in fact,
decidedly triphasic.
Our cable theory predicts that the membrane current varies as the second
derivative of the transmembrane potential; the study carried out by Tasaki allows
analysis. Our quantum matrix will allow us to properly chart out the electrical
patterns of health and disease, and furnish a true energetic medicine.
Our comparison of the second derivative of the transmembrane potential b
with the membrane current c reveals that they have the same general contour. The
difference is probably due to experimental limitations. In the theoretical derivation
electrode size and cell dimensions were not considered; potentials and currents
were said to exist at various points. Experimentally, neither the axon nor the
electrode pair was infinitely small; nor did the volume conductor environment extend
to infinity in all directions. Still, with these limitations, there is a reasonable similarity
between the wave form of the membrane current and the second derivative of
transmembrane potential.
Since the wave form of the membrane current is proportional to the second
derivative of the transmembrane potential, the potential detected by a local
monopolar electrode should also be proportional to the second derivative of the
transmembrane potential. An experiment was designed so that a specimen (2 x 1
mm) of dog Purkinje fiber was placed in a 3-ml beaker of oxygenated Krebs-Ringer
solution and connected to a tiny bipolar simulating electrode that was connected to
a stimulator having an isolated output circuit. An electrode was placed in the
solution about 15 mm distant, and the potential developed in the solution (when the
specimen was stimulated) was measured with a 1-> micropipet filled with 3M
potassium chloride.
A single stimuli was administered as the tip of the micropipet was brought toward
the specimen from a distance of about 3 mm and continuing until the tip of the
micropipet penetrated the membrane of a Purkinje fiber. A gentle increase in
amplitude was obtained with almost no change in the measured wave form until a
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cell membrane was penetrated. Then the transmembrane potential excursion could
be measured, demonstrating a quite different wave form with a much larger
excursion in potential. The second derivative of the transmembrane potential is very
much like the extracellularly recorded action potentials.
The membrane current is proportional to the second derivative of the
transmembrane potential. Because the membrane current flows through the
environment, the potential detected by a local monopolar electrode is believed to be
proportional to the second derivative of the membrane potential. As the monopolar
electrode is moved more distant, the wave form is the same, and the amplitude
becomes diminished. However, reactance is released.
Medication Testing
Reactivity, or reactance, is the key to medication testing. To maximize this
phenomenon we must maximize the force of life in our patients. We must also
analyze the variability and the indeterminacy of this process. There are statistical
limitations to this phenomenon. To maximize medication testing, we must also:
1.
Test substances singularly without energetic complications.
Use QXCI technology.
2.

Measure multiple channels.

3.
Measure multiple electrical parameters beyond only resistance;
i.e., voltage, amperage, capacitance, inductance.
4.

Involve proper medical history and scientific reasoning.

5.
Understand the flow matrix of quantic theory to chart out the
electrical functions of the body.
6. To test the unconscious we must use a double blind system where
neither the patient nor the therapist is aware of the test.
As we have shown in other parts of our book, some of the factors of
electromotive reactivity in the body have hormonal correlates. Catecholamines
have a correlate with voltage, in that the different adrenaline-like compounds act as
voltage stimulators, and thus, amperage regulators. The indolamines will act as
amperage stimulators and voltage regulators. Thus the entire precept of the body in
analyzing its hormonal and electrical components can be done through our quantic
philosophy, as we understand how the cells unite to make multicellular organisms
such as the human body.
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When there are conditions of hypoadrenia, or deficiencies in the
catecholamines, this will result in a parasympathetic dominance, a release of
histamines, and a susceptibility to various swellings of the tissue that the histamines
predominate. These histamines will cause alkaline shifts in the tissue, which is
another electrical component; and thus accumulate water. So irritations of sinusitis,
asthma, irritable bowel, hives, and other allergic symptoms can result. This involves
voltage deficiency. Thus by adding volts to the body we do not correct the basic
deficiency of the catecholamine weakness.
Depression is often a case of a deficiency of the indolamine compounds,
which means that there could be a deficiency in the amperage quality of the body,
and also voltage regulation. Thus by supplying amperage to the body we do not
correct some of the deficiencies of the indolamine compounds. The inverse can
happen in psychotic reactions, where there are too many brain hormones.
So here we can see some of the very basic diseases which can be detected
by the overall measures of the human body, which also can detect and help to chart
therapy courses for correction. The purpose of this book is to outline some of the
basic science behind these technologies. Our further publications go into the
correction factors of how these things must be dealt with in a medical setting. Let us
recount that this book is to direct a new thought pattern away from the pure chemical
forces and into a chemical-electromagnetic, physiological, psychological, true,
holistic medicine which can be analyzed from quantum physics.

The human beings have distinct electrical patterns. Each person has a
trivector signature of voltage amperage and resistance profile. This sets up a band
of capacitance and inductance bands for each person. The body has electron and
subspace transport systems for communicating energy and information. The nerves
are distinct control areas for the flow. Within the band of electrical dynamics of the
nervous system the individual nerves act with more distinct electrical signatures.
Thus if the parasympathetic system has a reactance band of 150 to 175 siemens,
the vagus nerve might have a reactance band of 150 to 157. The resonant
frequency of the nerve will also thus be more specific for each nerve versus the
more general pattern of the nerval system it belongs to.
To measure these patterns we need to first measure the overall electrical
pattern of the patient. This includes the resistance , impedance, voltage, amperage,
capacitance, inductance, resonant and harmonic frequencies, ph, eh, reactance,
polarity ,evoked potential, etc. Evoked potential is the reactance pattern of a subject
to an applied stimulus. Then we measure the individual nerval reactions of these
patients in the context of the individual patterns. Then the specific nerval reactions
can be measured in the same fashion. Attempts to measure just one parameter
such as resistance or resonant frequency will be grossly inaccurate. Instead a fractal
dynamics of non linear data analysis must be used for the best results. Then
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thousands of subjects need to be analyzed for pattern similarity. After 12 years of
analysis a computer program capable of performing the vast numbers of individual
analysis has been developed.
The end resulting computer program can now analyze and treat nerves and
nerval systems. Only by systemic analysis of the electrical trivector signature can the
patterns be best analyzed. The computer can set up an interactive handshake
analysis. A cybernetic link can be established where the computer can treat check
and retreat in a consistent loop till the energetic imperfection is abolished,
corrected, or till the system refuses to respond. Any more therapy would be unwise.
The old style systems where just one way therapies without cybernetic feedback.
Simply put this computer can interact during therapy with the patient to adjust the
therapy for individual needs. By using the mathematics in this chapter and the rest
of this book anyone of superior intelligence and with 5 to 10 years of work could
develop a device like the Quantum Med C.I. or with a few thousand dollars you can
buy one.
CLINICAL TESTING
To test the injury detection and healing capacity of the QXCI we used the
system on 53 injuries. The injuries were observed patients presented in a medical
practice in Budapest. There were a wide variety of sprains, strains, and abrasions.
Three of the cases had bone fractures. The QXCI test detected the injured tissue in
all but one case. This case had a subclinical calcium deficiency.
After detection the system was set to therapy and an interactive autofocusing
therapeutics. There was noticeable improvement in the percieved pain immediately
in forty three cases. Therapy was performed once a week for three weeks. In all but
two cases there was an acceleration in the healing process. The bone fractures
were healed in two weeks, and the sprains were pain free in one week. With full
mobility returning in two weeks. The patients remarked improvement in comparison
with older injuries. No adverse effects were presented. Clinical accelerated tissue
improvement is observed in over 80% of injury presented in our practice.
After the sale of over a thousand systems world wide the reports of similar
findings from other doctors come in daily.
Introduction to Homeopathy and Energetic Treating of Injury:
Many people have injuries resulting from traumas of both major and minor
extent. Mental trauma creates a problem as well. In response to trauma the human
body has two choices: to adapt to the trauma or to reset the clock, and restore the
body to its previous balance. Sometimes even the minor trauma of stepping off a
curb wrong, or sneezing wrong, can result in a situation in which the patient's body
does not properly adapt. If the body does not adapt, it may remain in a malformed
state, and thus more deformities can ensue.
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Trauma and injuries are a natural and unavoidable part of life. The body
always has a choice in how to deal with trauma or injury: 1) it can adapt to the injury
(a testimony to the incredible plastic capacities of the body), and 2) it can correct
and restore to the function, flexibility, strength and potential, or 3) some combination
of 1 and 2.
The science of chiropractic seeks to restore the body's balance after trauma.
However, many people don't see chiropractors, and thus uncorrected traumas build
up. The body, through compensatory mechanisms, starts to alter its gait, its
balance, or its posture to compensate for its post-traumatic condition. Many fighters
and other people who have experienced trauma try to shield the traumatized area to
prevent further injury to it. This is an example of injury memory, which helps to
prevent further injury. They shift their posture, and the body attempts to compensate
in other ways. Many forms of massage, such as rolfing, deal with bringing the body
back to form and structure. (see "Stimulation of Sports Performance and Relief of
Sports Pains with a Natural Herbal Formula" for more detail [Studies: 2]).
Discussion:
We have developed a homeopathic formula known as Injury, which helps the
body to reset its clock. In homeopathy we have found that arnica, calendula and
other combination formulas help the body to deal with trauma conditions. Using
these in high potencies has been dangerous, although with our quantum quality
control techniques we have found that we can use high and low potencies blended
together. This produces a safe and effective formula.
Thus the Injury homeopathic can be used with patients who have had any
type of trauma. This helps the body to reset its clock, and helps the informational
states to return to their natural balance. According to homeopathic theory this
combination helps to reset energetic imbalance at the cellular level. By restoring
cellular energetic balance, correct tissue tends to replace injured unnatural tissue
{Books: 1].
To test this product for safety and effectiveness, we used this formula with
twelve cases of surgical trauma to see if the healing process could be improved.
The comparison factors for the study were noted by asking the patients how they
responded to past surgical traumas such as face lifts or incisions. They were then
asked how the Injury formula affected them. This was done by personally
interviewing the patients. They all believed that the formula was safe and noticed no
side effects from the formula. (In the hundreds of patients who have taken this
formula no side effects have been reported.) Efficacy was also indicated, as the
patients reported that the Injury formula accelerated healing of the surgical traumas
in almost every case. In fact, many of the doctors involved in these cases were
surprised at how well the formula stimulated healing. This anecdotal evidence
indicates the need for a more controlled study.
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Conclusion:
With this in mind, we can see that homeopathy can help with yet another
common concern in most doctors offices: trauma or injury. Homeopathic product
can help to reset the clock and reestablish balance to injury or trauma victims.
Homeopathics are not intended to replace other therapies, but rather as a
supplement to other therapies.
SUMMARY

1.
In this chapter we reviewed some of the uses and measurement
factors of electro-medicine. We can see how some of the practical measures of
electro-medicine have been used to develop electro-medicine systems. These and
other analytical systems are now available in the Quantum Med C.I.
2.
We further proved the need for an electro-medicine in biology to study
the electrical factors of the human organism.
3.
The allocation and need for development has been outlined for more
research into the field of electro-medicine.
4.
Outline of volts, amps, resistance, impedance, capacitance,
inductance, and oscillation proves necessary for electro-medicine.
5.
The varying electrophysiology of injured versus healthy tissue was
reviewed. This was used in developing QXCI - related technology used in the
Quantum Med C.I..
6.
Reactance, or medication, has boundaries of measurement. There
are ways to maximize the medication testing phenomenon.
See Promorpheus for more diagrams and references.
(A Review of Clinical Protocol)
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One of the easiest ways to learn about the gentle modification
of craniosacral system motion begins with the feet. As you cradle
the heels in your hands, "tune in" to the external rotation (the
flexion phase of craniosacral motion), the return to neutral, the
excursion into internal rotation (craniosacral extension) and so
on, as the rhythm repeats itself.
As you discover this motion, answer these questions. Does the
motion seem symmetrical? Do the feet rotate externally or
internally with more facility? As an example, assume that the left
foot rotates externally further than the right, and that neither
foot rotates internally as easily or as far as it does externally.
In order to change this less-than-perfect situation, follow each
foot to the extreme range of motion to which it moves with the
greatest ease. In our example, this would mean that you follow
both feet into external rotation. When each foot has moved as far
into external rotation as it will go (in this case, the left foot
rotates externally further than the right), resist the return to
neutral by making your hands immovable . Do not push further into
external rotation; simply resist the return to neutral by the feet
from their extreme positions of external rotation.
As the return to neutral is resisted or prevented by applying
gentle force at the subject's feet, another examiner monitoring the
head will feel a subtle resistance to the cranial bones' attempted
return to neutral, and thence into the extension phase of
craniosacral motion. The return to neutral and the move into
extension will occur on the head, but with less facility. This
perceptible change at the head is due to the resistance you have
caused by manipulating the subject's feet. As the craniosacral
system again returns to its flexion phase, you will notice further
movement into external rotation at either one or both feet.
Follow this external rotation closely. Carefully take up the
slack, just as you would keep a fishing line slightly taut when
reeling in a fish, or as you would keep the front bumper of your
automobile snug against the rear bumper of a car you are pushing.
When the external rotation reaches the limit of its new range of
motion and attempts to return to a neutral position, the hands of
the therapist again become immovable. The rest of the craniosacral
system will reluctantly return to neutral. Then, against the new
and increased resistance, it will proceed into its extension phase.
This occurrence can be witnessed by an examiner monitoring the
activity at the subject's head.
Each time the feet rotate externally a little further,
carefully take up the slack and resist internal rotation. After
some repetition (the number will differ, usually between 5 and 20),
the total craniosacral system motion will "shut down," i.e., become
perfectly still. This is called the still point.
The still point has been induced by the therapist's resistance
to the physiological motion at the subject's feet. It is usually
heralded by gross irregularities of the craniosacral motion which
become manifest throughout the whole system. The craniosacral
system may shudder, pulsate or wobble. As the therapist persists
in resisting the return to the neutral position of the
physiological motion at the feet, the craniosacral system's
activity will ultimately shut down.
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HOMEOPATHIC TREATMENT OF PAIN

Abstract:
The neurology of pain involves many different sensory neurons and their ability to project
neurological signals through the nervous system to the brain, which then must perceive these signals as
pain messages. Thus the physiology of pain is akin to the physiology of neurology and perception.

Key Words:
Pain, neurons, pain receptors
Hypothesis:
A full-range homeopathic can be used to relieve pain of various nerval pathways, based on the
theory of cross-neural linkage and energetic pathway limitations.
The body is equipped with many neurological sensors for such things as heat, pressure, motion
and chemical imbalance. Since pain is the body's way of directing energy to heal, or attention to change,
pain truly is one of God's greatest gifts; without pain there could not be life. There would be no fear, and

we would destroy ourselves by touching stoves, fans, etc. Existence could not be without the system of
pain.
Pain results when there is an over- or under-balance in the neurons of any area, resulting in an
energetic overload. The purpose of this experimental monogram is to evaluate the efficacy of certain
homeopathic combinations and their ability to deal with broader-based pain modalities. We hope to prove
with these studies that combinations can work in a broad-based way and make the utilization of pain
homeopathics much simpler for practitioners to use. These homeopathics were formulated into broader
bands for broader efficacy, safety and ease of use in a physician's practice.
The first type of pain receptor we wish to analyze is the temperature sensor. This temperaturesensing neuron is capable of sensing heat and cold changes (temperature changes). In classic
homeopathy we often refer to pain that "heat improves" or pain that "cold improves" as a very integral part
of the symptomatic profile, guiding us as to which homeopathic might be more directed to the patient's
condition. With this in mind, a homeopathic multi-combinational program was developed using multiple
potencies and remedies that could serve in the areas of heat, cold, motion, no motion, touch, no touch,
and chemical acid and alkaline imbalance. All of these remedies were developed by experiential and
book research to develop a broad-based, safe, easy-to-use remedy.
Cross-linkage with the temperature receptor will set up two dynamics: pain involving an overload
or pain involving an under-load in the temperature sensor. This will produce a type of pain that will
improve with heat or a type of pain that will improve with cold.
Another type of pain receptor is the pressure receptor in the body, or the kruski cell. These
pressure-sensitive cells can improve with touch or no touch (overloaded) or no touch (under-loaded).
When a pressure-sensitive cell needs more pressure, it will often induce an itch. This is due to the need
for increased pressure, which fingernails can apply in a very small surface area. A patient might come in
touching or rubbing an area because touch improves the pain, or the patient might come in not touching
the area; holding it suspended because any type of touch would intensify the pain. These dynamics set
up two more classifications of pain: the type that touch improves and the type that no touch improves.
A third type of pain receptor is the proprioceptor. These proprioceptors sense motion, and they
too can be in an overload or under-load state. When we need to move the painful area to make it feel
better (the so-called "walk-it-off" injury), motion is needed. When the patient does not want to move the
painful area because any movement whatsoever provokes more pain, no motion is needed. So here we
have two other criteria to consider: motion versus no motion. Most athletic injuries improve with motion.
In a medical practice we evaluated patients in each one of these modalities, before and after, by
having them report subjective analyses of their pain. We must report that pain does not have any
objective physical ramifications, but is much more of a subjective presentation of the patient. So our
subjective test, albeit not as objective as more clinical readings such as blood analysis, blood pressure or
range of motion, is still of some validity. The subjective analysis used in these studies helps us to answer
our questions, but also guides us for further research and more broad-based, long-term studies.
In the hypothesis above, a medical physician, over the course of years, directed patients to fill out
subjective quantifications of their pain on a 4 - 0 scale. 4 is extremely intense pain (so intense that it
causes the patient not to function in society). Patients rated at 4 could not hold jobs because the pain
was so great. Under 3 the pain is very, very intense, but not too intense to stop the patient from
functioning in society. 2 is moderate pain (the pain is present, but not intense). Under 1 the pain is slight,
although somewhat in the patient's awareness. Under 0 there was no pain whatsoever.
The following six studies were performed to show that the combination remedies directed at these
areas were able to help these patients to control their pain.
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DESCRIPTION: PAIN - HEAT IMPROVES
NUMBER OF PATIENTS: 15
TREATMENT: PAIN (HEAT IMPROVES)
4 = DISHABILITATING SYMPTOMS
3 = INTENSE SYMPTOMS BUT NOT DISHABILITATING
2 = MODERATE SYMPTOMS
1 = SLIGHT SYMPTOMS
0 = NO SYMPTOMS
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4

OOOOOOOOO

3

OOOOOO

AFTER

XXX

2

XXXXXX

1

XXXX

0
Avg.

3.6

XX
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DESCRIPTION: PAIN - COLD IMPROVES
NUMBER OF PATIENTS: 16
TREATMENT: PAIN (COLD IMPROVES)
4 = DISHABILITATING SYMPTOMS
3 = INTENSE SYMPTOMS BUT NOT DISHABILITATING
2 = MODERATE SYMPTOMS
1 = SLIGHT SYMPTOMS
0 = NO SYMPTOMS

4

BEFORE

AFTER

4

OOOOOOOOO

X

3

OOOOOOO

XXXXXX

2

XXXX

1

XXXX

0
Avg.

3.6

X
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DESCRIPTION: PAIN - MOTION IMPROVES
NUMBER OF PATIENTS: 10
TREATMENT: PAIN FORMULA I (MOTION IMPROVES)
4 = DISHABILITATING SYMPTOMS
3 = INTENSE SYMPTOMS BUT NOT DISHABILITATING
2 = MODERATE SYMPTOMS
1 = SLIGHT SYMPTOMS
0 = NO SYMPTOMS
BEFORE

AFTER

4

OOOOO

X

3

OOOOO
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2
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1

X

0
Avg.

XX
1.9

3.5

DESCRIPTION: PAIN - NO MOTION IMPROVES
NUMBER OF PATIENTS: 8
TREATMENT: PAIN FORMULA II (NO MOTION IMPROVES)
4 = DISHABILITATING SYMPTOMS
3 = INTENSE SYMPTOMS BUT NOT DISHABILITATING
2 = MODERATE SYMPTOMS
1 = SLIGHT SYMPTOMS
0 = NO SYMPTOMS
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0
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DESCRIPTION: PAIN - TOUCH IMPROVES
NUMBER OF PATIENTS: 16
TREATMENT: PAIN (TOUCH IMPROVES)
4 = DISHABILITATING SYMPTOMS
3 = INTENSE SYMPTOMS BUT NOT DISHABILITATING
2 = MODERATE SYMPTOMS
1 = SLIGHT SYMPTOMS
0 = NO SYMPTOMS
BEFORE

AFTER

4

OOOOOOO

3

OOOOOO

XXX
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XXXX

1

XXXXXXX

0
Avg.

XX
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3.2

DESCRIPTION: PAIN - NO TOUCH IMPROVES
NUMBER OF PATIENTS: 8
TREATMENT: PAIN (NO TOUCH IMPROVES)
4 = DISHABILITATING SYMPTOMS
3 = INTENSE SYMPTOMS BUT NOT DISHABILITATING
2 = MODERATE SYMPTOMS
1 = SLIGHT SYMPTOMS
0 = NO SYMPTOMS
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Another type of pain receptor is the chemical imbalance receptor, which can detect chemical
changes in the body that produce acid or alkaline imbalance such as histamine constriction, chemical
toxicity, etc. For these types of pain, acid and alkaline balancing is very important for the body. The
detoxifi-cation to the liver, kidney, breath, skin and bowels help the body to balance its chemistry.
Another type of neuroreceptor is for electromagnetic radiation. The most popular is in the visible
light spec trum. Our eyes have EMR receptors. New evidence shows that the body also has the
capability of receiving other EMR signals. To this end two homeopathic combinations were developed for
EMR sensitivities: one for light and similar sensitivities, and anot her for geopathic stress.
There are numerous pains directed at certain geographical areas in the body, such as rib cage
pain. For example, rib cage pain can often respond to other homeopathics, even though the pain might
be "heat improves", "motion improves", etc. Sometimes a homeopathic can be directed to a certain
geographical area that will have the maximum ability to improve the painful condition.
To this end, in a medical practice using pilot studies, several other formulas were developed to
help in different areas. One such formula is the Anti-Inflammation formula, designed to help any type of
inflammatory condition in the body. Large Joint Pain and Small Joint Pain are two. There are Low Back
Pain of organic origin, Low Back Pain of structural origin, Pleurisy for pulmonary conditions, PMS for
premenstrual cramping, Abdominal Pain for pre-ulcer type pain, Sciatic pain, Facial pain, etc.
These formulas give us a broad-based collection of easy-to-use (with minimal training) remedies
to help the many types of pain conditions in the body. Some pains can be caused by the reaction of the
brain and the psychological need for pain. These pains will respond to counseling, biofeedback, and
homeopathy.
Dr. Revici, in his book "Research in Physiopathology", does an in-depth analysis of acid versus
alkaline conditions as he relates them to the physiology of lipids that are either polar or nonpolar. In a
very in-depth description based on pain and its analysis, Dr. Revici brings up several points in the
treatment of pain that have led to certain discoveries and products to abate and treat the cause of the
pain, rather than just maintaining or sedating the pain itself.
Revici groups pain into two categories of physiological pain and pathological pain. He points out,
as we have discussed, that the nature of pain involves thermal receptors, motion receptors, pressure
receptors, electromagnetic receptors, etc. He emphasizes that each of these stimuli has two thresholds:
one for intensity values related to sensation, and the other for intensity needed to produce pain. Thus
Revici, in his description of physiological pain, outlines what we have pointed out before: these various
neural pathways can be over- or under-loaded.
Revici points out another type of pain, which he refers to as pathological pain. This differs
profoundly from physiological pain. It originates in the tissues that are abnormal due to inflammatory,
circulatory, neoplastic, or other biological processes. Revici writes, "Instead of the organism being
prepared for fight or flight, its efforts are directed toward placing the painful or injured area or the entire
body at rest, and to protect the painful area from further injury. The pulse rate generally slows, the blood
pressure falls, and often there is sweating and nausea." This biological change can cause these
damaged tissues to act directly on the pain and organs to induce pain impulses. They can change the
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tissues to bring about a lowering in the threshold of pain, and they can change the end organs so that the
sensations through the pathways are interpreted as the sensation of pain. Abnormal chemical
substances can be released from pathologically affected tissues, and these chemical substances may
play an important part in the production of pathological pain.
Revici found that the reflections of pathological pain could be detected through analysis of the pH
in the blood and urine, potassium, calcium, oxygenation, leukocytes, body temperature and chlorine. This
gave way to two basic categories of pain: acid aggravated or alkaline aggravated. Revici developed
compounds of various lipids, alcohols and nutrients that could be classed to treat these pathological
pains. This researcher has developed two homeopathics for these two-base classes of pathological pain.
One, the pain that is aggravated by acid (the person taking in acid substances would have aggravation of
pain); and two, the pains that are aggravated by alkaline ingestion.
Diagnosis can be achieved by testing the morning urine of the patient to find out if it is acid or
alkaline, as well as the specific gravity and surface tension.
The table breaks down the categories found by Revici and this experimenter. It tabulates the
results and denotes how we might use the acid and alkaline pain formulas more precisely through urine
and blood analysis.

LEVEL

REVICI TABLE
TEST
OFF-BALANCE D
HIGH

OFF-BALANCE A
LOW

Cellular

Potassium Ser.
Potassium WH.Bld
Urinary CA.
Urinary CHL.

Low
Low
Low
Hi

Hi
Hi
Hi
Low

Tissue

Urinary PH
Blood Eosin.
Sur. Tension
Pain Pattern

Low
Low
Low
Alk

Hi
Hi
Hi
Acid

Organ

Urine SP. Grav.
Surface Tension
Urine PH.
Body Temp.

Hi
Low
Low
Low

Low
Hi
Hi
Hi

Organism

Leucocytes
Chlorides Ser.
Resistance
Voltage

Low
Hi
Low
Low

Hi
Low
Hi
Hi

As we see in Figure 1, the neural pathways from these various receptors run through the spinal
cord to the medulla with involvement of the cerebellum bulboreticular formation through the thalamus to
some synthetic areas in the motor cortex. Thereby we have all the regulatory processes that can allow
for over- and under-loading of the various neurons.
In Figure 2 we can see the excitement and inhibitive stage through the neuron as it interferes with
the voltage potential; the resting neuron having a 65 mV potential, the excited neuron, a 45 mV potential,
and the inhibited, a 70 mV potential. Thus the electrical nature of the neuron flow through an inhibition
and excitation shows the involvement of the pain with these various neural pathways. The size of the
synaptic cleft is one angstrom. When we apply Heisenberg's uncertainty principle to the transmitter in this
gap, we will find that the nerval transmission process is indeterminable.
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The graph in Figure 3 shows that neurons can have different excitatory states; hence, the
different types of pain from temperature to proprioceptive or pressure. Each of these pain characteristics
will have different profiles, and these are reflected in homeopathic philosophy.
Figure 4 shows divergence in neuronal pathways, whereas Figure 5 shows the convergence
pattern, and the way neural pathways can converge through each other.
Figure 7 shows reverberatory circuits and the increasing complexity of how transmission through
the neuronal lines can be amplified and reverberated, and how harmonic frequencies can interchange the
involvement of the various neuronal problems.
Figure 8 shows the neuron receptors as they appear biologically underneath the skin.
Figure 9 shows the classifications and functions of the neurons.
Figure 10 shows the relationship of the threshold of pain, which can differ in conditions to produce
varying results. Various visceral and pathological pains can decrease the threshold of the neuronal
pathways.
Figure 11 shows the transmission of pain signals into the hind-brain thalamus and cortex via the
pricking pain pathway and the burning pain pathway. Each of these pains, pricking and burning, have
different pathways through lower brain areas, showing a pressure and heat nerval pathway.
Figure 12 shows the analgesia system of the brain stem and spinal cord, showing inhibition of
incoming pain signals at this cord level. This deeply involves the endorphins of the brain, which are
natural analgesic hormones of the brain, among others. This is why they are involved in all of the pain
formulas; to help stabilize the endorphin production, and thus stabilize the natural inhibition system of the
brain. But analgesic inhibition does not relieve the original cause. It can be like shooting the messenger
because you do not like the message.
Figure 13 shows various referred pain areas from visceral organs. This can help the practitioner
to learn more about internal reflex pain as the pathological organs interfere with neuronal pathways.
Finally, Figure 14 shows the various frequencies of discharge; cold pain being first, cold fiber
second, warm fiber third, and a heat pain fiber fourth. These tell us about the temperatures, as well as
pain-producing conditions of the thermal receptors.
So our pain formulas involve the research of Revici, neurologists, and classical homeopaths in
determining various modalities of treatment from the various neuronal pathways, acid/alkaline conditions,
and pathological formats.
We have briefly waltzed through the entire concept of pain and offered a new modality for its
intervention: the modality of homeopathic sarcodal and combination therapy for a wide variety of pain
conditions, offering the natural-minded homeopathic physician a variety of therapies for the full spectrum
of pain analysis.
It should be pointed out that in working with pain, we should never be just symptomatic. Pain
tells us of an improper condition. Pain is a messenger. We do not want to shoot the messenger; we want
to find out what the message is and respond with the appropriate treatment. The patient may need pain
control to allow him or her to recover and restore balance in the body. Homeopathy appears to have
some very insightful answers without the need to drug, sedate, block or over-stimulate a patient.
Homeopathics seem to help balance the pain in the body pathways and help to relieve the pain's true
cause.
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CAUSES OF HEADACHE PAIN (Vindicate)
Type

Suggested Treatment

Vascular

Circulation, Heart Liquescence

Intoxication

Xenobiotics, Substance Abuse

Neoplasm

Degex, Degex Liquescence, Oriental Herbs, Shark Cartilage

Diet

Nutrition, Hygly

Infection

VIR, BAC, FNG, Amebex, Vermex

Congenital

Metab, Chromosomes

Allergy

Opsin I or II, Allersodes

Trauma

Injury, Nutrition

Eye Strain

Ophthalmic treatment

Endocrine

Sarcodes

Exercise

Exercise
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Impairment Rating
Records and Reports
Introduction
A system for managing disability benefits is most effective when
there is sufficient medical and nonmedical information to justify a decision
and thereby to minimize or eliminate adversary confrontation. This
chapter describes and analyzes how the tools contained in the Guides-its
conceptual principles, medical evaluation protocols, rating reference tables
and reporting procedures-taken together provide for consistent and
reliable acquisition, analysis, communication-and utilization of medical
information.
One major objective of the Guides is to define the process of
measuring and reporting medical impairment in sufficient detail so that
physicians have the capability to collect, analyze, and report information
about the medical impairment of claimants in accordance with a single set
of standards. As noted in Chapter 1, two physicians following the same
medical evaluation protocol to evaluate the same patient and using the
same reference
tables and reporting protocol should report very
similar results and reach very similar conclusions.
Moreover, if the clinical findings are completely described in
the report, then any knowledgeable observer may compare the findings to
the tables to determine the impairment rating. In this sense, "rating" is not
a medical determination and, consequently, need not be done by a
physician. However, because of its objective quality, no additional special
weight or importance can be attached to the result, simply because a
physician makes the comparison and reports the impairment rating.
Clearly if the physicians have not obtained similar results and
reached similar conclusions, there is a reference framework within which
to resolve the discrepancies. Analysis of records and reports will disclose
a case, the differences must occur in the clinical findings, which are
matters of fact, not opinion, that can be verified by further observation of
the claimant in accordance with the appropriate medical evaluation
protocol. When the medical condition has become static or stabilized, the
findings should be replicable in repeated examinations. If this is not the
case, then the stability of the medical condition is in question, and there is
no basis upon which to rate permanent impairment.
Compare this approach with the generally occuring practice in

impairment or "disability" evaluation wherein each physician examines and
reports without any protocol. In these cases, it is impossible to compare
discrepant reports, for there can be no reasonable certainty that either
physician has made all of the same observations as the other or has
examined the same body parts or systems in a similar way. Quite
commonly, the physicians have looked at different aspects of the same
body part and have honestly reported their findings. For example, one
physician may include measurement of rotation or lateral bend of the
spine, whereas another may make no mention of having observed these
movements.
Or one physician may report forward bend in terms of "reaches to
10 inches from the floor,” and another may say of the same patient
"forward bending limited to 80°”. Or, in another case, one physician may
report measurement of thigh circumferences showing a difference of more
than 1 inch, and another may simply comment that there is no atrophy
without having measured. Without standardization of both the evaluation
and reporting procedures, the recipient of the information has a difficult
choice to make in deciding which report to believe or which one deserves
greater "weight" This outcome is neither reasonable nor fair and tends to
give rise to inappropriate and avoidable adversary confrontations.
When physicians follow the Guides to measure and report their
findings of impairment, then the recipients and users of this information
may be held accountable to assess the results in accordance with the
Guides. Because issues of medical fact should already have been settled
by this stage in the process, the recipients should not find it necessary to
(arbitrarily) give weight to or choose among conflicting "opinions" of
physicians. By consulting the standardized medical evaluation protocols,
the reference tables and the reporting protocol, the reviewer may verify
with complete confidence whether or not all necessary information was
collected. If so, the correctness of the rating may be verified by
comparing the findings to the tables. In those cases where physicians
disagree on the clinical findings, clearly further medical evaluation is
necessary. It is not appropriate for the reviewer to overcome a deficiency
in medical information by giving greater weight to the (unsupported)
opinion of any of the physicians.
A simple number, the impairment rating, although it may have been
derived from a well structured complex set of thorough observations,
does not convey any information about the person or the impact of the
impairment on the person's capacity to meet personal, social, or
occupational demands. In fact, information is lost in arriving at the
number. Consequently, the strength of the medical support for a disability
determination is dependent on the completeness and reliability of the
medical documentation submitted. Knowledge of the course of an
individual's medical condition over time is essential in reaching an

appropriate understanding of an individual's present health status. It is,
therefore, essential that copies of existing medical office and hospital
records be attached to the narrative report, even if the report itself
discusses the past medical history and course of the condition. Because
the impairment evaluation is not an isolated event but rather occurs in the
course of managing a medical condition, the disability reviewer will be able
to determine whether or not the claim of disability makes sense over all
and will be able to approach the question of disability as economic loss in
a systematic and analytic fashion.

2.1 Medical Assessment of Impairment
Medical evaluation in accordance with the protocols of the Guides:
The first step in assessment of an impairment is a thorough medical
evaluation with particular attention to the complete clinical and nonclinical
history of the medical conditions). Then, in accordance with the
appropriate protocols of the Guides, clinical evaluation is carried out,
supported by appropriate tests and diagnostic procedures. (Each clinical
chapter of the Guides has been divided into numbered sections, so that in
a report the evaluating physician can refer to the protocols described in
appropriate sections. For example, a physician evaluating impairment of
the cervical spine would refer to protocols in sections 3.3a through 3.3c
Chapter 3.) When a medically sufficient evaluation is carried out in this
way, the current clinical status of the individual will be documented. If the
current findings are found to be consistent with the results of previous
clinical evaluations performed by other observers, then, with complete
confidence, they may be compared with the reference tables to determine
the percentage rating of the impairment. However, if the findings are not
in substantial accordance with the information of record, then, until further
clinical evaluation resolves the disparities, the rating step is meaningless
and cannot be carried out. The appropriate course at that point is further
clinical evaluation to resolve the disparities by medical verification of the
individual's current clinical condition.
Analysis of the findings:
The second step is analysis of the history and the clinical and laboratory
findings to determine the nature and extent of the loss, loss of use of, or
derangement of the affected body parts, systems, or functions.

Comparison of the results of analysis with the medical impairment

criteria:
The third step is the comparison of the results of the analysis with the
criteria that are specified in the Guides for the particular body part,
system, or function. This process is distinct from the prior clinical
evaluation and need not be performed by the same physician doing that
evaluation. Any knowledgeable physician or any other knowledgeable
person may compare the clinical findings on a particular patient with the
criteria in the Guides.
Rating of the whole person:
To support systems in which it is necessary because of legal or
administrative requirements, the reference tables also take into account all
relevant considerations in order to reach a "whole person" impairment
rating. The final impairment value, whether the result of single or
combined impairments, may be expressed in terms of the nearest 5
percent.
Impairment should not be considered "permanent" until clinical
findings over the course of time support a conclusion that the medical
condition is static or well stabilized. A physician who re-evaluates an
individual's impairment must be aware that change may have occurred,
even though the previous evaluator considered the impairment to be
"permanent” at that time. For instance, the condition may have become
worse as a result of aggravation (see Appendix A for the definition) or
clinical progression, or it may have improved; regardless, the evaluator
should assess the current state of the impairment in accordance with the
criteria in the Guides.
The concept of "permanency" in disability programs may vary
considerably; it usually relates to a provision in a contract, policy, or
regulation in which the time limit for permanency of disability is defined.
Valid quantification of any change in impairment rating will depend on
the reliability of the previous rating. If there were no valid rating
previously, the adequacy of previous documentation about the condition
could be used to estimate a rating according to the criteria in the Guides.
If the evaluator does not have sufficient information to measure change
accurately, the evaluator should not attempt to do so and should provide a
narrative explanation of the reasons.
If apportionment is needed (see Appendix A for the definition), the
analysis must consider the nature of the impairment and its possible
relationship to each alleged factor and provide an explanation of the
medical basis for all conclusions and opinions. To establish that a factor
could have contributed to the impairment the analysis must include a
discussion of the pathophysiology of the particular condition and of
pertinent host characteristics. A conclusion that a factor did con-tribute

to an impairment must rely on documentation of circumstances under
which the factor was present, and verification that the type and magnitude
of the factor were sufficient and had the necessary temporal relationship to
the medical condition. The existence of medical impairment alone does
not create a presumption of contribution by any factor with which the
impairment is often associated. The establishment of nexus is a legal or
administrative matter, not a medical matter.
Even when the impairment is well localized, its consequences cannot
be understood without taking the person into account. As a
consequence, attention to the full reporting format will provide the best
opportunity for physicians to explain the health status of the claimant and
the nature of the impairment for reviewers, claims examiners, hearing
officials, and attorneys to understand the impairment and to relate to
"industrial loss of use," or some similar concept and for the individual to
pursue entitlement to any benefits that are deserved.

2.2 Reports
A clear, accurate, and complete report is essential to support a rating of
permanent impairment. The kinds of information that should be
expected by the reviewer of the report are the following:
Medical evaluation includes:
1. Narrative history of the medical condition(s) with specific reference
to onset and course of the condition, findings on previous examination,
treatments, and responses to treatment.
2. Results of the most recent clinical evaluation, including any of the
following that were obtained:
physical examination findings
laboratory test results
electrocardiogram
radiographic studies
rehabilitation evaluation
mental status examination and psychological tests
other special tests or diagnostic procedures
3. Assessment of current clinical status and statement of plans for
future treatment, rehabilitation and re-evaluation.
4. Diagnoses and clinical impressions.

5. Estimate of the expected date of full or partial recovery.
Analysis of the findings includes:
1. Explanation of the impact of the medical condition(s) on life
activities.
2.
Narrative explanation of the medical basis for any conclusion that
the medical condition has, or has not, become static or well stabilized.
3.
Explanation of the medical basis for a conclusion that the individual
is, or is not, likely to suffer sud4en or subtle incapacitation as a result of
the medical condition.
4.
Explanation of the medical basis for any conclusion that the
individual is, or is not, likely to suffer injury or harm or further medical
impairment by engaging in activities of daily living or any other activity
necessary to meet personal, social, and occupational demands.
5.
Explanation of any conclusion that restrictions or accommodations
are, or are not, warranted with respect to daily activities or any other
activities that are required to meet personal, social, and occupational
demands. If restrictions or accommodations are necessary, there should
be an explanation of their therapeutic or risk-avoiding value.

Comparison of the results of analysis with the impairment criteria
includes: 1. Description of specific clinical findings related to each
impairment, with reference to how the findings relate to the criteria
described in the chapter. Reference to the absence of, or to the
examiner's inability to obtain, pertinent data is essential.
2.
Comparison of specific clinical findings to the specific criteria that
pertain to the particular body system, as they are listed in the Guides.

3.
Explanation of each percent of impairment rating, with reference to
the applicable criteria.
4. Summary list of all impairment ratings.
On the following page is a standard form that may be used by the
evaluator as a cover sheet for a report. This I form may be reproduced
without permission from the American Medical Association.

Impairment

The Extremities, Spine, and Pelvis
3.0 Introduction
This chapter includes sections on the upper extremity, the lower extremity,
the spine, and the pelvis. Each section considers techniques of
measurement, includes tables for impairments due to restriction of active
motion, ankylosis, amputations, and fractures. Also included are tables
relating to specific disorders of body parts, and techniques for evaluating
the peripheral nervous system and vasculature related to impairments of
the upper and lower extremities.
The upper extremity, the lower extremity, the spine and the pelvis are
each to be considered a unit of the whole person. The upper extremity
may be divided into four sections: the hand, wrist, elbow, and shoulder
The normal hand has five digits: the thumb, index, middle, ring, and little
fingers. The thumb has three joints: interphalangeal, metacarpophalangeal,
and carpometacarpal. Each finger has three joints: the distal
interphalangeal, proximal interphalangeal, and metacarpophalangeal joints.
The lower extremity may be devided into four sections: the foot;
hind foot, which includes ankle and subtalar joints; knee; and hip. The
foot has five digits: the great toe and the second, third, fourth, and fifth
toes. The great toe has three joints: the interphalangeal and the
metatarsophalangeal joints. The second, third, fourth, and fifth toes all
have three joints: the distal interphalangeal, proximal interphalangeal, and
metatarsophalangeal joints.
For the purpose of measuring restricted motion, the spine is divided
into the cervical, thoracic, and lumbar regions. The cervical region has
seven vertebrae, C1-C7. The thoracic region has 12 vertebrae, T1-T12.
The lumbar region has five vertebrae, L1-L5. There may be congenital
variations in the number of vertebrae.
The pelvis is composed of the pubis, ischium, and ilium that form the
sides and the front and the sacrum and coccyx that form the rear.
Techniques of measurement should be simple, practical, and
scientifically sound. For the examination of the upper and lower
extremities, a large and a small portable goniometer are useful. For

examination of the spine, either two mechanical inclinometers or a single,
computerized inclinometer, which is capable of calculating compound
joint motions, are needed. Procedures for testing restriction of active
motion and ankylosis are described in the text and in the accompanying
illustrations.
To determine restriction of motion, several measurements are
necessary. If the subject cannot assume the prescribed neutral position for
a joint, then the degree of deviation from the prescribed neutral position
should be noted. If through attempted passive motion the examiner is
unable to move the joint appreciably from that position, and the subject is
unable actively to move the joint from that position as well, then the
position of the joint is the degree of ankylosis of the joint. Finally, the full
range of active motion should be carried out by the subject and measured
by the examiner. For evaluating the extremities, the contralateral
uninvolved joint should serve as a comparative standard against which the
impaired joint is measured.
Additional testing procedures may be desirable in specific cases.
However, in most instances the measurement techniques described in this
chapter are adequate.
The measurements are converted to impairments by referring to the
appropriate tables of the chapter.
Before using the information in this chapter, the reader is urged to review
Chapters 1 and 2, which provide a general discussion of the purpose of
the Guides, and of the situations in which they are useful; and which
discuss techniques for the evaluation of the subject and for preparation of
a report. The report should include the information found in the following
outline, which is developed more fully in Chapter 2.
A. Medical Evaluation
1.
Narrative history of medical conditions
2.
Results of the most recent clinical evaluation
3.
Assessment of current clinical status and statement of future plans
4.
Diagnoses and clinical impressions
5.
Expected date of full or partial recovery

B. Analysis of Findings
1.
Impact of medical conditions on life activities
2.
Explanation for concluding that the medical condition(s) has or has
not become static or well-stabilized

3.
4.
5.

Explanation for concluding that the individual is or is not likely to
suffer from sudden or subtle incapacitation
Explanation for concluding that the individual is or is not likely to
suffer injury or further impairment by engaging in life activities or by
attempting to meet personal, social, and occupational demands
Explanation for concluding that accommodations and/or restrictions
are or are not warranted

6.
C. Comparison of Results of Analysis with Impairment Criteria
1.
Description of clinical findings, and how these findings relate to
specific
criteria in the chapter
2.
Explanation of each percent of impairment rating
3.
Summary list of all impairment ratings
4.
Overall rating of impairment of the whole person

3.1 The Hand and Upper Extremity
3.1a Introduction
For accurate impairment evaluation, a complete and detailed examination
of the upper extremity is necessary and is facilitated by the use of a
printed chart that lists the various tests and measurements in an orderly
fashion (Figure 1). This chart may be reproduced without permission
from the AMA. Methods for evaluating upper extremity impairment can
be divided arbitrarily into anatomic, cosmetic, and functional categories.
A combination of these methods is necessary to show an accurate profile
of the patient's condition. Presently the most objective method of
assessment is anatomic evaluation.
A system for evaluation of physical impairment in the hand and
upper extremity due to amputation sensory loss, abnormal motion, and
ankylosis was developed and approved for international application by the
International Federation of Societies for Surgery of the Hand. The hand
and upper extremity section of this chapter is divided into regional
evaluation of the thumb, I finger, wrist, elbow, and shoulder. Each section
considers techniques of measurement, and includes values for impairment
from amputation, sensory loss, and abnormal motion. In addition, specific
impairments of the upper extremity due to peripheral nerve and plexus
lesions, and vascular problems will be discussed in this section. A
method to combine and relate various impairments to the-whole person is
presented.
Nonpreferred-Upper Extremity-Since the basic tasks of everyday living
are more dependent upon the preferred upper extremity than upon the
nonpreferred one, dysfunction of the nonpreferred extremity results in less
impairment than dysfunction of the preferred. Therefore, when the
impairment of an upper extremity has been determined to be between 5%
and 50%, the value should be reduced by 5% if the impairment is of the
nonpreferred extremity. If the determined value is 51% to 100%, the value
should be reduced by 10% if the impairment is of the nonpreferred
extremity. For example, a 60% impairment would become 60%-(60% x
10%) 54%.

3.1b Principles and Methods of Impairment Evaluation
The most practical and useful approach to the evaluation of digit
impairment is through comparison of the loss of function found to be
present with that resulting from amputation. Total loss of motion or
sensation of a digit, or ankylosis with severe malposition that renders the
digit essentially useless, are considered about the same as amputation of
the part. Ankylosis in the optimum functional position is given the least
impairment. Sensory loss impairments are calculated as 50% of an
amputation.
Principles of Evaluating Amputation
Amputation of the entire upper extremity, or 100% loss of the limb, is
considered 60% impairment of the whole person (Figure 2). Amputations
at levels below the elbow, distal to the biceps insertion and proximal to the
metacarpophalangeal joint level, are considered to be a 95% loss of the
upper extremity. Each digit is given a relative value to the whole hand:
thumb, 40%; index and middle fingers, 20% each; ring and little fingers,
10% each.
Amputation through each portion of a digit is given a relative value loss to
the entire digit: digit metacarpophalangeal, 100%; thumb interphalangeal,
50%; finger proximal interphalangeal, 80%; finger distal interphalangeal,
45% (Figure 3). Amputation of all digits at the metacarpophalangeal joint
level is considered to be 100% impairment of the hand, or 90% of the
upper extremity Since loss of the entire upper extremity equals 60%
impairment of the whole person, 90% impairment of the upper extremity
equals 54% impairment of the whole person. By principle of progressive
multiplication of percentage values, impairment of each digit or portion
thereof can be related to the hand, to the upper extremity, and eventually
to the whole person (Tables 1, 2, and 3).
Principles of Evaluating Sensory Loss of the Digits
Any loss resulting from sensory deficit contributing to permanent
impairment must be unequivocal and permanent. Sensibility is determined
by the two-point discrimination test (Figure 4). This test is performed
with a paper clip opened and bent into a caliper. With the subject's eyes
closed, the examiner lightly touches the caliper points to the digit in the
longitudinal axis on the radial or ulnar side. The subject indicates whether
one or two points are felt.

A varied series of one or two points is applied. If the subject cannot
distinguish between one point and two points at a distance of at least
10mm in two out of three applications, sensation is impaired.
Sensory loss on the dorsal surface of the digits is not considered
impairing. Complete loss of palmar sensation of a digit is considered to
be a 50% impairment of the digit. Partial palmar transverse sensory loss
is calculated as the percentage value of that portion of the digit (see Figure
8 for the thumb and Figure 19 for the fingers). Partial longitudinal
sensory loss values are based on the relative importance of the side of the
digit for sensory function in hand activities (see Figure 5 and Tables 4 and
5).
See the section on Impairment of the Upper Extremity Due to
Peripheral Nervous System Disorders for evaluation of sensory loss
above the digits and motor loss in the entire
upper extremity.
Principles of Evaluating Abnormal Motion

The range of motion should be recorded on the principle that the
neutral position equals 0°. In this method, all joint motions are measured
from zero as the starting position, and the degree of motion is added in the
direction the joint moves from this point. Active motion is obtained with
full flexion or extension muscle force. Passive motion is measured after
normal soft tissue resistance to movement is overcome. The term
"extension" is used for motions opposite to flexion to the zero starting
position. If extension exceeds the zero starting position, it is referred to
as "hyperextension" and is expressed with the (+) symbol. Incomplete
motion of extension from a flexed position to zero starting position, or
extension lag, is expressed with the (-) symbol. For example, finger joint
flexion contracture of 15° with flexion to 45° would be recorded as -15°
to 45°. A finger joint that has 15° of hyperextension to 45° of flexion
would be recorded as +15° to 45° (Figure 6). The plus and minus signs
have no mathematical significance. They are used to highlight the
concepts of "hyperextension" (that is, a larger range of motion than is
normal, therefore "+") and extension lag (that is, a loss of extension from
the flexed position, therefore "-").
"A = E + F" Method for Impairment Evaluation Definitions and
Principles Measured flexion angle Vflex = largest possible angle to
achieve by flexion.
Measured extension angle Vext = smallest possible angle to achieve by
extension.

Example: If the metacarpophalangeal joint moves from 0° extension to
90° flexion, then V flex, = 90° and V ext = 0°. In this case, 90° is also the
largest theoretical Vflex, and 0° the smallest theoretical Vext .
When joint flexion is decreased, F (loss of flexion) =
(largest theoretical Vflex)- (measured Vflex).
Example: If the metacarpophalangeal joint has 60° flexion, F = 90° 60° = 30°.
Similarly, the E (loss of extension) =
(measured Vext ) - (smallest theoretical Vext ).
Example: If the metacarpophalangeal joint has -20° extension,
E = 20° - 0° = 20°.
With decreasing flexion and extension, Vflex and Vext will finally meet at the
same point on the arc of motion, or Vflex = Vext . When this occurs, there
is ankylosis, or total loss of potential arc of motion.
Therefore
A (Ankylosis, or total loss of motion) = E (loss of extension) + F (loss of
flexion), or A = E + F
Example: If the metacarpophalangeal joint has 40° ankylosis in flexion:
Vext = Vflex = 40°; E = 40°; F = 90° - 40° = 50°; A = 40° + 50° = 90°.
Note that A always equals the normal, full range of motion of the joint.
Furthermore, impairment of finger motion can be caused by a loss of
extension (E), with or without loss of flexion (F), or ankylosis (A). The
restricted motion impairment percentages are called IE%, IF%, and IA%,
respectively, and are functions of the angle (V) measured at examination.
IE is a function of Vext and is 0% when Vext reaches its smallest
theoretical value.
IF is a function of Vflex and is 0% when Vflex reaches its largest
theoretical value.

IA is a function of V when Vext = Vflex; similarly, IA% = IE% + IF%.
Note that the impairment value for ankylosis (IA%) varies according to the
angle at which
Vext = Vflex, even as A always equals the full range of motion of the joint.
Impairment values for loss of motion of the fingers, thumb, wrist,
elbow, and shoulder are derived from the basic formulas described above.
When there is more than one impairment (e.g., abnormal motion,
sensation, or amputation) to a given unit, such as the finger, these
impairments must be combined before the conversion to the larger unit,
such as the hand, is made. These can then be related to the hand, upper
extremity, and the whole person. Multiple regional impairments, as in the
hand, wrist, elbow, and shoulder, are expressed in terms of impairment of
the upper extremity and are combined using the Combined Values Chart.

3. 1c Thumb
Amputation
Determine the length of thumb remaining after amputation and consult
Figure 7 to find the impairment of that digit.
Amputations through the metacarpal bone are considered 100%
impairment of the thumb and are not given extra values.
Example: A thumb amputation through the proximal metaphysis of the
proximal phalanx is equivalent to 90% impairment of the thumb.
Sensory Loss
Transverse Sensory Loss (both digital nerves involved)
Determine the level of palmar sensory loss and consult Figure 8 to find
the sensory impairment of the thumb.
Sensory loss proximal to the metacarpophalangeal joint is given the
same impairment as a loss at the metacarpophalangeal joint and is not
given extra value.
Example:
A transverse sensory loss at the level of the thumb
interphalangeal joint is equivalent to a 25% impairment of the thumb.
Longitudinal Sensory Loss (one digital nerve involved)

Determine the level of sensory loss and consult Figure 8 as if it were a
transverse sensory loss impairment.
Convert this transverse sensory loss to a longitudinal sensory
impairment by using Table 4.
Example:
A longitudinal ulnar sensory loss at the level of the
thumb interphalangeal joint is a 15% impairment of the thumb.
Abnormal Motion
The thumb has four functional units of motion, each contributing a
relative value to the total thumb function:

1. Flexion / extension of the metacarpophalangeal and interphalangeal
joints (20% of the total value of thumb motion). On a 100% scale, a
relative value of 55% is given to the metacarpophalangeal joint and of
45% to the interphalangeal joint. This is equivalent to 55% x 20% =
11% for the metacarpophalangeal joint, and 45% x 20% = 9% for the
interphalangeal joint.
2. Adduction (20% of total motion value).
3. Radial abduction (10% of total motion value).
4. Opposition (50% of total motion value).

Interphalangeal Joint-Flexion and Extension
1. Measure the maximum flexion and extension and record the goniometer
readings (Figures 9 & 10). Round the figure to the nearest 10°.
2.
From Figure 11, match the measured flexion and extension degrees
(V) to their corresponding impairments of flexion (IF%) and extension
(IE%).
3.
Add values of flexion and extension impairment to obtain thumb
interphalangeal joint motion impairment.

4.
If the interphalangeal joint is ankylosed, measure the position and
match it to the corresponding ankylosis (IA%) impairment in Figure 11.
Ankylosis in the functional position (20° flexion) is given the lowest
impairment value (4%).
Example: Thumb interphalangeal joint has +10° extension and 50°
flexion:
IE% = 0% IF% = 2%
0% + 2% = 2% impairment of the thumb interphalangeal joint motion

Example: Thumb interphalangeal joint ankylosis in 80°
flexion:
IA% = 9%, or complete impairment of the thumb
interphalangeal joint motion.

Metacarpophalangeal joint-Flexion and Extension
Measure the maximum flexion and extension and record the goniometer
readings (Figures 12 & 13). Round the figures to the nearest 10°.
From Figure 14, match the measured flexion and extension degrees (V)
to their corresponding impairments of flexion (IF%) and extension (IE%).
Add values of flexion and extension impairment to obtain thumb

metacarpophalangeal joint motion impairment.
If the metacarpophalangeal joint is ankylosed, measure the position and
match it to the corresponding ankylosis (IA%) impairment in Figure 14.
Ankylosis in the functional position (20° flexion) is given the lowest
impairment value (5%).
Example: Thumb metacarpophalangeal joint has + 10° extension and
40° flexion:
IE% = 0% IF% = 2%
0% + 2% = 2% impairment of the thumb metacarpophalangeal joint
motion.

Example: Thumb metacarpophalangeal joint ankylosis in 60° flexion:
IA% = 11%, or complete impairment of the thumb metacarpophalangeal
joint motion.
When both joints are involved:
Add the percentage impairment of the interphalangeal joint with that of
the metacarpophalangeal joint to obtain the thumb flexion/extension
impairment.
For joint ankylosis, impairments are added in a similar fashion.
Example: interphalangeal joint impairment 2% and metacarpophalangeal
joint impairment 2%: 2% + 2% = 4% flexion/extension impairment of the
thumb.
Example: Ankylosis impairment of the interphalangeal joint 9% and
metacarpophalangeal joint 11%: 9% + 11% = 20% ankylosis impairment
of the thumb, or total loss of motion at both joints.
Adduction
Measure and record the smallest possible distance in centimeters
(cm) from the flexor crease of the thumb interphalangeal joint to the
distal palmar crease over the metacarpophalangeal joint of the little
finger (Figure 15).
Consult Table 6 to determine percent of thumb impairment
contributed by adduction.
Example: Adduction measured at 4 cm is equivalent to 4% impairment

to the thumb.
Radial Abduction
Measure and record the largest possible angle in degrees formed by the
first and second metacarpals during maximum active radial abduction
(Figure 16).
Consult Table 7 to determine percent of thumb impairment contributed by
radial abduction.
Example: Radial abduction measured at 20° is equivalent to 7%
impairment to the thumb.

Opposition
Measure and record the largest possible distance in centimeters (cm) from
the flexor crease of the thumb interphalangeal joint to the distal palmar
crease directly over the third metacarpophalangeal joint (Figure 17).
Consult Table 8 (p. 26) to determine percent of thumb impairment
contributed by opposition.
Example: Opposition measured at 4 cm is equivalent to 10%
impairment to the thumb.
When more than one abnormal motion is involved:
Measure and record thumb motion impairments of flexion/extension,
adduction, radial abduction, and opposition as described above.
Add these values directly to determine abnormal thumb motion
impairment.

Note: Because the relative value of each thumb functional unit has been
taken into consideration in the impairment values to the total thumb,
impairment values of each thumb motion are added directly together,
whereas those for the fingers are calculated by using the Combined Values
Chart. If the maximum impairment for each motion unit is reached, the
sum would be 100% impairment, or total loss of thumb motion.

Example: Thumb flexion/extension impairment of 4%, adduction
impairment of 4%, abduction of 0%, and opposition impairment of 10%,
or 4% + 4% + 0% + 10% = 20% motion impairment to the thumb.
Thumb flexion/extension ankylosis impairment of 20%, adduction
impairment of 20%, abduction impairment of 10%, and opposition
impairment of 50%, or 20% + 20% + 10% + 50% = 100% motion
impairment to the thumb.
Combining Thumb Amputation, Sensory, and Abnormal Motion
impairments
Measure separately and record the impairment of the thumb contributed

by amputation, sensory loss, and abnormal motion as described above.
Note: If an amputation affects the measurement of abnormal motion, then
only the amputation impairment is given. For example, amputation
proximal to the interphalangeal joint will affect measurements of adduction
and opposition. Impairment is given only for the amputation.
Combine the impairment values using the Combined Values Chart to
ascertain impairment of the thumb.

Use Tables 1, 2, and 3 to relate thumb impairment to impairments of the
hand, upper extremity, and the whole person.
Example: Thumb amputation impairment of 30%, sensory impairment
of 10%, abnormal motion impairment of 10%:
30% combined with 10% = 37%;
37% combined with 10% = 43% thumb impairment.
This is equivalent to 17% impairment of the hand, 15% impairment of
the upper extremity, and 9% impairment of the whole person.

3.1d Fingers
Amputation

Determine the length of the finger remaining after amputation and
consult Figure 18 to determine the impairment of that digit.
Amputations through the metacarpal bone are considered 100%
impairment of the finger and are not given extra values.
Example: The index finger amputated through the proximal
interphalangeal joint is equivalent to 80% finger impairment.

Sensory Loss
Transverse Sensory Loss (both digital nerves involved)
Determine the level of palmar sensory loss and consult Figure 19 to
find the sensory impairment of the finger.

Sensory loss proximal to the metacarpophalangeal joint is given the
same impairment as a loss at the metacarpophalangeal joint and is not
given extra values.
Example: A transverse sensory loss at the level of the index finger
proximal interphalangeal joint is a 40% finger impairment.
Longitudinal Sensory Loss (one digital nerve involved)
Determine the level of sensory loss and consult Figure 19 as if it
were a transverse sensory loss impairment.

Convert this transverse sensory loss to a longitudinal sensory
impairment by using Table 5 for the index, middle and ring fingers, and
Table 4 for the little finger.
Example: A longitudinal radial sensory loss at the level of the index
finger proximal interphalangeal joint is a 24% impairment of the index
finger.
Abnormal Motion
Distal Interphalangeal joint-Flexion and Extension
Measure the maximum flexion and extension and record the goniometer
readings (Figures 20 & 21). Round the figures to the nearest 10°.
From Figure 22 (p. 28), match the measured flexion and extension
degrees (V) to their corresponding impairment of flexion (IF%) and
extension (IE%).
Add the values of flexion and extension impairment to obtain
finger distal interphalangeal joint motion impairment.
If the distal interphalangeal joint is ankylosed, measure the
position and match it to the corresponding ankylosis (IA%) impairment in
Figure 22 (p. 28). Ankylosis in the functional position (20° flexion) is
given the lowest impairment value (30%).
Abnormal Motion
Average range of motion is 8 centimeters (cm).
Value to total range of motion is 50%.
Opposition from neutral

Length of Motion % Impairment

position (0 cm) to:

Lost Retained

of thumb

0cm
1 cm
2cm
3cm
4 cm
5cm
6cm
7cm
8cm

8cm
7cm
6cm
5cm
4 cm
3cm
2cm
1cm
0cm

50
35
25
15
10
6
3
1
0

0cm
1 cm
2 cm
3cm
4cm
5cm
6cm
7cm
8cm

Ankylosis
Opposition ankylosed at:
0cm
lcm
2cm
3cm
4cm
5cm
6cm
7cm
8cm

% Impairment
of thumb
50
45
40
35
30
25
27
30
32

Example: Middle finger distal interphalangeal joint has -10° extension
and 50° flexion:
IE% = 2%
IF% = 10%
2% + 10% = 12% impairment of the middle finger distal interphalangeal
joint motion.
Example: Distal interphalangeal joint ankylosis in 30° flexion:
IA% = 33% impairment of the distal interphalangeal joint motion.
Proximal Interphalangeal joint-Flexion and Extension
Measure the maximum flexion and extension and record the goniometer
readings (Figures 23 and 24, p.29).

Round the figures to the nearest 10°.
From Figure 25 (p. 29), match the measured flexion and extension
degrees (V) to their corresponding impairments of flexion (IF%) and
extension (IE%).
Add the values of flexion and extension impairment to obtain finger
proximal interphalangeal joint motion impairment.

If the proximal interphalangeal joint is ankylosed, measure the position
and match it to the corresponding ankylosis (IA%) impairment in Figure 25
(p. 29). Ankylosis in the functional position (40° flexion) is given the
lowest impairment value (50%).
Example:
Middle finger proximal interphalangeal joint measures -20°
extension and 60° flexion:
IE% = 7%
IF% = 24%
7% + 24% = 31% impairment of the middle finger proximal
interphalangeal joint motion.
Example: Proximal interphalangeal joint ankylosis in 40° flexion: IA% =
50% impairment of the proximal interphalangeal joint motion.
Metacarpophalangeal joint-Flexion and Extension
Measure the maximum flexion and extension and record the goniometer
readings (Figures 26 & 27, p.30). Round the figures to the nearest 10°.
From Figure 28 (p. 30), match the measured flexion and extension
degrees (V) to their corresponding impairments of flexion (IF%) and
extension (IE%).
Add the values of flexion and extension impairment to obtain finger
metacarpophalangeal joint motion impairment.

If the metacarpophalangeal joint is ankylosed, measure the position and
match it to the corresponding ankylosis (IA%) impairment (Figure 28,
p.30). Ankylosis in the functional position (30° flexion) is given the lowest
impairment value (45%).
Example: Middle finger metacarpophalangeal joint has 0° extension and
50° flexion:
IE% = 5%
IF% = 22%
5% + 22% = 27% impairment of the middle finger metacarpophalangeal
joint motion.
Example: metacarpophalangeal joint ankylosis in 30° flexion: IA% = 45%
impairment of the metacarpophalangeal joint motion.

When more than one finger abnormal motion is involved:
Determine the flexion/extension impairments of the three joints of the
finger as described above.
Use the Combined Values Chart to obtain the impairment of the entire
finger.
Example: Middle finger distal interphalangeal joint impairment of 12%,
proximal interphalangeal joint impairment of 31%, and
metacarpophalangeal joint impairment of 27%:12% combined with 31% =
39%; 39% combined with 27% = 55% motion impairment of the finger.
Combining Finger Amputation, Sensory, and Abnormal Motion
Impairments
Determine the impairment of the finger contributed by amputation, sensory
loss, and abnormal motion as described above.

Combine the impairment values using the Combined Values Chart to
ascertain the finger impairment.

Use Tables 1, 2, and 3 to relate finger impairment to the hand, upper
extremity, and the whole person.
Example: Middle finger amputation impairment of 20%, sensory
impairment of 10%, and abnormal motion impairment of 10%:
20% combined with 10% = 28%; 28% combined with 10% = 35% finger
impairment.
This equates to 7% impairment of the hand, 6% of the upper extremity,
and 4% of the whole person.
Combining Multiple Digit Involvement
If two or more digits of the hand are involved, measure separately and
record the combined impairment for each digit as described above.
Using Table 1, find the hand impairment contributed by each digit.
Add the hand impairment value of each digit to obtain the total hand
impairment.
Using Tables 2 and 3, the hand impairment can be related to the upper
extremity and the whole person.

Example:
% Impairment of
the Digit
10 of thumb
20 of index finger
30 of middle finger

% Impairment
of the Hand
4
4
6

40 of ring finger
50 of little finger
(4% +4% +6% +4% +5% = 23%)

4
5
23

23% of hand impairment is equivalent to 21% impairment of the upper
extremity, and 12% of the whole person.

3. 1e Wrist
Amputation

Determine the level of amputation about the wrist (Figure 2).
Amputations at levels below the biceps insertion and proximal to the
metacarpophalangeal joint are considered to be 90% to 95% impairment
of the upper extremity, depending on the location.
Use Table 3 to relate impairment of the upper extremity to impairment of
the whole person.
Example: An amputation at the wrist joint level is a 92% impairment of
the upper extremity, and 55% impairment of the whole person.

Abnormal Motion
The wrist has two units of motion, each contributing a relative value to its
function. Complete loss of wrist function is considered a 60% impairment
of the upper extremity. Flexion/extension is considered to be 70% of
wrist motion, or 42% of the upper extremity. Radial/ ulnar deviation is
considered to be 30% of wrist motion, or 18% of the upper extremity.
Joint-Flexion and Extension
Measure the maximum flexion and extension the goniometer readings
(Figures 29 & 30, p. 31). Round the figures to the nearest 10°.
From Figure 31 (p. 32), match the measured flexion and extension
degrees (V) to their corresponding impairments of flexion (IF%) and
extension (IE%).
Add flexion and extension impairment values to obtain the
impairment of the upper extremity.

If the wrist is ankylosed, measure the position and match it to the
corresponding ankylosis (IA%) impairment in Figure 31 (p. 32). Ankylosis
in the functional position (10° extension to 10° flexion) is given the lowest
value, or 21% impairment of motion. Wrist ankylosis in 60° flexion or 60°
extension is a 100% loss of wrist flexion/extension function. This is
equivalent to a 70% impairment of wrist motion and 42% impairment of
the upper extremity.
Example: Wrist extension of 10° and flexion of 10°:
IE% = 8% impairment of the upper extremity
IF% = 8% impairment of the upper extremity.
8% + 8% = 16% impairment of the upper extremity.
Example: Wrist ankylosis in 40° flexion: IA% = 33% upper extremity
impairment.

Joint-Radial and Ulnar Deviation

Measure the maximum radial and ulnar deviation and record the
goniometer readings (Figures 32 & 33, p. 32). Round the figures to the
nearest 10°.
From Figure 34 (p. 33), match the measured ulnar and radial deviation
degrees (V) to their corresponding impairment of radial deviation (IRD%)
and ulnar deviation (IUD%)
Add the impairment values of radial and ulnar deviation to obtain the
impairment of the upper extremity.

If the wrist is ankylosed, measure the position and match it to the
corresponding ankylosis impairment value (IA%) in Figure 34 (p. 33).
Ankylosis in the functional position (0° to 10° ulnar deviation) is given the
lowest value, or 9% impairment of motion. Wrist ankylosis in either 30°

ulnar deviation or 20° radial deviation is a 100% loss of wrist lateral
deviation function. This is equivalent to a 30% impairment of wrist
motion and 18% impairment of the upper extremity.
Example: Ulnar deviation 0° and radial deviation 10°:
IUD% = 5% impairment of the upper extremity.
IRD% = 2% impairment of the upper extremity.
5% + 2% = 7% impairment of the upper extremity.
Example: Wrist ankylosis in 15° radial deviation: IA% = 16% impairment
of the upper extremity.

Combining Wrist Abnormal Motion Impairments
Determine the impairments of the upper extremity contributed by abnormal
wrist motions (flexion/ extension and radial/ulnar deviation) as described
above.
Note: Impairments of pronation and supination are ascribed to the elbow.

Because the relative value of each wrist functional unit has been taken into
consideration in the impairment charts, impairments of flexion/extension
and radial/ ulnar deviation are added to determine the impairment of the
upper extremity.
Use Table 3 to relate impairment of the upper extremity to impairment of
the whole person.
Example: Wrist flexion/extension impairment of 16% and wrist
radial/ulnar deviation impairment of 7%: 16% + 7% = 23% impairment of
the upper extremity and 14% impairment of the whole person.
Example: Wrist ankylosis in 0° flexion and 0° lateral deviation:

Flexion IA%=21%

Lateral deviation IA%=9%

21% + 9% = 30% impairment of the upper extremity and 18% impairment
of the whole person.

3. 1f Elbow
Amputation

Determine the level of amputation about the elbow (Figure 2).
Amputations at levels below the axilla and proximal to the biceps insertion
are considered to be 95% to 100% impairment of the upper extremity,
depending on the location.
Use Table 3 to relate impairment of the upper extremity to impairment of
the whole person.

Example: An amputation at the elbow joint level is a 96% impairment of
the upper extremity, or 58% impairment of the whole person.
Abnormal Motion
The elbow joint has two units of motion, each contributing a relative value
to its function. Complete loss of elbow ftinction is considered a 70%
impairment of the upper extremity. Flexion/extension is considered to be
60% of elbow motion, and 42% of the upper extremity.
Pronation/supination is considered to be 40% of elbow motion and 28%
of the upper

extremity.
Flexion and Extension
Measure the maximum flexion and extension and record the goniometer
readings (Figure 35, p. 33). Round the figures to the nearest 10°.
From Figure 36 (p. 34), match the measured flexion and extension degrees
(V) to their corresponding impairments of flexion (IF%) and extension
(IE%).

Add the impairment values of flexion and extension.
If the elbow is ankylosed, measure the position and match it to the
corresponding ankylosis impairment (IA%) in Figure 36 (p. 34). Anklyosis
in the functional position (80° flexion) is given the lowest value, or 21%
impairment. Ankylosis in either 0° extension or 140° flexion is a 100%
loss of elbow flexion/extension ftinction. This is equivalent to a 60%
impairment of the elbow, and a 42% impairment of the upper extremity.
Example: Elbow extension -40° and flexion 75°:
IE% = 4% impairment of the upper extremity.
IF% = 15% impairment of the upper extremity.
4% + 15% = 19% impairment of the upper extremity
Example: Elbow ankylosis in 140° flexion: IA% = 42% impairment of the
upper extremity.

Pronation and Supination
Measure the maximum pronation and supination and record the
goniometer readings (Figure 37, p. 34). Round the figures to the nearest
10°.
From Figure 38 (p. 34), match the measured flexion and extension degrees
(V) to their corresponding impairments of pronation (IP%) and supination
(IS%).
Add the impairment values of pronation and supination to obtain the
impairment of the upper extremity.
If the elbow is ankylosed, measure the position and match it to the
corresponding ankylosis impairment (IA%) in Figure 38 (p. 34). Ankylosis
in the functional position (20° pronation) is given the lowest value, or 8%
impairment. Ankylosis in 80° pronation or supination is considered to be
100% impairment of the elbow rotation function. This is equivalent to a
40% impairment of elbow motion, and 28% impairment of the upper
extremity.
Example: Pronation 30° and supination 10°:
IP% = 3% impairment of the upper extremity.
IS% = 3% impairment of the upper extremity.
3% + 3% = 6% impairment of the upper extremity.
Example: Elbow ankylosis in 80° supination: IA% = 28% impairment of
the upper extremity
Combining Impairments Due to Abnormal Motion of the Elbow
joint
Determine the impairment of the upper extremity contributed by abnormal
elbow motions (flexion/extension and pronation/supination) as described
above.
Because the relative value of each elbow function unit has been taken into
consideration in the charts, impairment values of each elbow motion are
added to determine the impairment of the upper extremity.
Use Table 3 to relate impairment of the upper extremity to impairment of
the whole person.
Example: Elbow flexion/extension impairment of 19% and
pronation/supination impairment of 6%. 19% + 6% = 25% impairment of

the upper extremity, and 15% impairment of the whole person.
Example: Elbow ankylosis in 140° flexion and 80° supination:
Flexion IA% = 42%

Supination IA% = 28%

42% + 28% = 70% impairment of the upper extremity, and 42%
impairment of the whole person.

3.1g Shoulder
Amputation
Amputations at the shoulder level are considered 100% impairment of the
upper extremity.
Use Table 3 to relate impairment of the upper extremity to impairment of
the whole person.

Example: Amputation at the shoulder joint is 100% impairment of the
upper extremity, and 60% impairment of the whole person.
Abnormal Motion
The shoulder has three motion planes, each contributing a relative value to
its function. Complete loss of shoulder function is considered to be a
60% impairment of the upper extremity. Flexion is considered to be 40%
of shoulder motion and extension 10% of shoulder motion. Therefore,
flexion/extension is considered to be 50% of shoulder motion, or 30% of
the upper extremity. Abduction is considered to be 20% of shoulder
motion and adduction 10% of shoulder motion. Therefore,
abduction/adduction is considered to be 30% of shoulder motion, or 18%
of the upper extremity. Internal rotation is considered to be 10% of
shoulder motion and external rotation 10% of shoulder motion.
Therefore, internal/external rotation is considered to be 20% of shoulder
motion, or 12% of the upper extremity.
Flexion and Extension
Measure the maximum flexion and extension and record the goniometer
readings (Figures 39 & 40, p. 35). Round the figures to the nearest 10°.
From Figure 41 (p. 36), match the measured flexion and extension degrees
(V) to their corresponding impairments to determine the upper extremity
impairment due to loss of shoulder flexion (IF%) and extension (IE%).

Add the impairment values for flexion and extension to obtain the
impairment of the upper extremity.

If the shoulder is ankylosed, measure the position and match it to the
corresponding ankylosis (IA%) impairment in Figure 41 (p. 36). Ankylosis
in the functional position (25° flexion) is given the lowest value, or 15%
impairment. Ankylosis in 50° extension or 180° flexion are both a 100%
loss of flexion/extension function. This is equivalent to a 50% loss of
shoulder function, or 30%
impairment of the upper
extremity
Example: Shoulder flexion 90° and extension 0°:
IF% = 6% impairment of the upper extremity.
IE% = 3% impairment of the upper extremity.
6% + 3% = 9% impairment of the upper extremity.
Example: Shoulder ankylosis of 50° extension: IA% = 30% impairment of
the upper extremity.

Abduction and Adduction
Measure the maximum abduction and adduction and record the
goniometer readings (Figure 42, p. 36). Round the figures to the nearest
10°.
From Figure 43 (p. 37), match the measured abduction and adduction
degrees (V) to their corresponding impairments to determine the
impairment of the upper extremity due to loss of shoulder abduction
(IABD%) and adduction (IADD%).
Add abduction and adduction impairment values to obtain the impairment
of the upper extremity.
If the shoulder is ankylosed, measure the position and match it to the
corresponding ankylosis (IA%) impairment value in Figure 43 (p. 37).
Ankylosis in the functional position (50° abduction) is given the lowest
value, or 9% impairment. Ankylosis in either 50° adduction or 180°
abduction is a 100% loss of abduction/adduction function. This is
equivalent to a 30% loss of shoulder function, or 18% impairment of the
upper extremity

Example: Shoulder abduction 100° and adduction 0°:
IABD%= 4% impairment of the upper extremity.
IADD% =I% impairment of the upper extremity.
4% + 1% = 5% impairment of the upper extremity.
Example: Shoulder ankylosis of 180° abduction: IA% = 18% impairment
of the upper extremity.

Internal and External Rotation

Measure the maximum internal and external rotation and record the
goniometer readings (Figures 44 and 45, pp. 37-38). Round the figures to
the nearest 10°.
From Figure 46 (p. 38), match the measured internal and external rotation
degrees (V) to their corresponding impairment values to determine the
impairment of the upper extremity to loss of shoulder internal rotation (IIR
%) and external rotation(IER%).
Add internal and external rotation impairment values to obtain the
impairment of the upper extremity.
If the shoulder is ankylosed, measure the position and match it to the
corresponding ankylosis impairment value (IA%) in Figure 46 (p. 38).
Ankylosis in the functional position (20° external rotation) is given the
lowest value, or 6% impairment. Ankylosis in either 90° internal or
external rotation is a 100% loss of shoulder rotation function. This is
equivalent to a 20% loss of shoulder function, or 12% impairment of the
upper extremity.

Example: Shoulder internal rotation 40° and external rotation 50°:
IIR% = 1% impairment of the upper extremity.
IER% = 1% impairment of the upper extremity.
1% + 1% = 2% impairment of the upper extremity
Example: Shoulder ankylosis in 90° external rotation: IA% = 12%
impairment of the upper extremity.
Combining Impairments Due to Abnormal Motions of the Shoulder
Joint

Determine the impairments of the upper extremity contributed by abnormal

shoulder motions (flexion/ extension, abduction/ adduction, and
internal/extemal rotation) as described above.
Because the relative value of each shoulder functional unit has been taken
into consideration in the charts, impairment values of each shoulder
motion are added to determine the impairment of the upper extremity.
Use Table 3 to relate impairment of the upper extremity to impairment of
the whole person.
Example: Shoulder flexion/extension impairment 9%, abduction/adduction
impairment 5%, and internal/ external rotation impairment 2%: 9% + 5% +
2% 16% impairment of the upper extremity, and 10% impairment of the
whole person.
Example: Shoulder ankylosis in 0° extension, 0° adduction and 0°
rotation:
Extension IA% = 24%; adduction IA% = 14%; rotation IA% = 7%.
24% + 14% + 7% = 45% impairment of the upper extremity, and 27%
impairment of the whole person.

3.1h Combining Regional Impairments to Obtain Impairment
of the Whole Person
Determine the impairments of each region (hand, wrist, elbow, and
shoulder joints) as described above.

Use the Combined Values Chart to combine impairments of the upper
extremity contributed by each region.

Note: Digit and hand impairments must be converted to impairments of
the upper extremity before regional impairments can be combined.
Use Table 3 to convert impairment of the upper extremity to impairment
of the whole person.

Example: An upper extremity that has sustained multiple injuries has
regional impairments of: 50% of thumb, 10% of index finger, 5% of the
upper extremity due to the wrist, and 2% of the upper extremity due to the
elbow. Using Table 1, a 50% thumb impairment and a 10% index finger
impairment convert to 20% and 2% impairment of the hand, respectively.
These are added to obtain a 22% impairment of the hand. Using Table 2,
a 22% impairment of the hand is equivalent to a 20% impairment of the
upper extremity. Using the Combined Values Chart 20% combined with
5% = 24%; 24% combined with 2% = 26% impairment of the upper
extremity, and a 16% impairment of the whole person (Table 3).

3. 1i Impairment of the Upper Extremity Due to Peripheral
Nervous System Disorders

The peripheral spinal nerves constitute an intricate system that serves as
the conductor of neural impulses traveling in both directions between the
spinal cord and other tissues of the body and through which many
important bodily functions are regulated. For descriptive purposes, the
peripheral spinal nerves may be classified according to their site of origin
from the spinal cord and their function (Table 9). The sensory nerves and
their roots of origin are shown in Figure 47.
Method of Evaluation:

Permanent impairment related to a peripheral spinal nerve may be
described as an alteration of sensory or motor function that has become
static or well-stabilized after an appropriate course of medical management

and rehabilitation therapy for a period of time sufficient to permit
regeneration and other physiologic recovery. In order to evaluate
impairment resulting from the effects of peripheral spinal nerve lesions, it
is necessary to determine the extent of loss of function due to (a) sensory
deficit, pain or discomfort; and (b) loss of muscle strength and altered fine
motor control of muscles of the part. Although atrophy, vasomotor and
trophic changes, reflex changes, and certain characteristic deformities are
also effects of peripheral nerve lesions, it is not necessary to evaluate all of
these separately, because they would be reflected in the sensory
disturbance, loss of muscle strength, or altered fine motor control.
Note: Restrictions of motion and ankyloses may result from peripheral
spinal nerve impairments. Consideration was given to such impairments
when the percentage values set forth in this section were derived.
Therefore, if an impairment results strictly from a peripheral nerve lesion,
the evaluator should not apply the impairment values from both Sections
3. 1a through 3. 1g and this section, because this would result in a
duplication and a multiplying of the impairment rating. However, when
restricted motion or ankylosis exists but cannot be attributed to sensory
involvement or muscle weakness, then values from Sections 3. 1a through
3. 1g may be combined with values of this section using the Combined
Values Chart.

It is necessary for the physician to establish as accurately as possible
the anatomic distribution of sensory and/or motor loss and verify that the
distribution relates to a specific peripheral spinal nerve or nerves before
determining the percentage of permanent impairment. The diagnosis is
based firmly on the patient's signs and symptoms. With a carefully

obtained history, a thorough medical and neurological examination, and
appropriate laboratory aids, the physician should characterize the pain,
discomfort, and loss of sensation occurring in the areas innervated by the
affected nerve, and also the degree of muscle strength and fine motor
control that has been lost.
Pain: The pain associated with peripheral spinal nerve impairment, and
particularly with that of the median nerve, sometimes has a constant
burning quality. This pain is described as a major or a minor causalgia in
accordance with its severity, and it is evaluated on the same percentage
basis as are other types of pain. Major causalgia that persists despite
appropriate treatment can result in loss of function of the affected
extremity and impairment that is as great as 100%.
In evaluating pain that is associated with peripheral spinal nerve
disorders, the physician should consider: (a) how the pain interferes with
the individual’s performance of the activities of daily living; (b) to what
extent the pain follows the defined anatomical pathways of the root,
plexus, or peripheral nerve; and (c) to what extent the description of the
pain indicates that it is caused by a peripheral spinal nerve abnormality.
That is, the pain should correspond to other kinds of disturbances of the
involved nerve or nerve root.

Complaints of pain that cannot be characterized as above are not
considered within the scope of this section (for a discussion of categories
of pain and their characterization, see Appendix B). The examiner must
determine whether the sensory or motor deficit is due to involvement of

one or more nerve roots or of one or more peripheral nerves in order to
use the appropriate table. Table 12 relates to nerve roots, Table 13 relates
to the brachial plexus, and Table 14 relates to the peripheral nerves
affecting the upper extremity.
A grading scheme and procedure for determining impairment of a body
part that is affected by pain, discomfort, or loss of sensation are found in
Tables 10a and 10b, respectively.

Example: Following an injury to his elbow, a worker was left with pain
and a loss of sensation that prevented activity and caused minor causalgia
in the medial aspect of his right forearm (preferred side).
1. Area of involvement is medial aspect of right forearm; see Figure 47.
2. Nerve involved is medial antebrachial cutaneous nerve; see Table 9.
3. Maximum loss of function due to loss of sensation or pain is 5%; see
Table 14.
4. Gradation of decreased sensation or pain is 65% to 80%; see Table 10.
5. Therefore, impairment of the upper extremity is 80% x 5%, or 4%.
Strength: Involvement of peripheral spinal nerves or nerve roots may lead
to paralysis or to weakness of the muscles supplied by them as well as to
characteristic sensory changes. In the case of weakness, the patient often
will attempt to substitute stronger muscles to accomplish the desired
motion. Thus, the physician should have an understanding of the muscles
that are involved in the performance of the various movements of the
body and its parts.
Muscle testing, including tests for strength, duration, repetition of
contraction, and function, aids evaluation of the functions of specific
nerves. Muscle testing is based on the principle of gravity and resistance,
that is, the ability to raise a segment of the body through its range of
motion against gravity and to hold the segment at the end of its range of
motion against resistance. In interpreting muscle testing, comparable
muscle functions on both sides of the body should be considered.
A grading scheme and procedure for determining impairment of a
body part that is affected by loss of strength are found in Tables 11a and
1lb, respectively.

Example: In an injury, a patient sustained a subluxation of the right
shoulder, which was reduced to its anatomical position as seen on
radiographs. The patient could abduct the shoulder fully against gravity
and some resistance, starting with the arm alongside the body while in a
standing position.

1. Motion involved is abduction of the shoulder.
2. Muscle performing the motion is the deltoid; see Table 9.
3. Maximum loss of function due to loss of strength of the axillary nerve is
35%; see Table 4.
4. Gradation of loss of strength is 5% to 20%; see Table 11.
5. Therefore, impairment of the upper extremity is 20% x 35%, or 7%.
After the individual values for loss of function due to sensory deficit, pain,
or discomfort, and loss of function due to loss of strength have been
determined, the impairment to the part of the body or to the whole person
is calculated by combining the values using the Combined Values Chart.
Determination of Impairment: The order in which permanent
impairment of the peripheral spinal nerves will be discussed is (1) the
spinal nerve roots; (2) the brachial plexus; and (3) the named spinal
nerves.
The Spinal Nerve Roots
The roots of the spinal nerves can be impaired by various diseases or by
injuries that produce partial or complete, and unilateral or bilateral, effects.
The degree of permanent impairment resulting from a spinal nerve root
dysfunction would be reflected in the loss of function of the named spinal
nerves having fibers from the specific nerve root. Since the named spinal
nerves have fibers from more than one root, a dysfunction affecting two
or more roots that supply fibers to the same nerves usually will be more
impairing than a combination of the individual root impairment values (see
section on brachial plexus).
Table 12 provides values for the spinal nerve roots that are
most frequently involved in permanent impairment of the upper extremity.

The values given are for unilateral involvement only. Where there is
bilateral involvement, the values should be combined, using the Combined
Values Chart at the end of the book.
Values for impairment of a specific spinal nerve root that is not
mentioned should be determined by taking into consideration the values
that are suggested for a nerve having fibers from the specific nerve root.
The reader should refer to the "The Named Spinal Nerves."
Example: A 42-year-old right handed man fell 30 feet and landed on his
upper back. He complained of neck pain radiating down his right arm.
Examination revealed 20% sensory loss of the C5 area and 50% loss of
strength of the muscles innervated by C5.
1. 20% of 5% (see Table 12) equals 1% loss of function due to sensory
deficit, pain, or discomfort.
2. 50% of 30% equals 15% loss of function due to loss of strength.
3. 1% combined with 15% equals 16% impairment of the right upper
extremity.
4. 16% impairment of the preferred upper extremity equals 10%
impairment of the whole person (see Table 3).
The Brachial Plexus
Impairment due to brachial plexus injury or disease can be determined by
evaluating the various functions that are lost. The brachial plexus
innervates the shoulder girdle and upper extremity. It is formed by the
anterior primary divisions of the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth cervical
and first thoracic roots. Through anastamoses, these roots unite to form
three primary trunks (Figure 48). The clinical importance of the trunks lies
in the fact that lesions of them give rise to easily recognized syndromes of
the upper trunk, middle trunk, and lower trunk.

The Named Spinal Nerves
The named spinal nerves most frequently associated with impairment of
the upper extremity are found in Table 14. The absence of some of the
named spinal nerves and their impairment values indicates that impairment

associated with those particular nerves seldom occurs or is considered to
be of little significance.
The percentages are expressed in terms of unilateral involvement.
When there is bilateral involvement, the unilateral impairments should be
determined separately and each converted to whole person impairment.
Finally, the unilateral values are combined by using the Combined Values
Chart.
Figure 49 is a schematic diagram of the major peripheral motor nerves of
the upper extremities.

3.1j Impairment Due to Vascular Disorders of the Upper
Extremity
Table 15 provides a classification of impairments due to peripheral
vascular disease. When amputation due to peripheral vascular disease is
involved, the impairment due to amputation should be evaluated according
to Section 3.1c, 3. 1d, 3. 1e, 3.1f or 3.1g, and combined with the
appropriate value in Table 15, using the Combined Values Chart. Note
that the values in Table 15 relate to impairment of the upper extremity.

3. 1k Impairment Due to Other Disorders of the Upper
Extremity
Other derangements can contribute to impairment of the hand and upper
extremity and should be considered in the final impairment determination,
including bone and joint deformities (including postreconstructive surgery)
and musculotendinous disorders. Impairments due to skin disorders of
the upper extremity, including scars, are evaluated according to the criteria
in Chapter 13.
Table 16 shows relative impairment values of the upper extremity for
the loss of function of the hand, wrist, elbow and shoulder due to the
conditions described below. This table is distinct from Figure 2, which
shows values for amputation at these levels. Table 17 more finely
converts upper extremity joint abnormalities to impairment of the digit,
hand, upper extremity and whole person, using the relative impairments of
Table 16.
Bone and Joint Deformities Joint Crepitation with Motion
Joint crepitation with motion can reflect synovitis or cartilage
degeneration. The impairment degree is multiplied by the relative value of

the joint.
The evaluator must use appropriate judgment to avoid duplication of
impairments when other findings, such as synovial hypertrophy or carpal
collapse with arthritic changes, are present. The latter findings could
indicate a greater severity of the same underlying pathological process and
take precedence over joint crepitation, which should not be rated in these
instances.
Joint Crepitation Severity
Mild: Inconstant during
active ROM*
Moderate: Constant during
active ROM
Severe: Constant during
passive ROM
*ROM = Range of Motion

%Joint impairment
10
20
30

Example: Mild joint crepitation of the carpometacarpal joint of the
thumb would result in 10% x 80% = 8% impairment of the thumb, 3%
impairment of the hand, 3% impairment of the upper extremity, and 2%
impairment of the whole person (numbers are rounded to the nearest
whole percent).
Joint Swelling Due to
Synovial Hypertrophy

%Joint Impairment

Mild
Moderate
Severe

10
20
30

Digit Lateral Deviation
The longitudinal alignment of the DIP, PIP, or MP joint is measured in
degrees during maximum active extension. Since lateral deviation at any
level affects the longitudinal arch of the digit, the entire digit is considered
impaired. If this is the sole impairment, the lateral deviation impairment is
multiplied by the relative value of the digit to the hand to calculate hand
impairment. If the digit has other impairments, the lateral deviation
impairment value is combined using the Combined Values Chart.

Ulnar or Radial Deviation
Mild: Less than 10°
Moderate: 10° to 30°
Severe: Greater than 30°

%Digit Impairment
10
20
30

Example: 35° ulnar deviation at the proximal interphalangeal joint of the
little finger following a ligamentous injury. Range of motion at that joint is
-20° extension to 30° flexion.
1. Ulnar deviation impairment of the little finger = 30%.
2. Motion impairment of the little finger PIP joint:
IE% = 7%
IF% = 42%
7% + 42% = 49% motion impairment (see Figure 25).
3. 30% combined with 49% = 64% impairment of the little finger, which is
6% impairment of the hand, and 5% impairment of the upper extremity
(see Tables 1 and 2).
Digit Rotational Deformity
Rotational deformity of the distal, middle, or proximal phalanx is
measured during maximum active flexion of the finger. It expresses a
malrotation of the normal axial alignment of the phalanx. Rotational
deformity at any level affects the entire digit function, and the impairment
percentage is applied to the entire digit. If other impairments of the same
digits are present, rotational deformity impairment is combined using the
Combined Values Chart.
Rotational Deformity
Mild: Less than 15°
Moderate: 15° to 30°
Severe: Greater than 30°

% Digit Impairment
20
40
60

Example: A 20° pronation deformity of the index finger is present
following a healed fracture of the second metacarpal.
1. Rotational impairment of the index finger = 40%.
2. Relative value of the index finger to the hand = 20% (Table 1).
3. Hand impairment is 40% x 20% = 8%; this is equivalent to a 7%
impairment of the upper extremity (Table 2).

Table 16. Relative Impairment Values for Loss of Function at Various
Levels of the Upper Extremity
Level

% Impairment of

% Impairment

the Upper Extremity

the Whole

of
Person
Hand
Wrist
Elbow
Shoulder

90
60
70
60

54
36
42
36

Persistent Joint Subluxation and Dislocation
When persistent joint subluxation or dislocation results is restricted
motion, impairment percentages for lack of motion only are given to avoid
duplication in the rating. If there is no restricted motion, the following table
is used:
Persistent Joint Subluxation
or Dislocation

% Joint Impairment

Mild: Can be completely
reduced manually

20

Moderate: Cannot be
completely reduced manually

40

Severe: Cannot be reduced

60

Joint Instability
Excessive passive mediolateral motion is evaluated by comparing normal
joint stability and graded according to its degree of severity. The
percentage of impairment is then multiplied by the relative value of the
joint.
If other impairment percentages of the same joint are present, the values
are combined using the Combined Values Chart.

Joint Instability
% Joint Impairment
Mild: Less than 10°
Moderate: 10° to 20°
Severe: Greater than 20°

20
40
60

Example: 15° passive radial deviation of thumb IP joint due to collateral
ligament injury in a poor candidate for surgery.
1. 15° radial instability = 40% joint impairment.
2. IP joint relative value to thumb motion = 9%.
3. Thumb impairment is 40% x 9% = 4% (rounded); since the thumb
relative value to the hand is 40%, this represents a 4% x 40% = 2% hand
impairment (Table 1), or 2% x 90% = 2% upper extremity impairment
(Table 2).
Wrist and Elbow Joint Lateral Deviation
These angles are measured with the wrist or elbow in maximal active
extension. The degree of severity is multiplied by the relative value of the
joint to the upper extremity to obtain upper extremity impairment due to
lateral deviation. If other impairments of the same joint are present they
are combined using the Combined Values Chart. After all impairments for
either the wrist or elbow joint have been tabulated, they are combined with
any other upper extremity impairment using the Combined Values Chart.
Lateral Deviation Severity
Impairment
Mild: Less than 20°
Moderate: 20° to 30°
Severe: Greater than 30°

% Joint
10
20
30

Example: Elbow injury with medial collateral ligament and radial head
fracture, treated with simple radial head resection. One year later the
patient has 25° lateral deviation of the elbow.
1. 25° lateral deviation of the elbow = 20% impairment of the elbow.
Elbow joint relative value = 70% of upper extremity, which equates to
20% x 70% = 14% impairment of the upper extremity.
2. Radial head resection = 8% impairment of upper extremity (see
Arthroplasty Impairment, Table 19).
3. Total elbow impairment is 14% combined with 8% = 21% impairment

of the upper extremity.
Carpal Instability
Carpal instability patterns resulting from lunate or scaphoid pathology can
be classified as mild, moderate, or severe, based on the severity of
radiographic findings. The proximal carpal row represents half of the
value of the wrist, or 30% of the upper extremity. Therefore, a gradation
of mild (20%), moderate (40%), or severe (60%) would represent upper
extremity impairments of 6%, 12%, and 18%, respectively The values can
be combined with other upper extremity impairments due to wrist
abnormalities using the Combined Values Chart.
In using Table 18, apply only the greatest impairment value determined by
the radiographic findings. Do not combine or add impairment values.
Example: Radioscaphoid angle of 60°, radiolunate angle of 5°, and
arthritic changes are moderate. The greatest impairment is 12%
(moderate) for either the radioscaphoid angle or the arthritic changes.
Therefore, the impairment of the upper extremity for carpal instability is
12%.
Arthroplasty
Simple resection arthroplasty is given 40% of the impairment of the upper
extremity due to loss of function of a joint; implant arthroplasty is given
50% of the impairment of the upper extremity due to loss of function of a
joint. Table 19 provides impairment ratings for the upper extremity for
arthroplasty of specific joints, based on these values. Arthroplasty
impairment may be combined with impairments due to restricted range of
motion, using the Combined Values Chart (Note: Range of motion
impairments must be brought to the level of the upper extremity before
combining can occur). Following arthrodesis procedures, impairment is
rated only according to the Ankylosis section of the appropriate table(s) in
Sections 3.1c through 3.1g.
Example:

Total wrist replacement with flexion 30° and extension 20°.

1. Wrist implant arthroplasty = 30% impairment of upper extremity (Table
19).
2. IF% = 5% impairment of upper extremity
3. IE% = 7% impairment of upper extremity
5% + 7% = 12% motion impairment (see Figure 31).
3. 30% combined with 12% 38% impairment of the upper extremity.

Example: Implant resection arthroplasty of metacarpophalangeal joints
of index, middle, and ring fingers with a range of motion of -10° extension
to 70° flexion for each. Fusion of index proximal interphalangeal joint at
40° flexion and simple resection arthroplasty of thumb carpometacarpal
joint with fusion of thumb metacarpophalangeal joint at 20° flexion.

1. Index finger:
PIP joint fusion at 40° flexion: IA% = 50% impairment of the finger
(Figure 25).
MP joint implant arthroplasty = 50% impairment of the index finger MP
joint.
MP joint -10° extension: IE% = 7% impairment of the index finger; 70°
flexion: IF% = 11% impairment of the index finger (Figure 28); 7% +11%
= 18% impairment of the index finger due to MP joint motion.
Index finger impairment is found using the Combined Values Chart:
50% combined with 50% = 75%; 75% combined with 18% = 80%
impairment of the index finger.
The index finger represents 20% of the hand; therefore 80% x 20% =
16% impairment of the hand (Table 1).

2. Middle finger.MP joint implant arthroplasty = 50% impairment of the middle finger MP
joint.
MP joint -10° extension: IE% = 7% impairment of the middle finger; 70°
flexion: IF% = 11 % impairment of the middle finger (Figure 28); 7% +
11% = 18% impairment of the middle finger due to MP joint motion.
Middle finger impairment is found using the Combined Values Chart:
50% combined with 18% = 59% impairment of the middle finger
The middle finger represents 20% of the hand; therefore, 59% x 20%
= 12% impairment of the hand (Table 1).

3. Ring finger:
Calculations for the ring finger are the same as above and combine to
59% impairment of the ring finger
The ring finger represents 10% of the hand; therefore, 59% x 10% = 6%
impairment of the hand (Table 1).
4. Thumb:
CMC joint resection arthroplasty: 40% of CMC joint, or 40% x 80% 32%
impairment of the thumb.
Fusion of MP joint at 20° flexion: IA% = 5% impairment of the thumb
(Figure 14).
Thumb joint impairments are added directly: 32% + 5% = 37%
impairment of the thumb.
The thumb represents 40% of the hand; therefore, 37% x 40% = 15%
impairment of the hand (Table 1).
5. Total hand impairment is calculated by ADDING hand impairments
derived for each digit: index (16%) + middle finger (12%) + ring finger
(6%) + thumb (15%) = 49% impairment of the hand.
The hand represents 90% of the upper extremity; therefore, 49% x 90% =
44% impairment of the upper extremity.
Musculotendinous Impairments
Intrinsic Tightness

Intrinsic tightness in the hand may be demonstrated by a test described by
Bunnell. Hyperextension of the metacarpophalangeal (MP) joint in a
normal hand still allows passive flexion of the proximal interphalangeal
(PIP) joint. If the intrinsic muscles are tight or contracted, the available
stretch of these muscles is taken up by the hyperextended position of the
MP joint, and passive flexion of the PIP joint will be difficult.
Intrinsic tightness impairment is combined with other impairments of the
same digit using the Combined Values Chart. Finger impairment is
converted to hand impairment using Table 1.

Intrinsic Tightness Severity
(Passive flexion of PIP joint with MP
joint hyperextended)

% Digit
Impairment

Mild: PIP flexion 80° to 60°

20

Moderate: PIP flexion 59° to 20°

40

Severe: PIP flexion less than 20°

60

Constrictive Tenosynovitis

Impairment due to constrictive tenosynovitis is combined with other
impairments at the level of the digit using the Combined Values Chart.
The digit impairment is converted to hand impairment with Table 1.

% Digit
Constrictive Tenosynovitis Severity
Impairment
Mild: Inconstant triggering
during active ROM*
20
Moderate:Constant triggering
during active ROM
40
Severe: Constant triggering
during passive ROM
60
*ROM: Range of Motion

Tendons
The severity of extensor tendon subluxation at the metacarpophalangeal
joint is combined with other impairments of the same digit using the
Combined Values Chart. The finger impairment is converted to hand
impairment with Table 1.

Extensor Tendon
Subluxation Severity

%Joint
Impairment

Mild: Ulnar subluxation on MP
flexion only

10

Moderate: Reducible tendon
subluxation in the intermetacarpal
groove

20

Severe: Nonreducible tendon
subluxation in the intermetacarpal
groove

30

3.2

The Lower Extremity

Note: For the purposes of impairment evaluation, ankylosis is defined as
either: (a) complete absence of motion, or (b) planar restriction of motion
preventing the subject from reaching the neutral position of motion in that
plane. Using an impairment rating of ankylosis excludes the simultaneous
use of the abnormal motion measurements from the same table. For
example, an individual whose hip joint forward flexion ranges from 50° to
90° is considered to have an ankylosis at 50°, which is 67% impairment of
the lower extremity. An exception to this rule is the knee, for which
extension lag is taken into account (see Table 35).

3.2a Toes
Interphalangeal Joint of the Great Toe Flexion and Extension
Abnormal Motion

Place the patient's foot in the neutral position (Figure 50). Note the 45°
angle of the knee and the 90° angle of the ankle.
Center the goniometer next to the interphalangeal joint (Figure 51).
Record the goniometer reading.

With the patient plantar-flexing the great toe as far as possible (Figure 52),
follow the range of motion with the goniometer arm. Record the angle that
subtends the arc of motion.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 20 to determine the
impairment of the great toe.
Example: 10° active flexion from neutral position or from maximum
extension is equivalent to 30% impairment of the great toe.
Ankylosis

Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure 51).
Measure the deviation from the neutral position with the goniometer arm
and record the reading.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 20 to determine the impairment of
the great toe.
Example: The interphalangeal joint with ankylosis at 10° flexion is
equivalent to 55% impairment of the great toe.

Amputation
Amputations distal to the interphalangeal joint are expressed as a
percentage of the amputation values of that joint.
Example: If 50% of the distal phalanx of the large toe is amputated, the
impairment is 50% x 75% = 38% impairment of the toe.

Metatarsophalangeal joint of the Great Toe Dorsi-flexion Abnormal
Motion
Place the patient in the neutral position (Figure 50). Note the 45° angle of
the knee and the 90° angle of the ankle.
Center the goniometer under the metatarsophalangeal joint (Figure 53).
Record the goniometer reading.
With the patient dorsi-flexing the great toe, follow the range of motion with
the goniometer arm (Figure 54). Record the angle that subtends the arc of
motion.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 21 to determine the
impairment of the great toe.
Example: 20° active dorsi-flexion from neutral position (0°) is equivalent
to 21 % impairment of the great toe.
Add the impairment values of the great toe contributed by dorsi-flexion
and plantar-flexion. Their sum is the impairment of the great toe
contributed by abnormal motions of the metatarsophalangeal joint.
Table 20. Impairment Due to Amputation, Abnormal Motion and
Ankylosis of the Interphalangeal Joint of the Great Toe
Amputation

% Impairment of
Great Toe
75

At Joint
Abnormal Motion
Average range of Flexion-Extension is 30°
Value to total range of joint motion is 100%
Flexion from neutral
Impairment of
position (0°) to:

Degrees of
Joint Motion
Lost Retained

%
Great Toe

0°
10°
20°
30°

30°
20°
10°
0°

0°
10°
20°
30°

45
30
15
0

Ankylosis
Joint Ankylosed at:
Great Toe

% Impairment of

0° (neutral position)
45
*10°
55
20°
65
30° (full flexion)
75
*position of function

Ankylosis

Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure 53).
Measure the deviation from neutral position with the goniometer arm and
record the reading.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 21 to determine the impairment of
the great toe.

Example: The metatarsophalangeal joint with ankylosis at 20° dorsiflexion is equivalent to 62% impairment of the great toe.
Amputation

Amputations distal to the metatarsophalangeal joint and proximal to the
interphalangeal joint are expressed as a percentage between 100% and
75%.
Example: if 50% of the proximal phalanx of the large toe is amputated,
the impairment is 75% + (50% x 25%) = 88%.

Metatarsophalangeal Joint of the Great Toe Plantar-flexion
Abnormal Motion
Place the patient in the neutral position
(Figure 50).

Center the goniometer over the metatarsophalangeal joint (Figure 55).
Record the goniometer reading. Note that the goniometer is rotated 180°
from its position for testing dorsi- flexion.
With the patient plantar-flexing the great toe (Figure 56), follow the range
of motion with the goniometer arm. Record the angle that subtends the
arc of motion.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 22 to determine the
impairment of the great toe.
Example: 20° active plantar-flexion from neutral position (0°) is
equivalent to 7% impairment of the great toe.
Add the impairment values contributed by abnormalities of dorsi-flexion
and plantar-flexion. Their sum represents impairment of the great toe
contributed by the metatarsophalangeal joint.
Ankylosis
Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure 55).
Measure the deviation from the neutral position with the goniometer arm
and record the reading.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 22 to determine the impairment of
the great toe.
Example: The metatarsophalangeal joint with ankylosis at 20° plantarflexion is equivalent to 85% impairment of the great toe.
Great Toe-Both Joints Involved
Measure separately and record the impairment of the great toe contributed
by each joint. Then, combine the impairment values using the Combined
Values Chart to determine the impairment of the great toe contributed by
both joints.
Example:
Description
Interphalangeal joint with ankylosis
at 10° flexion
Metatarsophalangeal joint with
ankylosis at 20° dorsi-flexion

% Impairment
of Great Toe
55
62

(62% combined with 55% = 83%)

83

Example:
Description
Amputation at interphalangeal joint

% Impainnent
of Great Toe
75

Metatarsophalangeal joint with 20°
active dorsi-flexion from neutral
position (0°)

21

Metatarsophalangeal joint with 20°
active plantar-flexion from neutral
position (0°)

7

(21% + 7% = 28% combined
with 75% = 82%)

82

Finally, consult Table 23 to determine
impairment of the foot that
is contributed by the great toe; in these examples, the impairment of the
foot would be 15%.
Distal Interphalangeal Joint of the Second Through Fifth ToesDorsi- and Plantar-flexion
Abnorinal Motion
Abnormal motion is not measurable
Ankylosis
Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure 57).
Measure the deviation from the neutral position with the goniometer arm
(Figure 58), and record the reading.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 24 to determine the impairment of
the toe.
Amputation
Amputations distal to the distal interphalangeal joint are expressed as a
percentage of 45%.

Example: If 50% of the distal phalanx is amputated, the impairment is
50% x 45% = 22% of the toe.
Proximal Interphalangeal Joint of the Second through Fifth ToesDorsi-and Plantar-flexion Abnormal Motion
Abnormal motion is not measurable.

Ankylosis
Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure 59).
Measure the deviation from the neutral position with the goniometer arm
(Figure 60), and record the reading.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 2 5 to determine the impairment of
the toe.

Amputation
Amputations distal to the proximal interphalangeal joint and proximal to
the distal interphalangeal joint are expressed as a percentage between 45%
and 80%.

Example: If 50% of the middle phalanx is amputated, the impairment is
45% + (50% x 35%) = 63%.

Metatarsophalangeal Joint of the Second through Fifth Toes-Dorsiand Plantar-flexion
Abnormal Motion
Place patient in the neutral position (Figure 50).
Dorsi-flexion: Center the goniometer beneath the metatarsophalangeal joint
of the toe being tested (Figure 61a). Record the goniometer reading.
With the patient dorsi-flexing the toe as far as possible (Figure 61b),
follow the range of motion with the goniometer arm. Record the angle that
subtends the arc of motion.
Plantar-flexion: Center the goniometer over the metatarsophalangeal joint

of the toe being tested (Figure 61c). Record the goniometer reading.
Starting from the neutral position with patient plantar-flexing the toe as far
as possible (Figure 61d), follow the range of motion with the goniometer
arm. Record the angle that subtends the arc of motion.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Tables 26-29 to determine the
impairment of the toe.
Example: 20° active dorsi-flexion from neutral position (0°) is
equivalent to 14% impairment of the second toe (Table 26).
Add the toe impairment values contributed by dorsiflexion and plantarflexion. The sum of these values is the impairment of the toe.
Ankylosis
Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure 61a
or 61c). Measure the deviation from the neutral position with goniometer
arm and record the reading.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Tables 26-29 to determine the
impairment of the toe.
Example: A metatarsophalangeal joint with ankylosis at 20° dorsiflexion is equivalent to 75% impairment of the second toe (Table 26).
Amputation
Amputations distal to the metatarsophalangeal joint and proximal to the
proximal interphalangeal joint are expressed as a percentage between
100% and 80%.
Example: If 50% of the proximal phalanx is amputated, the impairment
is 80% + (50% x 20%) = 90%.
Second Through Fifth Toes-Two or More Joints
Measure separately and record the impairment of the toe contributed by
each joint. Then, combine the impairment values using the Combined
Values Chart to determine the impairment of the toe contributed by two or
more joints.
Example:
Description Second Toe
Amputation at distal interphalangeal
joint

% Impairment
of Toe
45

Proximal interphalangeal joint with
ankylosis in neutral position

45

Metatarsophalangeal joint with 20°
active dorsi-flexion from neutral
position

14

Metatarsophalangeal joint with 20°
active plantar-flexion from neutral
position

7

(14% + 7% = 21%; 21% combined
with 45% = 57%; 57% combined with
45% = 76%)

76

Finally, consult Table 30 to determine the impairment of the foot
contributed by the toe. In the example, foot impairment would be 2%.

Foot-Involvement of Two or More Toes
Measure separately and record the impairment of each toe involved.
Then, measure separately and record the impairment of the foot as
contributed by each toe.
Add all the impairment values. Their sum equals the impairment of the
foot.
Finally, consult Table 31 to determine the impairment of the foot that is
contributed by combinations of impairment of the toes, and consult Table
32 (p. 58) to determine the impairment of the lower extremity.
For example, mid-tarsal joint ankylosis results in 10% impairment of the
foot and 7% impairment of the lower extremity.

3.2b Hind Foot
Dorsi- and Plantar-flexion (Ankle Joint Primarily)
Abnormal Motion
Place the patient in the neutral position (Figure 62).

Center the goniometer over the lateral malleolus (Figure 63). Note that the
goniometer base lies along the axis of the tibia. Record the goniometer
reading with the goniometer arm parallel to the sole of the foot.
Dorsi-flexion: With the patient dorsi-flexing the foot as far as possible,
follow the range of motion with the goniometer arm. Record the angle that
subtends the arc of motion.
Plantar-flexion: Starting from the neutral position with the patient plantarflexing the foot as far as possible, follow the range of motion with the
goniometer arm. Record the angle that subtends the arc of motion.
Retest the range of dorsi- and plantar-flexion of the foot with the knee
flexed to 45°. If the arcs of motion are different from those obtained
previously, then the averages of the results represent the angles to be used
in determining the impairment of the lower extremity.
Center the goniometer over the lateral malleolus (Figure averages of the
results represent the angles to be used 63). Note that the goniometer base
lies along the axis in determining the impairment of the lower extremity.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 33 to determine the
impairment of the lower extremity.
Example: 10° active dorsi-flexion from neutral position (0°) is
equivalent to 4% impairment of the lower extremity.
Add impairment values contributed by dorsi-flexion and plantar-flexion.
Their sum is the impairment of the lower extremity contributed by
abnormalities of dorsi-flexion and plantar-flexion of the hind foot.

Note: There may also be impairment of inversion or eversion, the value
for which should be added (see below).
Ankylosis
Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure 62).
Measure the deviation from the neutral position with the goniometer arm
and record the reading.

Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 33 to determine the impairment of
the lower extremity.
Example: A hind foot with ankylosis at 10° dorsi-flexion is equivalent
to 50% impairment of the lower extremity.
Note: There may also be impairment of dorsi- and plantar-flexion, which
should be added to impairment of inversion and eversion.

Inversion and Eversion (Subtalar Joint Primarily)
Abnorinal Motion
Place the patient in the neutral position (Figure 64). The plane of the foot
is at a right angle to the lower leg. The goniometer is not used.
Inversion: Starting from the neutral position with the patient inverting the
foot (Figure 65), record the range of motion by estimating the arc
described by the plantar surface of the foot as it turns.

Eversion: With the patient everting the foot (Figure 66), record the range
of motion by estimating the arc described by the plantar surface of the
foot as it turns.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 34 to determine the
impairment of the lower extremity.

Example: A foot with 20° inversion from neutral position (0°) is
equivalent to 2% impairment of the lower extremity.
Add impairment values contributed by inversion and eversion. Their sum
represents the impairment of the lower extremity contributed by abnormal
inversion and eversion of the hind foot.
Ankylosis
Estimate the angle of ankylosis by observing the angle of the plane formed
by the plantar surface of the foot.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 34 to determine the impairment of
the lower extremity.
Example: A hind foot with ankylosis of 20° inversion is equivalent to
57% impairment of the lower extremity.
Hind Foot-Two Ranges of Motion
Abnorinal Motion
Measure separately and record the impairment of the lower extremity that
is contributed by each range of motion. Add the impairment values of the
lower extremity contributed by all ranges of motion. Their sum is the
impairment of the lower extremity contributed by the ankle and subtalar
joints.
Example:
of
Description
Extremity

% Impairment
Lower

10° active dorsi-flexion
10° active plantar-flexion
10° active inversion
10° active eversion
(4% +11% +4% +2% = 21%)

4
11
4
2
21

Ankylosis
Measure separately and record the impairment of the lower extremity that
is contributed by ankylosis in each position. The larger impairment value
represents the impairment of the lower extremity that is contributed by
ankylosis of the ankle and subtalar joints.
Example:
Description
Ankylosis at 10° dorsi-flexion
Ankylosis at 10° inversion

% Impairment of
Lower Extremity
50
43

T'he larger value is 50%; therefore, the lower extremity has 50%
impairment due to the ankylosis.

3.2c Knee Joint
Flexion and Extension
Abnormal Motion
Place the patient in the neutral position (Figure 67).
Center the goniometer next to the knee joint (Figure 67). Record the
goniometer reading with one arm of the goniometer along the axis of the
femur and the other arm along the axis of the lower leg. Maintain this
relationship of the arms as motion is carried out. Record any deviation
from the neutral position, which would indicate limitation of knee joint
extension.
With the patient flexing the knee as far as possible, follow the range of

motion with the goniometer arm. Record the angle that subtends the arc of
motion
(Figure 68).
Retest the flexion of the knee with the patient in a sitting position. If the
arc of motion is different from that obtained previously, then the average
of the results represents the value to be used in determining impairment of
the lower extremity.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 35. Add the percentages
for flexion loss and limitation of extension to determine impairment of the
lower extremity.
Note: If there is inability to extend the knee beyond 50° flexion, for
weight-bearing purposes the degree of impairment is equivalent to that for
amputation and no additional impairment value should be given for loss of
range of motion.
Example: 70° flexion from neutral position (0°) is equivalent to 28%
impairment of the lower extremity.
Example: Flexion to 100° with extension limited to 30° is equivalent to
35% impairment of the lower extremity (18% plus 17%, Table 35).

Ankylosis

Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure 67).
Measure the deviation from neutral position with the goniometer arm
extending along the lower leg and record the reading.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 35 to determine the impairment of
the lower extremity.
Example: A knee joint with ankylosis at 20° flexion is equivalent to 60%
impairment of the lower extremity.
Table 36 lists impairment ratings for other disorders of the knee.

3.2d Hip Joint
Forward Flexion
Abnormal Motion
Place the patient in the neutral position (Figure 69) with the opposite hip
flexed and held to lock the pelvis. The leg to be tested is extended in a
relaxed position.
Place the goniometer next to the hip joint (Figure 70). Record the
goniometer reading. With the patient flexing the hip to be tested as far as
possible (Figure 71), follow the range of motion with the goniometer arm
until the superior iliac spine begins to move. Record the angle that
subtends the arc of motion.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 37 to determine the
impairment of the lower extremity.
Example: 20° forward flexion from neutral position (0°) is equivalent to
14% impairment of the lower extremity.

Ankylosis
Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure 69).
Measure the deviation from neutral position with the goniometer arm and
record the reading.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 37 to determine the impairment of
the lower extremity.
Example: A hip joint with ankylosis at 25° forward flexion is equivalent
to 50% impairment of the lower extremity.
Hip joint-Backward Extension Abnormal Motion
Place the patient in the neutral position (Figure 72).
Center the goniometer next to the hip (Figure 72) and record the reading.
With the patient raising the leg as far as possible (Figure 73), follow the
range of motion with the goniometer arm. Record the angle that subtends
the arc of motion.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 38 to determine the
impairment of the lower extremity.

Example: 20° active backward extension from neutral position (0°) is
equivalent to 2% impairment of the lower extremity.

Add the impairment values contributed by forward flexion and backward
extension. Their sum represents the impairment of the lower extremity
contributed by abnormal forward flexion and backward extension of the
hip.

Ankylosis
Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure 72).
Measure the deviation from neutral position with the goniometer arm and
record the reading.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 38 to determine the impairment of
the lower extremity.
Example: A hip joint with ankylosis at 20° backward extension is
equivalent to 90% impairment of the lower extremity.
Hip joint-Abduction and Adduction Abnormal Motion
Place the patient on a table in the neutral position (Figure 74) with the
opposite hip flexed and held to lock the pelvis. The leg to be tested is
extended in a relaxed position.
Center the goniometer over the hip joint (Figure 74). Record the
goniometer reading. Consider 90° as the neutral point.
Abduction: With the patient abducting the thigh as far as possible (Figure
75), follow the range of motion with the goniometer arm. Record the
angle that subtends the arc of motion.
Adduction: Starting from the neutral position with the patient swinging the
leg across the body as far as possible (Figure 76), follow the range of
motion with the goniometer arm. Record the angle that subtends the arc
of motion.

Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 39 to determine the
impairment of the lower extremity.
Example: 20° abduction from neutral position is equivalent to 8%
impairment of the lower extremity.
Add the lower extremity impairment values contributed by abduction and
adduction. Their sum represents impairment of the lower extremity that is
contributed by abnormal abduction and adduction of the hip.
Ankylosis

Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure 74).
Measure the deviation from the neutral position with the goniometer arm
and record the reading.

Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 39 to determine the impairment of
the lower extremity.
Example: A hip joint with ankylosis at 20° abduction is equivalent to
85% impairment of the lower extremity.
Hip Joint-Rotation
Abnormal Motion
Place the patient in the neutral position (Figure 77).

Center the goniometer over the middle of the heel (Figure 77). Record the
goniometer reading with the goniometer arm lying between the second and
third toes. Consider 90° as the neutral point.
External rotation: With the patient externally rotating the hip as far as
possible (Figure 78), follow the range of motion with the goniometer arm.
Record the angle that subtends the arc of motion.
Internal rotation: Starting from the neutral position with the patient
internally rotating the hip as far as possible (Figure 78), follow the range of
motion with the goniometer arm. Record the angle that subtends the arc
of motion.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 40 to determine the
impairment of the lower extremity.
Example: 20° active external rotation from neutral position (0°) is
equivalent to 8% impairment of the lower extremity.
Add the impairment values contributed by internal and external rotation.
Their sum is the impairment of the lower extremity contributed by rotation
of the hip.
Ankylosis
Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure 77).
Measure the deviation from neutral position with the goniometer arm and
record the reading.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 40 to determine the impairment of
the lower extremity.
Example: A hip joint with ankylosis at 20° internal rotation is equivalent
to 85% impairment of the lower extremity.

Hip Joint-Two or More Ranges of Motion Abnormal Motion
Measure separately and record the impairment of the lower extremity
contributed by each range of motion. Add the impairment values
contributed by ranges of motion. Their sum is the impairment of the
lower extremity contributed by the hip joint.

Example:
Impairment of
Description
Extremity

%

10° active forward flexion

16

10° active backward extension

4

10° active abduction

12

10° active adduction

4

(16% +4% + 12% +4% = 36%)

36

Lower

Ankylosis
Measure separately and record the impairment of the lower extremity
contributed by ankylosis in each position. The largest impairment due to
ankylosis is the impairment of the lower extremity contributed by the hip
joint.

Example:
Impairment of
Description
Extremity
Ankylosis at 25° forward flexion
Ankylosis at 20° internal rotation

%
Lower
50
85

The largest impairment value is 85%; therefore, the impairment rating is
85%.
Table 41 lists impairment values due to other disorders of the hip joint.

3.2e Lower Extremity-Involvement of Multiple Units
Measure separately and record the impairment of the lower extremity
contributed by each unit (foot, ankle and subtalar joints, knee joint, and
hip joint). Then, combine the impairment values using the Combined
Values Chart.
Example:
Description
Foot impaired at 57%
Hind foot impaired
Knee impaired
(40% combined with 30% = 58%;
58% combined with 20% = 66%)

% Impairment of
Lower Extremity
40 (Table 32)
30
20
66

Finally, consult Table 42 to determine the impairment of the whole person
that is contributed by the lower extremity.
Impairment values for amputations of various parts of the lower extremity
are found in Table 43.

3.2f Impairment of the Lower Extremity Due to Peripheral
Nervous System Disorders
Table 44 shows the site of origin and function of the peripheral nerves to
the lower extremity. Figure 79 shows the sensory nerves and their roots
of origin. The principles and methods of evaluation discussed in Section
3. 1i (page 36) for the upper extremity apply to the lower extremity as well.

Note: Restrictions of motion and ankyloses may result from peripheral
spinal nerve impairments. Consideration was given to such impairments
when the percentage values set forth in this section were derived.
Therefore, if an impairment results strictly from a peripheral nerve lesion,
the evaluator should not apply the impairment values from both Sections
3.2a through 3.2d and this section, because this would result in a
duplication and a multiplying of the impairment rating. However, when
restricted motion or ankylosis exists but cannot be attributed to sensory
involvement or muscle weakness, then values from Sections 3.2a through
3.2d may be combined with values of this section using the Combined
Values Chart.
It is necessary for the physician to establish as accurately as
possible the anatomic distribution of sensory and/or motor loss and verify
that the distribution relates to a specific peripheral nerve or nerves before
determining the percentage of permanent impairment. The diagnosis is
based firmly on the patient's signs and symptoms. With a carefully
obtained history, a thorough medical and neurological examination, and
appropriate laboratory aids, the physician should characterize the pain,
discomfort, and loss of sensation occurring in the areas innervated by the
affected nerve, and also the degree of muscle strength that has been lost.
Pain: The pain associated with peripheral spinal nerve impairment, and
particularly with that of the sciatic and tibial nerves, sometimes has a

constant burning quality. This pain is described as a major or minor
causalgia in accordance with its severity, and it is evaluated on the same
percentage basis as are other types of pain. Major causalgia that persists
despite appropriate treatment can result in loss of function of the affected
extremity and impairment that is as great as 100%.

In evaluating pain that is associated with peripheral spinal nerve
disorders, the physician should consider: (1) how the pain interferes with
the individual's performance of the activities of daily living; (2) to what
extent the pain follows the defined anatomical pathways of the root
(dermatome), plexus, or peripheral nerve; and (3) to what extent the
description of the pain indicates that it is caused by the peripheral spinal
nerve impairment. That is, the pain should correspond to other kinds of
disturbances of the involved nerve or nerve root Complaints of pain that
cannot be substantiated as above are not considered within the scope of
this section (for a discussion of categories of pain and their
characterization, see Appendix B). The examiner must determine whether
the sensory or motor deficit is due to involvement of one or more nerve
roots or of one or more peripheral nerves in order to use the appropriate
table. Table 45 relates to nerve roots, Table 46 relates to the lumbosacral
plexus, and Table 47 relates to the peripheral nerves affecting the lower
extremity.
A grading scheme and procedure for determining impairment of a
body part that is affected by pain, discomfort, or loss of sensation are
found in Tables 10a and 10b, respectively.

Strength: Involvement of peripheral spinal nerves or nerve roots may
lead to paralysis or to weakness of the muscles supplied by them, as well
as to characteristic sensory changes. In the case of weakness, the patient
often will attempt to substitute stronger muscles to accomplish the desired

motion. Thus, the physician should have an understanding of the muscles
that are involved in the performance of the various movements of the
body and its parts.

Muscle testing, including tests for strength, duration, repetition of
contraction, and function, aids evaluation of the functions of specific
nerves. Muscle testing is based on the principle of gravity and resistance,
that is, the ability to raise a segment of the body through its range of
motion against gravity and to hold the segment at the end of its range of
motion against resistance. In interpreting muscle testing, comparable
muscle functions on both sides of the body should be considered.
A grading scheme and procedure for determining impairment of a body
part that is affected by loss of strength are found in Tables 11a and 11b,
respectively.
Example: An injury of a patient's right knee resulted in surgery and
prolonged therapy Following maximum medical rehabilitation, the
examining physician found that the patient could extend his leg fully
against gravity and some resistance.

1. Motion involved is extension of the knee.
2. Muscle performing motion is quadriceps femoris; see Table 44.
3.
Maximum loss of nerve due to loss of strength of femoral nerve is
30%; see Table 47
4.
Gradation of loss of strength is 5% to 20%; see
Table 11.
5.
Therefore, impairment of the lower extremity is 20% x 30%, or 6%.

After the individual values for loss of function due to sensory
deficit, pain, or discomfort, and loss of function due to loss of strength
have been determined, the impairment to the part of the body or to the
whole person is calculated by combining the values using the Combined
Values Chart.
Determination of impairment: The order in which permanent
impairment of the peripheral spinal nerves will be discussed is (1) the
spinal nerve roots; (2) the lumbosacral plexus; and (3) the named spinal
nerves.
The Spinal Nerve Roots
The roots of the spinal nerves can be impaired by various diseases or by
injuries that produce partial or complete, and unilateral or bilateral, effects.
The degree of permanent impairment resulting from a spinal nerve root
dysfunction would be reflected in the loss of function of the named spinal
nerves having fibers from the specific nerve root. Since the named spinal
nerves have fibers from more than one root, a dysfunction affecting two
or more roots that supply fibers to the same nerves usually will be more
impairing than a combination of the individual root impairment values (see
section on lumbosacral plexus).
Table 45 provides values for the spinal nerve roots that are most
frequently involved in the permanent impairment of the lower extremity.
The values given are for unilateral involvement only. Where there is
bilateral involvement, the values should be combined, using the Combined
Values Chart at the end of the book.
Values for impairment of a specific spinal nerve root that is not mentioned
should be determined by taking into consideration the values that are
suggested for a nerve having fibers from the specific nerve root. The
reader should refer to the "The Named Spinal Nerves'

The Lumbosacral Plexus
Impairment due to lumbosacral plexus injury or disease can be determined
by evaluating the various functions that are lost. The major nerves of the
lower extremity and of the pelvic girdle are derived from the lumbosacral
plexus (Figure 80). Thus, that plexus involves not only the lower
extremity, but also bowel, bladder, and reproductive functions and trunk
stabilization. Percentages for unilateral lumbosacral impairments are given
in Table 46.
The Named Spinal Nerves

The named spinal nerves most frequently associated with impairments of
the lower extremity are found in Table 47 The absence of some of the
named spinal nerves and their impairment values indicates that impairment
associated with those particular nerves seldom occurs or is considered to
be of little significance.
The percentages are expressed in terms of unilateral involvement.
When there is bilateral involvement, the unilateral impairments should be
determined separately and each converted to whole person impairment.
Finally, the unilateral values are combined by using the Combined Values
Chart.
Figure 81 is a schematic diagram of the major peripheral motor nerves of
the lower extremities.
Example: A patient suffered a simple fracture of the lower third of the
femur with involvement of the sciatic nerve, After maximal medical
rehabilitation, he still has some inability to extend his toes or dorsi-flex his
foot, unless gravity is eliminated. He can plantar-flex against gravity and
against some resistance. These losses of strength are determined to be
equivalent to a 60% loss of strength due to involvement of the deep
common peroneal nerve, and a 20% loss of strength due to involvement
of the tibial nerve. There is also complete sensory loss over the
posterolateral aspect of the leg and over the lateral aspect of the foot and
heel, which is determined to be equivalent to a 100% loss of sensation due
to sural nerve involvement. The evaluation of impairment would be
determined as follows:

% Impairment
of
Description
Person
Loss of function due to
involvement of
(a) deep common peroneal nerve
(60% gradation in loss of strength
x 25%, which is the maximum

Lower
Whole
Extremity

value for loss of function = 15%)

15

(b) tibial nerve (20% gradation in
loss of strength x 35%, which is the
maximum loss of function = 7%)

7

Loss of function of lower extremity
due to loss of strength
(15% combined with 7% = 21%)

21

Loss of function of lower extremity
due to sensory deficit from sural
nerve involvement (100% x 5%)

5

Impairment of lower extremity
(21% combined with 5% = 25%)
Impairment of whole person
(Table 42)

25
10

Note: If, as a result of the fracture and not of the sciatic nerve injury, a
permanent ankylosis of the knee were to occur, the impairment value for
ankylosis, as set forth in Section 3.2c, would be combined with the above
peripheral spinal nerve impairment value.

3.2g Impairment Due to Vascular Disorders of the Lower
Extremity
Table 48 provides a classification of impairments due to peripheral
vascular disease. When amputation due peripheral vascular disease is
involved, the impairment due to amputation should be evaluated according
to Section 3.2a, 3.2b, 3.2c, or 3.2d, and combined with the appropriate
value in Table 48, using the Combined Values Chart. Note that the values
in Table 48 related to impairment of the lower extremity.

3.3 The Spine
3.3a General Principles of Measurement
Because small, inaccessible spinal joints do not readily lend themselves to
external visual observation required by goniometric measurement,
standard goniometric techniques for measuring spinal movement can be
highly inaccurate. Furthermore, the mobility of spinal segments is
confounded by motion above and below the points of measurement. For
example, forward hunching of the shoulders may increase the perceived
degree of cervical flexion, unless the degrees of forward flexion of the
shoulders is also measured. Hence, regional spinal motion is a compound
motion, and it is essential to measure simultaneously motion of both the
upper and lower extremes of that region. For this reason, measurement
techniques using inclinometers are necessary to obtain reliable spinal
mobility measurements.
Pain, fear, acute spasm, or neuromuscular inhibition may
temporarily decrease spinal movement. Acute spasm is a phenomenon
induced by recent overload and is a contraindication to the assessment of
impairment of spinal mobility at that point in time. Impairment evaluation
should be performed when a person's condition has become static and
well-stabilized following completion of all necessary passive, surgical, and
rehabilitative treatment, thus precluding measurement when acute
processes remain active. If acute spasm is observed by the examiner, it
should be noted in the report and the mobility measurements recorded for
comparison purposes only. The patient must be reexamined in a few days
or weeks when spasm has resolved, in order to obtain a valid mobility
measurement.
Pain, fear of injury, or neuromuscular inhibition may also limit
mobility by diminishing effort. Such limitations provide inaccurately low
and inconsistent mobility measurements, leading to improperly inflated
impairment values. Reproducibility of abnormal motion is currently the
only known way to validate optimum effort. The examiner must take at
least three consecutive mobility measurements, which must fall within +/10% or 5° (whichever is greater) of each other to be considered
consistent. Measurements may be repeated up to six times until
consecutive measurements fall within this guideline. However, if
inconsistency persists, the measurements are invalid and that portion of
the examination is then disqualified.

Principles for Calculating Impairment
Evaluation of impairment of the spine involves both diagnosis-related
factors (i.e., structural abnormalities), and musculoskeletal/neurological
factors that require physiologic measurements. These sections provide
guidance in both areas: first, a comprehensive diagnosis-based table
(Table 49) is presented. Second, the technique for performing range of
motion measurements of the spine using inclinometers is described. In
addition, the evaluator should use the appropriate sections of the
evaluation of the upper and lower extremities (Sections 3.1i, and 3.2f) for
assessment of radiculopathies associated with spine impairment. (As new
technology permits, valid, reproducible, and relevant measurement of
other elements of human performance, such as isolated trunk strength,
lifting, and task performance capabilities will be included in future editions
of the Guides.)

The spine consists of three major regions: cervical, thoracic, and
lumbar. Each region taken alone may result in a maximum percentage
impairment of the whole spine (Figure 82) as follows: cervical = 80%,
thoracic = 40%, and lumbar = 90%. The spine as a whole is considered
equivalent to the whole person for purposes of impairment evaluation.
For the sake of simplicity, all impairments in this section have already been

adjusted for each regional percentage, permitting their expression as a
percent impairment of the whole person.
In order to calculate total impairment of the whole person due to
spine impairment:

A.

Select the primarily impaired region (cervical, thoracic, lumbar),

1.
If applicable, use Table 49 to obtain a diagnosis-based percentage
of impairment.
2.
Test the regional range of motion (Section 3.3c, 3.3d or 3.3e) and
obtain the percentage of impairment due to abnormal motion or ankylosis
for each specific movement, using dual- or single-inclinometer methods.
3.
Perform at least three measurements of each range of motion, and
calculate the permitted variability (+/-10% or 5°) based on either the
maximum or median motion values. That is, check whether all three
measurements fall within reproducibility guidelines by varying less than
those amounts from either the maximum or median value.
4.
If consistency requirements are not met, perform additional tests up
to a maximum of six until reproducibility criteria are satisfied. If testing
remains inconsistent after six measurements, consider the test invalid and
re-examine at a later date.
5. Use the maximum range of motion and find the percentage of
impairment in the appropriate tables.
6. Add all range of motion impairment values for the one region; if the
region is ankylosed, use the largest ankylosis impairment value.
7. To obtain the impairment of the whole person due to the impairment of
the region of the spine, use the Combined Values Chart to combine the
diagnosis-based impairments with the impairment due to limited range of

motion or ankylosis.
B. Repeat the above steps for secondarily impaired spinal regions
(cervical, thoracic, lumbar), inapplicable.
C Combine all regional spine impairments into a single impairment of
the whole person using the Combined Values Chart.
D. Identify impairments due to neurological deficits (Sections3.1i and
3.2f) including radiculopathy and peripheral nerve injury,
inapplicable. Be sure to equate these to impairment of the whole
person.
E. Combine all radicular and peripheral nerve injury impairments with
the impairment of the whole person due to impairments of the spine.
Note: Use the forms in Figures 83a-c to note ranges of motion, and the
form in Figure 84 to summarize the ratings of impairment. These forms
may be reproduced without permission from the AMA.
Note: For the purpose of impairment evaluation, ankylosis is defined as
either: (a) complete absence of motion, or (b) planar restriction of motion
preventing the subject from reaching the neutral position of motion in that
plane. Using an impairment rating for ankylosis excludes the simultaneous
use of the abnormal motion measurements from the same table. For
example, an individual with a cervical flexion ankylosis angle of 40° may
either: (a) have a fixed head position at 40° flexion, or (b) have sagittal
range of motion from a minimum of 40° to a maximum of 60° flexion only
(i.e., the person is unable to extend beyond 40° flexion). In either case,
the impairment is 30% of the whole person.
Use Table 50 if radiographic methods are used to determine impairment
due to ankylosis.

3.3b Impairments Due to Specific
Disorders of the Spine
Consult Table 49 for the rating of impairments due to specific disorders
of the spine.

3.3c Impairments Due to
Range of Motion Abnormalities - Cervical Region
Flexion and Extension
Measurement of cervical flexion/extension using 2-inclinometer
method
1. Locate and place a skin mark over the T1 spinous process. Place the
first inclinometer aligned in the sagittal plane over the T1 spinous process
while holding the second inclinometer over the occiput with the subject in
the seated position (Figure 85a). The head should be in neutral position
while the inclinometers are "zeroed out"
2. Ask the subject to flex maximally and record both angles. Subtract the
T1 inclination from occipital inclination to obtain the cervical flexion
angle (Figure 85b). Return the head to the neutral position so that both
inclinometers read "0" again.
3.
Instruct the subject to extend the neck as far as possible, again
recording both inclinometer angles. Subtract the T1 inclination from the
occipital inclination angle to obtain the cervical extension angle (Figure
85c). Again ask the subject to return the head to the neutral position.
Note: Full cervical extension may interfere with the customary placement
of the inclinometers; the examiner will find the head striking the T1
inclinometer. In this situation the inclinometer at T1 should simply be
moved laterally to sit in the sagittal plane over an alternative high thoracic
measuring point, such as the spine of the scapula (Figure 85d). Extension
should then be measured in the customary 2-inclinometer method with the
thoracic inclinometer "zeroed out" with the head in the neutral position.
Since it is only the difference between the upper and lower inclinometers
that is of importance (rather than the absolute value of the lower
inclinometer), this choice of placement will not affect the overall mobility
or consistency factors in any significant way.
4.
Repeat the procedure three times. Only the cervical flexion angle
and extension angle need be consistently measured to within +/-10% or
5°, whichever is greater. The final measurement for impairment evaluation

is the greatest angle measured.
5.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 51 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Measurement of cervical spine flexion/extension using single
inclinometer method
(for automated devices capable of calculating compound joint motions)
1.
Locate and place a skin mark over the T1 spinous process. With
subject in the seated position, place the inclinometer aligned in the sagittal
plane over the skin mark and set the first "0" reading (Figure 86a, position
1). Move the inclinometer to the occiput and set the second "0" reading
(Figure 86a, position 2).

2.
Ask the subject to flex the head maximally and record the occipital
flexion angle (Figure 86b, position 3). Move the inclinometer to the T1
skin mark duplicating the original inclinometer position and record the
angle while the subject maintains the flexed position (Figure 86b, position
4). Then ask the subject to return to the neutral head position and obtain
the calculated cervical flexion angle.

3.
After recording the "0" readings first at TI, then over the occiput,
ask the subject to produce a full cervical extension and rerecord the angles
at the occiput and T1 sequentially to obtain calculated cervical extension
angle.
Note: When extension is near normal, placement of the inclinometer at T1
in maximal extension may be impossible, and the examiner must place a
skin mark over the scapular spine. The "0" reference points are measured
initially at the scapular spine, then at the occiput in neutral position. The
third data point is recorded as the inclinometer remains on the occiput
while the cervical spine is fully extended. The 4th point is recorded again
over the scapular spine.
4.
Repeat the procedure three times. Only the cervical flexion angle
and extension angle need be consistently measured within +/-10% or 5°,
whichever is greater The final measurement for impairment evaluation is
the greatest angle measured.

5.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 51 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.

Example: Occipital flexion measurements of 60°, 40°, and 45°,
respectively, are matched with T1 flexion measurements of 20°, 5°, and
5°, respectively. This provides cervical flexion angle measurements of
40°, 35°, and 40°, respectively. Reproducibility falls within the criteria for
validity since the difference between the three measures is within +/-50.
The largest flexion angle is 40° and the impairment due to abnormal
motion is 2%. (See Table 51.)

Example: Occipital flexion is recorded at 20°, 30°, and 40°,
respectively, while T1 motion is recorded at 20°, 10°, and 5°, respectively
this produces cervical flexion angles of 0°, 20°, and 35°, falling outside
validity criteria. Repeated gross (occipital) measures were 50°, 40°, and
25°, respectively, while T1 measurements were 5°, 10°, and 10°,
respectively, providing a flexion angle of 45°, 30°, and 15°. Persistent
inconsistency provides evidence of suboptimal patient effort, invalidating
the test. Impairment based on abnormal motion is deferred to a later date
when valid measurements can be obtained. Complete the examination
combining impairments on the forms (Figures 83a and 84) excluding
impairment for cervical flexion/extension.
Ankylosis
1.
Note whether there is no motion of the cervical spine whatsoever in
the sagittal plane, or simply whether the spine is not able either to flex or
extend beyond the neutral point. Determine if the ankylosis is in flexion or
extension. If some motion is possible in the sagittal plane, ask the subject
to hold the position closest to the neutral point.
2.
Place an inclinometer base against a vertical surface to measure the
neutral "0" position. Place the inclinometer in the sagittal plane at the

upper aspect of the cervical spine along the long axis of the cervical spine
with head in the position as described above.
3.
Place the inclinometer at T1 and record the T1 angle. Subtract the
T1 angle from the upper cervical angle to obtain the ankylosis angle in
either flexion or extension.
4.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 51 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Example: A cervical region with ankylosis at 25° extension is equivalent
to 20% impairment of the whole person.
Consult Table 50 if radiographic methods are chosen to determine
impairment due to ankylosis.
Cervical Region-Lateral Flexion
Measurement of cervical spine lateral flexion using 2-inclinometer
method

1. Locate and place a skin mark over the T1 spinous process. With the
subject in the seated position, place the first inclinometer aligned in the
coronal plane over the T1 spinous process while holding the second over
the occiput (Figure 8 7a). The head should be in the neutral position while
the inclinometers are "zeroed out"
2.
Ask the subject to incline the head maximally to the right and record
both angles (Figure 87b). Subtract the T1 inclination from the occipital
inclination for the cervical tight lateral flexion angle. Return the head to
the neutral position so that both inclinometers read "0" again.
3.

Instruct the subject to incline the head maximally to the left as far as

possible, again recording both inclinometer angles and subtracting the T1
angle from the occipital inclinometer angle to obtain the cervical left
lateral flexion angle (Figure 87c). Again ask the subject to return the
head to the neutral position.

4.
Repeat the procedure three times. Only the left and right lateral
flexion angles need be consistently measured to with +/-10% or 5°,
whichever is greater. The final measurement for impairment evaluation is
the greatest angle measured.
5.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 52 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Measurement of cervical spine lateral flexion using the single
inclinometer method (for automated devices capable of calculating
compound joint motions)
1.
With the subject in the seated position, locate and place a skin mark
over the T1 spinous process (Figure 88a, position 1). Place the
inclinometer aligned in the coronal plane over the skin mark and set the
first "0" reading. Move the inclinometer to the occiput and set the second
"0" reading (Figure 88a, position 2).
2.
Ask the subject to incline the head maximally to the right and record
the occipital flexion angle (Figure 88b, position 3). Move the inclinometer
to the T1 skin mark duplicating the original inclinometer position and
record the angle (Figure 88b, position 4). Then ask the subject to resume
the neutral head position, rerecord the "0" reading at T1 and calculate the
cervical right lateral flexion angle.
3.
Record the "0" readings at T1, then over the occiput, asking the
subject to incline the head maximally to the left, and rerecord the angles at

the occiput and T1 sequentially to obtain the calculated cervical left
lateral flexion angle.
4.
Repeat the procedure three times. Only the left and right lateral
flexion angles need be consistently measured to within +/-10% or 5°,
whichever is greater. The final measurement for impairment evaluation is
the greatest angle measured.
5.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 52 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Example: Occipital right lateral flexion measures 20°, 35°, 35°, and 40°,
respectively. T1 right lateral flexion measures 15°, 5°, 10°, and 10°,
respectively. Cervical right lateral flexion angle measures 5°, 30°, 25°, and
30°, respectively. The first measurement was thrown out as an invalid
measure, necessitating a fourth measurement, but the succeeding three
consecutive measures fulfilled validation criteria. The best right lateral
flexion angle is 30°, and the impairment is 1%.
6.
Add the impairment values contributed by left lateral flexion and
right lateral flexion. Their sum represents the impairment of the whole
person that is contributed by abnormal lateral flexion of the cervical
region.
Ankylosis
1.
Determine if the subject has no cervical coronal motion whatsoever,
or is simply unable to attain the neutral position. If the patient has some
motion, ask him or her to maintain the position closest to neutral
2.
Place the inclinometer base against a horizontal surface (desk or
table top) to obtain the neutral "0" coronal plane position. Place the
inclinometer at e upper edge of the cervical spine aligned perpendicular to
the long axis of the cervical spine and record deviation from neutral.
3.
Align the inclinometer perpendicular to T1 in the coronal plane to
measure the deviation of the shoulder/thoracic spine. Subtract TI
measurement from the shoulder/thoracic measurement to obtain the
ankylosis angle.
4.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 52 for the cervical region to
determine the impairment of the whole person.
Example: A cervical region with ankylosis angle of 30° right lateral
flexion is equivalent to a 30% impairment of the whole person.

Cervical Region-Rotation
Because the technique stabilizes the shoulders in the supine position, for
measurement of rotation only a single inclinometer is needed. In effect,
this is a simple, not a compound, joint mobility measurement.
Measurement of cervical rotation
1.
Have the subject recline in the supine position on a flat examination
table with shoulders exposed to permit direct observation of excessive
shoulder rotation. Stand at the head of the table and place the
inclinometer in the coronal plane with the base near the back of the head
approximately in line with the cervico-occipital junction. Record the
neutral "0" position with the subject's nose pointing to the ceiling (Figure
89a).
2.
Ask the subject to rotate the head maximally to the right and record
the cervical right rotation angle (Figure 89b).
3.
Ask the subject to rotate the head maximally to the left and record
the cervical left rotation angle.
4.
Repeat the procedure three times. Only the right and left cervical
rotation angles need be consistently measured to within +/-10% or 5°,
whichever is greater. The final measurement for impairment evaluation is
the greatest angle measured.
5.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 53 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Example: Left rotation is recorded at 15°, 35°, 40°, and 35°,
respectively. The invalid initial measurement is thrown out, necessitating a
fourth measurement that meets validation criteria. The best measurement
of 40° corresponds to an impairment rating due to abnormal left cervical
rotation of 2%.
6.
Add the impairment values contributed by left rotation and right
rotation. Their sum is the impairment of the whole person that is
contributed by abnormal rotation of the cervical region.
Ankylosis
1.
Determine if the subject has no cervical axial motion whatsoever, or
is simply unable to attain the neutral position. If the patient has some
motion, ask him or her to maintain the position closest to neutral.

2.
Place the base of the inclinometer on a horizontal flat surface (desk
or table top) to obtain the neutral "0" position. With the subject in the
supine position, place the base of the inclinometer at the base of the head
in a position identical to that used for measuring cervical rotation, but in
line with the patient's nose. Record the rotational ankylosis angle.
3.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 53 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Example: A cervical region with ankylosis at 20° right rotation is
equivalent to an impairment of 20% of the whole person.
Consult Table 50 if radiographic methods are chosen to determine
impairment due to ankylosis.

3.3d Impairments Due to Range of Motion AbnormalitiesThoracic Region
Flexion and Extension

Thoracic flexion/extension is a relatively limited motion with a degree of
extension significantly determined by the subject's posture and the degree
of fixed kyphosis in the thoracic spine. For this reason, in this region of
the spine it is more convenient to substitute a slightly different concept for
measurement of flexion/extension. Instead of extension, the subject is
measured in the "military brace" posture to obtain the angle of minimum
kyphosis. Following this, the angle of thoracic flexion is obtained by fully
flexing the thoracic spine from the "military brace" position. The angle of

minimum kyphosis is actually a measure of ankylosis, and impairment
resulting from this angle should be found in the Ankylosis Section of
Table 54.
Measurement of thoracic flexion/extension using 2-inclinometer
method
1. Locate and place a skin mark over the T1 and T12 spinous processes.
Place both inclinometers against a true vertical surface, such as a wall, and
record the neutral "0" position. Place the inclinometers over T1 and T12
spinous processes while instructing the subject to maintain the maximally
extended "military brace," straight posture position (Figures 90a or b).
Subtract the T12 inclinometer reading from the T1 inclinometer reading to
obtain angle of minimum kyphosis. Find the impairment level in the
Ankylosis Section of Table 54.

2.
Next, "zero out" the inclinometers to the neutral "0" position with
subject in the erect "military brace" posture. Then ask the subject to place
the hands on the hips and flex fully by curving the thoracic spine.
Bending at the hips is permitted. Subtract the T12 inclinometer reading
from the TI inclinometer reading to obtain the angle of thoracic flexion
(Figures 90c or d).

3.
A reproducibility test is best facilitated in the sitting position. Seat
the subject on a stool and ask the subject to flex maximally the thoracic
spine from the "military brace" position after recording the neutral "0"
position with the subject sitting erect on the stool. The seated angle of
thoracic flexion should be identical to the angle obtained in the erect
position. Repeat either the sitting or standing test to obtain three values
that are within + /- 10% or 5°, whichever is greater. If the validity
characteristics of the three tests are insufficient, simply repeat alternating
tests (sitting or standing) to obtain up to six measurements.

4.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 54 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.

Measurement of thoracic spine flexion/extension using single
inclinometer method (for automated devices capable of calculating
compound joint motions)
1.
Utilize either the standing or sitting methods as described under the
2-inclinometer method. Obtain the neutral reading "0" on a vertical
surface such as a wall. With the subject in the erect "military brace"
position place the inclinometer at T1 and record, followed by an
inclinometer reading at T12. Subtract one measurement from another to
obtain the angle of minimum kyphosis.

2.
With the subject in either the standing or sitting Position, with the
subject in the erect "military brace" posture and the inclinometer over the
T12 skin mark, record the position, then move the inclinometer to the T1
skin mark and record the position.

3.
Ask the subject to flex maximally by curving the thoracic spine with
the inclinometer maintained over T1, and record the position. Facilitate
maximum movement by asking the subject to place the hands on the hips
if in the standing position or to drop the head between the knees if in the
sitting position. Then move and record the position at the T12 skin mark,
calculating the angle of thoracic flexion.

4.
Alternately repeat the standing and sitting techniques to obtain at
least three measurements of the angle of thoracic flexion that are within
+/-10% or 5°, whichever is greater.

5.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 54 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.

Ankylosis
In thoracic flexion/extension, the angle of minimum kyphosis is actually
the ankylosis angle. Excessive kyphosis or thoracic lordosis may produce
an impairment, as noted in Table 54.
Example: A subject with ankylosing spondylitis attempts to extend his
thoracic spine fully, but demonstrates an angle of minimum kyphosis of
45°. On attempting maximum flexion, T1 readings of 80°, 90°, and 100°
are recorded, respectively, while T12 flexion angles of 25°, 30°, and 40°
are recorded, respectively. The maximum true thoracic flexion is 55°,
60°, and 60°, respectively. The angle of thoracic flexion, which is
derived by subtracting the angle of minimum kyphosis for each trial is 10°,
15°, and 15°, respectively. These meet validity criteria. According to
Table 54 the impairment due to ankylosis (angle of minimum kyphosis) is
5% of the whole person, while the impairment due to abnormal motion of
15° is 2%. The total impairment is the greater of the ankylosis or
abnormal motion percentages, or in this instance, 5%.

Consult Table 50 if radiographic methods are chosen to determine
impairment due to ankylosis.
Thoracic Region-Rotation
Measurement of thoracic rotation using 2-inclinometer method

1. The subject may be seated or standing (whichever is more comfortable)
in a forward flexed position with the thoracic spine in as horizontal a
position as can be achieved. Locate and place a skin mark over the T1
and T12 spinous processes. Place the first inclinometer, aligned in the
axial and vertical planes, over the TI spinous process while holding the
second over the T12 spino us process. The trunk should be in the neutral
rotational position while the inclinometers are "zeroed out" (Figure 91a).
2.
Ask the subject to rotate the trunk maximally to the right and record
both angles. Subtract the T12 inclination from the T1 inclination for the
thoracic tight rotation angle (Figure 91b). Return the trunk to the neutral
position so that both inclinometers read "0" again.
3.
Instruct the subject to rotate the trunk maximally to the left as far as
possible, again recording both inclinometer angles and subtracting the T12
angle from the T1 inclinometer angle to obtain the thoracic left rotation
angle (Figure 91c).
4.
Repeat the procedure three times. Only the left and tight rotation
angles need be consistently measured to within +/-10% or 5°, whichever
is greater. The final measurement for impairment evaluation is the
greatest' angle measured.
5.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 55 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Measurement of thoracic spine rotation using single inclinometer
method
(for automated devices capable of calculating compound joint motions)

1.
The subject may be seated or standing (whichever is more
comfortable) in a forward flexed position with the thoracic spine in as
horizontal a position as can be achieved. Locate and place a skin mark
over the T1 and the T12 spinous processes. Place the inclinometer
aligned in the axial and vertical planes, over the T12 spinous process and
set the first "0" reading. Move the inclinometer to T1 and set the second
"0" reading.
2.

3.
3)

Ask the subject to rotate the trunk maximally to the right and record
the T1 rotation angle. Move the inclinometer to the T12 skin mark
duplicating the original inclinometer position and record the angle.
Then ask the subject to resume the neutral trunk position and
rerecord the "0" reading.
Calculate the thoracic eight-rotation angle.

3. Record the "0" readings first at T12 then at T1; ask the subject to
produce full thoracic left rotation and rerecord angles at T1 and T12
sequentially to obtain the calculated thoracic left rotation angle.
4. Repeat the procedures three times. Only the thoracic right and left
rotation angles need be consistently measured to within +/-10% or 5°,
whichever is greater.

5. Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 55 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Example: T1 rotation to the right measures 15°, 25°, and 15°,
respectively T12 rotation measures 5°, 15°, and 5°, respectively The right
rotation angle is 10°, and the impairment is 2%.
Ankylosis
Rotational ankylosis in the thoracic spine is generally a component of a
scoliosis deformity, and creates only limited impairment. Utilize the same
posture used for measuring abnormal motion in the thoracic spine, and
ask the subject to achieve maximum correction of the rotatory deformity.
Then, subtract the T 12 rotation angle from the T1 rotation angle, which
gives the ankylosis angle. Refer to the Ankylosis Section of Table 55 to
determine impairment.

3.3e Impairments Due to Range of Motion Abnormalities
Lumbosacral Region
Flexion and Extension
Abnormal Motion
1. An additional "effort factor" is available to check lumbar spine flexion.
This is particularly useful because perceived lumbar flexion is actually a
compound movement of both the lumbar spine and the hips (measured at
the sacrum), in which hip flexion normally accounts for at least 50% of
total flexion. A comparison of hip flexion to straight leg raising on the
tightest side offers a validation measure independent of reproducibility.
The test is invalid and must be repeated if the following validity criterion is
not met:
Tightest straight leg raising (SLR)- (hip flexion + hip extension) < 10°
If repeat flexion measurements that are otherwise reproducible are
consistently associated with an abnormal hip/SLR motion pattern, the
measurements are not valid.
2. There is a normal relationship between true lumbar flexion and hip
flexion, in which true lumbar flexion represents the higher percentage of
gross flexion during early forward bending, whereas hip motion represents
the higher percentage of terminal forward mobility (Figure 92). Suboptimal
effort on repeated tests may still show a "normal" pattern to the spine/hip
ratio consistent with Figure 92. Even if this "normal" pattern is seen, the
persistence of suboptimal effort of spine motion should result in the
examiner deferring the examination to a later date when valid
measurements can be obtained (unless the visualized true spine motion is
high enough to warrant a 0% impairment).

Measurement of lumbosacral flexion/extension using 2-inchnometer
method

1. Locate and place skin marks over the T12 spinous process and
the sacrum. Place the first inclinometer aligned in the sagittal plane over the
T12 spinous process while holding the second over the sacrum. It is
generally convenient to place the sacral mark at or near the sacral
midpoint, since if the mark is placed too high on the sacral convexity, the
inclinometer may be displaced when performing the measurement of
extension. The subject should be in the standing position, with knees
straight, with weight balanced on both feet, with hands on hips for support
if necessary to permit greater motion. The trunk should be in the neutral
position while the inclinometers are “zeroed out” (Figure 93a).
2. Ask the subject to flex maximally and record both angles.
Subtract the sacral (hip) inclination from the T12 inclination for the true
lumbar flexion angle. Return the trunk to the neutral position so that both
inclinometers read “0” again (Figure 93b).
3. Instruct the subject to extend the trunk as far as possible, again
recording both inclinometer angles and subtracting the sacral (hip) angle
from the T12 inclinometer angle to obtain the true lumbar extension
angle (Figure 93c). Again ask the subject to return the trunk to the
neutral position.
4. Record the straight leg raising (SLR) angle by placing the
inclinometer on each tibial spine with both knees extended, and compare
the tightest SLR to sacral (hip) motion (flexion + extension). If the SLR
exceeds total
sacral (hip) motion by more than 10°, the test is invalid
and should be repeated (Figure 93d).
5. Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 56 to determine
the impairment of the whole person.
Measurement of lumbosacral spine flexion/extension using single
inclinometer method

(for automated devices capable of calculating compound joint motions)
1. Locate and place skin marks over the T12 spinous process and
the sacrum. It is generally convenient to place the sacral mark at or near
the sacral midpoint, since if the mark is placed too high on the sacral
convexity, the inclinometer may be displaced when performing the
measurement of extension. Place the inclinometer aligned in the sagittal
plane, with the subject in the standing position, with knees straight, with
weight balanced on both feet, and with hands on hips for support if
necessary to permit greater motion. Place the inclinometer over the T12
skin mark and set the first "0" reading. Move the inclinometer to the

sacrum and set the second "0" reading.
2. Ask the subject to flex the trunk maximally and record the sacral
(hip) flexion angle. Move the inchnometer to the T12 skin mark
duplicating the original inclinometer position and record the angle. Then
ask the subject to resume the neutral trunk position, rerecord the "0"
readings and calculate the true lumbar flexion angle.
3. Record the "0" readings first at T12 then over the sacrum, then
ask the subject to produce full lumbosacral extension and rerecord the
angles at the sacrum (hip) and T12 sequentially to obtain the calculated
true lumbar extension angle.

4. Record the straight leg raising angle (SLR) by placing the
inclinometer on each tibia] spine with both knees extended, and compare
the tightest SLR to sacral (hip) motion (flexion + extension). If the SLR
exceeds total sacra motion by more than 10°, the test is invalid and should
be repeated.
5. Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 56 to determine
the impairment of the whole person.

Example: T12 flexion measurements of 50° and 90° are matched with
sacral (hip) flexion measurements of 25° and 65°, respectively. Sacral
(hip) extension angles are 10° and 10°, respectively, while the tightest SLR
is measured at 70° and 75°, respectively.
In the first test, there is total sacral (hip) motion of 25° + 10° = 35°,
compared to a straight leg raise of 70°, which fails the validation criterion
of SLR (total sacral (hip) motion is exceeded by more than 101). In the
second test, however there is total sacral (hip) motion of 65° + 10° = 75°,
exactly identical to the SLR of 75° on the second test, producing a valid
test. In this case, the true lumbar motion is 25° (90°-65°) and the
impairment rating, according to Table 56, is 7% (sacral flexion angle = 45°
+, true lumbar flexion angle = 15-30°).

Ankylosis
Ankylosis in the lumbosacral spine has significance only if immobility
occurs in both the hips and the lumbar spine region, so that that neutral
position cannot be attained in the sagittal plane. This is a very rare event.
isolated fusions of either a hip or two to three spinal levels place additional
stresses on adjacent segments, but do not lead to biomechanical failure of
the functional unit. Thus, impairments related to fusion of part of the
lumbar/hip motion complex are treated only under the Abnormal Motion
Section of Table 56.
Lumbosacral Region-Lateral Flexion
Abnormal Motion

Measurement of lumbosacral lateral flexion using 2-inclinometer
method
1. With the subject standing erect with knees straight, locate and place a
skin mark over the T12 spinous process and the sacrum. Place the first
inclinometer aligned in the coronal plane over the T12 spinous process
while holding the second over the sacrum (Figure 94a). The trunk should
be in the neutral position while the inclinometers are "zeroed out"
2. Instruct the subject to bend the trunk maximally to the right and record
both angles. Subtract the sacral (hip) inclination from the T12 inclination
for the lumbar right lateral flexion angle (Figure 94b). Return the trunk
to the neutral position so that both inclinometers read "0" again.
3. Instruct the subject to bend the trunk maximally to the left as far as
possible, again recording both inclinometer angles and subtracting the
sacral (hip) angle from the T12 inclinometer angle to obtain the lumbar
left lateral flexion angle. Again ask the subject to return to the neutral
position.
4. Repeat the procedure three times. Only the left and right lateral
flexion angles need be consistently measured to within +/-10% or 5°,
whichever is greater. The final measurement for impairment evaluation is
the greatest angle measured.
5. Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 57 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Measurement of lumbosacral spine lateral flexion using single
inclinometer method (for automated devices capable of calculating
compound joint motions)
1.
With the subject standing erect with knees straight, locate and place
skin marks over the T12 spinous process and the sacrum. Place the
inclinometer aligned in coronal plane over T12 skin mark and set first “0”
reading. Move the inclinometer to the sacrum and set the second "0"
reading.
2.
Ask the subject to bend the trunk maximally to the right and record
the sacral (hip) flexion angle. Move the inclinometer to the T12 skin mark
duplicating original inclinometer position and record the angle. Then ask
the subject to resume the neutral position, rerecord the "0" readings and
calculate the lumbar right lateral flexion angle.

3.
Record the "0" readings first at T12 then over the sacrum. Ask the
subject to produce full lumbosacral left flexion and rerecord angles at the
sacrum and T12 sequentially to obtain the calculated lumbar left lateral
flexion angle.
4.
Repeat the procedure three times. Only the left and right lateral
flexion angles need be consistently measured to within +/-10% or 5°,
whichever is greater The final measurement for impairment evaluation is
the greatest angle measured.
5.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 57 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Example: T12 lateral flexion to the right measures 20°, 20°, 30°, and
25°, respectively. Sacral (hip) lateral flexion measures 15°, 5°, 10°, and
10°, respectively The lumbosacral right lateral flexion angle measures 5°,
15°, 20°, and 15°, respectively. The first measurement was discarded as
an invalid measure, necessitating a fourth measurement, but the succeeding
three consecutive measures fulfilled validation criteria. The best right
lateral flexion angle is 20°, and the impairment is 1%.

Ankylosis
Ankylosis in the lumbosacral
lateral flexion generally
represents a scoliosis, usually
producing only limited
impairment. Mark the T12
and sacral spinous processes
and ask the subject to stand
in the most erect position
possible (correcting the
deformity). Using the simple
measurement mode in the
coronal plane, subtract the
sacral (hip) inclination from
the T12 inclination and record
the ankylosis angle. Obtain
the impairment from Table
57.

3.4 The Pelvis
The following shows impairment values associated with disorders of the
pelvis:
Disorder
1. Healed fracture without
displacement or residuals
2. Healed fracture with displacement
and without residuals, involving:
a. Single ramus
b. Rami, bilateral
c. Ilium
d. Ischium
e. Symphysis pubis, without
separation
f. Sacrum
g. Coccyx
3. Healed fracture with displacement,
deformity and residuals:
a. Single ramus
b. Rami, bilateral
c. Ilium
d. Ischium, displaced 1 inch
or more
e. Symphysis pubis,
displaced or separated
f. Sacrum, into sacroiliac joint
g. Coccyx, non-union or excision
h. Fracture into acetabulum

% Impairment
of Whole Person
0

0
0
0
0
5
5
0

0
5
2
10

15
10
5
evaluate on basis
of restricted
motion of hip joint
The impairment value for hemipelvectomy is 50% of the whole person
(Table 43).
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Addendum to Chapter 3
A. Introduction
Sections 3.3a through 3.3e introduce the inclinometer technique in
evaluating impairments due to loss of range of motion of the spine.
Realizing that many users of the Guides may not be able to convert
immediately to this newer technique, or that they may be consulting on
cases that originated at a time prior to the adoption of this new technique
as the preferred method for evaluating spinal impairment, we provide in
this addendum a modification of the goniometer technique for evaluating
range of motion of the spine. This addendum should be used only until
the examiner develops the skiffs to use the inclinometer technique-we
recommend that such skills should be in place by one year after the
publication date of this third edition of the Guides. After that time only
the inclinometer will be valid, and the goniometer should be used only for
cases that pre-date the publication of the third edition, which, for
consistency, must be evaluated using the goniometer.

Oftentimes, two or more physicians are asked to evaluate the
impairment of one individual. If one physician uses the inclinometer

technique and one the goniometer technique for evaluating range of motion
of the spine, all other differences aside, the AMA considers the report of
the physician who has used the inclinometer more valid than the report of
the physician who has used the goniometer.
Principles for Calculating Impairment
The spine consists of three major regions: cervical, thoracic, and lumbar.
Each region is considered only a portion of the whole spine (Figure 82, p.
71) as follows:
cervical = 80%; thoracic = 40%; lumbar = 90%. The spine as a whole is
considered equivalent to the whole person for purposes of impairment
evaluation. For the sake of simplicity, all impairments in this section have
been adjusted for each regional percentage, permitting their expression as
a percent impairment of the whole person.

In order to calculate total spine impairment:
A.

Select the primarily impaired region (cervical, thoracic, lumbar).

1.
If applicable, use Table 49 (p. 73) to obtain a diagnosis-based
percentage of impairment.
2.
When using the goniometer, skin marks must be placed over the
end points (extremes) of the area of the spine being tested. Furthermore,
the lower arc of the goniometer must move with the lower skin mark,
thereby accounting for movement that may occur in other joints that may
add to the perceived excursion of the area of the spine being evaluated.

3.
Perform at least three measurements of each range of motion, and
calculate the permitted variability (+/-10% or 5°) based on either the
maxim-um or median motion values. That is, check whether all three
measurements fall within reproducibility guidelines by varying less than
those amounts from either the maximum or median value.
4.
If consistency requirements are not met, perform additional tests up
to a maximum of six until reproducibility criteria are satisfied. If testing

remains inconsistent after six measurements, consider the test invalid and
re-examine at a later date.

5.
Use the maximum range of motion and find the percentage of
impairment in the appropriate tables, most of which are found in Sections
3.3c to 3.3e of
Chapter 3.

6.
Add all range of motion impairment values for the one region; if the
region is ankylosed, use the largest ankylosis impairment value.
7.
To obtain the impairment of the whole person due to the impairment
of the region of the spine, use the Combined Values Chart to combine the
diagnosis-based impairments) with the impairment due to limited range of
motion or ankylosis.

B.
Repeat the above steps for secondary impaired spinal regions, if
applicable.
C.
Combine all regional spine impairments into a single
impairment of the whole person using the Combined Values Chart.

D.
Identify impairments due to neurological deficits (Sections 3. 1i
and 3.2f) including radiculopathy and peripheral nerve injury,
inapplicable. Be sure to equate these to impairment of the whole
person.
E.
Combine all radicular and peripheral nerve injury impairments
with the impairment of the whole person due to impairments of the
spine.
Note: For the purpose of impairment evaluation, ankylosis is defined as
either: (a) complete absence of motion, or (b) planar restriction of motion
preventing the subject from reaching the neutral position of motion in that
plane. The use of an impairment rating for ankylosis excludes the
simultaneous use of abnormal motion measurements from the same table.
Use Table 50 (p. 79) if radiographic methods are used to determine
impairment due to ankylosis.

B.

Impairments Due to Specific Disorders of the Spine

Consult Table 49 (p. 73) for the rating of impairments due to specific
disorders of the spine.

Impairments Due to Range of Motion Abnormalities
Cervical Region-Flexion and Extension Abnormal Motion
1. Place the patient in the neutral position (Figure A1).
2. Center the goniometer (Figure A1), with its base in line with the
superior border of the larynx (C5) and its arm extended vertically along
skin marks on the eat Record the goniometer reading.
3. Flexion: With the patient bending the head as far forward as possible
(Figure A2), follow the range of motion with the goniometer arm. Keep
the goniometer arm parallel to a line between skin marks. Note that
shoulder motion moves the "stable" arm of the goniometer. Record the
angle that subtends the arc of motion.
4. Extension: Starting from the neutral position with the patient bending the
head as far backward as possible (Figure A3), follow the range of motion
with the goniometer arm. Keep the goniometer arm parallel to a line
between skin marks. Record the angle that subtends the arc of motion.
5. Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 51 (p. 81) to determine
the impairment of the whole person.
Example: 30° active flexion -from neutral position (0°) is equivalent to
1% impairment of the whole person.
6. Add the impairment values contributed by flexion and extension. Their
sum is the impairment of the whole person that is contributed by flexion
and extension abnormalities of the cervical region.
Ankylosis
1. Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure
A1). Measure the deviation from the neutral position with the goniometer
arm and record t he reading.

2. Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 51 (p. 81) to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Example: A cervical region with ankylosis at 30° flexion is equivalent to
23% impairment of the whole person.
Consult Table 50 (p. 79) if radiographic methods are chosen to determine
impairment due to ankylosis.

Cervical Region-Lateral Flexion
Abnormal Motion
1. Place the patient in the neutral position (Figure A4). Note the lateral
extension or abduction of the arms to steady the shoulders. Place a skin
mark over the T1 spinous process.
2. Center the goniometer over the back of the neck (Figure A4), with
lower arm on the T1skin mark and the goniometer axis along midline of
the neck.
3. Right lateral flexion: Starting from the neutral position with the patient
bending the neck to the right as far as possible (Figure A5), follow the
range of motion with the goniometer arms. Note that shoulder motion
moves the "stable" arm of the goniometer which is kept perpendicular to
the TI skin mark while the upper arm follows the occiput. Record the
angle that subtends the arc of motion.
4. Left lateral flexion: Starting from the neutral position with the patient
bending the neck to the left as far as possible, follow the range of motion
with the goniometer arm. Note that shoulder motion moves the "stable"
arm of the goniometer. Record the angle that subtends the arc of motion.
5.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 52 (p. 83) to
determine the impairment of the whole person.
Example: 30° active left lateral flexion from neutral position (0°) is
equivalent to 1% impairment of the whole person.
6.
Add the impairment values contributed by left lateral flexion and
right lateral flexion. Their sum represents the impairment of the whole

person that is contributed by abnormal latest flexion of the cervical region.
Ankylosis
1.
Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position
(Figure A4). Measure the deviation from the neutral position with the
goniometer arm and record the reading.
2.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 52 (p. 83) for the cervical
region to determine the impairment of the whole person.
Example: A cervical region with ankylosis at 30° right lateral flexion is
equivalent to 25% impairment of the whole person.
Consult Table 50 (p. 79) if radiographic methods are chosen to determine
impairment due to ankylosis.
Cervical Region-Rotation
Abnormal Motion
1. Place the patient in the neutral position (Figure A6) while supine; place
the goniometer in the coronal plane at the crown of the head.
2.
With patient rotating the head to the right and left as far as possible
(Figure A7), record the range of motion in each direction.
3. Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 53 (p. 83) to
determine the impairment of the whole person.
Example: 20° active left rotation from neutral position (0°) is equivalent
to 3% impairment of the whole person.
4.
Add the impairment values contributed by left rotation and right
rotation. Their sum is the impairment of the whole person that is
contributed by abnormal rotation of the cervical region.
Ankylosis
1.
Estimate by the position of the chin the angle at which the cervical
region is ankylosed.
2.

Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 53 (p. 83) to determine the

impairment of the whole person.
Example: A cervical region with ankylosis at 20° right rotation is
equivalent to 20% impairment of the whole person.
Consult Table 50 (p. 79) if radiographic methods are chosen to determine
impairment due to ankylosis.

Thoracolumbar Region-Flexion and Extension Abnormal Motion
1. Place the patient in the neutral position (Figure A8).
2. Center the goniometer axis at the midlumbar level (Figure A8).
Record the goniometer reading with the upper arm parallel to T12 and the
lower arm parallel to the skin mark over the sacral midpoint.
3.
Flexion: With patient bending as far forward as possible (Figure
A9), follow the range of motion. Note that the lower, "stable" arm of the
goniometer moves as well as the upper. Record the angle that subtends
the arc of motion keeping both arms parallel to the T12 and sacral skin
marks.

4.
Extension: Starting from the neutral position with the patient
bending as far backward as possible, follow the range of motion with the
goniometer arm. Record the angle that subtends the arc of motion.
5.
Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table A1 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Example: 20° active flexion from neutral position (0°) is equivalent to
7% impairment of the whole person.
6.
Add the impairment values contributed by flexion and extension.
Their sum represents the impairment of the whole person that is
contributed by flexion and extension abnormalities of the thoracolumbar
region.

Ankylosis
1.
Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position
(Figure A8). Measure the deviation from the neutral position with the
goniometer arm and record the reading.
2.
Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table A1 to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Example: A thoracolumbar region with ankylosis at 20° flexion is
equivalent to 24% impairment of the whole person.
Consult Table 50 (p. 79) if radiographic methods are chosen to determine
impairment due to ankylosis.
Thoracolumbar Region-Lateral Flexion Abnormal Motion

1. Place the patient in the neutral position (Figure A10).
2. Center the goniometer with the lower arm over a skin mark over the
sacrum and the goniometer axis along the midline of spine (Figure A10).
The upper arm should cross a skin mark over the T12 spinous process.
3.
Left lateral flexion: With the patient bending to the left as far as
possible (Figure A11), follow the range motion with the goniometer arms.
Note that hip motion moves the "stable" arm of the goniometer. Record
the angle that subtends the arc of motion keeping the arm perpendicular to
the skin marks.
4.
Right lateral flexion: Starting from the neutral position with the
patient bending to the right as far as possible, follow the range of motion
with the goniometer arms. Note that hip motion moves the "stable" arm of
the goniometer. Record the angle that subtends the arc of motion.
5. Consult the Abnormal Motion Section of Table 57 (p. 91) to
determine the impairment of the whole person.
Example: 10° active left lateral flexion from neutral position (0°) is
equivalent to 3% impairment of the whole person.

6.
Add the impairment values contributed by left lateral flexion and
right lateral flexion. Their sum represents impairment of the whole person
due to lateral flexion abnormalities of the thoracolumbar region.

Ankylosis
1. Place the goniometer base as if measuring the neutral position (Figure
A10). Measure the deviation from the neutral position with the goniometer
arm and record the reading.
2. Consult the Ankylosis Section of Table 57 (p. 91) to determine the
impairment of the whole person.
Example: A thoracolumbar region with ankylosis at 10° right lateral
flexion is equivalent to 10% impairment of the whole person. Consult
Table 50 (p. 79) if radiographic methods are chosen to determine
impairment of the whole person.
Thoracolumbar Region-Rotation
Abnormal Motion
Since a goniometer cannot be used to measure thoracolumbar rotation,
reproducibility that satisfies validity criteria is impossible. Therefore,
rotation is not measured.

IMPAIRMENT RATING FOR DISABILITY EVALUATION FORM
RANGE OF MOTION (ROM) EVALUATION:
(Given in degree)
Patient
Extremity Man
Motion
Movement
Normal Limitation Impariment Impar.

Whole

Compression of vertebral bodies:
Non-union of posterior elements:
Reduced subluxation:
Ankylosis:
Short Leg:
Other spinal impairments:
MOTOR IMPAIRMENT RATING (MIR):
Joint
Motion

Nerve Muscle
% of Impairment
Innervation Value Grade % Extremity/W. Man

SENSORY IMPAIRMENT RATING (SIR):
Area
Involved

Nerve Muscle
% of Impairment
Innervation Value Grade % Extremity/W. Man

Impairment of Cranial nerves:
Impairment of Spinal Cord:
Combined value ROM's - upper extremity (ies):
converted to whole man
Combined value MIR's - upper extremity (ies):
converted to whole man
Combined value SIR's - upper extremity (ies):
converted to whole man
Combined value ROM's - lower extremity (ies):
converted to whole man
Combined value MIR's - lower extremity (ies):
converted to whole man
Combined value SIR's - lower extremity (ies):
converted to whole man
Combined value of spinal impairments:
Combined value of Central nervous system impairments:
COMBINED:

FINAL IMPAIRMENT RATING FOR WHOLE MAN

IMPAIRMENT RATING FOR DISABILITY EVALUATION FORM
RANGE OF MOTION (ROM) EVALUATION:
(Given in degree)
Patient
Extremity Man
Motion
Movement
Normal Limitation Impariment Impar.

Whole

Compression of vertebral bodies:
Non-union of posterior elements:
Reduced subluxation:
Ankylosis:
Short Leg:
Other spinal impairments:
MOTOR IMPAIRMENT RATING (MIR):
Joint
Motion

Nerve Muscle
% of Impairment
Innervation Value Grade % Extremity/W. Man

SENSORY IMPAIRMENT RATING (SIR):
Area
Nerve Muscle
% of Impairment
Involved Innervation Value Grade % Extremity/W. Man

Impairment of Cranial nerves:
Impairment of Spinal Cord:
Combined value ROM's - upper extremity (ies):
converted to whole man
Combined value MIR's - upper extremity (ies):
converted to whole man
Combined value SIR's - upper extremity (ies):
converted to whole man
Combined value ROM's - lower extremity (ies):
converted to whole man
Combined value MIR's - lower extremity (ies):
converted to whole man
Combined value SIR's - lower extremity (ies):
converted to whole man

Combined value of spinal impairments:
Combined value of Central nervous system impairments:
COMBINED:
FINAL IMPAIRMENT RATING FOR WHOLE MAN

MOTION TESTING FOR CLASSICAL SPHENOBASILAR JOINT DYSFUNCTIONS
In testing the types of motion described below, the therapist
initiates the gentle movements of the cranial vault bones in the
desired direction, then monitors the resulting motion until it
reaches a restricted end point. You evaluate range of motion,
symmetry of movement and ease or restriction of motion.
The force applied to the patient's head is exceedingly light,
5-10 grams in most instances. (For those of you who are not
metrically oriented, that is about one-sixth to one-third of an
ounce.)
Greater force interferes with inherent cranial motion.
Remember, you are trying to evaluate what this craniosacral system
does under normal circumstances, not how it responds to outside
interference. Most biological systems respond to outside threats
such as heavy touch, traction or pain, by contracting. You should
work with your patients at a level of touch which is beneath this
stimulus threshold so as to avoid causing the contraction-selfprotective response from the organism you are attempting to
observe.
The motions which you will test using the vault hold, and
which Sutherland attributed to the sphenobasilar joint or
synchondrosis are:
1. Flexion-extension.
2. Sidebending with convexity to the left or to the right.
3. Torsion with the great wing of the sphenoid high on the left
or the right.
4. Vertical strain with the posterior sphenoid body either
superior or inferior to the anterior occipital base.
5. Lateral strain with the posterior sphenoid body either left or
right of the anterior basiocciput.
6. Compression or impaction of the sphenobasilar
joint/synchondrosis.
Among the first five of these six sphenobasilar joint motions,
the reciprocal motions are compared to determine the presence of
"lesion" or motion dysfunction, i.e., the range of flexion motion
is compared with the range of extension motion. Traditional
cranial concept as originated by Dr. Sutherland states that when
the sphenobasilar joint moves more readily into flexion and is more
resistant to extension, it is called a "flexion lesion." When the
sphenobasilar joint moves further into left lateral strain than
into right lateral strain, it is called a "left lateral strain
lesion." The lesion is named for the direction toward which the
cranial base moves with the greatest facility.
When the sphenobasilar joint is compressed or impacted,
examination will reveal that the joint is resistant to anteriorposterior expansion or disimpaction. There is thus no real
reciprocal motion for use as a comparison. The diagnosis must be
made on the basis of the therapist's experience with compressed and
noncompressed patients. As your experience grows, you will gain
confidence and sharpen your diagnostic acumen.
When testing for flexion or extension, the therapist should
always first lay hands on, tune in and join the inherent motion of
the patient. Testing for flexion or extension phase, respectively.
Do not attempt to initiate a flexion movement while the patient is
moving into flexion.

There is a neutral or relaxed period of time between each
reciprocal motion of a brief time of relaxed neutrality following
the return from the extension phase of motion, and vice versa. It
is the excursion from neutrality to the end of the range of boost
as the patient's craniosacral system moves from neutral into one
or the other of the active ranges of motion. You then evaluate the
response to the push or boost.
In the perfectly functioning craniosacral system, flexion and
extension are the only normal sphenobasilar joint motions which are
occurring where that subject is in a relaxed, supine position.
However, the sphenobasilar joint-cranial base will allow for a
little gently-induced, extrinsically-originated torsion,
sidebending, vertical strain, lateral strain and compressiondecompression. It is how much of each of these motions the
craniosacral base will permit which is of interest to the therapist
and which is, therefore, the subject of the testing procedures
described below.
Cranial base motion patterns are positionally inducible.
While you are monitoring the cranial motion, ask another person to
raise or rotate one of your subject's extremities (either upper or
lower)., Observe what changes occur in cranial motion. A little
experimentation in this manner will being to afford the therapist
an appreciation of the delicate integrity of the human body and of
the significance of connective tissue tonus and tension.

SPHENOBASILAR/CRANIAL BASE FLEXION-EXTENSION
Using one of the vault holds described above, exert a gentle
force over the occipital/squama and great wings of the sphenoid
concurrently. This force is directed toward the patient's feet.
When you use the first vault hold, the third and fourth fingers are
not in use; the thumbs are in contact with each other and furnish
proprioceptive and kinesthetic cues so that your force will be
applied as equally and symmetrically as possible. After the
cranium has responded to the initiating force (on the order of 5
grams), you become passive and follow the cranial motion to its
restricted end point. Flexion at the sphenobasilar union is the
postulated motion which is being tested. That is, the angle formed
by the basiocciput and the sphenoid body becomes more acute. After
reaching the end point of the flexion motion, passively follow the
sphenoid wings and occipital squama back to a position of neutral
balanced ease.
To rest the reciprocal motion (extension) of the sphenobasilar
joint/cranial base, you apply a similar, bilaterally equal force
in a superior cephalad direction toward yourself. Once the motion
is initiated, your force is terminated and the motion is passively
followed to its restricted end point. This motion implies a
lessening of the acuteness of the angle at the sphenobasilar union.
Once again, the therapist passively follows the cranial bone motion
to a point of neutral balanced ease. The testing may be repeated
several times until you are satisfied that your impression is
reliable with respect to the relative ease or restriction of the
reciprocal motions. The direction toward which the motion is
restricted is noted; e.g., restriction against the induction of
flexion is called an "extension lesion" and vice versa. Always
begin your testing force at the onset of the physiological flexion
or extension motion, and compare the result with normal motion.

Sutherland postulated, and both the Sutherland Cranial
Teaching Foundation and the Cranial Academy have traditionally
taught, that the palpable, rhythmic activity perceived on the skull
of the subject is the result of changes in the angle formed between
the sphenoid body and the occipital base. At the junction of these
two bones, the angle formed at the inferior surface of this
synchondrosis is less than 180 degrees, while the superior surface
of the angle is greater than 180 degrees. During the flexion phase
of craniosacral system motion, the number of degrees of the angle
formed by the inferior surface decreases. Therefore, the size of
the angle formed at the superior surface must increase. The
reverse is true during the extension phase of the motion; however,
the angle formed by these two bones is never regarded as being a
straight line. Also, during the flexion phase, the sphenobasilar
joint is said to move slightly cephalad, and during the extension
phase, slightly caudad. X-ray studies by Greenman lend some
support to this idea.

SPHENOBASILAR/CRANIAL BASE SIDEBENDING
Sidebending distortions of cranial base motion, we believe,
are maintained by an imbalance of tension placed upon the bones of
the sphenobasilar joint by one or a combination of factors. The
result is that the anterior-posterior distance between the sphenoid
great wing and its paired occipital squamous bone on the same side
is shorter than on the opposite side. This means that the median
sagittal plane through the head is angulated slightly at the
sphenobasilar joint. The flexion and extension phases of
craniosacral system motion continue, but from a sidebent
orientation. When this lesion pattern is discovered, it is called
sidebending with convexity either left or right.
The test for sidebending lesion patterns is performed by the
application of one of the vault holds described above, but with
palm contact on one side to perceive convexity bulging. At the
beginning of a flexion phase of the craniosacral motion, the
therapist should attempt to gently approximate the occipital
squamous and the ipsilateral great wing of the sphenoid. As this
gentle approximation is performed, a bulging of the convexity on
the opposite side is perceived with the palm of your other hand.
The extent of this bulging should be mentally noted. The cranial
motion is passively monitored back to neutral, then through the
extension phase, and back to neutral again. As the next flexion
phase begins, repeat the test on the opposite side. The amount of
approximation and convexity bulging at each side of the head is
compared. The lesion is named for the side at which the greater
bulging convexity is perceived.
We repeat: the force applied by the therapist during this
test is small (5-10 grams) and initiatory only. Once the
sidebending has begun in response to the induced force, you become
a passive monitor observing how far it will go. This is not a test
to see how far you can push it. The sidebending force is induced
during the natural origin of the flexion phase of craniosacral
motion only. Essentially, you are inducing an exaggerated flexion
of the sphenobasilar joint, unilaterally. Normally, during the
flexion phase of motion the occipital squama and the great wings
of the sphenoid move closer as the angle at the inferior
sphenobasilar surface decreases slightly.

SPHENOBASILAR/CRANIAL BASE TORSION
This lesion is named either right or left for the side on
which the great wing of the sphenoid bone moves cephalad with the
most ease and excursion. A "right torsion lesion" simply means
that the orientation of the sphenoid is such that the right great
wing elevates more easily. All crania should exhibit some torsion
in response to extrinsically applied initiatory forces. You are
interested in the symmetry of the torsion motion in response to
your test. Lack of symmetry means that a lesion pattern is present
in the cranial base.
To better understand torsion motion, simply imagine an axis
running through the patient's head between the posterior occipital
protuberance (where the straight venous sinus ends) and glabella
anteriorly. Then imagine that the sphenoid is tilted slightly to
one side upon this axis, and the occiput is tilted slightly in the
opposite direction upon the same axis.
The normal rhythmic flexion and extension motions are
proceeding as usual, but the cranial base is operating from a
torsioned orientation.
To test for torsion, the vault hold is applied. A gentle
torsional motion is induced at the great wings of the sphenoid,
while the occiput is stabilized relative to any torsional movement.
The motion test can be initiated at the beginning of either a
flexion or extension phase of craniosacral motion. If your testing
force is focused more upon the wing of the sphenoid which is rising
cephalad, initiation of the test should be made during the
beginning of the extension phase. If you are concentrating more
upon the great wing of the sphenoid moving inferiorly, then start
the test at the beginning of the flexion phase. You are simply
testing to determine the direction of ease toward which cranial
base torsion can be induced.

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE AND TREATMENT OF FLEXION, SIDEBENDING AND
TORSIONAL DISTORTIONS OF CRANIOSACRAL SYSTEM MOTION
The clinical significance and correction of flexion,
extension, sidebending and torsional lesions of the cranial base
are all discussed together for several reasons:
1. In our experience these lesions are usually secondary to some
somatic dysfunction or imbalance which is extrinsic to the
craniosacral system. Frequently, flexion, extension,
sidebending and torsion dysfunctions of the cranial base are
correctable by cranial treatment, but will often return
unless the extracraniosacral system problem is
itself identified and treated. These cranial base
dysfunctions are often self-correcting when the primary
dysfunction is remedied. We use the "spontaneous" correction
of abnormal flexion-extension, sidebending and torsion
patterns as indicators of the therapeutic effect on the
primary, extracraniosacral system problems. Strain and
compression of the cranial base often have their origin within
the craniosacral system.
2. Craniosacral motion pattern abnormalities are often transient.
This is not true of the more sever cranial base strain and

compression problems, which are discussed further on. The
transient nature of many of these problems may be due to the
fact that they are often secondary to temporary changes in the
neuromusculoskeletal system. These changes are usually the
result of traumas and everyday stresses.
3. Although the dysfunctions of flexion-extension, sidebending
and torsion of the cranial base may be symptomatic, they are
seldom seriously incapacitating and/or debilitating as may be
the case with cranial base strains and compression problems.
4. The correction (at least, the temporary correction) of these
lesions can usually be effected by the application of indirect
technique without much difficulty. The correction of cranial
base strain and compression problems is frequently more
difficult and may sometimes require the use of direct
techniques with more individual modification in order to
achieve success.
Flexion-lesion heads, in general, belong to externally rotated
bodies. That is, the extremities will usually be more externally
rotated. The walk will often have a slight "waddling" quality, and
the head will tend to be transversely wider and proportionately
shorter in its anterior-posterior dimension.
The complaints of such flexed-externally rotated patients will
often be related to pelvic and lumbosacral instability; annoying
but seldom severe headaches; transient and numerous musculoskeletal
system problems. They will frequently have endocrine dysfunction,
recurrent sinusitis and nasal allergies.
This type of cranial lesion is often temporarily correctable
by the use of indirect technique. That is, after it has been
determined that flexion is the dysfunction, follow the motion into
its extreme range of flexion, and hold against that barrier very
gently. When the craniosacral system attempts to return to the
neutral position, the therapist becomes immovable. Do not push
against the indirect barrier; just prevent the cranium from
returning to neutral. If it begins to exhibit torsion or sidebend,
or proceeds into any other motion pattern, you allow that to
happen. These are lesions which you have not diagnosed and which
will probably correct as you prevent the return of the craniosacral
system to its neutral position. You are a passive barricade.
Ultimately the cranium will get further into the flexion range of
motion. When this occurs, you have achieved at least a partial
release of the flexion lesion pattern. As this movement into
further flexion occurs, you follow, staying against the barrier but
not pushing it. This may occur once or several times.
Finally, one of these movements of the flexion range of motion
will be accompanied by a sense that the patient's head has
"softened."

IMPAIRMENT OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

The following information provides criteria for the evaluation of permanent impairment resulting from
dysfunction of the brain, spinal cord and cranial nerves and certain peripheral nerves.
A. Medical Evaluation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Narrative history of medical conditions
Results of the most recent clinical evaluation
Assessment of current clinical status and statement of future plans
Diagnoses and clinical impressions
Expected date of full or partial recovery

B. Analysis of Findings
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Impact of medical condition(s) on life activities
Explanation for concluding that the medical condition(s) has or has not become static or well
stabilized
Explanation for concluding that the individual is or is not likely to suffer from sudden or subtle
incapacitation
Explanation for concluding that the individual is or is not likely to suffer injury or further
impairment by engaging in life activities or by attempting to meet personal, social, and
occupational demands
Explanation for concluding that accommodations and/or restrictions are or are not warranted.

C. Comparison of Results of Analysis with Impairment Criteria
1.

Description of clinical findings and how these findings relate to specific criteria in the chapter

2.

Explanation of each percent of impairment rating

3.

Summary list of all impairment ratings

4.

Overall rating of impairment of the whole person

The Central Nervous System
Special Considerations: The emphasis in this chapter is upon organic deficits of the central nervous
system (CNS) as demonstrated by loss of function. Categories for evaluating impairment are established
here in terms of restrictions or limitations of the patient’s ability to perform the activities of daily living and
not in terms of specific diagnoses. However, before evaluating or classifying the impairment of any
patient, the physician must establish, if possible, an accurate neurological diagnosis.
Evaluation of CNS impairment is difficult because of the complex relationships between the brain and the
mind. It is impossible to avoid consideration of associated mental, emotional, and personality processes.
When a patient has clinical findings indicative of both brain and spinal cord impairment, evaluation
should be made of each and using the Combined Values Chart should combine the percentages of
impairment.
The Brain
The brain is a central regulatory organ and mediator of voluntary acts that includes areas in which
consciousness, sensations, emotions, memory and judgments are integrated. Permanent impairment can
result from various disorders. The effects on the patient with the established disorder provide the criteria
by which the permanent impairment is evaluated.
The more common categories of impairment resulting from brain disorders and the order in which they will
be discussed are: 1) sensory and motor disturbances; 2) communication disturbances; 3) complex,
integrated disturbances of cerebral function; 4) emotional disturbances; 5) disturbances of

consciousness; 6) episodic neurological disorders; and 7) sleep and arousal disorders.
More than one category of impairment may result from brain disorders. In such cases the various degrees
of impairment from the several categories are not added or combined, but the largest value, or greatest
percentage of the seven categories of impairment, is used to represent the impairment for all of the types.
For example, a patient was determined to have a communication impairment of 35%, a complex integrated
cerebral-function impairment of 15%, an emotional disturbance resulting in an impairment rating of 30%,
and a disturbance of consciousness resulting in an impairment rating of 5%. The patient’s impairment of
brain function would be rated at 35% of the whole person and not at the sum of the values, 85%, or at “the
combined value” of 64%.
Sensory and Motor Disturbances

A patient seldom has an isolated sensory or motor disturbance if the brain is involved.
Evaluation of such disturbances is based on their ultimate effects on the activities of daily
living. In evaluating the degree of impairment the physician should determine whether the
disturbance is unilateral or bilateral and whether the preferred side is affected.
When sensory disturbances are evaluated, consideration should be given to: 1) pain and
dysesthesias; 2) disorders in the recognition of the size, shape and form of objects
(astereognosis); 3) disturbances of two-point and position sense; 4) paresthesias of central
origin; and 5) disturbances that might be identified by more elaborate testing, such as
disorders of body image.
Organic lesions involving the optic nerve, optic chiasm, optic tracts, optic radiations, or the
optic cortex may result in disturbances in the visual fields, such as homonymous
hemianopsia, homonymous quadrantanopsia (superior and inferior), and bitemporal
hemianopsia. Such lesions should be evaluated in terms of loss of the visual fields. Lesions
that cause central scotomata are, of course, manifested by disturbances in central vision and
are evaluated as disturbances of central visual acuity.
It is recognized that certain isolated disturbances, such as thalamic pain, phantom limb
sensations, or other subjective disturbances of the body image, may result in impairment.
Evaluation of the effects of such disturbances calls for critical judgment on the part of
examiners.
Motor disorders include hemiparesis and hemiplegias and various thereof. The most
common condition is hemiparesis, which may be of variable severity and responsible for
different ratings of impairment, depending on how the patient’s daily activities are affected.
In addition, there is a large list of motor disorders that includes, but is not limited to: 1)
involuntary movement, such as tremor, athetosis, chorea or hemiballism; 2) disturbances of
tone and posture; 3) various forms of akinesia and bradykinesia, such as Parkinsonism, in
which voluntary and semiautomatic movement may be severely impaired; 4) impairment of
associated and cooperative (synergistic) movements, as in certain diseases of the basal
ganglia; 5) complex manual and gait disturbances, including the ataxias, especially those of
frontal and cerebella origin; and 6) motor seizure disorders, including generalized, focal,
akinetic and myoclonic seizures.
The evaluation of sensory and motor impairments due to brain disorders should be based on
the patient’s ability to perform various functions, for example, standing, walking, using the

upper extremities, controlling bladder and bowel, breathing, and speaking. When more than
one function is involved, the percentage of impairment is derived by combining appropriate
values by using the combined values chart.
Language Disturbances
Impairment of speaking that involves the structures of the brain stem is discussed in detail in
chapter 9, and also briefly in the cranial nerves section of this chapter. Here the concern is
with the central mechanism for language comprehension, storage and production, which are
mediated by the brain and disturbance of which has to do with the clinical conditions known
as aphasia and dysphasia.
Forms of disturbed communication, such as agraphia, alexia or acalculia, are reflected in the
following criteria for evaluating the impairment of communication due to brain damage.
These criteria consider not only the comprehension and understanding of language by the
patient, but also the patient’s ability to produce discernible and appropriate language
symbols.
Description

% Impairment
of the
whole person

1. Minimal disturbance in comprehension and production of language symbols of daily
living
2. Moderate impairment in comprehension and production of language symbols for daily
living
3. Cannot comprehend language symbols, therefore has an unintelligible or inappropriate
production of language for daily living
4. Cannot comprehend or produce language symbols sufficient for daily living
Disturbances of complex, Integrated cerebral Functions

Disturbances of these functions constitute the well-known organic brain syndrome. The
resulting deficits may include defects in orientation; ability to abstract or understand
concepts; memory, both immediate and remote; judgment; ability to initiate decisions and
perform planned action; and acceptable social behavior. The restrictions placed on patients
with established organic brain syndromes provide criteria by which the permanent
impairment may be evaluated. These criteria are:
Description

% Impairment
of the
whole person

1. There is a degree of impairment of complex integrated cerebral functions, but
There is ability to carry out most activities of daily living as well as before onset
2. There is a degree of complex integrated cerebral functions such that daily activities need

some supervision and/or direction
3. There is a degree of impairment of complex integrated cerebral function that limits daily
activities to directed care under of confinement at home or in other domicile
4. There is such a severe degree of impairment of complex integrated cerebral functions
that the individual is unable to care for self in any situation or manner
Emotional disturbances
Emotional disturbances may be one of the results of organic brain damage. These
disturbances may range from irritability to outbursts of severe rage and aggression, or at the
other extreme, to an absence of normal emotional response. The abnormalities include
inappropriate euphoria, depression, degrees of fluctuation of emotional state, impairment of
normal emotional interactions with others, involuntary laughing and crying, akinetic mutism,
and other disturbances in the emotional sphere. The criteria for evaluating such disturbances
are:
% Impairment
of the Whole Person

Description
1.

There is mild to moderate emotional
disturbance under unusual stress

5-15

There is mild to moderate emotional
Disturbance under ordinary stress

20-45

There is moderate to severe emotional
Disturbance under ordinary to minimal
Stress, which requires sheltering

50-90

There is severe emotional disturbance
That continually endangers self or others

95

Consciousness Disturbances
Disturbances of consciousness that are not covered in the episodic disorders or in the sleep
and arousal disorders, which are described below, include organic confusional state (hyper
or hypoactive), stupor (poorly organized responses to noxious stimuli), and coma (no
response).
Determination of grades of impairment of consciousness may be made by judging the
patient’s reaction to noxious stimuli; this may vary from a well-organized reaction to none at
all.
% Impairment
of the
whole person
Description
1.

Neurological disorder results in mild
Alteration in the state of consciousness

5-35

2.

3.

Neurological disorder results in
Moderate alternation in the state of
Consciousness

40-70

Neurological disorder results in a
State of stupor

75-90

4. Neurological disorder results in a
State of coma

95

Episodic Neurological Disorders
Episodic neurological disorders include, but are not limited to, syncope, epilepsy, and
the convulsive disorders. Criteria for evaluating such impairments are based on the
frequency, severity, and duration of attacks as they affect the patient's performance of
the activities of daily living. Theses criteria are:

% Impairment
of the
Whole person
Description
1.An episodic neurological disorder
is of slight severity and under such
control that most of the activities of
daily living can be performed

5-15

2.An episodic neurological disorder
is of such severity as to interfere
moderately with the activities of
daily living

20-45

3.An episodic neurological disorder
is of such severity and constancy as to
limit activities to supervised or protected
care or confinement

50-90

4.An episodic neurological disorder
is of such severity and constancy as
to totally incapacitate the individual
in terms of daily living

95

sleep and Aruosal Disorders
The disorders of sleep and arousal include such syndromes as the disorders of initiating
and maintaining sleep, or insomnia; disorders of excessive somnolence, including those
associated with sleep induced respiratory impairment; disorders of the sleep wake
schedule;
and dysfunctions associated with ,sleep stages, or parasomnias.
The categories of impairment that may arise from sleep disorders relate to:1)the nervous
system, with reduced daytime attention, concentration, and other cognitive capacities; 2)
mental and behavioral factors, including depression, irritability, interpersonal difficulties,
and social problems; and 3) the cardiovascular system, with systemic and congestive
heart failure, cardiac arrhthmias, and polycythemia.
In assessing permanent impairment due to sleep and arousal disorders, the physician
must complete an appropriate treatment to take effect. The physician should then
evaluation the permanent impairment of each affect organ system and combines the
impairment ratings using the combined value chart. The criteria for the cardio

4) Neurological: Grades = 5=normal 4=good 3=fair 2=poor 1=trace 0=zero
Muscle strength:
Motion

Cervical Spine (intrinsic)

Muscle grade Impairment % True weakness Reason

Right Flexion
Left Flexion
Right Extension
Left Extension
Right lateral flexion
Left lateral flexion
Right rotation
Left rotation
Muscle testing via Neurological levels: (right/left)
Level Muscle

Muscle Grade Impairment % True weakness Reason

C5
C6

Deltoideus
/
Biceps
/
Wrist Extensors
/
C7 Triceps
/
Wrist flexors
/
Finger extensors
/
C8 Finger flexors
/
T1 Finger abductors
/
Dorsolumbar Spine (intrinsic)
Motion

Muscle grade Impairment % True weakness Reason

Flexion
Extension
Right lateral flexion
Left lateral flexion
Right rotaton
Left rotation
Muscle testing via Neurological levels: (right/left)
Levels
L2-3
L4-5
L3-4
L5-S1
L4-5
S1-2

Muscles
Muscle grade Impairment % True weakness Reason
Hip flexors
/
Hip extensors
/
Knee extensors
/
Knee flexors
/
Ankle extensors
/
Ankle flexors
/

Muscle testing via Hand Dynamometer: Patient is (right/left) handed
Right hand: 1st
lbs. 2nd
lbs. 3rd.
lbs.
Left hand : 1st
lbs. 2nd
lbs. 3rd.
lbs.

Measurements - Circumferential:
Chest: Expiration
" Inspiration
"
Upper limbs:
Brachium
" from upper pole of clecronon: Right " Left "
Anterbrachium " from upper pole of clecronon: Right " Left "
Lower limbs:
Thigh:
" From upper patellar pole: Right
" Left
"
Calf:
" From upper patellar pole: Right
" Letf
"
Leg lengths:
Standing from greater trochanteric apex to floor: Right " Left "
Supine: From A.S.I.S to apex of internal malleolus: Right " Left "

4) Neurological:
Sensation:
(right/left)
Area/Dermatone Sensation
a)
Light touch
/
(a)
(b)
b)
Pinprick
/
(a)
(b)
c)
Vibration
/
(a)
(b)
d)
/
/
(a)
(b)
e)
Warm/Hot
/
(a)
(b)
Cool/Cold
/
(a)
(b)

P = Present

A = Absent

/

/
(e)
/
(e)
/
(e)

/
/
(c)
(d)
/
/
/
(c)
(d)
/
/
/
(c)
(d)
/
/
/
(c)
(d)
/
/
/
(c)
(d)
/
/
/
(c)
(d)

(e)
/
(e)
/
(e)

Special Neurological Examinations For: (check off)
General Cerebral Function:
Specific Cerebral Function:
Coordination Disturbance (Cerebellum vs. Posterior Columns)
Cranial Nerves:
Motor Systems (Specific):
Sensory System (specific):
Specific Cervical Nerves:
Specific Thoracic Nerves:
Specific Lumbar Nerves:

INTRACRANIAL FLUID CONGESTION
Congestion of fluids within the cranial vault may be secondary
to an obstruction to outflow at the cranial foramina that causes
low-grade increases in back pressure. The most common areas for
tissue contractures that increase back pressure are probably at the
jugular foramina. These foramina are located just lateral to the
occipital condyles. A somatic dysfunction in the occipitoatlantal
relationship will very likely result in tissue contracture, which
will increase the back pressure to cranial-vault venous outflow via
these (jugular) foramina.

The jugular foramina also afford passage to the ninth, 10th,
and 11th nerves. Disturbances of these nerves may result in
clinical symptoms related to cardiac rhythm, digestion, bowel
function, swallowing, etc. The spinal accessory portions of the
11th cranial nerve arise from the upper five or six cervical
segments. They pass cephalad through the foramen magnum into the
cranial vault. They exit from the vault via the jugular foramina
and provide motor fibers to the sternocleidomastoid and trapezius
muscles.
On the basis of these anatomic relationships, it can be seen
that tissue changes in the vicinity of the occipital condyles and
jugular foramina may result in varied pain and autonomic syndromes.
An effective therapeutic approach must deal with all the softtissue disorders that may cause obstruction to fluid outflow from
the cranial vault.

First-Rib Restriction
Remaining restrictions of the first rib are then easily
corrected by bending to the side of the restriction so that maximal
tissue relaxation is obtained. With the thumb and index finger
grasping the tissues in the region of the first-rib head,
mobilization can usually be accomplished by the use of direct
gentle pressure. If further mobilization is required, respiratory
assistance (as above) may be quite helpful.

Release of Upper Cervical and Suboccipital Tissues
The patient and physician remain in the same position except
for the physician's hands. These hands are approximated palms up,
with the fingers flexed so that the distal phalanges are oriented
at approximately 90 degrees to the longitudinal plane of the
patient's cervical spine. The fingertips apply deep pressure in
the suboccipital region bilaterally. The physician's fingertips
are also used to support the patient so that the occipital region
is initially suspended above the physician's palms. Finger pad
contact should be maintained with the inferior aspect of the
patient's occiput. As the suboccipital tissues relax, the occiput
will gently settle into the physician's upturned palms. The
firmness of bone (the atlas) will be apparent at the fingertips on
completion of this technique. This is a passive and waiting

technique on the part of the physician. Respiratory assistance (as
above) by the patient may be employed to facilitate tissue
relaxation.
As the tissues relax, a discrete area of tissue contracture
may be discovered. This may be a key trigger to the pain syndrome.
It should be specifically treated with further deep pressure until
it is perceived to relax. This technique is aimed at releasing all
tissue hypertonus that may influence outflow from the jugular
foramina.

Parietal Lift
The physician should be seated above the patient's head. The
physician's fingertips are placed gently in contact with the
lateral aspects of the patient's parietal bones bilaterally. The
fifth finger pads are in contact with asterion, anterior to the
lambdoid sutures and just above the temporoparietal sutures. The
other three fingers of each hand are placed about 1 cm. apart and
must be above the patient's temporoparietal sutures. The
physician's thumbs are now crossed upon each other above the
patient's head. (They do not touch the patient's scalp.) Next,
after finger placement is rechecked, gentle pressure is exerted to
compress the lateral aspects of the parietal bones medically. If
the temporal bones are pressured, the technique will not work and
may, in fact, women the clinical symptoms. The amount of pressure
exerted on the parietal bones is on the order of 5-10 gm. The
thumbs, in contact with each other, are used to steady the
physician's hands. This gentle pressure on only the parietal bones
as held constant for several minutes. (Usually three to five
minutes will suffice.) As the temporoparietal sutures disengage,
it will feel to the physician as though the parietal bones are
moving superiorly and spreading very slightly. Do not release your
parietal pressure suddenly. Do it gradually, otherwise you may
worsen the symptoms. Usually when this release is felt, the
patient will remark that "pressure" within the head has been
relieved.

1. On the midline of the body-- at the juncture of the
sagittal and lambdoid sutures on the scalp, between the occiput and
the atlas, between C2 and C3 (spinous processes), and between C7
and T1 (spinous processes).
2. At the juncture of the metacarpal bones of the thumb and
index finger on the distal aspect of that joint capsule, about
midway between its palmar and dorsal surfaces (Hoku). This locus
is very reactive to needling and deep pressure.
3. At the midpoint of the popliteal crease bilaterally (B54).
The best effect is obtained by transcutaneous needling.
4. Immediately inferior to and directly over the mastoid tips
bilaterally. The best effect is obtained by transcutaneous
needling or by gentle pressure and circular massage. Do not use
even moderate pressure on this area, or you may induce a variety
of autonomic responses. If your pressure worsens the head pain,
it is too firm.
5. At the inferior aspect of the occiput on the lateral aspect

of the trapezius, bilaterally. These loci are very effectively
treated by needling or deep pressure.
6. About 1 inch inferior to the superior border of the
trapezius, midway between the deltoid origin on top of the shoulder
and the vertebral articulation of the first rib. These areas are
well known to many patients as effective for the use of relaxing
massage. They are very effective loci for needling to achieve
cervical relaxation and to reduce intracranial fluid back pressure.
(Look for discrete areas of acute tenderness.)
7. The medial aspects of the scapular spines (bilaterally)
frequently present effective peripheral stimulation loci, as do the
medial borders of the scapulae superior to their spines.
Peripheral stimulation therapy loci, which are very useful in
the reduction of intracranial fluid pressure, are known in
acupuncture as K1, GV24.5, and GV26.K1 is located bilaterally on
the soles of the feet just proximal to the prominence of the
metatarsophalangeal joints between the second and third
metatarsals. These loci are very responsive to needling or deep
pressure. The other two loci (GV24.5 and GV26) are found,
respectively, on the midline between the medial aspects of the
eyebrows (over the glabella) and above the mucocutaneous junction
of the upper lip a third of the way towards the base of the nose.
These loci are very responsive to needling or to the application
of locally applied heat by contact with a warm metallic object.

SPINAL DURAL STRESS
The dural tube is a relatively inelastic and tough membrane.
It attaches firmly at the foramen magnum to the posterior bodies
of C2 and C3 but not again within the spinal canal until it reaches
the level of S2. It becomes the filum terminale externus, passes
out the sacral hiatus, and attaches to the coccyx as its
periosteum.
Considering the anatomic relations of the dura below the
foramen magnum and the fact that it forms the endosteum of the
cranial-vault bones, it becomes apparent that any continuing stress
on the dura mater is capable of producing head pain.
A common situation, often ignored, is the anterior flexion of
the coccyx due to trauma. The patient seldom perceives the
relationship between a fall on the "posterior" and the subsequent
onset of persistent head pain. Consideration of the dural osseous
attachments readily illuminates a mechanism of dural stress
transmission from the anteriorly flexed coccyx to the foramen
magnim of the occiput. This stress, though of low grade, is
continuous and may cause recurrent occipitoatlantal somatic
dysfunction, which in turn causes fluid outflow obstruction at the
jugular foramina and intracranial fluid congestion. The cervical
musculature becomes hypertonic in response to irritation of the
motor nerves. Visceral autonomic syndromes frequently occur.
These syndromes eventually resemble each other and become
autogenically perpetuated. All the techniques described above may
be instituted; however, permanent results will not be obtained
until the coccyx is mobilized.

Direct Technique
With the patient comfortably flexed in the lateral recumbent
position, the physician's gloved index finger is inserted into the
anus. The coccyx is grasped between the index finger (in the
rectum) and the thumb (external). Anterior flexion and posterior
extension motion testing is gently carried out. Very often the
patient will comment that anterior flexion increases or causes head
pain and posterior extension motion relieves it somewhat. These
observation by the patient confirm your diagnosis. The correction
is achieved by the application of gentle direct technique against
the pathologic motion barrier with respiratory assistance until a
relaxation is felt. This simple treatment is very effective. It
has solved some very severe and persistent headache problems.

Sutherland's Technique-- "Directing Fluid"
This technique makes use of a mechanism that is not yet
scientifically understood but produces predictably favorable
clinical results. It is not necessary to be an experienced cranial
manipulator in order to successfully employ this very effective
therapeutic approach.
Place the pads of one or two fingers gently on the scalp
directly over the painful suture area. Now, imagine a line or
vector from the painful area through the center of the skull (using
a globe as the ideational model) and out the other side of the
patient's head so that an imaginary diameter has been formed. With
the other hand, very gently palpate for a pulsation of the scalp
at the region where the vector (diameter) would emerge from the
patient's skull. The exact location can easily be determined in
a few seconds with an extremely light palpatory touch.
Once the area of pulsation has been located, apply two or
three finger pads to the area while the fingers of the opposite
hand (in contact with the painful suture) are gently laid upon the
scalp so that the length of two of these fingers parallel the
painful suture about 0.5-1.0 cm. on either side of it. The painful
suture will seem to begin pulsating. This pulsating will continue
for a matter of minutes. As the pulsation gradually subsides, so
will the pain. A very gentle spreading action by the fingers
paralleling the painful suture will speed the therapeutic effect,
but it is not mandatory. Remember that gentleness is absolutely
necessary for the success of this technique.

THE DEVICE
Two tennis balls (or racquet balls) are tethered in tandem so
that they are touching one another. This can be done by putting
holes through the balls on a straight line and tying them together
with heavy string or leather ties. Alternatively, the two balls
can be placed in the toe of a sock which is then knotted tightly.
In order to assure that the balls stay in contact with each other,
place the first sock inside another sock which is also tied
tightly.

INSTRUCTIONS
Recline on your back, on the floor or upon a sofa or bed.
Place the device under your head so that the entire weight of your
head rests on the two balls. They should be symmetrical with
respect to the midline. They are placed about midway "up" the back
of the head in the following location: At the top of the occipital
bone (but below the lambdoidal suture). This is in a slight
depression in the skull just above the slight bony prominence,
which is in turn just above the attachment of the main neck
muscles. The level is slightly above that of the ear openings.
Allow the weight of your head to rest flexibly upon the device
for 15 minutes. Relax comfortably. You may shift position
slightly in order to maintain symmetry and comfort, but do so
gently and gradually.
Repeat daily.

THEORY
The craniosacral rhythmical impulse ("C.R.I.") is the
rhythmical mobile activity of the craniosacral physiological
system. The structures of the craniosacral system are organized
around the meningeal membranes, and the craniosacral system is
intimately related to the function of the nervous system (most
directly the brain and spinal cord), the musculoskeletal system
(most directly the cranium, spine, and pelvis), related fascia, and
other systems. Induction of momentary "still points" in the
craniosacral rhythmical impulses is an effective technique for
mobilizing the craniosacral system's inherent self-correcting
abilities, which in turn can have profound beneficial effects
throughout the body.

INDICATIONS
This is a good "shotgun" technique for enhancing tissue and
fluid motion, especially relaxing connective tissues throughout the
body, and for restoring flexibility of autonomic nervous system
response. It is beneficial for acute and chronic musculoskeletal
lesions, including degenerative arthritis. It can lower fever as
much as 4 degrees F. It can reduce cerebral or pulmonary
congestion, or dependent edema. It has been used to improve autoimmune disease, autistic behavior of children, and anxiety.
This technique can benefit most individuals to some degree,
and is rarely harmful.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
The only contraindications are in situations in which even
slight and transient increases in intracranial pressure are to be
avoided: impending cerebrovascular aneurism or hemorrhage-- as in
acute stage of stroke or cranial trauma.

QUALITY OF CRANIOSACRAL MOTION
Very gently apply your hands to the patient's body. The
application of your hands can be anywhere on the body. We suggest
the vault hold, the thoracic inlet, the respiratory diaphragm, the
pelvis, the thighs and the feet as good "listening stations" for
starters. Your touch should be too light to stimulate a
perceptible body response. Note the quality of the motion which
you perceive. Is it free and easy, as in good health? Is it
labored, as in a rigid container fighting against its boundaries?
Is the motion lethargic and lacking in inherent energy, as in
states of physical or mental exhaustion? Correlate your impression
of the quality of motion with other information about the patient.
Keep this in your memory for future recall and comparison.

SYMMETRY OF CRANIOSACRAL MOTION
Is the motion symmetrical on the head? At the various
"listening stations" listed above? Is there a lack of symmetry?
Where is that lack of symmetry most pronounced? Where is the
restriction that produces it?

RATE OF CRANIOSACRAL MOTION
Is the rate normal (between 6 and 12 cycles per minute)? If
the rate is high, you may suspect an acute problem against which
the patient is fighting very hard. Hyperkinetic children present
with elevated rates. (For those of you interested in traditional
Chinese medicine, an elevated rate suggests a Yang malady.) If the
rate is below normal, it suggests a chronic, debilitating (Yin)
problem against which the bodily defenses are falling. Resistance
is flagging. This could be due to emotional exhaustion,
malnutrition, metastatic malignancy or anything in between.

CRANIOSACRAL SYSTEM MOBILITY ABOVE AND BELOW THE
FORAMEN MAGNUM
Any lesion or dysfunction may place a drag on dural membrane
mobility. Lesions which affect the occiput and above will
interfere markedly with the free mobility of the intracranial
membrane system. These lesions are either intracranial, or they
directly affect the bones of the cranium and in turn have maximum
effect upon the intracranial dural membrane system.
Lesions below the occiput which affect the dural tube or any
of its sleeves including the filum terminale are reflected
maximally as a drag upon the free mobility of the dural tube within
the spinal canal. The dural tube is constructed so that it can
glide longitudinally within the spinal canal. Restriction to this
free gliding motion can be imposed by spinal or paravertebral
somatic dysfunction, by membrane fixations within the spinal canal,
by compression of the filum terminale, by problems which affect the
dural sleeves, by arachnoiditis or edema and by postoperative
membrane adhesions.
The examination for dural membrane mobility will not tell you
what the cause of the problem is, but it will tell you where it is.

In order to determine the presence of a restriction within the
total dural system, place one examining hand under the patient's
sacrum and the other on top of the head over the parietal or
frontal bones. Is the motion free and easy between your two hands?
Next, place the cephalad hand under the occipital squama. How does
the quality of the motion of the spinal dural tube compare with
that of the whole system? Then place one hand under the occipital
squama and one on the frontal. How does the motion between your
two hands compare with that of the whole system? How does the
motion of the intracranial membrane system compare with the motion
of the spinal dural tube? The division of the system (intracranial
or intraspinal) which moves with least ease is the one you should
further examine to more precisely locate the problem.

Cranial nerves, function, testing and causes of lesions
Cranial nerve

Function
Testing
Main causes of lesions
Comments
I Olfactory
Smell
Aromatics
Trauma, olfactory groove
meningioma, inflammation, viruses, drugs Complaints of disordered taste
II Optic
Vision
Visual acuity, visual fields, funduscopy Optic
neuritis, papillitis, papilloedema, ischaemic optic neuropathy optic nerve tumour, trauma,
Leber's optic atrophy, chiasmal compression (pituitary tumour) Field defects from optic
tract and visual cortex lesions
III Oculomotor
Levator palpebrae, inferior and superior rectus, inferior oblique and
sphincter pupillae muscles
Ptosis, eye movements, pupil
Diabetes, posterior communicating artery aneurysm, raised
intracranial pressure, tumour, trauma, vascular
Pressure lesions usually
affect pupil; differential diagnosis internuclear ophthalmoplegia
IV Trochlear
Superior oblique muscle
Eye movements
Trauma, vascular causes, tumour
Ocular' torticollis' head tilt)
V Trigeminal

Sensation: face, eye tongue, partly oropharynx Jaw muscles
Sensory: peripheral and central (onion bulb pattern) Jaw deviates to
paralysed side Corneal reflex, Jaw jerk Trigeminal neuralgia and neuropathy, brain stem
lesions(vascular and inflammatory) acoustic neuroma, skull-base tumour, trauma
Association with supratentorial legions
VI Abducens
Lateral rectus muscle
Eye movements
Inflammatory, raised intracranial pressure craniocerebral trauma,
multiple sclerosis, parainfectious and vascular causes, congenital
Commonest single eye muscle palsy

Cranial nerves, function, testing and causes of lesions (continued)
Cranial nerve
Function
Testing
Main causes of
lesions
Comments
VII Facial
Facial muscles Tear and salivary glands Stapedius muscle Taste
anterior two-thirds of tongue
Miming (eyebrows up, eye closure, baring
teeth) Schirmer's test (tear secretion) Stapedius reflex Taste testing Idiopathic, geniculate
herpes, petrous fracture, polyneuritis, borreliosis tumours, Melkersson-Rosenthal
syndrome, surgical lesion
Central causes spare upper face Peripheral
lesions: Bell's phenomenon
VIII Vestibulo- Cochlear
Hearing Balance
Hearing tests
(including Rinne's and Weber‘s Tests for nystagmus
Meniere's disease,
labyrinthitis, petrous fracture, acoustic neuroma, vascular, benign positional vertigo
Vertigo with vertebro-basilar ischaemia

IX Glosso- pharyngeal
Pharynx muscles (swallowing) Sensation
back of tongue, pharynx, middle ear Taste posterior one-third tongue Salivation Taste
testing Salivation Gag reflex Pharynx sensitivity
Brain stem vascular
disease, neuroma, glomus jugulare tumour, surgical lesions, neuralgia
Single nerve
lesion is unusual
X Vagus
Parasympathetic innervation Larynx muscles and sensation Soft
palate
Soft palate, voice Larynx examination Autonomic tests
Craniocervical junction anomalies, brain stem vascular disease,
bulbar palsies, polio, diphtheria, surgery (thyroid: recurrent laryngeal nerve) Single nerve
lesion is unusual
XI Spinal assessory Sternomastoid muscle Trapezius muscle(partly)
Head rotation
and tilt Shoulder elevation
Skull base lesions, polio, surgery
CVA
may be accompanied by ipsilateral accessory palsy
XII Hypoglossal
Tongue muscles
Tongue protrusion Deviation to weak side
Look for atrophy Dysarthria
Tumours, vascular disease, basal meningitis
Central pareses recover quickly

Disorders of taste
Pattern of Taste disorders from different causes

Generalized disorders of taste
Lesions of mucosa or taste buds
Viral illnesses
Glossitis, stomatitis
Sjogren's syndrome
Cystic fibrosis
Radiotherapy
Vitamin deficiency (A, B2)
Electrolyte deficiency (Cu, Zn)
Toxic
AlcoholTobacco
Hormonal disorders
Diabetes mellitus
Hypothyroidism
Pregnancy
Adrenal insufficiency
Drugs
Penicillamine
Penicillin
Griseofulvin

L-dopa
Psychotropics
Biguanide

Ethambutol
Metronidazole
Aspirin

Cardamazepine
Phenylbutazone

Hereditary disorders of taste
Turner's syndrome
Riley - Day syndrome
Pseudohypoparathyroidism

Taste disorder- of anterior two-thirds of tongue
Disorders of facial nerve
Brain stem disorders
Skull base lesions
Petrous bone lesions
Idiopathic facial (Bell's) palsy
Lesions of chorda tympani
Middle ear disease
Temporomandibular joint fractures
Disorders of lingual nerve
Tonsillectomy
Taste disorders of posterior one-third of tongue
Disorders of glossopharyngeal nerve
Brain stem disorders
Skull base lesions
Jugular foramen lesions
Tonsillar abscess
Tonsillar tumour
Tonsillectomy
Disorders of taste of half the tongue (front to back)
Central taste pathways affected
Infarcts
Inflammation
Haemorrhage
Tumour
Trauma

Reflexes
Muscle stretch reflexes, cutaneous and other reflexes, their peripheral nerves and
spinal roots
Reflex

Peripheral Nerve

Spinal root(s)

Muscle stretch reflex Biceps jerk Supinator (brachioradialis) jerk Triceps jerk
Finger flexion jerk Adductor jerk Knee (quadriceps) jerk Hamstring (semitendinosus)
jerk Tibialis posterior reflex Ankle (calf muscle) jerk
Musculocutaneous Radial Radial Median and
ulnar Obturator Femoral Sciatic Tibial Tibial
(C5), C6 (C5),
C6 C7, (C8) C7, (C8) (L2), L3 L,3, L4 S1 L5 S1, S2
Cutaneous and other reflexes Superficial abdominal reflexes Cremasteric reflex
Anal reflex Bulbocavernosus reflex
Intercostal Genitofemoral Pudendal Pudendal
T5-T12 L1-2 S3-S4 S3-S4

Testing muscle strength: grades of power

Grade
Definition
0 1 2 3 4- 4 4+ 5
No
muscle contraction visible Barely visible muscle contraction Active movement of part of
limb with gravity eliminated Active movement of part of limb against gravity Active
movement against slight resistance Active movement against moderate resistance Active
movement against strong resistance Normal power

Relation of Reflexes to Spinal Cord Segments and Peripheral
Nerves
Reflex

Site and mode of eliciation
Response
Muscle(s)
Peripheral nerve(s)
Cord segment(s)
Scapulohumeral reflex
Tap on lower end of medial border of scapula
Adduction and lateral rotation of dependent arm
Infraspinatus
and teres minor Suprascapular (axillary)
C4-C6
Biceps jerk
Tap on tendon of biceps brachii Flexion at elbow
Biceps brachii Musulocutaneous
C5-C6
Supinator jerk (also called radial reflex)
Tap on distal end of radius
Flexion at elbow
Brachioradialis (+biceps
brachii and brachialis)
Radial (Musculocutaneous)
C5-C6
Triceps jerk
flexed
C8
Thumb reflex

Tap on tendon of triceps brachii above olecranon, with elbow
Extension at elbow
Triceps brachii RadialC7-

Tap on tendon of flexor pollicis longus in distal third of forearm
Flexion of terminal phalanx of thumb
Flexor
pollicis longus
Median
C6-C8
Extensor finger and hand jerk
Tap on posterior aspect of wrist just proximal
to radiocarpal joint
Extension of hand and fingers (inconstant)
Extensors of hand and fingers
Radial
C6-C8
Flexor finger jerk
Tap on examiner's thumb placed on palm of
hand; sharp tap on tips of flexed fingers (Trömner's sign)
Flexion of
fingers
Flexor digitorum superficialis (and profundus)
Median
C7, C8 (T1)
Epigastric reflex (exteroceptive) Brisk stroking of skin downwards from nipple
in mamillary line Retraction of epigastrium
Transversus abdominis
Intercostal
T5, T6

Brisk stroking of skin of
abdominal wall in lateromedial direction
Shift of skin of abdomen and
displacement of umbilicus
Muscles of abdominal wall
Intercostal,
hypogastric and illoinguinal
T7, T12
Cremasteric reflex (exteroceptive)
Stroking skin on medial
aspect of thigh (pinching adductor muscles)
Elevation of testis
Cremaster
Genital branch of genitofemoral L2, L3
Abdominal skin reflex (exteroceptive)

Adductor reflex
Tap on medial condyle of femur
of leg
Adductors of thigh
Obturator
Knee jerk
knee

Adduction
L2, L3, L4

Tap on tendon of quadriceps femoris below patella Extension at
Quadriceps femoris
Femoral
(L2), L3, L4

Gluteal reflex (exteroceptive)
Stroking skin over gluteal region Tightening of
buttock(inconstant)
Gluteus medius and gluteus maximus
Superior and inferior gluteal
L4, L5, S1
Posterior tibial reflex
Tap on tendon of tibialis posterior behind
medial malleolus Supination of foot (inconstant)
Tibialis posterior
Tibial
L5
Semi-membranosus and semi-tendinosus reflex
Tap on medial hamstring
tendons (patient prone and knee slightly flexed)
Contraction of semimembranosus and semitendin-osus
Semi-membranosus and
semitendin-osus Sciatic
S1
Biceps femoris reflex
Tap on lateral hamstring tendon (patient prone
and knee slightly flexed)
Contraction of biceps femoris
Biceps
femoris
Sciatic
S1, S2
Ankle jerk
Tap on Achilles tendon
Plantar flexion of foot
Triceps surae (and other flexors of foot)
Tibial S1,
S2
Bulbocavernosus reflex (exteroceptive)
Gentle squeezing of glans
penis or pinching of skin of dorsum of penis
Contraction of the
bulbocavernosus muscle, palpable at root of penis Bulbocavernosus
Pudendal
S3, S4
Anal reflex (exteroceptive)
Scratch or prick of perianal skin (patient lying
on side)
Visible contraction of anus
Sphincter ani extemus
Pudendal
S5

Somatovisceral sensitivity
Types of somatovisceral sensitivity, localization and basic somatovisceral sensors

STOMATOVISCERAL SENSITIVITY

STOMATIC SENSITIVITY
Superficial
Deep
sensations
sensations

VISCERAL SENSITIVITY

Skin, hairy andSkeletal muscles,
bowels,
hairless
tendons, joints

Viscera, e.g. stomach,
liver, lungs, heart

TYPE OF SENSOR
EXAMPLES OF RELEVANT STIMULI
Mechanical sensor Pressure, touch, vibration, tension, stretch
Thermal sensor
Cooling, heating
Chemical sensor
Nociceptive sensor

Metabolites, pH, pCO2, pO2, glucose
Tissue damage, heat, compression

Typical sensory disorders with lesions of different locations
Touch
Pain
Temperature
Vibration
Position
Sense
Symptoms of irritation
Sensory cortex
Paraesthesiae
Thalamus
Hyperpathia
Brain stem
Hyperpathia
Spinothalamic tracts
No
abnormality No abnormality
(Cold) thermal paraesthesiae
Posterior columns
No abnormality No abnormality
Paraesthesiae hyperpathia
Posterior roots
Segmental pains
Peripheral nerve
Paraesthesiae, causalgia

Sensory symptoms

Persistant or episodic pain in non-existent limb

Symptoms

Site of lesion Diseases (Examples) Treatment

Hyperpathia

Delayed burning pain in hyperaesthetic area, outlasts the stimulus
Thalamus Posterior columns Peripheral nerves Nerve root Cerebral
infarction Spinal cord ischaemia Incomplete nerve injuries Incomplete nerve
compression Carbamazepine Phenytoin Amitriptyline
Paraesthesiae Tingling Pins and needles Numbness
Sensory
cortex Posterior columns Peripheral nerves
Sensory Jacksonian epilepsy B12
deficiency Polyneuropathy Root or nerve compression
Carbamazepine Phenytoin Major tranquilizers and neuroleptics TENS
Dysaesthesiae Altered perception of sensory stimuli
Spinothalamic tracts Nerve roots Peripheral nerves
Myelopathies Intervertebral disc prolapse Nerve compression
Polyneuropathy
Amitriptyline Major tranquilizers and neuroleptics
TENS
Causalgia
Episodic burning pain, triggered by touch
Peripheral
nerve
Incomplete nerve lesions
Sympathetic block
Butyrophenones Sympathectomy Major tranquilizers and neuroleptics
Neuralgia
Brief shooting pains along nerve territory
Peripheral
nerve
Trigeminal neuralgia Herpes zoster Carbamazepine Phenytoin
Anaesthesia dolorosa
Causalgic pain in anaesthetic territory Peripheral
nerve
Nerve transaction, severe nerve lesions (especially trigeminal)
Major tranquilizers and neuroleptics
Phantom pain Persistant or episodic pain in non-existent limb
CNSMay
follow limb amputation, occasionally after severe brachial plexus lesion
Cordotomy
Posterior rhizotomies
Segmental pain
Pain in single dermatome, with hyperaesthesia,

worse with stretch or raised intraspinal pressure
Nerve root
Prolapsed
intervertebral disc Herpes zoster Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents Nerve
blockade Disc surgery

Stretching roots and meninges
Spinal root and meningeal stretch signs (with root lesions and meningism)

Terminology
1. Lasegue
pain

Technique
Response
Significance
Passive hip flexion with knee straight(patient supine) Radicular
Root compression L4-S1 or meningismus if positive on both sides

2. Reversed Lasegue
Passive hip extension(patient prone)
Radicular pain
Root compression L1-L4
3. Crossed Lasegue
As in Lasegue's test Pain on opposite side
Marked bilateral root compression
4. Bragard
As in Lasegue's test with additional dorsiflexion of footIncreased
radicular pain
As for Lasegue's, but consider Homan's sign for DVT
5. Kernig
Knee flexion
Meningismus
6. Brudzinski Passive flexion of neck
Flexion of both knees
Meningismus

Pyramidal tract signs
Eponym

Manoeuvre

Response

Significance

Babinski
Scratching lateral side of sole up and medially
Dorsiflexion
of great toe and fanning of others
Sign of pyramidal tract lesion
Sicard
Nil
Spontaneous appearance of Babinski sign
Gross pyramidal tract lesion
Chaddock
Scratching lateral border of foot upwards below and around lateral
malleolus
As for Babinski
As for Babinski
Scherzi
Scratching dorsum of foot around medial malleolus
As for
Babinski
As for Babinski
Oppenheim
Forceful downward stroking of shin bone
As for
Babinski
As for Babinski
Gordon
Squeezing middle of calf muscles
As for
Babinski
As for Babinski
Schafer
Squeezing distal part of calf muscles
As for
Babinski
As for Babinski
Strümpell
Patient flexes knee against examiner's opposing hand As for
Babinski
As for Babinski
Mendel- Bechterew
Percussion of dorsum of foot Plantar
flexion of toes Exaggerated tendon jerk
Monakow
Stroking lateral border of foot
Elevation of
lateral border of foot
As for Babinski
Wartenberg
Flexion of ends of fingers 2-5 against resistance
Thumb
flexion and adduction
Pyramidal tract lesion
Brissaud
As for Babinski
Babinski sign plus contraction of tensor
fasciae latae muscle
If absent consider possible feigned
response

Pathological reflexes and signs
Terminology
Manoeuvre
Significance
Glabellar tap, orbicularis oculi or blink reflex
Repeated tapping of glabella
Increased, or fails to fade, with extrapyramidal or
supranuclear disorder
Snout or pout reflex (orbicularis oris reflex)
Percussing lips leads to
pouting
Elicited with diffuse brain damage
Sucking reflex
Stroking mouth produces sucking
Elicited with severe diffuse brain damage
Grasp reflex
Stroking palm with a finger or an object causes grasping
Elicited with diffuse brain damage
'Magnet' reaction
Hands or head follow objects which are brought close
Elicited with severe diffuse brain damage
'Gegenhalten'
Patient tenses muscles which the examiner tries to stretch
May occur with frontal lobe and basal ganglia lesions
Palmomental reflex
Forceful stroking of palm leads to homolateral chin muscle
contraction
Diffuse brain damage
Persistent clonus (jaw, finger, patella, ankle)
Sudden stretching of muscle
leads to involuntary repetitive jerking
Pyramidal tract lesion

Mental state assessment
1.

Conscious level: retardation, somnolence, delirium, twilight state.

2.

Orientation: time, place, person.

3.
Powers of perception and concentration: concrete and abstract notions,
interpretation.
4.
Ability to record, short- and long-term memory: memory gaps (possibly
confabulation), perseveration, recollection of numbers and personal data.
5.
Progression of ideas - formal thinking: inhibited, circumstantial, retarded,
perseverating, incoherent, twisted, accelerated (flight of ideas), halting of ideas, constriction,
autism, judgmental ability, decisiveness, exaggerated ideas.
6.
Basic mood and affective reactivity: lability of affect, emotional incontinence, inn
disquiet, tension, irritability, querulousness, euphoria, anxiety, sadness (depression
hopelessness, lack of affect, antagonism, loss of self-regard, notions of guilt and poverty,

doubts of survival
7.
Psychotic symptoms: hallucinations, manic ideas, personality disorders, suicidal
ideas, compulsions, phobias
8.

Simulation, exaggeration

9.

Assessment criteria of psychic disorders with an organic basis

Range of psychic functions and their disorders
Consciousness

Somnolence

stupor

coma

Alertness

Distractability, perseveration
Circumstantiality, discursiveness Incoherence

Perception/recognition Illusions, hallucinations, agnosia
Interest/motivation

Apathy, impulsiveness

Memory

Amnesia (occasionally with confabulation), disorientation
for time
situation
place
own

Stages of
processing:
Qualities:
Reflective:
Duration

Intelligence

personality
Engram formation (learning)
Recording (retention)
Reproduction (recall)
Declaratory (a)
semantic: facts
(b)
episodic: events
strategies
Short-term
Long-term
Dementia
Verbal
Non-verbal

Affect Lability of affect, depression, euphoria, irritability

Brain syndromes
·
Angular gyrus syndrome (Gerstmann syndrome): finger agnosia, acalculia, right-left
disorientation, agraphia and alexia (tumour, infarction, trauma)
·
Athetosis: sluggish writhing hyperkinesia of distal parts of limbs, variable muscle (one
(infarction, haemorrhage, anoxia)
·
Balint's syndrome (mind blindness): disordered visual perception from damage to
association fibres between Cortical visual centres (tumour, infarction)
·

Ballismus: see Hemiballismus

·
Bulbar syndrome: coma, dilated and unreactive pupils, apnoea, circulatory
anomalies, muscles flaccid (trauma, tumour, infarction)
·
Cerebellar hemisphere syndrome: ipsilateral limb ataxia, dysdiadochokinesis,
hypotonia, gaze nystagmus (tumour, infarction, haemorrhage)
·
Cerebellar vermis syndrome: trunk and gait ataxia, muscle hypotonia, saccadic gaze
pursuit, dysarthria (tumour, atrophies)
·
Cerebellopontine angle syndrome: deafness, tinnitus (with acoustic neuroma), VII
and V nerve deficits. ipsylateral cerebellar and contralateral pyramidal signs (meningioma,
detmoid)
·
Choreic syndromes: involuntary rapid random jerks of facial and of groups of limb
muscles (cessation during sleep), hypotonicity of muscles, persistent knee extension on
tapping knee jerk (ischaemia, inflammation, degenerative, toxic)
·
Clivus syndrome: ipsilateral oculomotor pressure palsy (including pupil) (tumour,
haemorrhage)
·
Corpus callosum syndromes: (a) Rostra]: apraxic left hand, contralateral grasp reflex
(b) Central: dysgtaphia left hand (c) Splenium: alexia, homonymous hemianopia (glioma,
corpus callosum degeneration)
·
Decerebrate syndrome: coma, synergism of flexor and extensor muscles, autonomic
disorders, oculomotor and pupillary unreactivity (trauma. tumour)
·
Disconnection syndromes: neuropsychological disorders (often agnosic) from lesions
of interhemispheric association tracts. e.g. lesion of splenium plus left occipital lobe (left
posterior cerebral infarct): right homonymous hemianopia, alexia and achromatopsia; or,
lesion of association tracts from left to right motor cortex and left arcuate tract: right-sided
ideomotor apraxia with sympathetic left hand dyspraxia (Liepmann)
·
Dystonic syndrome: variable hypertonicity and contraction of muscle groups lasting
seconds, rotatory movements of neck and trunk (ischaemia, toxic, degenerative)

·
Foramen jugulare syndrome (Siebenmann syndrome): Lesion of cranial nerves IX,
X, XI (turnout, trauma, jugular vein thrombosis)
·
Foramen magnum syndrome: episodic head and neck pain, vomiting. autonomic
disorders, abnormal head postures, ocular bobbing, bulbar dysarthria (turnout,
craniocervical anomalies)
Frontal lobe syndrome: personality change, altered drive, lack of judgment, fits
(focal motor, adversive), contralateral paresis, motor aphasia dominant hemisphere)
(trauma. tumour, infarction)
·
Hemiballismus: unilateral hurling hyperkinesis due to interruption of tracts from
subthalamic nucleus (corpus Luysii) to globus pallidus (infarction, haemorrhage)
·
Hettwig-Magendie syndrome (skew deviation): down-and-in squint of one eye, or
up-and-out by other eye, from damaged trochlear decussation (turnout, haemorrhage)
·
Hypothalamic syndrome: diabetes insipidus, sleep and autonomic (e.g. temperature)
disorders.
·

Insular cortex syndrome: focal epilepsy, abnormal trunk sensations (turnout)

·

Internuclear ophthalmoplegia: see p. 9

·
Klüver-Bucy syndrome: oral tendencies (mouthing of objects), reduced drive.
amnesia, occ. sexual disinhibition (bi-temporal media] temporal lobe damage from infarcts,
trauma, atrophies, e.g. Pick's disease)
Medullary syndromes
Lateral infarctions
1.
Avellis syndrome: ipsilateral IX and X with contralateral sensory-motor hemiparcsis
2.
Cestan-Chenais syndrome: ipsilatetal Hotner's and hemiataxia with PaTesis of IX
and X and conttalateral sensory-motor hemiparesis
3.
Schmidt syndrome: ipsilateral paresis of IX, X, XI and XII with contralateral
sensory-motor hemiparesis
4.
Tapia syndrome: ipsilateral paresis of IX. X and XII with contralateral sensorymotor hemiparesis
5.
Vernet syndrome: ipsilateral parcsis of IX, X and XI with contralateral sensorymotor hemiparesis
Posterolateral medullary infarction (Wallenberg's syndrome): ipsilateral Horner's, hemiataxia,
nystagmus, trigeminal sensory loss, paresis of IX and X, with contralateral dissociated
sensory loss below (posterior cerebellar Or vertebral artery ischaemia) Inferior medullary
infarction (Jackson's syndrome): ipsilateral hypoglossal paresis with contralateral motor
hemiparesis
·
MilI’s Palsy: Slowly Progressive and entirely motor, contralateral hemiparesis from
localized precentral cortical atrophy

·
Midbrain syndrome: coma, autonomic and respiratory disorders, extensor spasticity,
oculomotor palsies (trauma, tumour, infarction)
·
Nothnagel syndrome: ipsilateral oculomotor palsy with contralatcral hemiataxia
(midbrain tectus infarction or lumour); see Parinaud's syndrome
·
Occipital lobe syndrome: contralateral homonymous hemianopia, visual
hallucinations, dyslexia, visual agnosia (tumour, infarct, haemorthage, trauma)
·
Olfactory groove syndrome: unilateral or bilateral anosmia, personality change
(trauma, turnout)
·

Orbital apex syndrome: lesions of 11, III, IV and VI and V' (trauma, tumour)

Parasagittal syndrome: contralateral or bilateral lower limb palsy with micturition
disorders (tumour)
·
Parietal lobe syndrome: contralateral sensory disturbance, homonymous hemianopia,
inattention, focal sensory seizures, spatial disorientation (nondominant hemisphere), amnestic
aphasia (dominant hemisphere) (tumour, infarction, haemorrhage)
·
Parinaud's syndrome: upward gaze palsy, poor convergence, pupils abnormal
(dorsal midbrain turnout or infarction); see Nothnagel syndrome
·

Patkinson's syndrome: hypokinesia, rigidity, tremor

·

Persistent vegetative state

Magnetic stimulation: motor evoked potentials (MEP)
Principles
High energy magnetic fields (0.5-2.5 Tesla) are produced by brief current changes in a coil
which in turn induce a current flow in the region of the neural structures for stimulation. It is
feasible to stimulate cortical structures, nerve roots (e.g. C7, L3/L4), cranial nerves,
plexuses and peripheral nerve, and to elicit a blink reflex.
Sites for stimulation
The illustration indicates sites for cortical stimulation of face, hand and leg muscles. Spinal
stimulation of hand muscles is sited over the spinous processes C7/Tl, for the leg muscles
over L3/L4. Stimulation occurs at the intervertebral foramina. The spinal cord itself is
virtually inexcitable by this method.

For cranial nerve stimulation the coil is placed ipsilaterally in a parieto-occipital position.
Advantages and disadvantages
1.
A painless, non-invasive and rapid method of investigating central and peripheral
motor tracts, and suitable for extensive routine application.
2.
A supramaximal stimulus cannot be determined with certainty, and amplitudes must
therefore be used in a limited way, particularly in stimulation of the peripheral nervous
system. The exact site of stimulation of peripheral nerves cannot be predetermined.
Indications
Definition of the level of spinal and supraspinal disorders, demonstration of subclinical
pyramidal tract lesions (particularly multiple sclerosis, motor neuron disease), exclusion of
psychogenic 'paralysis'; the early diagnosis of idiopathic facial palsy.
Contraindications
Cardiac pacemakers, presence of ferromagnetic foreign bodies (particularly old aneurysm
clips), severe cardiac arrhythmias, especially when cervical roots or brachial plexus are to
be stimulated, epilepsy.

Magnetic stimulation sites
Target muscle'
Central stimulation
Target muscle
lst dorsal interosseous of facial muscles
Tibialis anterior
Transcranial stimulation showing various coil positions (marker at vertex). To stimulate
thenar muscles a smaller stimulating coil must be moved contralaterally. When the coil is in a
temporal position the physical current direction needs to be reversed. A frontal or parietal
stimulus site may be used relative to the postvertex gyrus for stimulation of tibialis anterior.
Anterior cervical roots are stimulated electrically with the cathode over C7. The centre of
the coil is placed on the cranial side of C7.
Magnetic stimulation: normal range
Amplitudes
In cortical stimulation a right-left discrepancy of over 50% is definitely abnormal, likewise a
diminution to less than 15% of the compound muscle action potential (CMAP) on peripheral
nerve stimulation.
Latencies
(Reproduced after Kloten, H., Meyer, B., Britton, C. et al. (1992) Zeitschrift EEG EMG,
23, 29-36.)
CML/PML = central/peripheral motor latency in ms (standard deviation). Right - left
discrepancies in excess of 2 ms are pathological
1st dorsal interosseous muscle

Age
19-29
30-59
>60

Total latency
20.6 (1.8)
20.7 (1.4)
21.2 (1.6)

PML CML
14.0 (1.3)
5.8 (1.0)
14.6 (1.3)
6.0 (0.9)
14.9 (1.4)
6.5 (1.1)

Tibialis anterior muscle
Age Total latency PML CML
19-29 28.3 (2.5)
14.7 (1.3)
13.4 (1.9)
30-59 29.6 (3.0)
14.7 (2.1)
14.3 (1.7)
>60 31.1 (2.5)
15.5 (2.0)
16.1 (1.9)
Nasal muscle (Rössler, K., Hess, C. and Schmid, U. (1989) Investigation of motor
pathways by electrical and magnetic stimulation. Journal of Neurology and Neurosurgical
Psychiatry, 52, 1149.)
Magnetic stimulation of cortex 10.0 (1.0)
Magnetic transcranial nerve stimulation

4.9 (0.5)
right-left difference 0.3 (0.3)

Electrical stylomastoid stimulation
right-left difference 0.3 (0.4)
Transosseal latency

3.7 (0.5)
1.2 (0.2)

Indications for lumbar puncture

Demonstration or exclusion of inflammatory processes
·
Meningitis
·
Encephalitis
·
Polyradiculitis, polyneuritis, Guillain-Barré syndrome
·
Multiple sclerosis
·
Myelitis
·
Vasculitides.
Confirmation or exclusion of subarachnoid haemorrhage
Confirmation or exclusion of a tumour with meningeal involvement
Meningeal tumour infiltration
Periventricular tumour.

Demonstration of specific antibodies in the CSF
Tick-borne polyneuritis (Lyme disease, borrelioses)
AIDS encephalopathies
Neurosyphilis
Para- and postinfectious polyneuritis
Beware of risk of causing a fatal coning by lumbar puncture in presence of raised intracranial
pressure (suspicious history and/or papilloedema).
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
Appearance at puncture
Clear =
Normal
Turbid =
Cell count >300/mm

3

'Purulent'
=
Xanthochromic

Cell count >1000/mm3
=
Old haemorrhage or very high protein, or severe

Bloody

Recent haemorrhage: exclude 'traumatic' tap by collecting

jaundice
=

three
serial samples and centrifuging - yellow supernatant fluid > 6
hours after haemorrhage
Normal CSF
·
Cells: 0-5/mm 3
·
Total protein: 0.15-0.45g/l

·

Glucose: 48-70mg/dl about 50-60% of blood glucose sampled same time:
2.7-4.1 mmol/l reduced in bacterial and fungal infections
IgA: 1-6mgA
IgG 10-40mg/l
Igm: < 1 mg/l

Headache: classification
1. Migraine
1.1
Migraine without aura
1.2
Migraine with aura
1.2.1 Migraine with typical aura
1.2.2 Migraine with prolonged aura
1.2.3 Familial hemiplegic. migraine
1.2.4 Basilar migraine
1.2.5 Migraine aura without headache
1.2.6 Migraine with acute onset aura
1.3
Ophthalmoplegic migraine

1.4
Retinal migraine
1.5
Childhood periodic syndromes that may be precursors to or associated with
migraine
1.5.1 Benign paroxysmal vertigo of childhood
1.5.2 Alternating hemiplegia of childhood
1.6
Complications of migraine
1.6.1 Status migrainosus
1.6.2 Migrainous infarction
1.7
Migrainous disorder not fulfilling above criteria
2.
2.1
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.2

Tension-type headache
Episodic tension-type headache
Episodic tension-type headache associated with disorder of pericranial muscles
Episodic tension-type headache unassociated with disorder of pericranial muscles
Chronic tension-type headache
Chronic tension-type headache associated with disorder of pericranial muscles
Chronic tension-type headache unassociated with disorder of pericrartial muscles

2.3

Headache of the tension-type not fulfilling above criteria

3.
3.1

Cluster headache and chronic paroxysmal hemicrania
Cluster headache

3.1.1 Cluster headache periodicity undetermined
3.1.2 Episodic cluster headache
3.1.3 Chronic cluster headache
3.1.3.1 Unremitting from onset
3.1.3.2 Evolved from episodic
3.2
3.3

Chronic paroxysmal hemicrania
Cluster headache-like disorder not fulfilling above criteria

4.
4.1
4.2
4.3

Miscellaneous headaches unassociated with structural lesion
Idiopathic stabbing headache
External compression headache
Cold stimulus headache

4.3.1 External application of a cold stimulus
4.3.2 Ingestion of a cold stimulus
4.4
Benign cough headache
4.5
Benign exertional headache
4.6
Headache associated with sexual activity
4.6.1 Dull type

4.6.2 Explosive type
4.6.3 Postural type

5.
5.1

Headache associated with head trauma
Acute post-traumatic headache

5.1.1 With significant head trauma and/or confirmatory signs
5.1.2 With minor head trauma and no
confirmatory signs
5.2
Chronic post-traumatic headache
5.2.1 With significant head trauma and/or confirmatory signs
5.2.2 With minor head trauma and no confirmatory signs
6.
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.2

Headache associated with vascular disorders
Acute ischaemic cerebrovascular disease
Transient ischemic attack (TIA)
Thromboembolic stroke
Intracranial haematoma

6.2.1 Intracerebtal haematoma
6.2.2 Subdural haematoma
6.2.3 Extradural haematoma
6.3
6.4

Subarachnoid haemorrhage
Unruptured vascular malformation

6.4.1 Arteriovenous malformation
6.4.2 Saccular aneurysm
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.6

Arteritis
Giant cell arteritis
Other systemic arteritides
Primary intracranial arteritis
Carotid or vertebral artery pain

6.6.1 Carotid or vertebral dissection
6.6.2 Carotidynia (idiopathic)
6.6.3 Postendarterectomy headache
6.7
6.8

Venous thrombosis
Arterial hypertension

6.8.1 Acute pressor response to erogenous agent

6.8.2 Phaeochromocytoma
6.8.3 Malignant (accelerated) hypertension
6.8.4 Pre-eclampsia and eclampsia
7.
7.1

Headache associated with non-vascular intracranial disorder
High cerebrospinal fluid pressure

7.1.1 Benign intracranial hypertension
7.1.2 High pressure hydrocephalus
7.2
7.2.1
7.2.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.5.1
7.5.2
7.6
7.7

Low cerebrospinal fluid presiure
Postlumbar puncture headache
Cerebrospinal fluid fistula headache
lntractanial infection
Intracranial sarcoidosis and other non-infectious inflammatory diseases
Headache related to intrathecal injections
Direct effect
Due to chemical meningitis
Intracranial neoplasm
Headache associated with other intracranial disorder

Headache:

classification (continued)

8.
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5

Headache associated with substances or their withdrawal
Headache induced by acute substance use or exposure
Nitrate/nitrite induced headache
Monosodium glutamate induced headache
Carbon monoxide induced headache
Alcohol-induced headache
Other substances

8.2

Headache induced by chronic substance use or exposure

8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.3

Ergotamine-induced headache
Analgesics abuse headache
Other substances
Headache from substance withdrawal (acute use)

8.3.1 Alcohol withdrawal headache (hangover)
8.3.2 Other substances
8.4

Headache from substa6ce withdrawal (chronic use)

8.4.1 Ergotamine withdrawal headache

8.4.2 Caffeine withdrawal headache
8.4.3 Narcotics abstinence headache
8.4.4 Other substances
8.5

Headache associated with substances but with uncertain mechanism

8.5.1 Birth control pills or oestrogens
8.5.2 Other substances
9.
9.1

Headache associated with non-cephalic Infection
Viral infection

9.1.1 Focal non-cephalic
9.1.2 Systemic
9.2
Bacterial infection
9.2.1 Focal non-cephalic
9.2.2 Systemic (septicaemia)
9.3
Headache related to other infection
10.
Headache associated with metabolic disorder
10.1 Hypoxia
10.1.1 High altitude headache
10.1.2 Hypoxic headache
10.1.3 Sleep apnoea headache
10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5
10.6

Hypercapnia
Mixed hypoxia and hypercapnia
Hypoglycaemia
Dialysis
Headache related to other metabolic abnormality

11.
Headache or facial pain associated with disorders of cranium, neck, eyes, ears,
nose, sinuses, teeth, mouth or other facial or cranial structures
11.1 Cranial bone
11.2 Neck
11.2.1 Cervical spine
11.2.2 Retropharyngeal tendinitis
11.3 Eyes
11.3.1 Acute glaucoma
11.3.2 Refractive errors

11.3.3 Heterophoria or heterotropia
11.4 Ears
11.5 Nose and sinuses
11.5.1 Acute sinus headache
11.5.2 Other diseases of nose or sinuses
11.6 Teeth, jaws and related structures
11.7 Tcmporomandibular joint disease
12.
12.1

Cranial neuralglas, nerve trunk pain and deafferentation pain
Persistent (in contrast to tic-like) pain of cranial nerve origin

12.1.1 Compression or distortion of cranial nerves and second or third cervical roots
12.1.2 Demyelination of cranial nerves
12.1.2.1
Optic neuritis (retrobulbar neuritis)
12.1.3 Infarction of cranial nerves
12.1.3.1
Diabetic neuritis
12.1.4 Inflammation of cranial nerves
12.1.4.1

Herpes zoster

12.1.4.2

Chronic post-herpetic neuralgia

12.1.5 Tolosa-Hunt syndrome
12.1.6 Neck-tongue syndrome
12.1.7 Other causes of Persistent pain of cranial nerve origin
12.2 Trigeminal neuralgia
12.2.1 Idiopathic trigeminal neuralgia
12.2.2 Symptomatic trigeminal neuralgia
12.2.2.1
Compression of trigeminal root or ganglion
12.2.2.2
Central lesions
12.3 Glossopharyngeal neuralgia
12.3.1 Idiopathic glossopharyngeal neuralgia
12.3.2 Symptomatic glossopharyngeal neuralgia
12.4 Nervus intermedius neuralgia
12.5 Superior laryngeal neuralgia
12.6 Occipital neuralgia
12.7 Central causes of head and facial pain other than tic douloureux
12.7.1 Anaesthesia dolotosa
12.7.2 Thalamic pain
12.8 Facial pain not fulfilling criteria in groups 11 or 12
13. Headache not classifiable

Headache: differential diagnosis
Designation Age at presentation and sex Timing of onset
and type of pain
Cocomitant symptoms
Triggers

Localization
Drug Treatment

Migraine
Puberty, M < F, in childhood M > F
Onset often in morning may
last24-72h, weekly recurrences
Hemicrania or unilateral start, mainly
frontotemporal, changing sides, boring, throbbing, patient retires to bed
Nausea,
vomiting, intolerance light and noise; possibly flickering scotoma, focal neurological
symptoms
Some foods (cheese, chocolate), drinks (red wine), premenstrual,
relaxation, alcohol, weather change
Beta-blockers, calcium antagonists,
sumatriptan
Cluster headache (migrainous neuralgia)
Age 30-40 years, 80% males
Nights, often same time, 20-120 min. Daily for weeks, free for months
Unilateral periorbital, severe shooting pain, restless perambulation
Redness of eye and forehead, ipsilateral tear and nasal secretion, Homer's
syndrome
None; occasionally alcohol, histamine, nitrate
Corticosteroids, serotonin antagonists, lithium, sumatriptan oxygen
Chronic paroxysmal hemicrania
Age 30-50 years, F > M
Day and
night5-30min. No remissions Unilateral, shooting, boring Lacrimation, facial flushing and
lid swelling
None; rarely head movement
Indomethacin
Trigeminal neuralgia
Older ages, more females
Numerous daily attacks,
lasting seconds. Free months to years
Unilateral, mostly 2nd and 3rd division
Unbearable, severe shooting, burning pain Anorexia, avoids speaking, shaving triggering
Touching trigger points, chewing, swallowing, cold air
Carbamazepine, Phenytoin
Cranial arteritis
Over age 50 years
Day and night, continuous for

weeks and months, no remission
Mainly temporal, dull pressure pain, often
bilateral
Swollen tender temporal artery. High ESR. Possible visual disorder, joint
and muscle aches (polymyalgia rheumatica) Chewing aggravates ('claudication')
Corticosteroids
Tension headache
Adults, F > M
Waxes during day, lasts weeks
Diffuse, later worse at back, tight band
Insomnia, psychiatric
symptoms, apprehension factors
Stress, psychological
Anxiolytics,
antidepressants
Analgesics headache
Adults, 90% female
Morning-night, weeks, months
Diffuse, dull, pressing
Pallor, alopecia, anorexia, nausea, renal
failure
Withdrawal of analgesic drugs
Beta-blockers, amitriptyline

Differential diagnosis of cluster headache and chronic paroxysmal
hemicrania
Cluster headache(migrainous neuralgia)
paroxysmal hemicrania
Prevalence by sex
Age of affection
Site of pain
unilateral
Accompaniments
injection, Horner's syndrome

Chronic

Male >> female

Female >> male

20-40 years
Orbitofrontal, strictly unilateral

30-50 years
Orbitofrontal, strictly

Unilateral lachrimation and rhinorrhoea, conjunctival
Unilateral lachrimation and rhinorrhoea, lid swelling

Course
Periods of pain lasting weeks, remissions lasting months,
often worse spring and autumn
No remissions, daily attacks of pain
Diurnal pattern
Often at night, often at same time None
Attack frequency
1-4/day
6-30/day
Attack duration
20-120min
5-30min
Triggers
Alcohol, GTN, histamine, certain foods Rarely head
movement
Treatment
During attack
Interval
Ergotamine, oxygen,
sumatriptan corticosteriods, ACTH, serotonin antagonist (pizotifen), lithium Indomethacin
(aspirin)

Diagnostic criteria of drug-induced headache
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Headaches > 20 days/month
>10 hours of headache per day
Drug use on >20 days/month (analgesics, ergot derivatives)
Headaches increase after cessation of drugs
No connection between continuous headache and pretreatment headache syndrome

Groups of drugs liable to cause headache
Analgesics, anti-inflammatories, antimalarials
Corticosteroids
Thyroid preparations
Nitrate, antiarrhythmic agents
Glycosides, diuretics
Ergot derivatives
Hypolipidaemic agents
Calcium antagonists
Various (acetazolamide, amantadine, bromocriptine, carbamazepine, griseofulvin,
isoniazid, metronidazole, nitrofurantoin, phenytoin, rifampicin, theophylline)
Progestogens, oestrogens
Benzodiazepines, barbiturates
Muscle relaxants

Neuralgias. and pain in face and head
1.
Trigeminal neuralgia: commonly 2nd and 3rd divisions; attacks have trigger point
(may be symptom of tumours, inflammation, Multiple Sclerosis)
2.
Anaesthesia dolorosa: continuous trigeminal pain in hypalgesic or analgesic territory
of nerve (after surgery or ophthalmic herpes zoster)
3.
Raeder's syndrome: symptomatic neuralgia of 1st division with Horner's syndrome,
possibly also ophthalmoplegia (middle cranial fossa pathology)
4.
Gradenigo's syndrome: continuous 1st and 2nd division pain with disordered
sensation, VI nerve palsy (tumour or inflammation in region of petrous apex)
5.
Glossopharyngeal neuralgia: pain in root of tongue, throat, external auditory meatus
(idiopathic, tumour)
6.
Neuralgia of superior laryngeal nerve: laryngeal pain on swallowing, yawning, talking;
with cough and hoarseness (infections, tumours)
7.
Nasociliary neuralgia: paroxysmal orbital pain on touching medial canthus and
chewing; associated with oedema and rhinorrhoea (idiopathic, infections)

8.
Neuralgia of sphenopalatine ganglion (Sluder's neuralgia): minute-long attacks of
pain in orbit, root of nose and upper jaw with lacrimation, rhinorrhoea and facial flushing
(idiopathic in older females)
9.
Neuralgia of auriculotemporal nerve (gustatory sweating): on eating a dragging pain
with local flushing and sweating, lachrimation. Localized sensory disorder (after parotid
surgery or parotitis)
10.
Vidian's neuralgia (greater superior petrosal nerve): pain medial canthus (with
tenderness), root of nose, upper jaw, palate, with sneezing (idiopathic, inflammatory)
11.
Tolosa-Hunt syndrome: retro-orbital pain in superior orbital fissure syndrome (nonspecific inflammatory)
12.
Geniculate ganglion neuralgia: attacks of pain in the ear (vascular malformations,
tumour)
13.
Costen's syndrome: continuous facial pain in front of ear with burning in mouth,
dizziness and tinnitus (anomalies of temporomandibular joint)
14.
Styloid process syndrome: glossopharyngeal pain (from excessively long styloid
process, local calcification or trauma)
15.
Occipital neuralgia: paroxysmal pain along greater or lesser occipital nerve
(idiopathic)
16.
Neck-tongue syndrome: dullness and pain of tongue (lingual nerve) and of C2 on
head rotation (compression of C2 root)
17.
Neuralgia of intermedius nerve: deep ear pain, paroxysmal with trigger point in ear
(idiopathic, varicella-zoster virus infection)

Brain tumours: localization
Localization
Symptomatology
Tumour types
Frontal lobe
Personality change, headache Epilepsy (liability to serial
fits) Hyposmia/anosmia
Meningioma (olfactory groove, sphenoid wing,
parasagittal) Astrocytoma, glioblastoma, oligodendroglioma Metastases (bronchus,
breast, melanoma)
Temporal lobe
Epilepsy (psychomotor attacks) Hemiparesis, aphasia,
homonymous hemianopia, Personality change
Meningioma
(sphenoid), glioblastoma, astrocytoma, oligodendroglioma Metastases (renal,
gastrointestinal)
Parietal lobe
Epilepsy, hemiparesis, hernianopiaMeningioma (faix,

convexity), glioblastoma, oligodendroglioma metastases (bronchus, breast, renal,
melanoma)
Occipital lobe
Homonymous visual field defects, visual symptoms
Meningioma (parasagittal, tentorial), glioblastoma,
metastases (bronchial, renal, breast)
Ventricular
Raised intracranial pressure (ICP) crises (obstructive
hydrocephalus)
Ependymoma, plexus papilloma, epidermoid, dermoid,
meningioma (falx), colloid cyst
Basal ganglia
Hemiparesis, thalamic syndrome Astrocytoma,
otigodendroglioma, glioblastoma, metastases (bronchus, breast)
Midbrain
Endocrine disorders (hypothalamus) Parinaud's
syndrome, cranial nerve palsies, obstructive hydrocephalus (raised ICP)
Glioma (in
children), pinealoma
Brain stem
Cranial nerve palsies, pareses, sensory deficits, raised
ICP signs (obstructive hydrocephalus)
Glioma (in children),
astrocytoma, metastases (breast, bronchus, renal), hypoglossal neuroma, clivus tumour
(chordoma, meningioma, epidermoid, chondroma)
Cerebellum
Hemiataxia, tilt, hypotonia, raised ICP crises (acute
brain herniation)
Spongioblastoma and medulloblastoma in children, 4th
ventricle ependymoma, angioblastoma, metastases (gastrointestinal tract, bronchus,
breast)
Cerebellopontine angle
Tinnitus, deafness, VII and V nerve compression,
hemiataxia, headache; late: raised ICP
Acoustic neuroma,
meningioma, dermoid, aneurysm, trigeniinal neuroma
Sellar region
Headache, endocrine symptoms, bitemporal hemianopia
Pituitary adenoma, craniopharyngioma, meningioma
(tuberculum sellae) epidermoid, aneurysm, optic nerve glioma in children

Pituitary hormones: anterior lobe (adenohypophysis)
The four messenger and the two direct acting hormones of the anterior
The anterior lobe is site of formation and storage of 6 hormones: 4 messenger hormones
that act on other endocrine glands:
ACTH (→ adrenals: Cushing's syndrome, ↓ Addison's disease)
TSH (→ thyroid: hyper-, hypothyroidism)
FSH (→ gonads)
LH (→ gonads)
The two direct acting hormones act on other systems or whole organism:
GH (→ all cells of body, gantism or acromegaly)
Prolactin (→ many cells: galactorrhoea, secondary amenorrhoea;
impotence,gynaecomastia)
Control of release of all anterior lobe hormones is exclusively humoral via 6
hypothalamic neurohormones (table below)
ACTH: adrenocorticotrophic hormone (corticotrophin); TSH: thyroid stimulating hormone
(thyrotrophin);-FSH: follicle stimulating hormone; LH: luteinising hormone (both FSH and
LH are gonadotrophins); GH: growth hormone, also STH: somatotropic hormone
(somatotropin)

Hypothalamic regulatory hormones
Hypothalamic releasing hormones (RH) and inhibiting hormones (IH) regulate the
release of six anterior pituitary hormones
Abbreviation
Name
Target hormone
Releasing hormone CRH
TRH
LHRH

Corticotrophin releasing hormone ACTH
Thyrotrophin releasing hormone TSH
Luteinizing hormone releasing hormone FSH, LH

GHRH
PRH
Inhibiting hormone GHIH
PIH

Growth hormone releasing hormone
GH
Prolactin releasing hormone
Prolactin
Growth hormone IH (somatostatin, SS) GH
Prolactin inhibiting hormone
Prolactin

Motor disorders of the central nervous system Basal ganglia: functions

Afferents and efferents of basal ganglia
The major afferent excitatory inflow comes to the corpus striatum from the whole cortex
(neurotransmitter: glutamate); an inhibitory pathway continues thence to the substantia nigra
and pallidum (neurotransmitter: GABA). Efferents in part directly to brain stem, in part to
thalamic motor nuclei (inhibitory: GABA), and from there to motor cortex; powerful feedback loop between substantia nigra and striatum (dopaminergic Parkinsonism).

Role of basal ganglia in motor functions
Mainly participation in conversion of motor planning into movement pattern programming,
i.e. definition of a temporospatial sequence of impulses which govern the executive motor
centres; this includes definition of the parameters of movement such as strength, direction,
speed and amplitude of movement.
Concomitant but separate functional loops (cortico-subcortical, trans-striatal, e.g.
putamen, caudate) cooperate with afferents and efferents of the basal ganglia. Ibis applies
also to the performance of motor components.
Loop

Performance task - comment

Skeleto-motorPreparation for movement and control of parameters of movement such as
direction, amplitude, speed, strength. Organized somato-topically,
with emphasis on mouth and face motility
Oculomotor

Control of eye movements, e.g. time control of saccades; cortical
afferents from frontal eye field (area 8, additionally also area 7)

Complex
'associative'

Three loops are known at present: 1. dorsolateral - prefrontal,
2. orbito - frontal, 3. anterior - cingulate. Functions so far
undetermined, probably participation in programming motor
strategies for motivational and cognition-determined performances

Disease staging of Parkinsonism

Stage I

Unilateral symptoms/signs with no or slight disability

Stage II

Bilateral symptoms/signs, no postural disorder

Stage III Slight to moderate disability; disordered posture with instability on turning or
external dislodgment. Employability partially preserved 6ob dependent)
Stage IV

Full-blown picture with severe disability. Standing and walking preserved

Stage V

Patient confined to wheel-chair or bed and dependent on help.

Grading of disability in Parkinsonism

I

Bradykinesia of hands
0·= normal
1
= hint of slowing
2
= moderate, micrographia
3
= severe, obvious impairment of function

II

Rigidity
0
= none
1
= slight
2
= moderate
3
= severe (even when treated)

III

Posture
0
1
2
3

= normal
= head forward up to 12.5cm
= head forward up to 15 cm; upper limbs flexed
= head forward more than 15 cm; upper limbs flexed above hip level

IV Upper limb swinging (walking)
0 = normal
1
= one arm reduced
2
= one arm immobile
3
= both arms immobile
V

Gait

0
1
2
3

= normal
= stride down to 30-45 cm
= stride down to 15-30cm
= stride < 10cm; festination

VI Tremor
0=
1=
2=
3=
Face
0=
1=
2=
3=

VII

VIII
0

normal
slight lack of expression
moderate lack of expression; mouth held open at times
frozen face (mask), drooling

Seborrhoea
= none
1 = increased
2 = greasy kin, lightly so
3.= greasy :kin all over head

IX

Speech
0
1
2=
3=

X

none
amplitude < 2.5cm
amplitude < 10cm
amplitude > 10 cm; writing and self-feeding impossible

= normal
= hoarse, poor lilt
hoarse, monotonous, indistinct
palilalia

Independence
0
= normal
1
= difficult but preserved
2 = partly dependent, everything slowed

Maximal score 30: most severe form of Parkinsonism

Idiopathic-parkinsonism (Parkinson's disease): diagnostic criteria

·

At least two of the cardinal signs: hypokinesia, rigidity, tremor, impaired postural
reflexes
·
Unilateral onset (with asymmetry during evolution)
·
Positive response to L-dopa (apomorphine test, L-dopa test)
·
Course ≥ 10 years.
Criteria of exclusion Encephalitis

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Treatment with dopamine receptor antagonists or calcium
antagonists, drug abuse (MPTP)
Concurrent features of cerebrovascular disease
Course with prolonged remissions
Oculogyric crises
Vertical gaze palsies
Kayser - Fleischer rings
Cerebellar symptoms or signs
Pyramidal tract signs
Severe early dementia
Severe early dysautonomia
Gait apraxia
Unilaterality >10 years
Failure to respond to L-dopa
Absence of progression over ≥ 5 years
Incompatible findings in CT or MRI

Apomorphine test

Tests for dopaminergic responsiveness; apomorphine is a potent dopamine receptor (D1
and D2) agonist which allows prediction of result of L-dopa treatment. Premedication
required because of gastrointestinal side-effects.
Premedication
·
Domperidone tablets, 20mg thrice daily for 2 days, or
·
Ondansetron tablets, 4 mg 1 h before test, or 4 mg by slow iv injection immediately
before apomorphine test.
Apomorphine test
Apomorphine subcutaneous injections,

1.5 mg
3.0
4.5

mg after 30 min interval
mg using alleviation of patient's
individual defects for assessment of
effect.
Alternative L-dopa test with laevodopa, 250 mg/carbidopa 25 mg
Reliability of tests:

apomorphine test 67-90%
L-dopa test
80%
False negative and false positive test responses may occur.
A positive test does not confirm a diagnosis of idiopathic Parkinsonism.

Parkinsonism: causes
Aetiology or Parkinsonism
1.

Idiopathic Parkinsonism (Parkinson's disease)
(a) Juvenile form (onset before 40 years): akinetic-rigid, progressive
(b) Senile form (after age of 70 years with features of dementia, rapid progression)
(c) Tremor predominant symptom, often unilateral initially, fairly long-term prognosis
(d) Rigid-akinetic form: usually bilateral, poor long-term prognosis

2.

Parkinsonism-plus syndromes (multisystem degenerations)
(a) Olivo-ponto-cerebellar degeneration (with cerebellar features)
(b) Progressive supranuclear palsy (Steele-Richardson-Olszewski syndrome):
associated vertical gaze palsy
(c) Shy - Drager syndrome (dysautonomia): associated orthostatic hypotension
(d) Striatonigral degeneration (with pseudobulbar features)
(e) Parkinsonism - dementia - motor neuron disease complex (from island of Guam)

3.

4.

Secondary Parkinsonism
(a) Metabolic causes
(i)
Wilson's disease (copper metabolism)
(ii)
Fahr's syndrome (calcium and phosphorus metabolism)
(iii)
Hallervorden - Spatz disease
(b) Toxic causes
(i)
Carbon monoxide, manganese poisoning
(ii)
MPTP (meperidin) drug abuse
(iii)
Major tranquilizers, reserpine, metoclopramide, methyl dopa, flunarizine
(c) Infectious causes
(i)
Acute meningoencephalitis
(ii)
Postencephalitic Parkinsonism
(iii)
Creutzfeldt - Jakob disease
(iv)
Neurosyphilis
Syndromes resembling Parkinson's disease
(a) Vascular Parkinsonian syndrome
(b) Post-traumatic Parkinsonism
(c) 'Normal pressure' hydrocephalus
(d) Parkinsonism produced by tumours
(e) Tremor syndromes
(f)
Hypothyroidism

Glossary of Parkinsonism
Akinetic-rigid form

No, or very slight, tremor, good L-dopa response, often early onset
Akinetic crisis
Inability to move, speak or swallow
Cogwheeling
Tremulous resistance to passive movement
Drug holiday
Cessation of anti-Parkinsonian drugs (under inpatient observation)
Dyskinesias
Choreo-athetoid movements with L-dopa or dopaminergic drugs
Dystonias
Dystonic hyperkinesias (on L-dopa), usually focal (perioral, blepharospasm)
En bloc movements
Movement of whole body on turning head or trunk
End-of-dose akinesia
Akinesia following interval from last medication
Facial dissociation
Mobile lower, with rigid upper face
Freezing
Sudden immobility (e.g. in doorway or traffic) independent of [,-dopa dose
Hyperkinesias
Sudden overshooting movements (especially with L-dopa overdose)
Mask
Rigid expressionless face
Micrographis
Diminishing size of handwriting
Oculogyric crises
Tonic fixing of gaze (usually upwards) in postencephalitic Parkinsonism
On-off phenomenon
Switch from normal or hyperkinetic mobility to akinesia
OsciHations
Variability of Parkinsonism, spontaneous diurnal, or from day-to-day, or after L-dopa
Palilalia
Repetitive utterances (usually linked to monotony and feeble phonation)

Paradoxical hyperkinesia
Sudden good mobility (with fear, stress, effort) independent of L-dopa intake
Peak-dose dyskinesia
Dyskinesia linked to interval from medication
Pill rolling
Coarse antagonistic finger tremor
Propulsion
Tendency to fall forward at sudden checks
Retropulsion
Involuntary stepping backwards
Rigidity
Tonic increase in muscle tone

Start hesitation
Variant of freezing
Tremor-dominant form
Relatively little rigidity or akinesia, very slow deterioration over years
Wearing off
v End-of-dose akinesia

Differential diagnosis of tremor

Symptomatic tremor: main causes
Endocrinopathy
Hyperthyroidism
Hypoglycaemia
Phaeochromocytoma
Hypoparathyroidism

Metabolic causes
Wilson's disease
Liver diseases
Alcohol intoxicationand withdrawal
Uraemia
Toxic causes
Mercury
Lead
Arsenic
Carbon monoxide
Manganese
Cyanide
Methanol
Heroin (MPTP)
Medication side-effects
Lithium
Valproate
Phenytoin (rarely)
Neuroleptics
Theophylline
Corticosteroids
Thyroxine
Alpha-methyl-dopa
Flunarizine, Cinnarizine
Cyclosporin A
Methotrexate
Antihypertensives (with reserpine)
Antipsychotics
Tetrabenazine

Dystonias and dyskinesias

Localization

Cause

Treatment

Drug-induced dyskinesias(tardive dyskinesia)
Oropharyngeal, rarely limbs
Phenothiazines, phenytoin, L-dopa dopaminergics, tricyclic
antidepressants
Stop drug trigger. For acute state: anticholinergics, for chronic
state: suipiride, tetrabenazine, clozapine, valproate
Senile oral dyskinesia Oropharyngeat
Idiopathic
Pimozide,
tetrabenazine
Spasmodic torticollis
Neck muscles
Idiopathic, perinatal lesion
Haloperidol, lysuride, botulinum toxin injections, bio-feedback,
benzhexol

Meige syndrome(bilateral facial spasm)
Oromandibular + eye closure
Idiopathic, in Parkinsonism
Tetrabenazine, lysuride, baclofen, lithium
Blepharospasm
Eye closure
Idiopathic, in Parkinsonism
psychogenic
Botulinum toxin injections, clonazepam, benzhexol
Hemiballismus
Unilateral arm(and lower limb)
Subthalamic
infarct, bleed
Tetrabenazine, haloperidol
Athetosis
Hands and feet, uni or bilaternal
Perinatal
brain lesion, striatal infarction, familial, Wilson's disease
Tetrabenazine, haloperidol
Paroxysmal choreo-athetosis
Arms, legs, often triggered by alcohol
Familial, rarely sporadic Carbamazepine, phenytoin
Chorea
Oral, limbs
Hereditary (Huntington's chorea),
streptococcal infection (Sydenham's chorea), pregnancy
Haloperidol,
tetrabenazine, chlopromazine, suipiride, penicillin (Sydenham's), benzodiazepines in
pregancy
Torsion dystonia
Trunk and limbs
Idiopathic, perinatal brain damage,
Wilson's disease, encephalitis
Tetrabenazine, L-dopa, bio-feedback,
benzhexol
Wilson's disease
Limbs, face
Inherited copper metabolism defect
d-Penicillamine, dimercaprol, zinc sulphate
Gilles de la Tourette syndrome
Generalized, coprolalia Idiopathic
Pimozide haloperidol, clonidine

The myoclonias

1.

Physiological myoclonus Hypnagogic/waking-up myoclonus
Startle myoclonus
Myoclonus after muscular exertion
Hiccough

2.

Essential myoclonus
Familial myoclonus
Benign myoclonus
Nocturnal myoclonus
Hyperexplexia

3.

Epileptic myoclonus
Neonatal fits
Myoclonic drop attacks
Pyknolepsy
Impulsive petit mal
Epilepsia partialis continua

Reflex epilepsy (photosensitive)
Matutinal myoclonus in idiopathic epilepsy
Progressive myoclonic epilepsy
4.

Myoclonus as a feature of various underlying diseases
Lipidoses (Tay-Sachs, etc.) Leucodystrophies
Tuberous sclerosis
Systemic atrophies (Friedreich, Pierre Marie)
Generalized paresis of insane (syphilis)
Whipple's disease
Extrapyramidal syndromes (chorea, torsion dystonia, progressive supranuclear
palsy, Wilson's disease)
Malaria

5.

Symptomatic myoclonus
(a)

(b)

In storage disorders Progressive myoclonic epilepsy (with Lafora inclusion
bodies) Ceroid lipofuscinosis Sialidosis
Degenerative (hereditary)
Dyssynergia cerebellaris myoclonica of Ramsay Hunt
Progressive myoclonic epilepsy of Unverricht and Lundborg

(c) Viral
Encephalitis (lethargica, herpes simplex)
SSPE, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (slow virus)
(d)

Paraneoplastic
Myocionus-opsocionus syndrome (with neuroblastomal bronchial carcinoma)

(e) Metabolic
Liver diseases
Renal diseases (? dialysis)
Hyponatraemia
Hypoglycaemia
Anacidotic hyperglycaemia
(f)

(g)

Toxic
Drugs (L-dopa, bromocriptine, tricyclic antidepressants, INH, phenytoin,
diclofenac, piperazine, prostagiandin)
Convulsive Poisons (strychnine, bemegride)
Intoxications (methyl bromide, lead, mercury)
Diffuse or focal brain damage Hypoxia
Trauma
Hyperthermia
Electric shock
Decompression (caisson) disease
Tumour (arteriovenous malformation)

Thalamotomy

Scale for quantification of neurological deficits in the course of infarction: NIH
stroke scale
Conscious level
0 = awake
1=
drowsy, somnolent
2 = stupor (rousable to correct localization of painful stimulus)
3 = no reaction, or extensor or flexor spastic response
Response to questions (month, age)
0 = both answers correct
1 = one answer correct
2 = both answers wrong or no response
Reaction to verbal order (open or shut eyes, hand grip)
0 = both correct
1 = one correct
2 = no reaction or incorrect action
Eye movements
0 = normal
1 = partial gaze palsy
2 = complete gaze palsy (also to oculocephalic manoeuvre)
Visual field
0 = full
1 = incomplete hemianopia
2 = complete hemianopia
Facial palsy
0 = normal
1 = slight

2 = moderate
3 = complete
Attempted posture (affected arm)
0 = unremarkable (10s)
1 = pronation
2 = 90' posture fails <10s, rapid droop
3 = postural attempt fails

Attempted posture (affected lower limb)
0 = unremarkable (5 s)

1 = droops
2 = lower limb flops (5 s)
3 = postural attempt impossible
Limb ataxia (affected side)
0 = normal
1 = one limb ataxic
2 = both limbs ataxic
Sensation
0 = normal
1 = hypesthesia
2 = anaesthesia
Neglect
0 = normal
1 = partial neglect (inattention) one side
2 = complete hemi-neglect (several sensory modalities)
Dysarthria
0 = normal
1 = dysarthric but easily understood
2 = severe dysarthria, barely intelligible
Aphasia
0 = normal
1 = mild dysphasia (word finding difficulty, paraphasia, grammatical errors)
2 = motor (Broca) or sensory (Wernicke) aphasia or variants
3 = complete aphasia, muteness

Scale for assessment of independence after cerebrovascular
accident (Barthel scale)

Eating
10 = independent (with aids)
5 = needs help (e.g. cutting food)
0 = needs to be fed

Washing
5 = possible without help
0·= feasible only with help
Bodily care (brushing teeth, combing hair, shaving)
5 = possible without help
0 = feasible only with help
Dressing
10 = independent
5·= possible only with assistance
0·= totally dependent
Bowel control
10 = independent of aids
5 = occasional incontinence, requires assistance
0 = incontinent
Bladder control
10 = independent
5 = occasional incontinence, requires assistance
0 = incontinence or indwelling catheter
Use of toilet (lavatory)
10 = independent use of lavatory or bedpan
5 = requires help
0 = bed-ridden, totally dependent
Wheel-chair to bed transfer
15 = independent use of wheel-chair
10 = minimal help needed
5 = can sit but needs much assistance
0 = bed-ridden
Mobility
15 = can manage 50 steps (walking aids but no frame)
10 = manages 50 steps with help (accompanying person, frame)
5 = can manage distance of 50 paces in a wheelchair
0 = no longer able to manoeuvire wheel-chair

Climbing stairs

10 = independent with holds and walking aids
5 = possible with help from accompanying person
0 = impossible
Symptoms and signs of cerebral venous sinus thrombosis
·
·
·
·
·
·

General features
Headache with nausea and vomiting
Mild to marked pyrexia
Raised ESR, leucocytosis
Signs of raised intracranial pressure (papilloedema, disordered consciousness)
Convulsive seizures (focal > generalized, often with postictal pareses)
Disorientation, psychiatric symptoms.

Focal features
·
Superior sagittal sinus thrombosis Lower limb palsy, tetraparesis, bladder dysfunction
·

'I'ransverse sinus thrombosis
Cranial nerve deficits IX, X, XI
Soft tissue swelling in mastoid region, possibly VI nerve palsy (inferior petrosal
sinus)
Cavernous sinus thrombosis Cranial nerve deficits III, IV, V, VI,
Proptosis, lid oedema, chemosis, papilloedema
·

Cortical vein thrombosis
Alternating hemipareses, epileptic fits

·

Deep cerebral veins
Bilateral extrapyramindal features, rigidity.

Venous sinus thrombosis: causes and associated disorders
Haematological disorders and defects
Antithrombin III deficiency
Protein C and S deficiency
Haemolytic anaemia
Paroxysmal nocturnal haemoglobinuria
Idiopathic thrombocythaemia
Immunological disorders
Behqet's disease
Wegener's granulomatosis
Crohn's disease
Hormonal disorders and deviations
Oral contraceptives
Pregnancy, postpartum state (puerperium)

Infections
Meningitis
Otitis media, mastoiditis
Others
Lymphoma, leukaemia
Local turnout invasion (carcinomatosis)
Arteriovenous malformation
Craniocerebral trauma
Cryofibrinogenaemia
Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome
Disseminated intravascular coagulation
Polycythaemia, leukaemias
Nephrotic syndrome.
Sarcoidosis
Paraneoplastic
Ulcerative colitis.
Androgen therapy.
Aspergillosis
Trichinosis
Budd - Chian syndrome
Cachexia, marasmus, dehydration
Cardiac/pulmonary diseases.

Glasgow coma scale

Score
Eye opening

Spontaneously
In response to speech
In response to pain

4
3
2

Verbal response

Orientated
Confused
Inappropriate, single words
Incomprehensible sounds
Absent

5
4
3
2
1

Motor responses

Obeys commands

6

None 1

Localizing response to pain
Flexor response to pain
Atypical flexor response
Extensor response

5
4
3
2

Absent 1
Maximum score
Minimum score

15
3

Glasgow outcome scale

1.

Death without recovery of consciousness after brain trauma.

2.

Persistent vegetative state: patient unresponsive, eyes open, vegetative functions intact.

3.

Severe disability: patient conscious but disabled, requiring help because of physical
and/or mental disability.

4.

Moderate disability: patient manages daily activities (with aids), can use public transport
and do sheltered work but has obvious disability.

5.

Good recovery: resumption of normal life with slight neurological deficits.

Note:

Record date of examination after date of trauma.
Record details of physical and mental deficits.

The Glasgow outcome scale is also applicable for record of assessment after secondary
brain damage (cardiac arrest, resuscitation), after encephalitis and strokes.

Cranial nerve damage from trauma
Consequence
Mechanism
Treatment
Prognosis
Olfactory (filaments) Anterior fossa fracture, blunt head trauma, contusions
Stretch/rupture of filaments neuronal), cerebral contusion (central)
None
Spontaneous recovery up to 1 year, then
poor
Optic
Fracture of orbit, optic canal, middle fossa
Contusion, haematoma
Operative decompression
Nerve(s)

Oculomotor

Dependent on surgery, variable
Orbital, craniofa- cial fracture, severe craniocereb- ral trauma
Direct or indirect pressure damage
Corticosteroids Variable

Trochlear

Orbital fracture
Direct or indirect pressure damage
Corticosteroids
Variable
Trigeminal
Craniofacial, orbital and petrous fractures
Direct
pressure damage
Surgery for mandibular lesion, otherwise corticosteroids
Variable
Abducens
Orbital fracture, severe craniocereb- ral trauma
Direct or
indirect pressure damage
Corticosteroids Variable
Facial
Laterobasal fractures
Immediate stretching, late
compression by oedema, haemorrhage Surgery for immediate palsy, if delayed
corticosteroids, expectant
Dependent on surgery, variable
Vestibulocochlear Laterobasal fractures, cerebral contusion
Petrous
fracture site may produce middle or inner ear deafness, direct VIII nerve lesion
Surgerv for middle ear deafness not for inner ear
Favourable, irreversible
Glossypharyngeal and vagus
Posterior fossa fractures
Pressure
lesions
None
Variable
Spinal-accessory
Neck lesions
Direct lesion
Possibly graft operation
Irreversible
Hypoglossal
Hypoglossal foramen fracture
Compression in canal
Surgical decompression
Unfavourable

Toxic polyneuropathies
Organic solvents
Carbon disulphide, benzene, methyl alcohol (optic neuropathy), hexacarbons (phenol, white
spirit, toluene, xylol: autonomic dysfuntion), carbon tetrachloride (incling optic nerve),
tetrachloro-ethane (dysgeusia, small hand and foot muscles), trichloro-ethylene (trigeminal
anaesthesia and dysaesthesiae), tetra-chloro-ethylene, chloro-bi-phenyl, mono-chloromethane (visual disorder and ptosis), hydrazine, tri-ortho-cresylphosphate (,mainly motor
and autonomic, later also myelopathy), di-chloro-benzol (dysaesthesiae, optic nerve),
acrylamide (mainly upper limbs, with rashes), ethylene oxide (peroneal palsy), dimethylamino-proprio-nitrile (early bladder and potency disorders, perianal sensory loss), phenol
(median).
Pesticides, heavy metals, disinfectants
Arsenic (alopecia, pigmentation, hyperkeratosis, pains), barium polysulphide (purely motor),
DDT (optic and acoustic nerve damage), di-nitro-phenol, mono-bromomethane, phosphoric
acid ester (long latency, myelopathy), penta-chloro-phenot (dysaesthesiae, possibly optic-

nerve), dichloro-phenoxy-acetic acid, thallium (hyperpathia, pelvic girdle, autonomic
symptoms), di-chloro-benzene, lead (wrist drop), gold, mercury (mainly sensory), hexachlorophen, alkyl-phosphate (E600 and E605: motor, autonomic, myelopathy).

Polyneuropathies from drugs and medications
Chemotherapeutic agents, antibiotics, fungicides
Sulphonamides, dapsone (motor), nitrofurantoin (vitamin B, and B6 deficiency nitrofurazone
(pain), furaltadone (cranial nerve involvement), hydroxyquinoline optic nerve involvement,
myelopathy), chloroquine (myopathy), diamines (trigeminal involvement), vidarabin (burning
feet), metronidazole (sensory), ethambuto (optic nerve), ethionamide (sensory, reversible),
isoniazid (vitamin B6 deficiency, autonomic involvement), amphotericin B (motor),
chloramphenicol (sensory, reversible, vitamin B, deficiency), gentamycin (VIII nerve
damage), streptomycin (VIII nerve damage), polymyxin.
Cardivascular drugs, anticoagulants
Amiodarone (reversible, paraesthesiae), hydralazine (vitamin B6 deficiency), ergotamine
derivatives (reversible), methysergide, disopyramide, sodium cyanate, phenytoin, clofibrate.
Psychotropic agents, sedatives, hypnotics
Amitriptyline (peroneal palsy), imipramine, phenelzine, lithium, thalidomide (dysaesthesiae),
glutethimide, nitrous oxide (paraesthesiae, myelopathy).
Various drugs
Indomethacin, gold (pain), colchicine, phenytoin, disulfiram (dysaesthesiae, optic nerve
involvement), cimetidine (reversible), carbamazepine, thiouracil derivatives (smell and taste
disorders), carbimazole (smell and taste disorders), sulphonyl ureas: chlorpropamide,
tolbutamide.
Cytostatic agents
Chlorambucil, nitrofurazone, vincristine (intestinal symptoms, cranial nerve involvement),
vinblastin (reversible), cytarabine (sensory, reversible), procarbazine (sensory, reversible),
cis-platinum (ototoxicity, optic nerve damage).
Local infusion nerve damage: mustine, melphalan, dactinomycin (actinomycin D).

Guillain-Barré syndrome: definition

Progressive motor and mainly symmetrical peripheral nervous system disorder, usually
maximal within 4 weeks from onset

Areflexia
Slowed nerve conduction velocities (<70%) on neurophysiological testing (often patchy or
proximal conduction block) and / or
Reduction of amplitudes (<80%)
CSF protein increase + normal cells after first week Improvement starts 2-4 weeks after
symptomatic peale
Optional features
Cranial nerve involvement (facial nerve in 50%)
Sensory symptoms/signs
Disorders of autonomic functions
CSF pleocytosis
Absence of CSF protein rise
Normal neurophysiology initially (in up to 15%)

Chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuritis (CIDP): definition

Progressive or relapsing motor and sensory dysfunction of more than one limb of a
peripheral nerve nature over at least 2 months, plus hypo- or areflexia, reduction in
conduction velocities <70%, and/or amplitude reduction <80%.
CSF protein raised, with cell count <10/mm3 if HIV negative, or <50 if HIV positive.

Diet in phytanic acid storage (Refsum's) disease

Allowed
Prohibited
Fats
Vegetable fats
Butter, lard, bacon
Milk products
Skim milk, low fat cheese, yoghurt Ice cream, cream, unskimmed
milk, high and medium fat cheese
Meat and fish
Lean veal and beef, venison, lean fish, lean ham, non-fatty soup, lean
poultry
Fatty meat and fish, goose, duck, sardines, sausages
Eggs
All foods containing egg yolks,
mayonnaise
Fruit
Peeled apple and pears, oranges, tangerines, grapefruit, banana,
peach, apricot, pineapple
Grapes, unpeeled apple and
pear
Vegetables
Carrots, cauliflower, celery, asparagus, beetroot, turnip, kohlrabi,

fennel, radishes
Green beans, peas, broccoli, cabbages, sprouts, lettuce, endives,
cucumber, parsley, leeks, green pepper, spinach
Desserts and sweets
Cakes and pastries prepared
with vegetable margarine and few eggs, jams, honey, sugar Chocolate, cocoa, ovaltine
Nuts
Bread
Accompaniments

All types of nuts
All types of bread
Rice, potato, pastry (low egg yolk)

Varieties of immunoneuropathy
·

Acute polyradiculopathy (Guillain-Barré syndrome)

·
·

Polyradiculitis (chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuritis: CIDP)
Neuropathy with gammopathies
(a) With benign gammopathy
(b) With myeloma
(c) With macroglobulinaemia (Waidenström's syndrome)
(b) With primary amyloidosis

·

Motor neuron syndromes (motor neuron disease, GM1, neuropathy, postpoliomyelitis
syndrome)

·

Paraneoplastic neuropathies

·

Pathogen-induced neuropathies (e.g. with HIV infection, borreliosis)
Systemic and non-systemic vasculitid

Causes of lumbosacral root disorders

Causes
Main localization and clinical
features
Spinal degenerative changes (spondylosis and osteoarthritis)
Monotadiculat
syndromes, especially roots L4-S1
Lumbar stenosis
Neutogenic 'claudication'
Other spinal troubles (spondylolisthesis, ankylosing spondylitis, trauma, turnouts,
inflammations, osteoporosis with spontaneous fractures)
Unilateral and bilateral lesions
of nerve roots
Tumours of nerve roots and adjacent structures (netirinoma, meningioma, secondary
carcinoma or sarcoma, plasmacytoma, lymphomas. Differential diagnosis: abscess,
haematoma)
Initially unilateral painful root
syndrome, spreading to polyradicular, bilateral or cauda equina syndrome (e.g. epidural
turnout extension)
Localized lumbosacral tumourous malformation and ependymoma Conus or cauda
equina syndrome
Carcinomatous or sarcomatous meningitis and turnout metastases (medulloblastoma)
Polyradicular symptoms and signs
(CSF cytology +)
Dysrhaphism and tethered cord syndrome
Conus-cauda equina syndromes,
especially with growth spurts in children
Arachnoiditis
Mono- and polyradicular irritation and
defects
Radiculitis (zoster, herpes simplex, Lym disease) Appropriate skin rashes, CSF cells
and protein raised
Metabolic radiculopathies
Chiefly in elderly diabetics:
involvement single or multiple thoracic or lumbar roots

Non-radicular neurological causes of lower limb pains

Localization of disease process
Particular features
Central nervous system
Thalamic syndrome: intra- and
extramedullary cord lesions (especially lumbosacral enlargement and conus medullaris)
Peripheral nervous system
Polyneuropathies and hereditary system
disorders
Lumbosacral plexus
Pelvic and hip trauma, inflammations,
tumour spread, late radiation effect, psoas haematoma or abscess, diabetes
Lower limb peripheral nerves
Trauma and surgical lesions,
misdirected im injections; compression (m6ralgia paraesthetica, tarsal tunnel, Morton's
metatarsalgia, saphenous nerve in adductor canal; external compression by bandaging or
posture)

Compartment syndromes
compartments
Autonomic nervous system
infiltration of lumbar sympathetic chain

Anterior and posterior tibial and other
Sympathetic reflex dystrophy, tumour

Classification of peripheral nerve injuries

Grade 1

Neurapraxia
Conduction block from myelin sheath damage

Grade 2

Axonotmesis I
Interruption of axon, distal Wallerian degeneration

Grade 3

Axonotmesis II
Additional lesion of endoneurium

Grade 4

Axonotmesis III
Additional lesion of perineurium
Neurontmesis
Complete nerve transaction including epineurium

Grade 5

Grades 4 and 5 constitute an absolute indication for surgical intervention

Differential diagnosis of brachial plexus from cervical root lesions
Brachial plexus
Cervical root
Histamine test negative (no flare) (intradermal injection 0.1 ml of 1/1000 solution of
histamine)
Histamine test positive

Diminished sensory nerve action potential

Normal sensory nerve action potential

Hypo- or anhidrosis in area of reduced sensation Increased or normal sweating in
anaesthetic territory
EMG: normal in paravertebral muscles
EMG: paravertebral muscles show
denervation (7-10 days)
Proximal neurography: infraganglionic type of defect (F-wave, SSEP)
Proximal
neurography: supraganglionic type of defect
Myelography normal
Myelography may show empty or
ruptured root pockets
CSF clear
CFS haemorrhagic
Invariably multiradicular
Monoradicular or multiradicular
No cervical pain syndrom
Cervical pain syndrom

BRACHIAL PLEXUS LESION
BRACHIAL PLEXUS

PERIPHERAL NERVES

TRUNKS: UPPER, MIDDLE, AND LOWER TRUNK LESION
Upper trunk
(from C5, C6, C4)

Middle trunk
(from C7)

Lower trunk
(from C8 and T1)

Dorsal scapular nerve (to rhomboids and levator scapulae)
Suprascapular nerve (to supra- and infraspinatus)
Subclavian nerve (to subclavius)
Subscapular nerve (to subscapularis and teres major)
Long thoracic nerve (to serratus anterior muscles)
Pectoral nerves (to pectoralis major and minor muscles)
Thoracodorsal nerve (to latissimus dorsi)

CORDS: POSTERIOR, LATERAL AND MEDIAL CORD LESION
Posterior cord
(from C5 to T1)

Circumflex nerve (to deltoid and teres minor muscles)
(C5 and C6)
Radial nerve (C5-T1)

Lateral cord
(from C5-C7)

Musculocutaneous nerve (C5-C7) (to coracobrachialis,
biceps, brachialis muscles)

Lateral root of median nerve (C5-C7)
Medial cord
(from C8 and T1)

Medial root of median nerve (C8, T1)
Ulnar nerve (C8, T1)
Medial cutaneous nerve of arm (C8, T1)
Medial cutaneous nerve of forearm (C8, T1)

Upper plexus lesion (Erb - Duchenne)
Paresis of deltoid, supra- and infraspinatus, biceps, supinator and brachioradialis muscles
Sensory disturbance over deltoid and radial side of forearm (not invariably)
Biceps and brachioradialis (supinator) jerks absent
Middle plexus lesion (mostly in combination with upper plexus lesion)
Paresis of triceps, wrist and finger extensor, pronator teres muscles
Sensory disturbance radial side of hand and C7 dermatome
Loss of finger jerk
Lower plexus lesion (Dejerine - Klumpke)
Paresis of ulnar and median innervated small hand muscles (lumbricals, interossei, flexors)
Sensory disturbance ulnar border of forearm and hand
Loss of finger jerk
(Often associated homolateral Horner's syndrome from cervical sympathetic lesion)

Brachial plexus: spinal root supply (C4-T1) and peripheral
distribution

Main features of brachial plexus lesions
Upper plexus lesion (Erb - Duchenne); roots C5-C6
Paresis of shoulder abduction and external rotation and of elbow flexion. Biceps
and superior jerks lost. Sensation lost from shoulder tip down to radial side of
forearm.
Lower plexus lesion (Dejerine - Klumpke); roots C8-T1
Paresis of finger flexion and small hand muscles. Finger jerk absent
Sensory loss ulnar border of hand and forearm. Possible associated Horner's syndrome.
Middle plexus lesion; root C7 (uncommon, usually part of upper plexus lesion)
Paresis of arm, hand and finger extension. Triceps jerk absent
Sensory loss digits 2 and 3, extending strip up hand and forearm.
Main features of brachial plexus cord lesions
Posterior cord: axillary and radial nerves
Paresis of shoulder abduction, arm, hand and finger extension
Sensory disturbance lateral border of arm and forearm.
Lateral cord: musculocutaneous and lateral root of median nerve
Paresis of elbow flexion, pronation, wrist and finger flexion
Sensory disturbance digits 1 to 3, radial border of forearm.
Medial cord: ulnar and medial root of median nerve, medial cutaneous nerves of arm and
forearm
Paresis of thenar muscles, finger adduction and abduction, ulnar flexion of wrist and fingers
Sensory disturbance in ulnar border of hand.

Common causes of peripheral nerve lesions
Causes of median nerve palsy
Palsy including pronator teres
Site of lesion: medial aspect of arm
'Lovers palsy' (nocturnal pressure), trauma, surgery, supracondylar process

Palsy without pronator, teres involvement
Lesion at elbow (flexor aspect)
Instrumentation for angiography, etc., dislocations and fractures, plaster of Paris splint
Pronator teres syndrome, sublimis tunnel (tendon of flexor digitorum sublimis)
Bicipital aponeurosis.(lacertus fibrosus)
Paresis of terminal phalanges of digits 1, 2, (3), without sensory loss
Site of lesion: proximal forearm
Anterior interosseous syndrome from compression by bands.
Thenar palsy with sensory loss digits 1, 2, radial half of 3 and palm
Lesion site: distal forearm, flexor aspect of wrist joint
Penetrating trauma, fractures, dislocations, surgery, injections.
Thenar palsy with sensory loss digits 1, 2 and radial half of 3
Site of lesion: carpal tunnel (fibrosis, arthropathy, repetitive pressure, pregnancy,
acromegaly, hypothyroidism)
Sensory loss of whole, or halves, of digits 1-3
Site of lesion: palm
Penetrating injuries, plaster of Paris pressure.

Causes of ulnar nerve palsy
Palsy including flexion of terminal phalanx of digit 5 (medial half flexor digitorum
profundus)
Lesion site: arm or elbow
Ulnar groove syndrome: late result of trauma, mobile and subluxating ulnar nerve,
degenerative changes, pressure (e.g. plaster of Paris, crutches), tumours, surgery, trauma,
cubital tunnel syndrome (aponeurosis distal to medial epicondyle).

Palsy with sensory loss ulnar border of hand on dorsal side (ramus dorsaus)
Lesion site: proximal forearm
Fractures, soft tissue injuries, A-V shunt operation (possibly dorsal ramus only).
Palsy of all ulnar supplied small hand muscles, sensory loss digits 5 and half of 4
Site of lesion: wrist joint
Penetrating injuries; tumours, narrowing of ulnar (or Guyon's) tunnel at wrist.
Isolated paralysis of interossei, lumbricals, adductor pollicis, flexor pollicis brevis
(deep branch)
Site of lesion: palm
Cyclists palsy, ulnar (or Guyon's) tunnel, injuries to palm.

Isolated sensory loss in digits 5 and half of 4 (superficial branch)
Site of lesion: ulnar side of palm, ulnar (or Guyon's) tunnel.

Radial nerve lesions
Causes of radial nerve palsy
With paralysis of triceps muscle
Lesion site: in axilla
Crutch palsy, plaster of Paris cast.
With paralysis of brachioradialis muscle
Lesion site: arm above elbow
Fracture of shaft of humerus
'Saturday night' (park bench) palsy.
Wrist drop with sensory loss dorsum of hand (radial side)
Lesion site: elbow
Injuries, operations.
Paresis of finger extensors without sensory loss (deep branch)
Lesion site: proximal part of forearm
'Radial tunnel' syndrome, local lumps (ganglion, fibroma)
Displaced radius fractures.
Sensory loss without paralysis (superficial branch)
Lesion site: forearm
Shackling, injections.
Lesion site: finger (usually thumb)
Cheiralgia paraesthetica (work with scissors, palette).

Tibial nerve lesions
Causes of tibial nerve lesion
At knee level (popliteal fossa)

Baker's cyst (in rheumatoid arthritis)
Ganglion, tumour, varices
Plaster of Paris cast
Knee operations
Trauma (fracture of tibial head, knee dislocation).
In distal part of leg, ankle
Medial tarsal tunnel syndrome (flexor retinaculum compressing plantar nerve)
Fractures (distal tibia, medial malleolus, talus)
Rheumatoid disease
Phlebography and injection of varices
Tenosynovitis
Plaster of Paris pressure behind medial malleolus.
In the sole of the foot
Morton's metatarsalgia (chronic compression between third and fourth metatarsals).
Peroneal nerve lesions
Common peroneal nerve
Lesion site: knee, compression at head of fibula
Pressure palsy during anaesthesia
Plaster of Paris casts, calipers
Crossing of legs
Injuries kneeling and crouching
Knee injuries, foot inversion trauma
Extreme weight loss, with tibialis anterior syndrome
Knee operations (osteotomies, osteosyntheses, joint prostheses)
Ganglion (proximal tibiofibular joint)
Exostoses of head of fibula.
Deep peroneal nerve
Anterior tarsal tunnel syndrome (under cruciate ligaments, associated with heavy footwear).
Superficial peroneal nerve
Crossing lower legs with limbs extended
Blunt lower leg trauma.
Femoral nerve lesions
With paralysis of ileopsoas muscle Site: retroperitoneal; haematomas, possibly in psoas
muscle (anticoagulation), pelvic disease (tumour, inflammation), hip replacement, aortic
aneurysm, idiopathic (ischaemic).
Without paralysis of ileopsoas

Lesion site: inguinal region
Parturition, gynaecological surgery, hernia surgery, femoral angiography, lithotomy position,
trauma, irradiation, hip dislocation.

Sciatic nerve lesions
Lesions in buttock
Bad intramuscular injections, haematoma, surgery (hip replacement, femoral neck fracture,
osteotomy), dislocation, traction in lithotomy positioning, obstetric trauma.
Obturator nerve lesions
Lesion site: pelvis
Pelvic tumours, birth trauma, sacroiliac arthropathies, total hip replacement, pelvic fractures,
obturator hernia (when pain affects the distal end of the medial thigh region: syndrome of
Romberg - Howship).
Isolated saphenous nerve lesion
Lesion site: thigh
Sensory loss below knee
Compression in adductor canal, operations in medial upper thigh.
Isolated saphenous nerve lesion
Lesion site: below knee
Sensory loss lower leg and foot
Varicose vein surgery, plaster of Paris.
Isolated lesion of infrapatellar branch (plexus)
Site: insertion of sartorius
'Gonalgia paraesthetica' after knee surgery.
Lesions in pelvis
Piriformis syndrome (after trauma, sacroiliac arthropathy)
Tumour, pressure lesions.
Lesions in thigh
Fractures of femur, penetrating injuries.

Lateral cutaneus nerve of the thigh lesions
Site of lesion: retroperitoneal
Kidney transplantation, tumours and operations in iliac fossa (colon, retrocaecal
appendicitis)
Site of lesion: groin
Meralgia paraesthetica (inguinal ligament, iliac fascia and fascia lata)
Plaster jacket, biopsies at pelvic rim, lymphoma.

Gluteal nerve lesions
Intramuscular injection, surgery (hip replacement), haematoma in buttock, pelvic fracture.
Pudendal nerve lesions
Space-occupying lesions, prolapse and surgery of pelvic floor (uterine prolapse).

Compartment syndromes
Definition
Neurogenic and myogenic paresis combined with ischaemic symptoms arising from
increased pressure in fascial compartments.
Main features
Local pain with increasing pain, induration, erythema and swelling.
Late effects: contractures with electrical silence in EMG.

Causes
Fractures and their management, osteotomies; overstraining of muscles with oedema-,
haemorrhages, ischaemia; infusions and intra-arterial injections; plaster of Paris bandages
and splinting.

Clinically important forms

Designation
Affected compartment
Pareses
Nerve
lesions
Specific causes
Tibialis anterior syndrome
Extensor compartment of leg
Tibialis
anterior, extensor digitorum and extensor hallucis longus Deep peroneal nerve
Overstrain (football, bowling), soft tissue trauma
Tibialis posterior syndrome
Deep flexor compartment of leg
Tibialis
posterior, flexor digitorum and hallucis longus
Tibial nerve
Fracture and
internal nailing of tibia, venous thromboses
Volkmann's ischaemic contracture Flexor compartment of forearm
Flexor
digitorum profundus and flexor pollicis longus and various other muscles
Median and
ulnar, rarely radial nerve
Ischaemia (brachial artery) haemorrhage, bad
injections, ulnar fractures, plaster of Paris

Differential diagnosis of important peripheral nerve lesions (continued)
1.

Tibial nerve lesion

Sensation
Motor loss
Flexor digitorum, hallucis, lumbricals, abductor hallucis, tibialis posterior, gastrocnemius,
soleus
Reflex reduction or loss
Ankle jerk Posterior tibial reflex
2.

S1 root syndrome

Motor loss
Peronei, triceps surae, - gluteal muscles
Reflex reduction or loss
Ankle jerk
3.

Sciatic nerve lesion

Motor loss
All muscles supplied by common peroneal and tibial nerves
Reflex reduction or loss
Ankle jerk
Posterior tibial reflex
4.

Sacral plexus lesion

As in sciatic nerve lesion with additional loss back of thigh
Motor loss
All posterior muscles supplied by common peroneal and tibialis nerves
Gluteal muscles, knee flexors (positive Trendelenburg sign)
Reflex reduction or loss
Ankle jerk

Differential diagnosis of important peripheral nerve lesions

Common peroneal nerve lesion
Sensation
Motor loss
Extensor digitorum and hallucis, Tibialis anterior muscles (deep peroneal nerve)
Peroneal muscles
(superficial peroneal nerve)
Reflex reduction or loss
None
2.

L5 root syndrome

Motor loss
Extensor hallucis longus,
extensor digitonun, tibialis anterior and posterior, gluteus medius, peronei
Reflex reduction or loss
Tibialis posterior reflex
3.

Sciatic nerve lesion

Motor loss
Muscles supplied by peroneal and tibial nerves, usually also short head of biceps femoris
Reflex reduction or loss
Ankle jerk
Tibialis posterior reflex semitendinosus (hamstring) reflex

Differential diagnosis of important peripheral nerve lesions (continued')
1.
Femoral nerve lesion
Sensation
Motor loss
Quadriceps, sartorius, pectineus muscles - ileopsoas muscle in case of high intrapelvic lesion
Reflex reduction or loss
Knee jerk
2.

L4 root syndrome

Motor loss
Quadriceps, tibialis anterior muscles - adductors
Reflex reduction or loss
Knee jerk adductor reflex

3.

Diabetic amyotrophy

Motor loss
No relevant sensory defect
Quadriceps, adductors, hip muscles; discrete contralateral weakness
Reflex reduction or loss
Knee jerk - adductor reflex
Differential diagnosis of important peripheral nerve lesions (continued)
1.

Proximal ulnar nerve lesion

Motor loss
Interossei, adductor pollicis, lumbricals 3 and 4, flexor digitorum profundus (ulnar half)
Reflex reduction or loss
Finger jerk

2.

C8 root syndrome

Motor loss
As for ulnar lesion plus triceps weakness
Reflex reduction or loss
Finger jerk
Triceps jerk
3.

Lower brachial plexus lesion

Motor loss
In addition extensor carpi radialis, extensor digitorum, extensor pollicis, lumbricals 1 and 2,
flexor digitorum profundus (radial part) often also Homer's syndrome
Reflex reduction or loss
Finger jerk
Differential diagnosis of important peripheral nerve lesions (continued)
1.

Distal median nerve lesion (carpal tunnel syndrome)

Motor loss
Abductor pollicis brevis, opponens pollicis, flexor pollicis brevis, lumbricals 1 and 2
Reflex reduction or loss
None
2.

C7 root syndrome

Motor loss
In addition to thenar muscle paresis: triceps, pectoralis major (middle part), pronator teres,
long finger flexors
Reflex reduction or loss
Triceps jerk

Muscle diseases: diagnostic procedures

Laboratory diagnosis
Serum: ESR, rheumatoid tests, immunoelectrophoresis
Acetylcholine receptor antibodies, myofibril antibodies, ENA, ANA, SMA Lactate,
pyruvate, alanine (possibly also after exertion)
CPK and isoenzyme, LDH, aidolase, electrolytes (potassium)
Urine: myoglobin, glucose, phosphate, amino acids
CSF: lactate.
Special investigations
Lactate estimation after ischaemia and on exertion (ergometer)
Electromyography (EMG), electroneurography
Muscle computerized tomography and ultrasound
Magnetic (spin echo) resonance spectroscopic measurement of creatine phosphate and
ATP under aerobic and anaerobic conditions
Cardiac investigations (ECG, echocardiography, chest X-ray)
Muscle biopsy
Histology: inflammatory cells (polymyositis, vasculitis)
Scatter of fibre size, increase of lipids, dystrophin demonstration (muscular dystrophy)
Structural anomalies (congenital myopathies)
Electron microscopy: lipids, glycogen, mitochondria (mitochondrial myopathies)
Immunohistology: cellular infiltrates (lymphocytes), antigens, complement, antibodies (in
myositides, collagenoses)
Biochemistry: anaerobic metabolism
Acid maltase (Pompe's disease), muscle phosphorylase (McArdle's disease),
phosphofructokinase, phosphoglycerate kinase, phosphoglycerate mutase, lactate
dehydrogenase
Aerobic metabolism (mitochondrial myopathies)
Pyruvate carboxylase, carnitine, respiratory chain defects
Molecular biology: genome analysis with DNA probes

Benign congenital myopathies
Definition

Congenital and usually inherited myopathy with typical histology; long-term prognosis usually
good.
Clinical features
Floppy infant with muscle hypotonia, hyporeflexia and usually retarded motor development.
Possibly skeletal anomalies, ophthalmoplegias.
Diagnosis
Muscle biopsy shows structural abnormalities
Central core disease: absence of NADH dehydrogenase in muscle fibre core
Multicore disease: multifocal absence of NADH dehydrogenase
Centronuclear myopathy: central location of nuclei in muscle fibres
Nemaline myopathy: inclusion (rod structures) in muscle fibres
Treatment
Prophylactic treament of infections in infants and young children; youths and adults may
benefit from graded attention of remedial gymnast.

Congenital diseases of muscle
1.
(a)

Progressive muscular dystrophies
Linked recessive inheritance
(i)
Duchenne type: infantile, poor prognosis, pelvic girdle
Defect chromosome

Xp
21 - dystrophin
anomaly
(ii)
Becker-Kiener type: juvenile, benign, pelvic girdle
(iii)
Emery-Dreifuss type: scapulohumeral, distal, adult, contractures
(b) Autosomal recessive inheritance
(i)
Limb girdle type: start pelvic girdle (Leyden-Moebius), start shoulder girdle
(Erb), variable
Defect chromosome 15 p
(ii) Congenital muscular dystrophy: malignant (de Lange), benign (BattenTurner)
(c)
Autosomal dominant inheritance
(i)
Facioscapulohumeral form (Landouzy-Déjerine), juvenile
(ii) Scapulohumeral form (Erb): adult
Defect chromosome
4p
(iii) Scapuloperoneal form: adult
(iv) Pelvic girdle form (Heyck-Laudahn): adult
(v) Distal limb type: adult (Welander), infantile (Magee-Dejong)
(vi) Ocular form (Fuchs-Kiloh-Nevin): variable
(vii) Oculopharyngeal form (Victor): adult.

2. Myotonins

(a) Autosomal dominant inheritance
(i)
Dystrophia myotonica: adult
Defect chromosome 19 p
(ii)
Myotonia congenita (Thomsen): infantile
(iii)
Paramyotonia congenita (Euienburg): infantile
(b)
Autosomal recessive inheritance
(i)
Myotonia congenita (Becker): infantile
(i)
Myotonia with dwarfism (Schwartz-Jampel): infantile.
3. Myopathic syndromes in metabolic diseases
(a) Enzyme defects
(i)
Glycogenoses types I-V (type II Pompe, type V McArdle, variable v.
infra
(ii)
Lipid storage myopathy: infantile
(iii)
Myoglobinuria (malignant hyperthermia): juvenile
(iv)
Rhabdomyolysis (paroxysmal myoglobinuria): juvenile
(v)
Mitochondrial (Table 240)
(b)
Disorders of potassium metabolism (autosomal dominant inheritance: juvenile
(i)
Hypokalaemic paralysis
(ii) Hyperkalaemic paralysis (Gamstorp)
(iii) Normokalaemic paralysis.
4. Congenital myopathies (non-progressive, infantile, autosomal dominant or recessive)
(a) Nemaline myopathy
(b) Centro-nuclear myopathy
(c) Central core disease.
Glycogenoses (enzyme defects of glycogen metabolism in lysosomes and muscle cytosol)
(a) Type 2: acid maltase deficiency (1,4 glucosidase deficiency)
CK elevated, unstable EMG, vacuolar myopathy with glycogen storage. Demonstrable
enzyme deficiency in muscle, fibroblasts, urine.
(i) Pompe type in neonates: involvement of liver, heart, kidneys, CNS and
PNS: fatal before second year
(ii) Infantile-juvenile type (age 3-12): proximal myopathy, also respiratory
muscles, death usually before age 20
(iii)
Adult type (after age 20): focal proximal myopathy with selective
hypertrophy, trunk and respiratory muscles also involved, sleep
disorders common
Attempt treatment with high protein, low carbohydrate diet.
(b)

Other types
(i) Type 3: Forbes' disease: debranching enzyme deficiency (amylo-1,6
glucosidase deficiency; children with proximal myopathy and
hepatomegaly
(ii) Type 4: Branching enzyme deficiency (amylo-1,4-1,6 transglucosidase
deficiency) congenital or neonates: liver cirrhosis, very poor
prognosis
(iii) Type 5: McArdle's disease (muscle phosphorylase (iii) Type 5:
McArdle's disease (muscle phosphorylase deficiency):
mostly prepubertal, commonerinboys, exertion-related myalgia,
weakness, stiffness, oedema with myoglobinuria

(iv) Type 7. Phospho-fructokinase deficiency: men, juveniles, related to exertion,
erythrocytes involved.

Mitochondrial myopathies

Definition
Myopathy based on mitochondrial enzyme defect, mostly of mitochondrial or autosomal
recessive inheritance, which can affect:
1. Substrate transport in mitochondria,
e.g. carnitine-palmityl transferase.
2. Mitochondrial substrate utilization, e.g. pyruvate dehydrogenase.
3. Mitochondrial respiratory chain,
e.g. enzyme complexes, coenzyme Q.
4. Oxidative phosphorylation,
e.g. ATPase, Luft's syndrome.
Clinical features
Weakness and pain of musculature, especially on sustained exertion; chronic progressive
external ophthalmoplegia (CPEO), inadequate respiration, cardiomyopathy.
Laboratory tests
Raised blood lactate (especially after exertion and ischaemia testing), occasionally raised
CK, pyruvate, alanine, glycosuria, amino aciduria, phosphaturia with cytochrome oxidase
deficiency.
Muscle biopsy diagnostic features
On microscopy: ragged red fibres; on electron microscopy: mitochondrial aggregates and
alterations, possibly also accumulation of glycogen and lipid; biochemical analysis of
mitochondria for enzyme

Malignant hyperthermia
A genetic predisposition to develop malignant hyperpyrexia from trigger drugs (inhalational
anaesthetics and depolarizing muscle relaxants): compare the neuroleptic malignant
syndrome
Incidence I in 75 000 general anaesthetics in adults (commoner in children).
Clinical features
Tachycardia with abnormal rhythms, tachypnoea, muscular rigidity Uaw muscles), labile
blood pressure: as the condition progresses metabolic acidosis with electrolyte disorders,
cyanosis, hyperthermia, rhabdomyolysis with myoglobinuria. Danger of renal and left
ventricular failure, coagulopathy. Mortality 10-30%.
Triggering agents
Halothane, suxamethonium - rarely other anaesthetic agents (also neuroleptic malignant
syndrome from fluphenazine etc).

Hints of predisposition
Earlier anaesthetic mishaps, family history of muscle diseases, myalgia with fever, dark urine
after anaesthesia, or spontaneous, unexplained deaths in the family. Raised
phosphocreatine-kinase (in about 70% prior to drug exposure), skeletal deformities
(scoliosis, abnormal feet), flaccid connective tissue with propensity to hernias.
Diagnostic tests
Creatine kinase, TRH test, lipid electrophoresis
Muscle ischaemia test with lactate and ammonium estimation
EMG
Muscle biopsy under local anaesthesia for histology, histochemistry and in vitro study of
halothane-induced contracture.
Management
Withdrawal of potential trigger substances
Infusion of dantrolene sodium
Ventilation and iv injection of sodium bicarbonate according to degree of acidosis
Cooling
Diuretics
If further anaesthesia is required: neuroleptanalgesia, nitrous oxide, barbiturates,
benzodiazepines, pancuronium.
Prophylaxis
Registration of patients at risk of malignant hyperpyrexia
If possible use local anaesthesia, otherwise use prophylactic dantrolene 30min before
anaesthesia
Anaesthetize with barbiturates, opiates, benzodiazepines, nitrous oxide, pancuronium.

Causes of myoglobinuria

HEREDITARY
McArdle's disease (muscle phosphorylase deficiency)
Phospho-fructokinase deficiencey
Carnitine-paimityl-transferase deficiency
Malignant hyperpyrexia.

AQUIRED
Muscular overload (sport, tibialis anterior syndrome, epileptic fits, tetanus, dystonias,
alcoholic delirium, catatonia)
Trauma, infection, electric shock, burns, air embolism, prolonged coma, heat stroke,
hypothermia, barotrauma, toxic shock syndrome, sepsis

Myopathies (polymyositis, dermatomyositis, alcoholic myopathy, leptospirosis)
Toxic (anaesthesia, barbiturates, carbon monoxide, succinyl choline, amphotericin B, heroin,
neuroleptics (neuroleptic malignant syndrome), food poisoning, snake bite, alcohol)
Metabolic (diabetic ketoacidosis, hypokalaemia, hypophosphataemia).
Disorders of electrical membrane stability: ion channel disorders
Myotonias and periodic paralyses (gCl, gNa, gK indicate sarcolemmal permeability for Cl-,
Na+, K+: increased, ↓ reduced)
Disease (original author)

Inheritance

Membrane defect

Myotonia congenita (Thomsen)
Recessive generalized myotonia (Becker)Recessive
Dystrophia myotonica (Steinert)

Dominant
gCl, ↓
Dominant

gNa. ↓

Paramyotonia congenita (Eulenburg)
Familial hyperkalaemic periodic
paralysis

Dominant
Dominant

gNa
gNa

Fanilial hypokalaemic paralysis
(Westphal)

Dominant

gNa / gK

Secondary periodic paralyses

Sporadic

?

gCl, ↓?, gNa.

?

Grading of myasthenia gravis

I

Localized non-progressive form of myasthenia; excellent prognosis (e.g. ocular
myasthenia)

IIa

Slow onset generalized myasthenia, frequently ocular at first, spreading to affect
more than one group of striated muscle, sparing of respiratory muscles. Usually
amenable to drug treatment. Fairly good prognosis

IIb

Moderate generalized form with involvement of bulbar muscles prognosis fair

III

Rapid and fulminating onset of generalized myasthenia with early respiratory
involvement. Progression usually complete by 6 months. Poor response to
medication and poor prognosis

IV
V

Late severe myasthenia which evolves within 2 years of onset in groups I and II and
then behaves clinically like group III
Myasthenia with localized muscular atrophy: most patients present as in group II
and develop muscular atrophy within 6 months of onset. Prognosis is variable and
depends on other clinical features

Tensilon test
Preparation

Aspirate 1 ml = 10 mg Tensilon (edrophonium hydrochloride) into a syringe.
Aspirate atropine 2 mg into a second syringe as possible antidote.

Test

Intravenous injection of 0.2 ml: if tolerated, inject the remaining 0.8 ml after
30 s interval.
In case of muscarinic side-effects, such as bradycardia, immediately inject
the atropine.

Interpretation Depends on effect on existing clinical symptoms and signs (ptosis, diplopia,
ability to maintain posture of elevated limbs or head; possibility of
assessment by EMG with repetitive stimulation of nerve).
Assessment of any effect 20-30s after injection - may last up to 10
min.
(Tensilon may cause some twitching of normal and particularly of

denervated muscles.)
Prostigmine may serve as an alternative and longer-lasting test substance.

Myasthenia treatment: anticholinesterases (doses for adults)
Oral dose

Parenteral dose

Pyridostigmine
(Mestinon)

60-180mg

Neostigmine
(Prostigmine)

15-30mg

Edrophonium chloride
(Tensilon)

Dose interval
3-6mg

4-6h

0.5-1.0 mg im
or by iv injection

4h

1-10mg by intravenous injection for testing
only (very short acting)

Surgery in myasthenia: practical procedures
Stop azathioprine 2 days before, restart, second week after operation.
Corticosteroids: no change in dose before or after operation.
Anticholinesterases: continue up to day before operation, re-start by mouth 6h after
operation; if necessary use'parenteral neostigmine.

Differentiation of myasthenic from cholinergic crisis
Myasthenic crisis
Eye

Pupil medium or dilated

Cholinergic crisis
Pupil constricted
Accommodation failure

(distant
look)
Respiration poor from muscle
paresis, bronchial constriction
and increased bronchial
secretions

Breathing

Respiration poor from muscle
paresis

Heart

Tachycardia

Bradycardia

Possibly urge to defaecate

Abdominal cramps,

Abdomen
diarrhoea

Muscles

Flaccid paresis

Flaccid paresis with
fasciculations and calf cramps

Skin

Pale, possibly cold

Erythematous, warm

Tensilon test positive

Tensilon test negative

Procedure and
(weaker,
Treatment

(stronger)
ISQ)
Prostigmine 0.5 mg iv injection Atropine 2 mg iv injection, if
then Mestinon 24mg in
required suction, intubation,
500ml glucose iv infusion;
ventilation
if required suction,
intubation, ventilation

Note: possibility of mixed crisis - If so initiate ventilation, stop anticholinesterases, consider
use of corticosteroids and/or plasmapheresis

Neurological features of endocrine disorders

Parathyroid
Hyperparathyroidism
Psychological symptoms (fatigue, confusion, personality change, anxiety)
Muscular weakness
Hypoparathyroidism
Tetany
Epileptic fits
Psychological symptoms (confusion, restlessness, hallucinations)
Chorea
Basal ganglia calcification
Thyroid
Hyperthyroidism
Myopathy
Myasthenia gravis
Hypokalaemic periodic paralysis
Exophthaimus (ophthalmopathy)
Tremor, restlessness, tension

Polyneuropathy (rarely)
Hypothyroidism
Carpal tunnel syndrome
Myopathy
Polyneuropathy
Cerebellar degeneration
Disordered consciousness up to coma
Adrenal cortex
Addison's disease
Apathy, fatiguability, anxiety
Hyperkalaemic paralysis
Heat cramps
Cushing's disease
Sleep disorders, restlessness,
psychotic symptoms, myopathy
Primary aldosteronism
Hypokalaemic paralysis
Adrenal medulla
Phaeochromocytonia
Headache in hypertensive crises
Intracerebral haemorrhage
Pancreas
Diabetes mellitus
Diabetic coma
Polyneuropathy with autonomic involvement
Diabetic amyotrophy
Cranial nerve mononeuropathy (III nerve)
Hyperinsulinism (islet cell tumour)
Hypoglycaemic coma
Symptomatic fits
Focal neurological signs in hypoglycaemia
Neuronal damage
Pituitary, hypothalamus
Local pressure effects
Bitemporal hemianopia
Cranial nerve palsies (superior orbital fissure and cavernous sinus syndromes)

Obstructive hydrocephalus
Endocrine features of hypersecreting pituitary tumours
Endocrine features of hypothalamic dysfunction
Diabetes insipidus
Syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion (SIADH)

Multiple sclerosis: classification

A
•
•
•

Definite multiple sclerosis
Two relapses or progression over the course of 1 year
At least two disseminated symptoms and signs (allowing for neurophysiological findings)
Typical CSF changes (intrathecal IgG production, oligocional bands, mild mononuclear
pleocytosis)

Multifocal white matter lesions demonstrated in MRI.

B Probable multiple sclerosis
At least two of the criteria listed above under A have been satisfied.
C Possible multiple sclerosis
Symptoms and signs which could indicate multiple sclerosis, but at time in question no
evidence of relapses in time, or of multiplicity of lesions favoring diagnosis, e.g. isolated
retrobulbar neuritis.

Impairment (Kurtzke) scale in multiple sclerosis

0
1
2
3
4

Normal findings
No disability, minimal signs
Minimal disability in one functional system (e.g. slight spasticity or paresis)
Moderate disability in one functional system, or mild disability in 3 or 4 systems
Disability which impairs but does not prohibit normal job and life style

5
6
7
8
9
10

Partial inability to work, maximal walking distance without aid 200m
Walking limited to 100m with support from sticks, props
Wheel-chair bound patient who can get in and out of, and move chair, without help
Bed or chair-bound but retains effective use of upper limbs
Helpless bed-ridden patient
Death from multiple sclerosis.

Multiple sclerosis - CAMBS scale
Disability and impairment
•

·

1.

Patient is fully independent.

2.

Patient with only one symptom of: mild fatigue, visual blurring (can read), minor sensory
symptoms or sphincter disturbance, altered arm function, or mild difficulty walking.

3.

Patient with one or more of: frequency and continence problems, definite visual
disorder (cannot read), inability to use one or both arms, marked pain or dysaesthesiae,
requires bilateral supports to walk, clear intellectual impairment.

4.

Wheel-chair-bound patient, or other major disability restricting daily activities.

5.

Bed-ridden, or otherwise entirely care dependent.

unknown

Relapse
•

unknown

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Quiescent, or non-relapsing course.
Subjectively worse but improving or objectively unchanged.
Subjectively worse; worse than base-line and deteriorating.
Worse as result of established relapse.
Major deterioration necessitating hospital admission and increased dependency.

Progression
•

no knowledge of illness up to present time

1.
2.
3.
4.

Apart front recent changes clinically unaltered for last year.
Minor deterioration in past year.
Significant disability in past year.
Rapid increase in disability in past year.

5.

Devastating progression in past year, i.e. malignant form of disease.

Handicap
Ask patient to mark the line below to score for handicap on scale 1 to 5: 'How severely
does your condition affect your ability to perform a normal role in life? Level I would
indicate no effect on life, occupation, ability to support family. Level 5 means rendered
completely incapable of any useful role in life, totally prevents normal social role, job, family
life. Make mark on any digit on the line'.

1

2

3

4

5

I can lead a completely I am completely prevented from leading normal life a normal life by
my illness

Multiple sclerosis: typical features

Typical clinical symptoms and signs
presenting

Frequency

(As

(%)
symptom or sign)
Sensory disorders
Spasticity, pyramidal tract signs
Central pareses
Cerebellar/brain stem features
Retrobulbar neuritis
Sphincter disorders
Altered higher mental functions
Eye muscle weakness
Other cranial nerve defects

86
85
85
79
62
61
39
36
30

(42)
(29)
(45)
(24)
(33)
(9)
(4)
(14)
(10)

Typical CSF abnormalities
Mononuclear pleocytosis up to 50 cells/mm3
Total protein normal or slightly raised up to
100mg%

60
70
80

≥90

Intrathecal IgG production
Oligoclonal bands detectable
Typical neurophysiological features
Visual evoked potentials (VEP)
Prolonged latency
Flattened potentials
Auditory evoked potentials (AEP)
Interpeak latencies lengthened
Amplitude reduction peak V
Somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEP)
Prolonged latencies
Flattening of potentials
Motor evoked potentials (MEP)
Central motor conduction times lengthened
Amplitude reduction
Typical neuroradiological findings
CT evidence of demyelination
MRI evidence of demyelination

70

70

60

70

50
≥90

Matthews, W.B. (ed.) (1991) McAlpine's Multiple Sclerosis, 2nd edn, Churchill
Livingstone, Edinburgh

Sleep disorders
TREATMENT
Hypersomnia DOES: disorders of excessive somnolence a. Sleep apnoea syndrome
Obstructive (90%): stentorous snoring, obesity (Pickwickian syndrome) Central (10%
nocturnal waking) b. Narcolepsy Paroxysmal sleeping Cataplexy attacks Waking
attacks Hypnagogic hallucinations c. Kleine-Levin syndrome (men with bulimia) d.
Psychiatric disorders (cyclothymia, psychoses) e. Alcohol or drug dependency f. Other
toxic causes g. Lack of sleep, hypersomnia related to menstruation
Weight reduction,
triggered positive pressure ventilation, ENT Surgery, tracheostomy theophylline, phrenic
pacemaker Dexamphetamine Clomipramine (Amphetamine) (Amphetamine) Imipramine,
lithium According to cause Symptomatic
Insomnia and hyposomnia DIMS: disorders of intiating and maintaining sleep a.
Psychiatric diseases (cyclothymia, personality disorders) b. Psychosomatic
hyposomnia c. Alcohol or drug dependency d. Situational hyposomnia (extraneous
disturbances) e. Pharmacogenic hyposomnia (after analgesics, etc.) f. Symptomatic
hyposomnia (hyperthyroidism, etc.)
According to cause
Symptomatic Chlonnethiazole, neuroleptics Benzodiazepines Thymoleptics According to
cause
Parasomnia (motor and psychogenic sleep disorders) a. Night terrors (children) b.
Sleep walking (children, juveniles) c. Nocturnal (hypnagogic) myoclonus d. Enuresis (after

fifth year) e. Bruxism f.
Restless leg syndrome
? Tonsillectomy,
benzodiazepines Benzodiazepines Benzodiazepines Alarm device, imipramine
Benzodiazepines Benzodiazepines, laevodopa
Disorders of sleep-waking cycles a. Jet lag b. Shift work c. Non-24h sleep-waking
rhythm d. Crescendo sleep-waking rhythm e. Syndrome of delayed or prolonged sleep
phases
Symptomatic

Pathogenesis of obstructive sleep apnoea
(Reproduced- after Hierholzer, K. and Schmidt, R.F. Pathophysiologie des Menschet
published by VCH, Weinheim, 1991.)

Drugs

Sedatives
? Testosterone
? Endocrine

Disorders of CNS

Hypothyroidism
Acromegaly

Tumour

Alcohol
REM sleep

Macroglossia Hypothyroidism
Acromegaly

Obesity
Nasal obstruction
Retrognathesis
Large tonsils
Extreme relaxation
of pharynx and
tongue (brain stem)

Enlargement of
soft palate and uvula

THE CV-4 TECHNIQUE
The still point achieved by application of the technique to
the subject's occiput is traditionally called a "CV-4" technique.
CV-4 means compression of the 4th ventricle. In this case, 4th
ventricle refers to the ventricle of the brain. Dr. Sutherland,
the originator of this technique, believed that he was compressing
the 4th ventricle of the brain and thus affecting all of the vital
nerve centers located in and about the walls of this ventricle.
The occipital squama provide an accommodation to changing
intracranial fluid pressures. The CV-4 technique significantly
reduces the ability of these squama to accommodate. The
intracranial hydraulic fluid pressure is therefore increased and
redirected along all other available pathways when the motion of
the occipital squama is extrinsically restricted. Thus, the CV-4
technique promotes fluid movement and hence, exchange. The
enhancement of fluid movement is always beneficial except in cases
of intracranial hemorrhage when clot formation is enhanced by
stasis, and in cases of cerebral aneurysm where changing
intracranial pressures could produce leaking or rupture.
The CV-4 technique affects diaphragm activity and autonomic
control of respiration, and seems to relax the sympathetic nervous
system tonus to a significant in stressed patients. Autonomic
functional improvement is always expected as a result of still
point induction.
Clinically, this technique is beneficial in cases where a
lymphatic pump technique is indicated. It has significantly
lowered fever by as much as 4 degrees F in 30-60 minutes. It
relaxes all connective tissues of the body and therefore benefits
acute and chronic musculoskeletal lesions. It is effective in
degenerative arthritic processes, in both cerebral and pulmonary
congestion, in regulating labor and as a means of reducing
dependent edema.
The CV-4 technique is, quite simply, an excellent "shotgun"
technique for a multitude of problems in that it enhances tissue
and fluid motion and restores flexibility of autonomic response.
As the therapist, cup your hands so that the thumbs make a
"V". The apex of the "V", formed by the thumbs, should be level
with the spines of the second or third cervical vertebra. The
thenar eminences are applied to the occipital squama medial to, and
totally avoiding the occipitomastoid sutures. As the subject's
occiput narrows in the extension phase of the craniosacral system
cycle, this movement is followed by the thenar eminences. As the
subject's occiput attempts to widen during the flexion phase of the
cranial cycle, you should resist this widening. Your hands become
immovable. You do not squeeze. As extension phase narrowing of
the subject's occiput recurs, take up the slack by following the
narrowing of the subject's occiput. The occipital broadening of
the flexion phase of craniosacral system motion is again resisted.
This procedure is repeated until the cranial rhythm becomes reduced
and disorganized, then ultimately stops, temporarily but
completely.
When this stop occurs in the cranial rhythm, the still point
has been induced. The still point will continue for a variable
number of seconds or minutes. The subject's respiration will
change, and light perspiration will often appear on the forehead.
A noticeable relaxation of the body will occur.
Within a few minutes, you will notice that the subject's

occiput once again attempts to broaden into the flexion phase of
the craniosacral system's rhythmic cycle. When you feel a
concerted strong motion bilaterally, stop your resistance. Follow
this broadening and evaluate for amplitude and symmetry of
craniosacral motion.
A still point can also be induced anywhere on the subject's
head by applying the same principles of following the motion to its
extreme extension and resisting the return to neutral until the
rhythmic activity temporarily ceases.

NEUROLOGY TEST
Blood pressure should not drop when a person stands. If a person's blood pressure drops
more than ten points when he stands, rising from a sitting position, this is an indication of a
weakness of the adrenal gland, which indicates an orthostatic blood pressure problem. Thus
the adrenal gland, in its inability to pick up the blood pressure, causes a drop in the blood
pressure, which can provoke dizziness. Other disorders of the circulation system can
complicate the results. Refer if chronic.
While it is not likely that you can make a specific diagnosis for the cause of repeated
dizziness, vertigo, ataxia or positional imbalance, it is sometimes possible to help discern the
problem by applying six basic dizziness and ataxia tests:
The Romberg test: the individual stand up with feet close together, arms at sides, and then
closes both eyes be sure someone is ready to catch the person should he or she start to fall.
Client should not fall. Next ask the client to stand on one leg, eyes opened then closed. (Note
which leg is picked. Usually a person choose the dominant leg.) Client should be able to stand
on one leg with eyes opened, not with eyes closed.
The past-pointing test: have the individual sit in front of your with eyes closed, holding out both
hands with the index fingers pointing at you-, placing your fingertips underneath his or hers, tell
the person to lift up both arms over his or her head and then return the index finger where they
were (on your fingertips, which you have kept in place).
The finger-to-nose test: have the individual stand up and, with eyes closed, extend one arm all
the way out to the side, hold it out straight and ten quickly bring back the index finger to the
top of his or her nose, keeping the elbow perpendicular to the body, test both arms.
The finger coordination test: have the individual touch each fingertip with his or her thumb in
rapid succession, back and forth, test both hands.
The heel-to-knee test: have the individual lie down on his or her back and place the heel of one
foot on the knee of the opposite leg, first with the eyes open and then with them closed, test
both feet.
The toe-pointing test: have the individual lie down on his or her back and point to various
objects with his or her big toe; test both feet.

SMELL FUNCTION
We should be able to smell equally well in both sides of the nose. Sometimes there is a
deviated septum or possibly even neurological dysfunction, which can have an effect on only
one nostril. Toxic heavy metals, industrial chemicals, zinc deficiency and other mineral
nutritional excesses or deficiencies can also have inappropriate effects on smell.
To test smell, we can use onion, garlic, chocolate, mint, coffee, turpentine, flowers, tobacco, or
a burning match. By corking up one nostril, and asking the patient to sense the different
smells blindfolded, to identify each smell, is a good test of smell. The patient might also be
asked to smell these at a distance of four feet, which can also indicate the degree of normality.
What to Watch Out For
If you are testing someone else, occasionally substitute plain water as a test material; it should
have no odor and can help eliminate subjective or hallucinatory responses. If nasal
decongestants od not open the nasal passageways within 30 minutes, do not repeat their use;
put off the testing for another day. It is a good idea to test a smell function prior to undergoing
any nose operation (rhinoplasty); in that way you will always be aware of any loss of smell as
consequence of surgery.
What the Tests Results Can Mean
Absent or unusual smell function warrants a medical consultation, of for no other reason than
to rule out any underlying problem. If noting else, testing smell function will let you know if you
are able perceive odoriferous warnings of possible dangers. If you find you are unable to notice
smoke it would be advisable to install smoke throughout your residence.
SENSORY TESTSTESTS

These sensory tests also help explain some of the many "sensations" of burning, tingling, pins
and needles, unexplained pain or the absence of any feeling at all (numbness). And sensory
testing can be quite valuable in detecting malingerers. Look for body reactions such as
startles, shudders, spasms, muscle tension, pupil reactivity or others. Ask for verbal
reactions, but also check body reactions.
These are tests, which should be performed while the individual's eyes are closed or
blindfolded, so that the tests are more objective. They can be performed all over the body
surfaces and extremities.
Pinprick:
it is usual for an individual to feel pain of a slight pinprick on the body, and it
should feel the same all over; at the same time, the individual should be able to discriminate
between a pinprick and the push of a pencil eraser. If not, there could be severe or moderate
nerve damage. Refer to competent physician.
Light touch discrimination: an individual should be able to discern the difference between the
touch of a piece of cotton, a small brush, the light stroke of a fingertip, and between coarse
cotton and silk.
Temperature discrimination: when two tubes of water, one warm and the other cool, are
individually placed against the skin, a person should easily be able to tell the difference.
Tuning fork: when the base of a vibrating tuning fork is placed on a bent surface (elbow, ankle,
spine), an individual should be able to feel the vibrations for as long as the examiner can.
Position sense: an individual should be able to tell when his or her thumb, fingers and big toe
have been pointed up or down. North, south, east and west should also be noted. If the client
is told which way is west he should be able to point north, south and east.
Distance discrimination: when two pins or other objects are placed near each other on the skin,
an individual should be able to tell about how far apart they are.
Stereognosis: an individual should be able to recognize and describe the shape of a solid
object (coin, button, marble, pencil stub) placed in the hand.
Small-corks:
this test is best performed on another family member rather than one's self,
obtain four small corks of different sizes ranging from one-half inch to one and one-quarter
inches in size, each varying by one quarter inch; after placing them first in one hand and then
the other of a blindfolded person ask that person ask that person: using that one hand and its
fingers only, to tell how many corks there are and then to hand them back.

(Body Circumference) - (Fat Thickness x 3.14) = Muscle, Bone Circumference

Muscle, Bone Circumference
100--

= Percentage of Body Fat
Arm Circumference

This will tell us the difference between muscle and fat in the body. We can now measure the
body fat when performing the same calculation for midriff and thigh.
Ideal percentage of body fat is 10 percent to 15 percent. Healthy people can have 10 to 25
percent without problems. Less than 5 percent (often less than 10 percent) can be too little.
More than 25 percent is too much. More than 30 percent effects health adversely. Forty
percent or more is obese. If you are over 20 percent under the ideal weight, medical
consultation is suggested.
TASTE FUNCTIONFUNCTION

To find out about the different neurological abilities to taste different substances, we can
blindfold the patient. Then with an eyedropper, we can introduce a control of distilled water, and
then some of the different substances, and see if the patient can determine the correct taste of
each one.
For bitter flavor use quinine. For salty, a little bit of salt dissolved in distilled water. For sour,
vinegar. For sweet, a little bit of sugar or honey dissolved in distilled water. This allows the
patient to taste the four basic flavors. Trying more dilute strengths can determine the strength
of the taste buds.
Do not attempt this if the patient has a cold, sinusitis, or stuffy nose, or if he has had alcoholic
beverages, or has been smoking. This interrupts the taste test.

VISUAL ACUITYACUITY
The Amsler grid can be used to detect early signs of vision problems. It can also be used to
prevent subsequent blindness, and to detect macular deterioration, which covers many
diseases in the central part of the retina. Hold this grid one foot away from you, and with both
eyes, stare at the dot in the center of the grid. Close one eye and see if the squares around
the dot disappear.
If they do not seem straight, or change in any way, then there might be a problem with that eye.
Any changes that happens in the grid lines is a warning that one might need to go to an eye
doctor.
Another common vision check is that of the Snellen chart. Here we are asked to read different
letters of various sizes at a distance of 20 feet. These can be purchased from local optometry
shops.
At 20 feet we should be able to read all the different figures for the eyesight to be 20/20. 20/40
means that at 20 feet the individual can only read the line that someone with normal vision
could read at 40 feet, and at 20/200 he can only read the large letter that normally could be
read at 200 feet.
The vision of an individual with near-sightedness should be able to read typical newspaper print
at a distance of 14 inches. Farsighted people sometimes need to have longer arms, as they
move items further and further away, as they become more farsighted.
For a simple test of astigmatism look at a vertical pole, if it seems bent, curved or broken, this
could be an early warning sign of glaucoma, cataract, or retinal problems. It may indicate
some degree of astigmatism.
Strabismus is a condition in which the two eyes do not perceive identical images. This is
usually due to a weakness in the muscles around the eye. It is a common cause of diplopla;
double vision. Some children show cross-eyes, and can be taught with certain eye exercises to
increase muscular strength, and thus reduce the strabismus. To test this we have the person
stare at an object 20 feet away, with both eyes directed to the same point. One eye is then
covered, then uncovered. The covered eye should not shift its position. Neither eye should be
closed, but covered to perform this test. The object should not change position. If the
covered eye shifts or moves, it could be a sign of weak eye muscles.
As the person stares at a flashlight two feet away a red-colored glass is moved in front of one
eye. Even after covering one eye with the red-colored glass, the person should still see only
one light. If, after the object moves that is covering the eye, the person sees two lights, this
means that there could be a condition of diplopia, and that one eye has weak musculature, and
is thus imbalanced in corresponding to the other.
Another test is that of pupillary reflex. The pupil should react to light and dark. One way to
test the entire optic nerve pattern is: with both eyes open, cover one eye, while light shines into
the other. Remove the cover from the other eye. The uncovered eye's pupil should react to the
light with the other eye. This will cause the light to go through the entire optic nerve channel to
the back of the brain, the occipital lobe. Thus we can check the entire optic nerve and all of

its bypasses.
Step 4. In Step 4, the client is asked to direct himself in probing inquiry and soul-searching
criticism of his life to find the sources of negativity, behaviors that have lead to problems, and
in defining emotional insecurity. These often take place in bad relationship patterns, fear,
anxiety, jealousy, anger, rage, mistrust, misunderstanding, delusion, too much worry, sadness,
negativity, and a host of other different endeavors that the client is asked to pursue in a very indepth process to uncover the little flaws in his character. This process brings issues into
awareness so that these issues might be dispelled.
Step 5. In Step 5, the client now is asked to share these problems and the nature of his wrongdoings with himself, with other people, and with God, in a directive which is verbalized to allow
other people in a family or professional health group to help him to overcome these disabling
patterns.
Step 6. Step 6 necessitates the action of starting and initiating the process of this healing
God-consciousness direction. Realizing that perfection cannot be attained and that this is an
on-going process throughout the rest of his life, to be able to deal with the negativities as they
arise in his life. This is not thought of as a goal, but as a process which will continue forever
and ever. By recognizing the lack of perfection through humility, we now seek to go about
noticing the negative aspects our behavior and lives and dealing with them on a day-to-day
basis.
Step 7. In Step 7, we ask God's help to remove our shortcomings and to help us fight the
negativity. In a day-to-day process, we must realize, in a humble way, the limitations of the
human spirit and the superiority of the God-consciousness. We must ask for the strength to
help us each day of our lives.
Step 8. Step 8 is making a list of all the people your client has harmed. He must be willing to
make amends for the harm. We also recommend that the client make a list of all the people
who have harmed him and be willing to make forgiveness a key factor in his life - to forgive the
people who have harmed him. Here we ask to make amends for our transgressions and to
forgive those who have transgressed against us.
Step 9. In Step 9, we try to reach out to the people we have hurt to try to make amends, talk to
them ask for their forgiveness and do the different things that we can, as long as we are not
hurting, injuring, bothering or pestering those people. We now forgive the people who have hurt
us. We reach out and find ways to heal the hurts and negativities that have occurred in our
lives. For some of the people who are hard to forgive, such as parents, teachers, sometimes
even self, we ask to employ the forgiveness technique that was directed by Jesus, who said,
"Do not forgive others seven times, not seventy times, but seven times seventy." Ask a client
to write down "I forgive "' seventy times for seven days on a piece of paper. This will have a
healing and cleansing aspect on the soul. After 490 times, we really can forgive.
Step 10. Step 10 is the commitment to make this an on-going process to look at the negative
aspects of our lives; not just once, but for the rest of our lives. When we are wrong, promptly
admit it and make amends when we can with our fellow human beings. As this expands, we can
start to examine the key factors of our motives and increase our understanding of ourselves
and others. This is a process of joy and compassion in processing the factors of our lives.
Step 11. Step 11. is making the commitment to learn how to pray, meditate, and communicate
with the God consciousness, making this a daily part of our lives and realizing the superiority of
that Force and Power. Learn how to make a joyful noise unto the Lord. Deal with negativity in
a joyful way.
Step 12. Finally having had some spiritual awakening through this process, we now seek to
help others as well as to help ourselves on a daily basis. We must realize that the fruits of
action are produced in the seeds of thoughts. We must seek to work with our thoughts as well
as our actions and try to make our actions and our thoughts more positive for ourselves and for
others. We must come to the realization that the mind, the body, the spirit, our society and our
environment are one, and that we do, at times, have negativity in our lives which need to be
dealt with in a positive way. We must not succumb to this force of negativity. There is a force
more powerful than we, that can help us to find the positivity, the joy, the compassion, and the
happiness to make our lives on this planet a joyous and prosperous one.
In going through these 12 steps, often times professional counseling is needed. We must
emphasize that most people cannot complete this process alone. They will need group

support, clergy support, counseling support, psychologists, and the like. Often times in groups
such as Alcoholic's Anonymous, addictions are transposed with coffee, sugar, and other
substitutes: This can also be an addiction process. One addiction process done not mend
another. Substituting a weaker addiction might be part of the pathway to healing, but
sometimes it can be detrimental. We hope that the people who have addictions (we believe
this represents 97 percent of the population) can deal with them in very positive ways. We also
heartily recommend professional intervention at every level.

Nursing Diagnoses
DIAGNOSTIC DIVISIONS
Nursing diagnoses are categorized for quick reference to assist the nurse in converting nursing problem statements into
nursing diagnoses.
ACTIVITY / REST
Activity intolerance
Activity intolerance, potential
Diversional activity, decifit
Sleep pattern distrubance
CIRCULATION
Card iac output, alteration in: decreased
Tissue perfusion, alteration in (specify)
ELIMINATION
Bowel elimination, alteration in: constipation
Bowel elimination, alteration in: diarrhea
Bowel elimination, alteration in: incontinence
Incontinence: functional
Incontinence: reflex
Incontinence: stress
Incontinence: total
Incontinence: urge
Urinary elimination, alteration in patterns
Urinary retention (acute / chronic)
EMOTIONAL REACTIONS
Adjustment, impaired
Anxiety (specify)
Coping, ineffective individual
Fear
Grieving, anticipatory
Grieving, dysfunctional
Hopelessness
Post-trauma response
Powerlessness
Rape trauma syndrome
Self-concept, disturbance in: body image; self-esteem; personal identity
Spiritual distress (distress of the human spirit)
FOOD/FLUID
Fluid volume, alteration in: excess
Fluid volume deficit, actual 1 (regulatory failure)
Fluid volume deficit, actual 2 (active loss)
Fluid volume deficit, potential
Nutrition, alteration in: less than body requirements
Nutrition, alteration in: more than body requirements
Nutrition, alteration in: potential for more than body requirements
Oral mucous membranes, alteration in
Swallowing, impaired

HYGIENE
Self-care deficit (specify level: feeding, bathing/hygiene, dressing/grooming, and toileting)
NEUROLOGIC
Communication, impaired: verbal
Neglect, unilateral
Sensory-perceptual alteration
Thought processes, alteration in
PAIN
Comfort, alteration in: pain, acute
Comfort, alteration in: pain, chronic
RELATIONSHIP ALTERATIONS
Coping, family: potential for growth
Coping, ineffective family: compromised
Coping, ineffective family: disabling
Family process, alteration in
Parenting, alteration in: actual or potential
Self-concept, disturbance in: role performance
Social interaction, impaired
Social isolation
SAFETY
Body temperature, potential alteration in
Hyperthermia
Hypothermia
Infection, potential for
Injury, potential for: poisoning, suffocation, trauma
Mobility, impaired physical
Skin integrity, impairment of: actual
Skin integrity, impairment of: potential
Thermoregulation, ineffective
Tissue integrity, impaired
Violence, potential for
SEXUAL
Sexual dysfunction
Sexuality patterns, altered
TEACHING/LEARNING
Growth and development, alteration in
Health maintenance, alteration in
Home maintenance management, impaired
Knowledge deficit (specify) [learning need (specify)]
Noncompliance (specify) [compliance, alteration in (specify)]
VENTILATION
Airway clearance, ineffective
Breathing pattern, ineffective
Gas exchange, impaired
________________________________________________________________________________

NURSING DIAGNOSES THROUGHT THE 6TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE IN
ALPHABETICAL ORDER
NOTE: Information that appears in brackets has been added by the authors to clarify and enhance the use of nursing
diagnosis.

________________________________________________________________________________

ACTIVITY INTOLERANCE
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Activity/Rest
Definition: [The presence of physical/psychological blocks to participation in singular
activity within an expected desired level.]

or group

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Generalized weakness
Sedentary life-stile
[Secondary to underlying disease process/depression]
Imbalance between oxygen supply and demand
Bed rest or immobility

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Verbal report of fatigue or weakness
[Pain]

Objective
Abnormal heart rate or blood pressure response
Exertional discomfort or dyspnea
Electrocardiographic changes reflecting arrhytmias or ischemia
________________________________________________________________________________ ACTIVITY

INTOLERANCE, POTENTIAL
_____________________________________________________________________Diag
nostic Division: Ventilation
Definition: [At risk for development of blocks to reaching expected/desired activity levels.]
SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Currently being developed by NANDA.
[Risk factors as listed in ND, Activity Intolerance]
[Early diagnosis of progressive disease state, such as cancer, multiple sclerosis, CODP, extensive surgical procedures]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS

Subjective
States has not participated in activity previously
Statements of concern about ability to perform expected activity
Objective
History of previous intolerance
Presence of circulatory/respiratory problems
Deconditioned status
Inexperience with the activity
________________________________________________________________________________AIRWAY

CLEARANCE, INEFFECTIVE

_____________________________________________________________________Diag
nostic Division: Ve ntilation
Definition: [Inability to maintain patency/integrity of airway/s.]
SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Tracheoboncial: infection, obstruction, secretion
Decreased energy and fatigue
Perceptual/cognitive impairment
Trauma
[Other conditions, e.g., pulmonary edema, anemia, etc.]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Patient statement of difficult breathing]

Objective
Abnormal breath sounds: rales (crackles), rhonchi (wheezes)
Changes in rate or depth of respiration
Fever
Tachypnea
Cough, effective or ineffective, with or without sputum
Cyanosis
Dyspnea
[Apnea]
[Fear, anxiety]
________________________________________________________________________________ANXIETY

_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: A vague uneasy feeling, the source of which is often nonspecific or unknown to the individual.

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Unconscious conflict about essential values and goals of life
Situational and maturational crises
Interpersonal transmission and contagion
Threat to self-concept
Threat of death
Threat to or change in health status, socioeconomic status, role functioning, environment, interaction patterns
Unmet needs
[Physiological factors, such as hyperthyroidism, pheochromocytoma, use of steroids, etc.]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Increased tension
Increased helplessness [hopelessness]
Scared
Shakiness
Regretful
Overexcited
Rattled

Distress
Apprehension
Uncertainty
Fearful
Feelings of inadequacy
Fear of unspecific consequences
Expressed concern regarding changes in life events
Worried
Jittery
Objective
Sympathetic stimulation: cardiovascular excitation, superficial vasoconstriction, pupil dilation
Extraneous movements: foot shuffling; hand, arm movements
Increased wariness
Restlessness
Insomnia
Glancing about
Poor eye contact
Trembling; hand tremors
Facial tension
Voice quivering
Focus on self
Increased perspiration
[Urinary frequency]
________________________________________________________________________________BOWELELIMI

NATION, ALTERATION IN: CONSPIRATION
_____________________________________________________________________Diag
nostic Division: Elimination
Definition: [change is an individual’s bowel movements characterized by a decrease in frequency and passage
of hard/dry feces.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Less than adequate intake, dietary intake and bulk, physical activity or immobility
Chronic use of medication and enemas
Neuromuscular/musculoskeletal impairment
Lack of privacy
Personal habits
Medications
Gastrointestinal obstructive lesions
Pain on defecation
Diagnostic procedures
Weak abdominal musculature
Emotional status
Pregnancy

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS

Subjective
Frequency less than usual pattern
Less than usual amount of stool
Reported feeling of abdominal or rectal fullness or pressure
Nausea

Objective
Hard-formed stool
Straining at stool
Palpable mass
Decreased bowel sound
[Abdominal distention]
Other possible defining characteristics [under consideration by NANDA]:
Abdominal pain
Headache
Decreased appetite
Use of laxatives
Back pain
Interference with daily living
Appetite impairment
________________________________________________________________________________BOWEL

ELIMINATION, ALTERATION IN: DIARRHEA
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Elimination
Definition: [A change in bowel movements characterized by frequent passage of watery stool.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Stress and anxiety
Medications
Toxins
Contaminants
Dietary intake
Inflammation, irritation, or malabsorption of bowel
Radiation

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Abdominal pain
Urgency
Camping

Objective
Increased frequency
Increased frequency of bowel sounds
Loose, liquid stools
Changes in color
________________________________________________________________________________BOWEL

ELIMINATION, ALTERATION IN: INCONTINENCE
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Elimination
Definition: [ Inability to retain feces, through loss of sphincter control due to interference with nerve
enervation and/or lack of awareness of/inability to meet body needs.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY

Neuromuscular/musculokeletal involvement
Perception or cognitive impairment
Depression
Severe anxiety

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Involuntary passage of stool
________________________________________________________________________________BREATHING

PATTERN, INEFFECTIVE
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Ventillation
Definition: [ A change in breathing patterns which does not provide adequate ventilation to meet individual
needs.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Neuromuscular/musculokeletal impairment
Anxiety
Inflammatory process
Pain
Perception or cognitive impairment
Decreased energy and fatigue
Decreased lung expansion
Tracheobronchial obstruction
[Alteration of patient’s normal O2/CO2 ratio, e.g., O2 therapy in COPD ]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Shortness of breath

Objective
Dyspnea
Fremitus
Cyanosis
Nasal flaring
Assumpcion of 3-point position
Increased anetoposterior diameter
Tachypnea
Abnormal alterial blood gas
Cough
Respiratory depth changes
Pursed-lip breathing and prolonged expiratory phase
Use of accessory muscles
Altered chest excursion
________________________________________________________________________________________________CA

RDIAC OUTPUT, ALTERATION IN: DECREASED
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Circulation

Definition: [ failure of the heat to pump an adequate supply blood to meet the needs of the body. Cardiac
output and tissue perfusion may be interrelated although there are differences. When cardiac output is
decreased, tissue perfusion problems will develop, however tissue perfusion problems can exist without
decreased cardiac output.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Mechanical: alteration in preload; afterload; inotropic changes in heart.
Electrical: alterations in rate; rhythm; conduction.
Structural, [e.g. ventricular-septal rupture, ventricular aneurysm, papillary muscle rupture, valvular disease.]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Fatigue
Dyspnea
Objective
Variations in hemodynamic reading
Cyanosis; pallor of skin and mucous membranes
Cold, clammy skin
Orthopnea
Arrhythmias; ECG changes
Jugular vein distension
Oliguria; anuria
Decreased peripheral pulses
Rales
Restlessness
Other possible defining characteristics [under consideration by NANDA]:
Subjective
Syncope
Vertigo
Weakness
Objective
Edema
Change in mental status
Shortness of breath
Frothy sputum
Gallop rhythm; abnormal heart sounds
Cuogh
________________________________________________________________________________________________ CO

MFORT, ALTERATION IN: PAIN [ACUTE/CHRONIC]
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Pain
Definition: [A sensation of discomfort, distress, or suffering that is experienced due to disturbance of the
sens ory nerves. It may vary in intensity from mild to intolerable abony.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Injuring agents: Biologic, Chemical, Physical, Psychologic

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Communication (verbal or coded) of pain descriptors [expect less from under 40, males, some minority groups]
Objective
Self-focusing
Narrowed focus (altered time perception, withdrawal from social contact, impaired thought process)
Alteration in muscle tone (may span from listless to rigid)
Facial mask of pain (eyes lack luster, “beaten look, “ fixed or scattered movement, grimace)
Distraction behavior (moaning, crying, pacing, seeking other people and/or activities, restlessness)
Autonomic responses not seen chronic, stable pain (diaphoresis, blood pressure and pulse rate change, pupillary dilation,
increased or decreased respiratory rate)
Guarding behavior: protective
[Fear/panic, pain unrelieved and/or increased beyond tolerance]
________________________________________________________________________________________________

COMMUNICATION, IMPAIRED VERBAL
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Neurologic
Definition: [Situation exists in which ability to express self verbally is interferred with for physical,
psychologic, and/or cultural reasons.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Decrease in circulation to brain
Anatomic deficit, cleft palate
Developmental or age-related
Physical barrier, brain tumor, tracheosomy, intubtion
Psychologic barriers, psychosis, lack of stimuli
Cultural difference
[Drug intake, chemical imbalance]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Reports difficulty expressing self
Objective
Unable to speak dominant language
Impaired articulation
Disorientation
Loose association of ideas
Flight of ideas
Incessant verbalization
Inability to speak in sentences
Does not or cannot speak
Stuttering; slurring
Dyspnea
Inability to modulate speech; find words; name words identify objects
Difficulty with phonation
[Frustration, Anger, Hostility]
[Non-verbal cues]
[Facial expression]
[Gestures]
[Pleading eyes, turning away]

________________________________________________________________________________________________CO

PING, FAMILY: POTENTIAL FOR GROWTH
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Family Pattern Alterations
Definition: The family member has effectively managed adaptive tasks involved with the client’s health
challenge and is exhibiting desire and readiness for enhanced health and growth in regard to self and in
relation to the client.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
The person’s basic needs are sufficiently gratified and adaptive tasks effectively addressed to enable goals of selfactualization to surface

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Family members attempt to describe growth impact of crisis on their own values, priorities, goals, or relationships
Individual expresses interest in making contact on a one-to-one basis or on a mutual-aid group basis with another person
who has experienced a similar situation
Objective
Family member is moving in direction of health-promoting and enriching life-style that supports and monitors maturational
processes, audits and negotiates treatment programs, and generally chooses experiences that optimize wellness
________________________________________________________________________________________________

COPING, INEFFECTIVE FAMILY: COMPROMISED
____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Family Pattern Alterations
Definition: A usually supportive primary person (family member or close friend [significant other])
is providing insufficient, ineffective, or compromised support, comfort, assistance or encouragement that
may be needed by the client [patient] to manage or master adaptive tasks related to the client’s health
challenge.

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Inadequate or incorrect information or understanding by a primary person
Temporary preoccupation by a significant person who is trying to manage emotional conflicts and personal suffering and is
unable to perceive or act effectively in regard to client’s needs
Temporary family disorganization and role changes
Other situational or developmental crises or situations the significant person may be facing
Client providing little support in turn for the primary person
Prolonged disease or disability progression that exhausts the supportive capacity of significant people

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Client expresses or confirms a concern or complaint about significant other’s response to client’s health problem
Significant person describes preoccupation with personal reactions, e.g., fear, anticipatory grief, guilt, anxiety regarding
client’s illness or disability, or to other situational or developmental crises
Significant person describes or confirms an inadequate understanding or knowledge base that interferes with effective
assistive or supportive behaviors
Objective
Significant person attempts assistive or supportive behaviors with less than satisfactory results
Significant person withdraws or enters into limited or temporary personal communication with client at time of need

Significant person displays protective behavior disproportionate (too little or too much) to client’s abilities or need for
autonomy
________________________________________________________________________________________________

COPING, INEFFECTIVE FAMILY: DISABLING
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Family Pattern Alterations
Definition: The behavior of a significant person (family member or other primary person) disables his or her
own capacities and the client’s capacities to effectively address tasks essential to either person’s adaptation to
the health challenge.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Significant person with chronically unexpressed feelings of guilt, anxiety, hostility, despair, etc.
Dissonant discrepancy of coping styles being used to deal with the adaptive tasks by the significant person and client among
significant people
Highly ambivalent family relationships
Arbitrary handling of a family’s resistance to treatment which tends to solidify defensiveness as it fails to deal adequately
with underlying anxiety

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS

Subjective
[Expresses depair re family reactions/lack of involvement]
Objective
Intolerance
Abandonment
Psychosomatic tendency
Agitation, depression, aggression, hostility
Rejection
Desertion
Taking on illness signs of client
Neglectful relationships with other family members
Carrying on usual routines disregarding clients’s needs
Neglectful care of the client in regard to basic human needs and/or illness treatment
Distortion of reality regarding the client’s health problem, including extreme denial about its exi stence or severity
Decision and actions by family which are detrimental to economic or social well-being
Impaired restructuring of a meaningful life for self; impaired individualization; prolonged over-concern for client
Client’s development of helpless, inactive dependence
________________________________________________________________________________________________

COPING, INEFFECTIVE INDIVIDUAL
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: Ineffective coping is the impairment of adaptive behaviors and problem-solving abilities of a
person in meeting life’s demands and roles.

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Situation crises
Personal vulnerability
No vacations
Inadequate support systems
Poor nutrition

Work overload
Unrealistic perceptions
Maturational crises
Multiple life changes
Inadequate relaxation
Little or no exercise
Unmet expectations
Too many dead lines
Inadequate coping method

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS

Subjective
Verbalization of inability to cope or inability to ask for help
Muscular tension
Frequent headaches/neckaches
Chronic worry
Poor self-esteem
Emotional tension
Lack of appetite
Chronic fatigue
Insomnia
Ulcers
Irritable bowel
General irritability
Chronic anxiety
Chronic depression
Objective
Inability to meet role expectations
Alteration in societal participation
Inability to meet basic needs
Inability to problem-solve
Inappropriate use of defense mechanisms
Change in usual communication patterns
High rate of accidents
Excessive smoking/drinking
Alcohol proneness
High blood pressure
Verbal manipulation
High illness rate
Overeating
Overuse of prescribed tranquilizers
Destructive behavior toward self or others
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ DIV

ERSIONAL ACTIVITY, DEFICIT
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Activity/Rest
Definition: [An inability to occupy oneself in activities that pass time, entertain, distract, or gratify, because
of internal/external factors which may or may not be beyond the individual’s control.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY

Environmental lack of diversional activity
Long-term hospitalization
Frequent, lengthy treatments
[Bedridden]
[Situational, developmental]
[Physical limitations]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Patient’s statement regarding the following
Boredom
Wish there were something to do, to read, etc.
Usual hobbies cannot be undertaken in hospital [or are restricted by physical limitations]
Objective
[Flat affect]
[Disinterested]
[Restless]
[Crying]
[Lethargy]
[Withdrawn]
[Hostile]
________________________________________________________________________________________________FA

MILY PROCESS, ALTERATION IN
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Family Pattern Alterations
Definition: [Dysfunction during a crisis, in a family that normally functions effectively.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Situational transition and/or crises
Development transition and/or crises

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Family expresses confusion about what to do and say they are having difficulty coping with situation]
Objective
Family system unable to meet physical/emotional/spiritual needs of its members
Family unable to meet security needs of its members
Family uninvolved in community activities
Inability to accept or receive help appropriately
Family inability to adapt to change or to deal with traumatic experience constructively
Parents do not demonstrate respect for each other’s views on child-rearing practices
Inability to express or accept wide range of feelings/feelings of members
Inability of family members to relate to each other for mutual growth and maturation
Rigidity in function and roles
Family does not demonstrate respect for individuality and autonomy of its members
Family fails to accomplish current or past developmental task
Ineffective family decision-making process
Failure to send and receive clear messages
Inappropriate level and direction of energy
Inappropriate boundary maintenance

Inappropriate or poorly communicated family rules, rituals, symbols
Unexamined family myths
________________________________________________________________________________________________ FE

AR
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: Fear is a feeling of dread related to an identifiable source which the individual validates.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Natural or innate origins: sudden noise, loss of physical support, heights, pain
Learned response: conditioning, modeling from or identification with others
Separation from support system in a potentially threatening situation (hospitalization, treatments, etc.)
Knowledge deficit or unfamiliarity
Phobic stimulus or phobia
Language barrier [/inability to communicate]
Sensory impairment
Environmental stimuli
[Threat of death, perceived or actual]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS

Subjective
Increased tension
Impulsiveness
Afraid
Terrified
Frightened
Apprehension
Decreased self-assurance
Scared
Panic
Jittery
[Associated physical symptoms: nausea, etc.]

Objective
Attack behavior
Flight behavior-withdrawal
Flight behavior-aggressive
Concentration on source
Wide eyed
Increased alertness
Focus on “It, out there”
Sympathetic stimulation: cardiovascular excitation, superficial vasoconstriction, pupil dilation, [vomiting, diarrhea, etc.]
________________________________________________________________________________________________FL

UID VOLUME DEFICIT, ACTUAL (1)
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Food/fluid
Definition: [Loss of fluid from the vascular compartment (out of body or 3rd spacing) in excess of needs
or replacement capabilities, as noted in etiology .]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Failure of regulator mechanisms [e.g., adrenal disease, recovery phase of acute renal failure, uncontrolled diabetes
mellitus/insipidus]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Complaints of fatigue, nervousness]
Objective
Dilute urine
Sudden weight loss
Increased urine output
[Altered serum sodium]
Other possible defining characteristics under consideration by NANDA:
Weakness
Thirst
Decreased venous filling
Decreased skin turgor
Increased body temperature
Dry mucous membranes
Edema
Possible weight gain
Hypotension [postural]
Increased pulse rate
Decreased pulse volume and pressure
Dry skin
Hemoconcentration
________________________________________________________________________________________________

FLUID VOLUME DEFICIT, ACTUAL (2)
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Food/fluid
Definition: [Loss of fluid from the vascular compartment (out of body or 3rd spacing) in excess of needs
or replacement capabilities, as noted in etiology.]

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Active loss [e.g., burns, abdominal cancer, hemorrhage, diarrhea, cirrhosis of liver. Use of hyperosmotic radiopaque contrast
agents]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Objective
Decreased urine output
Output greater than intake
Decreased venous filling
Increased serum sodium
Concentrated urine
Sudden weight loss
Hemoconcentration
Other possible defining characteristics under consideration by NANDA:
Thirst
Hypotension [postural]

Decreased skin turgor
Increased pulse rate
Dry skin
Increased body temperature
Weakness
Decreased pulse volume and pressure
Change in mental state
Dry mucous membranes
________________________________________________________________________________________________

FLUID VOLUME DEFICIT, POTENTIAL
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Food/fluid
Definition: [Condition exists in which the patient is at risk for active or regulatory losses of body water in
excess of needs or replacement capability.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Extremes of age and weight
Loss of fluid through abnormal routes, e.g., indwelling tubes
Factors influencing fluid needs, e.g., hypermetabolic states
Medications, e.g., diuretics
Excessive losses through normal routes, e.g., diarrhea
Knowledge deficiency related to fluid volume
Deviations affecting access to, intake of, or absorption of fluids, e.g., physical immobility

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Thirst
Objective
Increased fluid output
Altered intake
Urinary frequency
________________________________________________________________________________________________

FLUID VOLUME, ALTERATION IN: EXCESS
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Food/fluid
Definition: [Condition marked by an increase in sudium levels and excress of fluid, or fluid retention resuling
in movement from the intra- to extracellular compartment.]

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Compromised regulatory mechanism [e.g., SIADH]
Excess fluid intake
[Drug therapies: e.g., Chlorpropamide, tolbutamine, vincristine, triptyline, carbamazepine

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Shortness of breath, orthopnea
Anxiety
Objective

Edema
Anasarca
Intake greater than output
Pulmonary congestion on x-ray film
Change in respiratory pattern
Blood pressure changes
Oliguria
Azoturia
Restlessness
Effusion
Weight gain
Third heart sound
Abnormal breath sounds: crackles (rales)
Change in mental status
Decreased hemoglobin, hematocrit
Central venous pressure changes
Jugular venous distention
Positive hepatojugular reflex
Specific gravity changes
Altered electrolytes

GAS EXCHANGE, IMPAIRED
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Ventilation
Definition: [An environmental and/or physilogic inability to provide adequate oxigen for the tissues. This
may be an entity of its own, but may also be an end result of other pathology with an interrelatedness
between airway clearance and/or breathing pattern problems.]

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Altered oxygen supply [e.g., altitude sickness]
Altered blood flow [e.g., pulmonary embolus]
Altered oxygen-carrying capacity of blood [e.g., sickle cell/other anemia]
Alveolar-capillary membrane [e.g., adult respiratory distress syndrome: chronic condition, such as pneumonoconiosis
(asbestosis/scilicosis)]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Dyspnea]
[Sense of impeding doom]
Objective
Confusion
Restlessness
Inability to move secretions
Somnolence
Irritability
Hypercapnea
Hypoxia
[Cyanosis]

________________________________________________________________________________________________

GIEVING, ANTICIPATORY
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: [Response to loss before it actually occurs.]

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Perceived potential loss of: significant other; physiopsychosocail well-being; personal possessions

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Expression of distress at potential loss [anger]
Sorrow
Denial of potential loss
Guilt
Choked feelings
Objective
Potential loss of significant object
Alterations in activity level
Changes is eating habits
Alterations in sleep patterns
Altered libido
Altered communication patterns
[Altered affect]

________________________________________________________________________________________________GI

EVING, DYSFUNCTIONAL
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: [Delayed or exaggerated response to a perceived, actual or potential loss,]

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Actual or perceived object loss (object loss in used in the broadest sense). Objects include people, possessions, a job, status,
home, ideals, parts and processed of the body, etc.
Thwarted grieving response to a loss
Lack of resolution of previous grieving response
Absence of anticipatory grieving
Chronic fatal illness
Loss of significant others, physiopsychosocial well-being; personal possessions

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Verbal expression of distress at loss
Expression of unresolved issues

Idealization of lost object
Denial of loss
Anger
Alterations in: eating habits, sleep and dream patterns, activity levels, libido
Reliving of past experiences
Expression of guilt
Sadness
Objective
Crying
Developmental regression
Alterations in concentration and/or pursuits of tasks
Difficulty in expressing loss
Labile affect
________________________________________________________________________________________________HE

ALTH MAINTENANCE, ALTERATION IN
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Teaching/learning
Definition: Inability to identify, manage, and/or seek out help to maintain health. [Health Maintenanceis a
grouping of nursing diagnoses. If only one of the problems exist, use an individual diagnosis, e.g., Knowledge
Deficit; Communication, impaired: Verbal; Thought Processes, Alteration in; Coping, Individual/Family;
and others as etiology suggests.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Lack of or significant alteration in communication skills (written, and/or gestural)
Complete of partial lack of gross and/or fine motor sills
Unachieved developmental tasks
Lack of ability to make deliberate and thoughtful judgments
Perceptual or cognitive impairment
Ineffective individual coping: dysfunctional grieving
Lack of material resource
Ineffective family coping: disabling spiritual distress

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Expressed interest in improving health behaviors

Objective
Demonstrated lack of knowledge regarding basic health practices
Reported or observed inability to take the responsibility for meeting basic health practices in any or all functional pattern
areas
Demonstrated lack of adaptive behaviors to internal or external environmental changes
History of lack of health-seeking behavior
Reported or observed lack of equipment, financial, and/or other resources
Reported or observed impairment of personal support system
________________________________________________________________________________________________HO

ME MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT, IMAIRED
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Teaching/learning

Definition: The client is unable to independently maintain a safe, growth-promoting immediate environment.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Disease or injury of individual of family member
Insufficient finances
Impaired cognitive or emotional functioning
Lack of role modeling
Insufficient family organization or planning
Unfamiliarity with neighborhood resources
Lack of knowledge
Inadequate support systems

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Household members express difficulty maintaining home in a comfortable fashion
Household requests assistance with home maintenance
Household members describe outstanding debts or financial crises
Objective
Disorderly surroundings
Accumulation of dirt, food or hygienic wastes
Inappropriate household temperature
Lack of necessary equipment or aids
Presence of vermin or rodents
Unwashed or unavailable cooking equipment, clothes, or linen
Offensive odors
Overtaxed family members, e.g., exhausted, anxious family members
Repeated hygienic disorders, infestations, or infections
________________________________________________________________________________________________INJ

URY, POTENTIAL FOR
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Safety
Definition: [Situation exists may develop which could result in harm/injury.]
[Authors’Note: The potential for injury differs from individual to individual and from situation to situation. It is our
belief that the environment is not safe and there is no way to list everything that might present a danger to someone. Rather,
we believe nurses should educate people throughout their life cycles to live safely in their environment.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Interactive conditions between individual and environment which impose a risk to the defensive and adaptive
resources of the individual
Internal factors, host: biologic; physiologic; developmental; chemical; psychologic perception
External environment: biologic; psychologic; chemical; people-provider

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Internal
Biochemical: regulatory function (sensory, integrative, effector dysfunction); tissue hypoxia; immune -autoimmune;
malnutrition

Abnormal blood profile: altered clotting factors; thalassemia; sickle cell; leukocytosis or leukopenia;
thrombocytopenia; decrased hemoglobin
Physical: broken skin; altered mobility
Developmental: age (physiologic, psychosocial)
Psychologic: affective; orientation
External
Biologic: immunization level of community; microorganism
Chemical: pollutants; poisons; drugs (pharmaceutical agents, alcohol, caffeine, nicotine); preservatives; cosmetics
and dyes; nutrients (vitamins, food types)
Physical: design, structure, and arrangement of community, building, and/or equipment; mode of transport/
transportation; nosocomial agents
People-provider: nosocomial agent; staffing patterns; cognitive, affective, and psychomotor factors
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

INJURY, POTENTIAL FOR: A. POISONING
__________________________________________________________________
___ Diagnostic Division: Safety
___

Definition: The client has accentuated risk of accidental exposure to or ingestion of drugs or dangerous
products in doses sufficient to cause poisoning.

SUPPORTING DATA
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS

Internal (individual) factors
Reduced vision
Lack of safety or drug education
Lack of proper precaution
Insufficient finances
Verbalization of occupational setting without adequate safeguards
Cognitive or emotional difficulties
External (environmental) factors
Large supplies of drugs in house
Dangerous products placed or stored within the reach of children or confused persons
Flaking, peeling paint or plaster in presence of young children
Paint, lacquer, etc., in poorly ventilated areas or without effective protection
Medicines stored in unlocked cabinets accessible to children or confused persons
Availability of illicit drugs potentially contaminated by poisonous additives
Chemical contamination of food and water
Unprotected contact with heavy metals or chemicals
Presence of poisonous vegetation
Presence of atmospheric pollutants
________________________________________________________________________________________________

INJURY, POTENTIAL FOR: B. SUFFOCATION
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Safety
Definition: The client has accentuated risk of accidental suffocation (inadequate air available for inhalation).

SUPPORTING DATA

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Internal (individual)
Reduced olfactory sensation, motor abilities
Lack of safety education, precautions
Cognitive or emotional difficulties
Disease or injury process
External (environmental)
Pillow placed in infant’s crib
Vehicle warming in closed garage
Children playing with plastic bags or inserting small objects into mouths or noses
Discarded or unused refrigerators or freezers without removed doors
Children left unattended in bathtubs or pools
Household gas leaks
Smoking in bed
Use of fuel-burning heaters not vented to outside
Low-strung clothesline
Pacifier hung around infant’s head
Eating large mouthfuls of food
Propped bottle placed in infant’s crib
________________________________________________________________________________________________

INJURY, POTENTIAL FOR: C. TRAUMA, POTENTIAL FOR
___________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Safety
Definition: The client has accentuated risk of accidental tissue injury, e.g., wound, burn, fracture.

SUPPORTING DATA
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Internal (individual) factors
Weakness
Balancing difficulties
Reduced large, or small, muscle coordination
Lack of safety education/precautions
Cognitive or emotional difficulties
Poor vision
Reduced temperature and/or tactile sensation
Reduced hand/eye coordination
Insufficient finances to purchase safety equipment or effect repairs
History of previous trauma
External
(environmental) factors
Slippery floors, e.g., wet or highly waxed
Bathtub without hand grip or antislip equipment
Unsturdy or absent stair rails
High beds
Children playing without gates at to of stairs
Inappropriate call-for-aid mechanisms for bed-resting client
Snow or ice on stairs, walkways
Unanchored rugs
Use of unsteady ladder or chairs
Entering unlighted rooms
Unanchored electric wires

Litter or liquid spills on floors or stairways
Obstructed passageways
Unsafe window protection in homes with young children
Pot handles facing toward front of stove
Potential igniting of gas leaks
Bathing in very hot water, e.g., unsupervised bathing of young children
Experimenting with chemicals or gasoline
Children playing with matches, candles, cigarettes
Highly flammable children’s toys or clothing
Overloaded fuse boxes
Sliding on coarse bed linen or struggling within bed restraints
Contact with acids or alkalis
Contact with intense cold
Overexposure to sun, sun lamps, radiotherapy
Guns or ammunition stored unlocked
Children playing with sharp-edged toys
Driving mechanically unsafe vehicle
Driving at excessive speeds
Children riding in the front seat of car
Delayed lighting of gas burner or oven
Unscreened fires or heaters
Wearing of plastic aprons or flowing clothing around open flame
Inadequately stored combustibles or corrosives, e.g., matches, oily rags, lye
Contact with rapidly moving machinery, industrial belts, or pulleys
Faulty electrical plugs, frayed wires, or defective appliances
Playing with fireworks or gunpowder
Use of cracked dishware or glasses
Knives stored uncovered
Large icicles hanging from roof
Exposure to dangerous machinery
High-crime neighborhood and vulnerable client
Driving after partaking of alcoholic beverages or drugs
Driving without necessary visual aids
Smoking in bed or near oxygen
Grease waste collected on stoves
Unrestrained babies riding in car
Unsafe road or road-crossing conditions
Play or work near vehicle pathways, e.g., driveways, lanes, railroad tracks
Overloaded electrical outlets
Use of thin or worn pot holders or mitts
Nonuse or misuse of seat restraints
Nonuse or misuse of necessary headgear for motorized cyclists or young children carried on adult bicycles
________________________________________________________________________________________________KN

OWLEDGE DEFICIT (SPECIFY)
[LEARNING NEED (SPECIFY)]
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Teaching/Learning
Definition: Lack of specific information [necessary for patient to make informed choices regarding
condition/therapies/treatment plan.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Lack of exposure
Information misinterpretation [/inaccurate]
Unfamiliarity with information resources
Lack of recall
Cognitive limitation
Lack of interest in learning
Patient’s request for no information

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Statement of misconception
Verbalization of the problem
Request for information
Objective
Inaccurate follow-through of instruction
Inadequate performance of test
Inappropriate or exaggerated behaviors, e.g., hysterical, hostile, agitated, apathetic
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ MO

BILITY, IMPAIRED PHYSICAL
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Safety
Definition: [Condition exists in which the patient is unable/reluctant to move about in an adequate fashion
because of disuse, inactivity, paralysis, etc.]

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Intolerance to activity; decreased strength and endurance
Pain and discomfort
Perceptual or cognitive impairment
Neuromuscular impairment

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Reluctance to attempt movement
[C/o pain/discomfort on movement]
Objective
Inability to purposefully move within the physical environment, including bed mobility, transfer, and ambulation
Impaired coordination
Limited range of motion
Decreased muscle strength, control, and/or mass
Imposed restrictions of movement, including mechanical; medical protocol
________________________________________________________________________________________________NO

NCOMPLIANCE [COMPLIANCE, ALTERATION IN],

SPECIFY
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Teaching/Learning
Definition: Noncompliance is a person’s informed decision not adhere to a therapeutic recommendation.
[Authors’ statement: Noncompliance is a term that creates a negative situation for patient and caregiver that
may foster difficulties in resolving the causative factors. Since patients have a right to refuse therapy, we see
this as a situation in which the professional need is to accept the client’s point of view/behavior/choice(s) and
work together to find alternate means to meet original and/or revised goals. The actions/decisions belong to
the patient and are not necessarily directed against the caregiver(s).]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Patient value system: health beliefs, spiritual values, cultural influences
Client and provider relationships

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS

Subjective
[Patient states unwillingness to follow treatment regimen.]
Objective
Behavior indicative of failure to adhere by direct observation or statements by patient or significant others
Objective tests (physiologic measures, detection of markers)
Evidence of development of complications
Failure to keep appointments
Inability to set or attain mutual goals
Evidence of exacerbation of symptoms
Failure to progress
________________________________________________________________________________________________NU

TRITION, ALTERATION IN: LESS THAN
BODY REQUIREMENTS
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Food/Fluid
Definition: [Condition in which energy (calorie) intake does not fully meet energy requirements. Body weight
is 10 -20% less than ideal body weight and/or % of body fat is below standard.]

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Inability to ingest or digest food or biologic, psychologic, or economic factors

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Reported inadequate food intake less than RDA
Reported or evidence of lack of food
Aversion to eating
Reported altered taste sensation
Abdominal pain with or with out pathologic conditions
Misconceptions
Body weight 20% or more under ideal for height and frame
Lack of interest in food
Perceived inability to ingest food

Satiety immediately after ingesting food
Abdominal cramping
Lack of information; misinformation
Objective
Loss of weight with adequate food intake
Weakness of muscles required for swallowing or mastication
Hyperactive bowel sounds
Sore, inflamed buccal cavity
Capillary fragility
Diarrhea and/or steatorrhea
Pale conjunctiva and mucous membranes
Poor muscle tone
Excessive loss of hair [or increased growth of hair on body (lanugo)]
[Cessation of menses]
________________________________________________________________________________________________

NUTRITION, ALTERATION IN: MORE THAN
BODY REQUIREMENTS
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Food/Fluid
Definition: [Condition in which body weight is greater than 10% over average weight for age, sex, and height,
and/or percent of body fat greater than 26% for women, 19% for men. This may be the result of an
imbalance between calorie intake and energy expenditure but the underlying cause is often complex and may
be difficult to diagnose/treat.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Excessive intake in relationship to metabolic need

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS

Subjective
Reported or observed dysfunctional eating patterns:
Pairing food with other activities
Eating in response to external cues such as time of day, social situation
Concentrating food intake at end of day
Eating in response to internal cues other than hunger, e.g., anxiety
Sedentary activity level
Objective
Weight 10%-20% over ideal for height and frame
Triceps skinfold greater than 15 mm in men and 25 mm in women
[Percentage of body fat greater than 18-20% for trim women, 10-12% for trim men]
________________________________________________________________________________________________

NUTRITION, ALTERATION IN: POTENTIAL FOR MORE THAN
BODY REQUIREMENTS
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Food/Fluid
Definition: [Situation in which risk factors exist that may predispose the individual to obesity.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Hereditary predisposition
Frequent, closely spaced pregnancies
Dysfunctional psychologic conditioning in relationship to food
Excessive energy [(calorie)] intake during late gestational life, early infancy, and adolescence
Membership in lower socioeconomic group
[Sedentary lifestyle]
[Socially/culturally isolated; lacking other outlets]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Reported obesity in one or both parents [spouse]
Reported use of solid food as major food source before 5 months of age
Reported higher baseline weight at beginning of each pregnancy
[Alteration in usual activity patterns]
[Alteration in usual coping patterns]
[Report majority of foods consumed are concentrated, high calorie sources]
Dysfunctional eating patterns
Pairing food with other activities
Eating in response to external cues such as time of day or social situation
Concentrating food intake at end of day
Eating in response to internal cues other than hunger, e.g., anxiety
Objective
Rapid transition across growth percentiles in infants or children
Observed higher baseline weight at beginning of each pregnancy
Observed obesity in one or both parents [spouse]
Observed use of food as reward or comfort measure
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___,

ORAL MUCOUS MEMBRANE, ALTERATION IN
__________________________________________________________________

___ Diagnostic Division: Food/Fluid
Definition: [Actual/Potential interruption in the integrity of the layers and/or protective properties of the oral
mucosa.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Pathologic conditions: oral cavity (radiation to head and/or neck)
Trauma: Chemical, e.g., acidic foods, drugs, noxious agents, alcohol; Mechanical, e.g., ill-fitting dentures, braces, tubes
(endotracheal, nasogastric), surgery in oral cavity
Dehydration
NPO instructions for more than 24 hours
Malnutrition
Lack of or decreased salivation
Ineffective oral hygiene
Mouth breathing
Infection
Medication

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Xerostomia (dry mouth)
Oral pain or discomfort
Objective
Coated tongue
Stomatitis
Leukoplakia
Hyperemia
Desquamation
Hemorrhagic gingivitis
Halitosis
Oral lesions or ulcers
Lack of or decreased salivation
Edema
Oral plaque
Vesicles
Carious teeth
________________________________________________________________________________________________ ,

PARENTING, ALTERATION IN: ACTUAL OR POTENTIAL
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Family Pattern Alterations
Definition: Parenting is the ability of a nurturing figure(s) to create an environment that promotes the
optimum growth and development of another human being. It is important to state as a preface to this
diagnosis that adjustment to parenting in general is a normal maturational process that elicits nursing
behaviors of prevention problems and health promotion.

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Lack of available role model
Lack of support between or from significant other(s)
Interruption in bonding process, i.e., maternal, paternal, other
Mental and/or physical illness
Lack of knowledge
Limited cognitive functioning
Multiple pregnancies
Unrealistic expectation for self, infant, partner
Ineffective role model
Physical and psychosocial abuse of nurturing figure
Unmet social and emotional maturational needs of parenting figures
Perceived threat to own survival: physical and/or emotional
Presence of stress: financial or legal problems, recent crisis, cultural move
Lack of role identity
Lack of appropriate response of child to relationship

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS: ACTUAL AND POTENTIAL
Subjective
Constant verbalization of disappointment in gender or physical characteristics of infant/child
Verbalization of resentment toward infant/child
Verbalization of role inadequacy [inability to care for/discipline child]

Verbal disgust at body functions of infant/child
Verbalization of desire to have child call parent by first name despite traditional cultural tendencies
Objective
Lack of parental attachment behaviors
Inappropriate visual, tactile, auditory stimulation
Negative identification of characteristics of infant/child
Inattention to infant/child needs
Noncompliance with health appointments for self and/or infant/child
Inappropriate caretaking behaviors (toilet training, sleep and rest, feeding)
Inappropriate or inconsistent discipline practices
Frequent accidents/illness
Growth and development lag in child
History of child abuse or abandonment by primary caretaker
Child receives care from multiple caretakers without consideration for needs of child
Compulsive seeking of role approval from others
Actual (critical factors): abandonment, runaway, verbalization cannot control child, evidence of physical and/or
psychologic trauma
________________________________________________________________________________________________PO

WERLESSNESS
_____________________________________________________________________Diag
nostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: The perception of the individual that one’s own action will not significantly affect an outcome.
Powerlessness is the perceived lack of control over a current situation or immediate happening.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Health care environment
Illness-related regimen
Interpersonal interaction
Life-style of helplessness

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Severe:
Verbal expressions of having no control or influence over situation, outcome, or self-care
Depression over physical deterioration that occurs despite patient compliance with regimens
Moderate:
Non-participation in care or decision making when opportunities are provided
Expressions of dissatisfaction and frustration over inability to perform previous tasks and/or activities
Expression of doubt regarding role performance
Reluctance to express true feelings, fearing alienation from care-givers
Low:
Expressions of uncertainty about fluctuating energy levels
Objective
Severe:
Apathy [Anger]
Moderate:
Does not monitor progress
Dependence on others that may result in irritability, resentment, anger, and guilt
Inability to seek information regarding care

Does not defend self-care practices when challenged
Passivity
Low
Passivity
________________________________________________________________________________________________RA

PE TRAUMA SYNDROME
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: Rape is forced and violent sexual penetration against the victim’s will and without the victim’s
consent. The trauma syndrome that develops from an attack or attempted attack includes an acute phase of
disorganization of the victim’s life-style and a long-term process of reorganization of life-style. This syndrome
includes the following three subcomponents: A, B, and C. [While attacks are most often directed toward
women, men also may be victims.]

SUPPORTING DATA
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS

A. Rape Trauma
Acute Phase:
Emotional reactions: anger fear of physical violence and death, self-blame, embarrassment, humiliation, revenge
Multiple physical symptoms: muscle tension, sleep pattern disturbance, gastrointestinal irritability, genitourinary discomfort
Long- Term Phase:
Changes in life-style (changes in residence; dealing with repetitive nightmares and phobias; seeking family support; seeking
social network support)
A. Compound Reaction
All defining characteristics listed under rape trauma
Reactivated symptoms of such previous conditions, e.g., physical illness, psychiatric illness
Reliance on alcohol and/or drugs
C. Silent Reaction
Abrupt changes in relationship with men
Increase in nightmares
Increasing anxiety during interview, e.g., blocking of associations, long periods of silence, minor stuttering, physical distress
Marked changes in sexual behavior
No verbalization of the occurrence of rape
Sudden onset of phobic reactions
________________________________________________________________________________________________SE

LF-CARE DEFICIT: FEEDING, BATHING/HYGIENE,
DRESSING/GROOMING, TOILETING
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Hygiene
Definition: [Situation exists in which the patient is unable to care for own needs on a temporary, permanent
or progressing basis because of a physical/emotional reason. Self Care may also be expanded to include the
practices used by the client to promote health, the individual responsibility for self, a way of thinking. Refer
to Home Maintenance Management, Impaired; Health Maintenance, Alteration in; Noncompliance.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY

Intolerance to activity: decreased strength and endurance
Neuromuscular impairment
Depression; severe anxiety
Pain, discomfort
Perceptual or cognitive impairment
Musculoskeletal impairment
A. SELF-FEEDING DEFICIT
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Inability to bring food from a receptacle to the mouth
B. SELF-BATHING/HYGIENE DEFICIT
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Inability to wash body or body parts; obtain or get to water sources; regulate temperature or flow
B. SELF-DRESSING/GROOMING DEFICIT
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Impaired ability to put on or take of necessary items of clothing; obtain or replace articles of clothing; fasten clothing;
maintain appearance at a satisfactory level
B. SELF-TOILETING DEFICIT
ETIOLOGY (BROAD CATEGORIES)
Impaired transfer ability
Intolerance to activity; decreased strength and endurance
Neuromuscular, musculoskeletal impairment
Impairment mobility status
Pain, discomfort
Perceptual or cognitive impairment
Depression, severe anxiety

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Objective
Unable to get to toilet or commode
Unable to manipulate clothing for toileting
Unable to flush toilet or empty commode
Unable to sit on or rise from toilet or commode
Unable to carry out proper toilet hygiene

________________________________________________________________________________________________ SE

LF-CONCEPT, DISTURBANCE IN: BODY IMAGE,
SELF-ESTEEM, ROLE PERFORMANCE,
PERSONAL IDENTITY
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: A disturbance in self-concept is a disruption in the way one perceives one’s body image, selfesteem, role performance, and/or personal identity.
Each of these four subcomponents, in turn, has its own etiology and defining characteristics.
________________________________________________________________________________________________A.
BODY IMAGE, DISTURBANCE IN
________________________________________________________________________________ ETIOLOGY
Biophysical
Psychosocial

Cognitive perceptual
Cultural or spiritual

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Either the following A or B must be present to justify the diagnosis of Body Image, Alteration in:
A. Verbal response to actual or perceived change in structure and function
B. Nonverbal response to actual or perceived change in structure and/or function
The following clinical manifestations may be used to validate the presence of A or B:
Subjective
Verbalization of:
Change in lifestyle
Fear or rejection or of reaction by others
Focus on past strength, function, or appearance
Negative feelings about body
Feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, or powerlessness
Refusal to verify actual change
Preoccupation with change or loss
Emphasis on remaining strengths heightened achievement
Depersonalization of part or loss by impersonal pronouns
Extension of body boundary to incorporate environment objects
Personalization of part or loss by name
Objective
Missing body part
Not looking at body part
Trauma to nonfunctioning part
Change in ability to estimate spatial relationship of body to environment
Actual change in stucture and/or function
Not touching body part
Hiding or overexposing body part (intentional or unintentional)
Change in social involvement
Degree of independent nursing therapy (this may be related to etiology):
Biophysical: low degree of nursing independence
Psychosocial: medium to high degree of nursing independence
Cognitive perceptual: high degree of nursing independence
Cult ural spiritual: medium to high degree of nursing independence
It may be possible to identify high-risk populations, such as those with following conditions:
Missing parts
Dependence on machine
Significance of body part or functioning with regard to age, sex, developmental level, or basic human needs
Physical change caused by biochemical agents (drugs)
Physical trauma or mutilation
Pregnancy and/or maturational changes
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___B: SELF-ESTEEM, DISTURBANCE IN
________________________________________________________________________________
ETIOLOGY
Being developed by NANDA [A threat to the human need for survival.]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Inability to accept positive reinforcement

Not taking responsibility for self-care (self-neglect)
Lack of follow-through
Nonparticipation in therapy
Self-destructive behavior
Lack of eye contact
[Aging]
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___
A. ROLE PERFORMANCE, DISTURBANCE IN
________________________________________________________________________________ ETIOLOGY
Being developed by NANDA [A change in the person’s life has occurred in which the expected role activities are no longer
able to be undertaken, e.g., male head of the household is in a passive, dependent patient role. These changes are perceived as
unacceptable by the individual.]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Change in self-perception of role
Denial of role
Lack of knowledge of role
Objective
Change in others’ perception of role
Change in usual patterns or responsibility
Conflict in roles
Change in physical capacity to resume role
________________________________________________________________________________________________D.
PERSONAL IDENTITY, DISTURBANCE IN
________________________________________________________________________________
Definition:
inability to distinguish betwe en self and non-self.
ETIOLOGY
Being developed by NANDA.
[Organic brain syndrome]
[Schizophrenia]
[Panic state]
[Dissociative states]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Being developed by NANDA.
[See ND Anxiety, Panic State]
________________________________________________________________________________________________SE

NSORY-PERCEPTUAL ALTERATION: VISUAL,
AUDITORY, KINESTHETIC, GUSTATORY, TACTILE,
OLFACTORY
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Neurologic
Definition: [Condition exists in which the usual and accustomed sensory stimuli are not experienced or
recognized/interpreted accurately.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Environmental Factors:
Therapeutically restricted environments (isolation, intensive care, bedrest, traction, confining illnesses, incubator)
Socially restriced environment (institutionalization, homebound, aging, chronic illness, dying, infant deprivation);
stigmatized (mentally ill/retarded/handicapped); bereaved
Altered Sensory Reception, Transmission, and/or Integration:
Neurologic disease, trauma, or deficit
Altered status of sense organs
Inability to communicate, understand, speak, or respond
Sleep deprivation
Pain
Chemical Alteration:
Endogenous (electrolyte imbalance, elevated BUN, elevated ammonia, hypoxia)
Exogenous (central nervous system stimulants or depressants, mind-altering drugs)
Psychologic stress (narrowed perceptual fields caused by anxiety)

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Reported or measured change in sensory acuity
Anxiety
[Pain]
Objective
Disoriented in time, in place, or with persons
Change in problem-solving abilities
Change in usual response to stimuli
Altered communication patterns
Daydreaming
Noncompliance
Depression
Anger
Poor concentration
Bizarre thinking
Motor incoordination
Altered abstraction
Altered conceptualization
Change in behavior pattern
Apathy
Restlessness
Irritability
Disorientation
Lack of concentration
Hallucinations
Fear
Rapid mood swings
Exaggerated emotional responses
Disordered thought sequencing
Visual and auditory distortions
Other Possible Defining Characteristics [under consideratoin by NANDA]:
Complaints of fatigue
Change in muscular tension
Hallucinations
Alteration in posture
Inappropriate responses

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___ Diagnostic Division: Sex
Definition: [An actual or perceived change in sexual/sexuality functioning that preve nts the patient achieving
a desired level of performance.]

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Biopsychosocial alteration of sexuality:
Ineffectual or absent role models
Vulnerability
Misinformation or lack of knowledge
Physical abuse
Values conflict
Lack of privacy
Altered body structure or function: pregnancy, recent childbirth, drugs, surgery, anomalies, disease process, trauma, radiation
Psychosocial abuse, e.g., harmful relatinships
Lack of significant other

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Verbalization of problem
Actual or perceived limitation imposed by disease and/or therapy
Inability to achieve desired satisfaction
Alterations in achieving perceived sex role
Conflicts involving values
Alterations in achieving sexual satisfaction
Seeking of confirmation of desirability
Objective
Alteration in relationship with significant other
Change of interest in self and others
________________________________________________________________________________________________SK

IN INTEGRITY, IMPAIRMENT OF: ACTUAL
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Safety
Definition: [An interru ption in the integumentary system, the largest, multifunctional organ of the body.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY

External (environmental) factors
Hyperthermia or hypothermia
Chemical substance
Radiational
Physical immobilization
Humidity

Mechanical factors
Shearing forces
Pressure
Restraint
[Trauma: injury/surgery]
Internal (somatic) factors
Medication
Altered circulation
Altered pigmentation
Developmental factors
Altered nutritional state: obesity, emaciation
Excretions/secretions
Edema
Altered metabolic state
Altered sensation
Skeletal prominence
Immunologic deficit
Alterations in turgor (change in elasticity)
Psychogenic

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Complaints of itching, pain, numbness, of affected/surrounding area]
Objective
Disruption of skin surface
Destruction of skin layers
Invasion of body structures
________________________________________________________________________________________________

SKIN INTEGRITY, IMPAIRMENT OF: POTENTIAL
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Safety
Definition: [Condition exists in which damage to the integumentary system may occur.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Not applicable

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Objective
External (environmental) factors
Chemical substance
Hypothermia or hyperthermia
Radiation
Physical immobilization
Excretions and secretions
Humidity
Mechanical factors
Shearing forces
Pressure

Restraint
Internal (somatic) factors
Medication
Altered circulation
Altered sensation
Altered pigmentation
Developmental factors
Psychogenic
Immunologic
Altered metabolic state
Alterations in nutritional state: obesity, emaciation
Skeletal prominence
Alterations in skin turgor (change in elasticity)
[Presence of edema]
________________________________________________________________________________________________SL

EEP PATTERN DISTURBANCE
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Activity/Rest
Definition: Disruption of sleep time which causes patient discomfort or interferes with the patient’ desired
life-style.

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Sensory Alterations:
Internal factors: illness, psychologic stress
External factors: environmental changes, social cues

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Verbal complaints of difficulty in falling asleep
Verbal complaints of not feeling well rested
Awakening earlier or later than desired
Interrupted sleep
[Falls asleep during activities]
Objective
Changes in Behavior and Performance:
Increasing irritability
Disorientation
Listlessness
Restlessness
Lethargy
Physical Signs:
Mild, fleeting nystagmus
Ptosis of eyelid
Slight hand tremor
Expressionless face
Thick speech with mispronunciation and incorrect words
Dark circles under eyes

Changes in posture
Frequent yawning
Not feeling well rested

SOCIAL ISOLATION
Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: Condition of aloneness experienced by the individual and perceived as imposed by others and as a
negative or threatened state.

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Factors contributing to the absence of satisfying personal relationships, such as the following:
Delay in accomplishing developmental task
Alterations in mental status
Altered state of wellness
Immature interests
Alterations in physical appearance
Unaccepted social behavior
Unaccepted social values
Inadequate personal resources
Inability to engage in satisfying personal relationships

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Expresses feeling of aloneness imposed by others
Expresses values acceptable to subculture, but unable to accept values of dominant culture
Inability to meet expectations of others
Expresses feelings of rejection
Experiences feelings of difference from others
Inadequacy in or absence of significant purpose in life
Expresses interests inappropriate to developmental age or stage
Insecurity in public
Objective
Sad, dull affect
Absence of supportive significant other(s)-family, friends, group
Inappropriate or immature interests and activities for developmental age or stage
Projects hostility in voice, behavior
Evidence of physical and/or mental handicap or altered state of wellness
Uncommunicative, withdrawn; no eye contact
Preoccupation with own thoughts; repetitive, meaningless actions
Seeks to be alone or exists in subculture
Shows behavior unaccepted by dominant cultural group

________________________________________________________________________________________________SPI

RITUAL DISTRESS (DISTRESS OF THE HUMAN
SPIRIT)

_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: Distress of the human spirit is a disruption in the life principle that pervades a person’s entire
being and that integrates and transcends one’s biologic and psychosocial nature.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Separation from religious and cultural ties
Challenged belief and value system, e.g., result of moral or ethical implications of therapy or result of intense suffering

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Expresses concern with meaning of life and death and/or belief systems
Verbalizes inner conflict about beliefs; concern about relationship with deity
Questions moral and ethical implications of therapeutic regiment
Description of nightmares or sleep disturbances
Unable to accept self
Engages in self-blame
Description of somatic complaints
Anger toward God (as defined by person)
Questions meaning of suffering
Questions meaning for own existence
Seeks spiritual assistance
Unable to choose or chooses not to participate in usual religious practices
Displacement of anger toward religious representatives
Regards illness as punishment
Does not experience that God is forgiving
Denies responsibilities for problems
Objective
Alteration in behavior or mood evidenced by anger, crying, withdrawal, preoccupation, anxiety, hostility, apathy, etc.
________________________________________________________________________________________________TIS

SUE PERFUSION, ALTERATION IN: CEREBRAL,
CARDIOPULMONARY, RENAL, GASTROINTETINAL,
PERIPHERAL
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Circulation
Definition: [Failure to supply the cells with adequate nutrients/oxygen and/or eliminate waste products to
meet the needs of the body. Tissue perfusion problems can exist without decreased cardiac output; however,
there may be a relationship between cardiac output and tissue perfusion.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Interruption of flow: arterial, venous
Hypovolemia
Exchange problems
Hypervolemia

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Objective
Skin temperature, cold extremities
Slow-growing, dry, thick brittle nails
Claudication
Bruits
Slow healing of lesions
Blood pressure changes in extremities
Skin Color:
Dependent, blue or purple [or mottled]
Pale on elevation and color does not return when leg lowered
Diminished/[absent] arterial pulsations
Skin Quality:
Shining, lack of lanugo
Round scars covered with atrophied skin
Gangrene
Subcomponents: Cerebral, Renal, Gastrointestinal
________________________________________________________________________________________________TH

OUGHT PROCESSES, ALTERATION IN
_____________________________________________________________________
Diagnostic Division: Neurologic
Definition: [A condition exists that affects/interferes with the individual’s ability to think clearly.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Physiologic changes
Loss of memory
Sleep deprivation
Psychologic conflicts
Impaired judgment

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Ideas of reference
Hallucinations
Delusions
Altered sleep patterns
Objective
Inaccurate interpretation of environment
Memory deficit or problems
Hyper/hypovigilance
Altered attention span -distractibility
Disorientation to time, place, person, circumstances, and events
Cognitive dissonance
Distractibility
Egocentricity
Decreased ability to grasp ideas
Commands, obsessions
Inability to follow
Changes in remote, recent, immediate memory
Impaired ability to make decisions, problem solve, reason, abstract or conceptualize, calculate

[Confabulation]
[Inappropriate social behavior]
Other possible defining characteristics [under consideration by NANDA]:
Inappropriate/nonreality-based thinking

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___

URINARY ELIMINATION, ALTERATION IN
__________________________________________________________________

___ Diagnostic Division: Elimination
Definition: [ Condition exists in which there is an interference with the normal process of voiding.]

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Sensory motor impairment
Mechanical trauma
[Surgical diversion]
[Mechanical obstruction, e.g., prostatic hypertrophy/plasia]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Frequency
Hesitancy

Objective
Dysuria
Nocturia
Urgency
Incontinence
Retention

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___

VIOLENCE, POTENTIAL FOR: SELF-DIRECTED
OR DIRECTED AT OTHERS
__________________________________________________________________

___ Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: [ Aggressive behavior that has the potential for physical/psychologic harm.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Antisocial character
Catatonic excitement
Manic excitement
Panic states
Suicidal behavior

Toxic reactions to medication
Battered women [spouse abuse]
Child abuse
Organic brain syndrome
Rage reactions
Temporal lobe epilepsy
[Negative role modeling]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Expresses intent/desire to harm self or others, directly or indirectly]
Objective
Body language: clenched fists, facial expressions, rigid posture, tautness indicating intense effort to control
Overt and aggressive acts; goal-directed destruction of objects in environment
Self-destructive behavior and/or active aggressive suicidal acts
Hostile threatening verbalizations; boasting of prior abuse to others
Increased motor activity, pacing, excitement, irritability, agitation
Possession of destructive means: gun, knife, weapon
Suspicion of others, paranoid ideation, delusions, hallucinations
Substance abuse or withdrawal
Rage
Other defining characteristics [under consideration by NANDA]:
Inability to verbalize feelings
Provocative behavior: argumentative, dissatisfied overreactive, hypersensitive
Fear of self or others
Vulnerable self-esteem
Anger
Repetition of verbalizations: continues complaints, requests, and demands
Increasing anxiety level
Depression (specifically active, aggressive, suicidal acts)

Nursing Diagnoses
DIAGNOSTIC DIVISIONS
If your patient has extreme disabilities please fill out this form.
Medical diagnosis is a difficult operation. Medical statistics show that the average medical dagnosis has
less than a thirty per chance of being correct. For convience sake the nursing diagnosis is allways
accurate since it is a measure of simple exacting observations. Use this text to assay a family member
and bring the results to your doctor.
ACTIVITY / REST
______Activity intolerance
______Activity intolerance, potential
______Diversional activity, decifit
______Sleep pattern distrubance
CIRCULATION
______Cardiac output, alteration in: decreased
______Tissue perfusion, alteration in (specify)
ELIMINATION
______Bowel elimination, alteration in: cons tipation
______Bowel elimination, alteration in: diarrhea
______Bowel elimination, alteration in: incontinence
______Incontinence: functional
______Incontinence: reflex
______Incontinence: stress
______Incontinence: total
______Incontinence: urge
______Urinary elimination, alteration in patterns
______Urinary retention (acute / chronic)
EMOTIONAL REACTIONS
______Adjustment, impaired
______Anxiety (specify)
______Coping, ineffective individual
______Fear
______Grieving, anticipatory
______Grieving, dysfunctional
______Hopelessness
______Post-trauma response
______Powerlessness
______Rape trauma syndrome

______Self-concept, disturbance in: body image; self-esteem; personal identity
______Spiritual distress (distress of the human spirit)
FOOD/FLUID
______Fluid volume, alteration in: excess
______Fluid volume deficit, actual 1 (regulatory failure)
______Fluid volume deficit, actual 2 (active loss)
______Fluid volume deficit, potential
______Nutrition, alteration in: less than body requirements
______Nutrition, alteration in: more than body requirements
______Nutrition, alteration in: potential for more than body requirements
______Oral mucous membranes, alteration in
______Swallowing, impaired
HYGIENE
______Self-care deficit (specify level: feeding, bathing/hygiene, dressing/grooming, and toileting)
NEUROLOGIC
______Communication, impaired: verbal
______Neglect, unilateral
______Sensory-perceptual alteration
______Thought processes, alteration in
PAIN
______Comfort, alteration in: pain, acute
______Comfort, alteration in: pain, chronic
RELATIONSHIP ALTERATIONS
______Coping, family: potential for growth
______Coping, ineffective family: compromised
______Coping, ineffective family: disabling
______Family process, alteration in
______Parenting, alteration in: actual or potential
______Self-concept, disturbance in: role performance
______Social interaction, impaired
______Social isolation
SAFETY
______Body temperature, potential alteration in
______Hyperthermia
______Hypothermia
______Infection, potential for
______Injury, potential for: poisoning, suffocation, trauma

______Mobility, impaired physical
______Skin integrity, impairment of: actual
______Skin integrity, impairment of: potential
______Thermoregulation, ineffective
______Tissue integrity, impaired
______ Violence, potential for
SEXUAL
______Sexual dysfunction
______Sexuality patterns, altered
TEACHING/LEARNING
______Growth and development, alteration in
______Health maintenance, alteration in
______Home maintenance management, impaired
______Knowledge deficit (specify) [learning need (specify)]
______Noncompliance (specify) [compliance, alteration in (specify)]
VENTILATION
______Airway clearance, ineffective
______Breathing pattern, ineffective
______Gas exchange, impaired
______________________________________________________________________________
__

NURSING DIAGNOSES THROUGHT THE 6TH NATIONAL
CONFERENCE IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER
NOTE: Information that appears in brackets has been added by the authors to clarify and
enhance the use of nursing diagnosis.
______________________________________________________________________________
__

ACTIVITY INTOLERANCE
______________________________________________________________
_______
Diagnostic Division: Activity/Rest
Definition: [The presence of physical/psychological blocks to participation in singular
or group activity within an expected desired level.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Generalized weakness
Sedentary life-stile
[Secondary to underlying disease process/depression]
Imbalance between oxygen supply and demand

Bed rest or immobility

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Verbal report of fatigue or weakness
[Pain]
Objective
Abnormal heart rate or blood pressure response
Exertional discomfort or dyspnea
Electrocardiographic changes reflecting arrhytmias or ischemia
______________________________________________________________________________
__ACTIVITY INTOLERANCE, POTENTIAL

______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Ventilation
Definition: [At risk for development of blocks to reaching expected/desired activity
levels.]
SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Currently being developed by NANDA.
[Risk factors as listed in ND, Activity Intolerance]
[Early diagnosis of progressive disease state, such as cancer, multiple sclerosis, CODP, extensive
surgical procedures]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
States has not participated in activity previously
Statements of concern about ability to perform expected activity
Objective
History of previous intolerance
Presence of circulatory/respiratory problems
Deconditioned status
Inexperience with the activity

______________________________________________________________________________
__AIRWAY CLEARANCE, INEFFECTIVE

______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Ventilation

Definition: [Inability to maintain patency/integrity of airway/s.]
SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Tracheobroncial: infection, obstruction, secretion
Decreased energy and fatigue
Perceptual/cognitive impairment
Trauma
[Other conditions, e.g., pulmonary edema, anemia, etc.]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Patient statement of difficult breathing]
Objective
Abnormal breath sounds: rales (crackles), rhonchi (wheezes)
Changes in rate or depth of respiration
Fever
Tachypnea
Cough, effective or ineffective, with or without sputum
Cyanosis
Dyspnea
[Apnea]
[Fear, anxiety]
______________________________________________________________________________
__ANXIETY

______________________________________________________________
_______
Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: A vague uneasy feeling, the source of which is often nonspecific or unknown
to the individual.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Unconscious conflict about essential values and goals of life
Situational and maturational crises
Interpersonal transmission and contagion
Threat to self-concept
Threat of death
Threat to or change in health status, socioeconomic status, role functioning, environment, interaction
patterns

Unmet needs
[Physiological factors, such as hyperthyroidism, pheochromocytoma, use of steroids, etc.]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Increased tension
Increased helplessness [hopelessness]
Scared
Shakiness
Regretful
Overexcited
Rattled
Distress
Apprehension
Uncertainty
Fearful
Feelings of inadequacy
Fear of unspecific consequences
Expressed concern regarding changes in life events
Worried
Jittery

Objective
Sympathetic stimulation: cardiovascular excitation, superficial vasoconstriction, pupil dilation
Extraneous movements: foot shuffling; hand, arm movements
Increased wariness
Restlessness
Insomnia
Glancing about
Poor eye contact
Trembling; hand tremors
Facial tension
Voice quivering
Focus on self
Increased perspiration
[Urinary frequency]
______________________________________________________________________________
__BOWELELIMINATION, ALTERATION IN: CONSPIRATION

______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Elimination
Definition: [change is an individual’s bowel movements characterized by a decrease in
frequency and passage of hard/dry feces.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Less than adequate intake, dietary intake and bulk, physical activity or immobility
Chronic use of medication and enemas
Neuromuscular/musculoskeletal impairment
Lack of privacy
Personal habits
Medications
Gastrointestinal obstructive lesions
Pain on defecation
Diagnostic procedures
Weak abdominal musculature
Emotional status
Pregnancy

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Frequency less than usual pattern
Less than usual amount of stool
Reported feeling of abdominal or rectal fullness or pressure
Nausea
Objective
Hard-formed stool
Straining at stool
Palpable mass
Decreased bowel sound
[Abdominal distention]
Other possible defining characteristics [under consideration by NANDA]:
Abdominal pain
Headache
Decreased appetite
Use of laxatives
Back pain
Interference with daily living
Appetite impairment

______________________________________________________________________________
__BOWEL ELIMINATION, ALTERATION IN: DIARRHEA

______________________________________________________________
_______
Diagnostic Division: Elimination

Definition: [A change in bowel movements characterized by frequent passage of watery
stool.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Stress and anxiety
Medications
Toxins
Contaminants
Dietary intake
Inflammation, irritation, or malabsorption of bowel
Radiation

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Abdominal pain
Urgency
Camping
Objective
Increased frequency
Increased frequency of bowel sounds
Loose, liquid stools
Changes in color

______________________________________________________________________________
__BOWEL ELIMINATION, ALTERATION IN: INCONTINENCE

______________________________________________________________
_______
Diagnostic Division: Elimination

Definition: [ Inability to retain feces, through loss of sphincter control due to
interference with nerve enervation and/or lack of awareness of/inability to meet body needs.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Neuromuscular/musculokeletal involvement
Perception or cognitive impairment
Depression

Severe anxiety

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Involuntary passage of stool
______________________________________________________________________________
__BREATHING PATTERN, INEFFECTIVE

______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Ventillation
Definition: [ A change in bre athing patterns which does not provide adequate ventilation to meet individual
needs.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Neuromuscular/musculokeletal impairment
Anxiety
Inflammatory process
Pain
Perception or cognitive impairment
Decreased energy and fatigue
Decreased lung expansion
Tracheobronchial obstruction
[Alteration of patient’s normal O2/CO2 ratio, e.g., O2 therapy in COPD ]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Shortness of breath

Objective
Dyspnea
Fremitus
Cyanosis
Nasal flaring
Assumpcion of 3-point position
Increased anetoposterior diameter
Tachypnea
Abnormal alterial blood gas
Cough
Respiratory depth changes
Pursed-lip breathing and prolonged expiratory phase
Use of accessory muscles
Altered chest excursion
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______CARDIAC

OUTPUT, ALTERATION IN: DECREASED

______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Circulation
Definition: [ failure of the heat to pump an adequate supply blood to meet the needs of the body. Cardiac
output and tissue perfusion may be interrelated although there are differences. When cardiac output is
decreased, tissue perfusion problems will develop, however tissue perfusion problems can exist without
decreased cardiac output.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Mechanical: alteration in preload; afterload; inotropic changes in heart.
Electrical: alterations in rate; rhythm; conduction.
Structural, [e.g. ventricular-septal rupture, ventricular aneurysm, papillary muscle rupture, valvular disease.]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Fatigue
Dyspnea

Objective
Variations in hemodynamic reading
Cyanosis; pallor of skin and mucous membranes
Cold, clammy skin
Orthopnea
Arrhythmias; ECG changes
Jugular vein distension
Oliguria; anuria
Decreased peripheral pulses
Rales
Restlessness
Other possible defining characteristics [under consideration by NANDA]:

Subjective
Syncope
Vertigo
Weakness

Objective
Edema
Change in mental status
Shortness of breath
Frothy sputum
Gallop rhythm; abnormal heart sounds
Cuogh
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______COMFORT,

ALTERATION IN: PAIN [ACUTE/CHRONIC]
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Pain

Definition: [A sensation of discomfort, distress, or suffering that is experienced due to disturbance of the
sensory nerves. It may vary in intensity from mild to intolerable abony.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Injuring agents: Biologic, Chemical, Physical, Psychologic

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Communication (verbal or coded) of pain descriptors [expect less from under 40, males, some minority groups]

Objective
Self-focusing
Narrowed focus (altered time perception, withdrawal from social contact, impaired thought process)
Alteration in muscle tone (may span from listless to rigid)
Facial mask of pain (eyes lack luster, “beaten look, “ fixed or scattered movement, grimace)
Distraction behavior (moaning, crying, pacing, seeking other people and/or activities, restlessness)
Autonomic responses not seen chronic, stable pain (diaphoresis, blood pressure and pulse rate change, pupillary
dilation, increased or decreased respiratory rate)
Guarding behavior: protective
[Fear/panic, pain unrelieved and/or increased beyond tolerance]
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______ COMMUNICATION,

IMPAIRED VERBAL
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Neurologic
Definition: [Situation exists in which ability to express self verbally is interferred with for physical,
psychologic, and/or cultural reasons.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Decrease in circulation to brain
Anatomic deficit, cleft palate
Developmental or age-related
Physical barrier, brain tumor, tracheosomy, intubtion
Psychologic barriers, psychosis, lack of stimuli
Cultural difference
[Drug intake, chemical imbalance]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Reports difficulty expressing self

Objective
Unable to speak dominant language
Impaired articulation
Disorientation
Loose association of ideas
Flight of ideas
Incessant verbalization

Inability to speak in sentences
Does not or cannot speak
Stuttering; slurring
Dyspnea
Inability to modulate speech; find words; name words identify objects
Difficulty with phonation
[Frustration, Anger, Hostility]
[Non-verbal cues]
[Facial expression]
[Gestures]
[Pleading eyes, turning away]
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______COPING,

FAMILY: POTENTIAL FOR GROWTH
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Family Pattern Alterations
Definition: The family member has effectively managed adaptive tasks involved with the client’s health
challenge and is exhibiting desire and readiness for enhanced health and growth in regard to self and in
relation to the client.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
The person’s basic needs are sufficiently gratified and adaptive tasks effectively addressed to enable goals of selfactualization to surface

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Family members attempt to describe growth impact of crisis on their own values, priorities, goals, or relationships
Individual expresses interest in making contact on a one-to-one basis or on a mutual-aid group basis with another
person who has experienced a similar situation

Objective
Family member is moving in direction of health-promoting and enriching life-style that supports and monitors
maturational processes, audits and negotiates treatment programs, and generally chooses experiences that optimize
wellness
_________________________________________________________________________________________

COPING, INEFFECTIVE FAMILY: COMPROMISED
______________________________________________________________
______ Diagnostic Division: Family Pattern Alterations
_______

Definition: A usually supportive primary person (family member or close friend [significant other])
is providing insufficient, ineffective, or compromised support, comfort, assistance or encouragement that may
be needed by the client [patient] to manage or master adaptive tasks related to the client’s health challenge.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Inadequate or incorrect information or understanding by a primary person
Temporary preoccupation by a significant person who is trying to manage emotional conflicts and personal suffering
and is unable to perceive or act effectively in regard to client’s needs
Temporary family disorganization and role changes
Other situational or developmental crises or situations the significant person may be facing

Client providing little support in turn for the primary person
Prolonged disease or disability progression that exhausts the supportive capacity of significant people

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Client expresses or confirms a concern or complaint about significant other’s response to client’s health problem
Significant person describes preoccupation with personal reactions, e.g., fear, anticipatory grief, guilt, anxiety
regarding client’s illness or disability, or to other situational or developmental crises
Significant person describes or confirms an inadequate understanding or knowledge base that interferes with
effective assistive or supportive behaviors

Objective
Significant person attempts assistive or supportive behaviors with less than satisfactory results
Significant person withdraws or enters into limited or temporary personal communication with client at time of need
Significant person displays protective behavior disproportionate (too little or too much) to client’s abilities or need for
autonomy
_________________________________________________________________________________________

COPING, INEFFECTIVE FAMILY: DISABLING
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Family Pattern Alterations
_______

Definition: The behavior of a significant person (family member or other primary person) disables his or her
own capacities and the client ’s capacities to effectively address tasks essential to either person’s adaptation to
the health challenge.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Significant person with chronically unexpressed feelings of guilt, anxiety, hostility, despair, etc.
Dissonant discrepancy of coping styles being used to deal with the adaptive tasks by the significant person and
client among significant people
Highly ambivalent family relationships
Arbitrary handling of a family’s resistance to treatment which tends to solidify defensiveness as it fails to deal
adequately with underlying anxiety

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Expresses depair re family reactions/lack of involvement]

Objective
Intolerance
Abandonment
Psychosomatic tendency
Agitation, depression, aggression, hostility
Rejection
Desertion
Taking on illness signs of client
Neglectful relationships with other family members
Carrying on usual routines disregarding clients ’s needs
Neglectful care of the client in regard to basic human needs and/or illness treatment
Distortion of reality regarding the client’s health problem, including extreme denial about its existence or severity

Decision and actions by family which are detrimental to economic or social well-being
Impaired restructuring of a meaningful life for self; impaired individualization; prolonged over-concern for client
Client’s development of helpless, inactive dependence
_________________________________________________________________________________________

COPING, INEFFECTIVE INDIVIDUAL
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
_______

Definition: Ineffective coping is the impairment of adaptive behaviors and problem-solving abilities of a person
in meeting life’s demands and roles.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Situation crises
Personal vulnerability
No vacations
Inadequate support systems
Poor nutrition
Work overload
Unrealistic perceptions
Maturational crises
Multiple life changes
Inadequate relaxation
Little or no exercise
Unmet expectations
Too many dead lines
Inadequate coping method

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Verbalization of inability to cope or inability to ask for help
Muscular tension
Frequent headaches/neckaches
Chronic worry
Poor self-esteem
Emotional tension
Lack of appetite
Chronic fatigue
Insomnia
Ulcers
Irritable bowel
General irritability
Chronic anxiety
Chronic depression

Objective
Inability to meet role expectations
Alteration in societal participation
Inability to meet basic needs
Inability to problem-solve
Inappropriate use of defense mechanisms

Change in usual communication patterns
High rate of accidents
Excessive smoking/drinking
Alcohol proneness
High blood pressure
Verbal manipulation
High illness rate
Overeating
Overuse of prescribed tranquilizers
Destructive behavior toward self or others
_________________________________________________________________________________________
______DIVERSIONAL

ACTIVITY, DEFICIT
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Activity/Rest
Definition: [An inability to occupy oneself in activities that pass time, entertain, distract, or gratify, because of
internal/external factors which may or may not be beyond the individual ’s control.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Environmental lack of diversional activity
Long-term hospitalization
Frequent, lengthy treatments
[Bedridden]
[Situational, developmental]
[Physical limitations]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Patient’s statement regarding the following
Boredom
Wish there were something to do, to read, etc.
Usual hobbies cannot be undertaken in hospital [or are restricted by physical limitations]

Objective
[Flat affect]
[Disinterested]
[Restless]
[Crying]
[Lethargy]
[Withdrawn]
[Hostile]
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______FAMILY

PROCESS, ALTERATION IN
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Family Pattern Alterations
Definition: [Dysfunction during a crisis, in a family that normally functions effectively.]

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Situational transition and/or crises
Development transition and/or crises

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Family expresses confusion about what to do and say they are having difficulty coping with situation]

Objective
Family system unable to meet physical/emotional/spiritual needs of its members
Family unable to meet security needs of its members
Family uninvolved in commu nity activities
Inability to accept or receive help appropriately
Family inability to adapt to change or to deal with traumatic experience constructively
Parents do not demonstrate respect for each other’s views on child-rearing practices
Inability to express or accept wide range of feelings/feelings of members
Inability of family members to relate to each other for mutual growth and maturation
Rigidity in function and roles
Family does not demonstrate respect for individuality and autonomy of its members
Family fails to accomplish current or past developmental task
Ineffective family decision-making process
Failure to send and receive clear messages
Inappropriate level and direction of energy
Inappropriate boundary maintenance
Inappropriate or poorly communicated family rules, rituals, symbols
Unexamined family myths
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______FEAR

______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: Fear is a feeling of dread related to an identifiable source which the individual validates.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Natural or innate origins: sudden noise, loss of physical support, heights, pain
Learned response: conditioning, modeling from or identification with others
Separation from support system in a potentially threatening situation (hospitalization, treatments, etc.)
Knowledge deficit or unfamiliarity
Phobic stimulus or phobia
Language barrier [/inability to communicate]
Sensory impairment
Environmental stimuli
[Threat of death, perceived or actual]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Increased tension
Impulsiveness

Afraid
Terrified
Frightened
Apprehension
Decreased self-assurance
Scared
Panic
Jittery
[Associated physical symptoms: nausea, etc.]

Objective
Attack behavior
Flight behavior-withdrawal
Flight behavior-aggressive
Concentration on source
Wide eyed
Increased alertness
Focus on “It, out there”
Sympathetic stimulation: cardiovascular excitation, superficial vasoconstriction, pupil dilation, [vomiting, diarrhea,
etc.]
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______FLUID

VOLUME DEFICIT, ACTUAL (1)
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Food/fluid
Definition: [Loss of fluid from the vascular compartment (out of body or 3rd spacing) in excess of needs
or replacement capabilities, as noted in etiology.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Failure of regulator mechanisms [e.g., adrenal disease, recovery phase of acute renal failure, uncontrolled diabetes
mellitus/insipidus]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Complaints of fatigue, nervousness]

Objective
Dilute urine
Sudden weight loss
Increased urine output
[Altered serum sodium]
Other possible defining characteristics under consideration by NANDA:
Weakness
Thirst
Decreased venous filling
Decreased skin turgor
Increased body temperature
Dry mucous membranes
Edema
Possible weight gain

Hypotension [postural]
Increased pulse rate
Decreased pulse volume and pressure
Dry skin
Hemoconcentration
_________________________________________________________________________________________

FLUID VOLUME DEFICIT, ACTUAL (2)
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Food/fluid
_______

Definition: [Loss of fluid from the vascular compartment (out of body or 3rd spacing) in excess of needs
or replacement capabilities, as noted in etiology.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Active loss [e.g., burns, abdominal cancer, hemorrhage, diarrhea, cirrhosis of liver. Use of hyperosmotic radiopaque
contrast agents]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Objective
Decreased urine output
Output greater than intake
Decreased venous filling
Increased serum sodium
Concentrated urine
Sudden weight loss
Hemoconcentration
Other possible defining characteristics under consideration by NANDA:
Thirst
Hypotension [postural]
Decreased skin turgor
Increased pulse rate
Dry skin
Increased body temperature
Weakness
Decreased pulse volume and pressure
Change in mental state
Dry mucous membranes
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______ FLUID

VOLUME DEFICIT, POTENTIAL
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Food/fluid
Definition: [Condition exists in which the patient is at risk for active or regulatory losses of body water in
excess of needs or replacement capability.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY

Extremes of age and weight
Loss of fluid through abnormal routes, e.g., indwelling tubes
Factors influencing fluid needs, e.g., hypermetabolic states
Medications, e.g., diuretics
Excessive losses through normal routes, e.g., diarrhea
Knowledge deficiency related to fluid volume
Deviations affecting access to, intake of, or absorption of fluids, e.g., physical immobility

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Thirst

Objective
Increased fluid output
Altered intake
Urinary frequency
_________________________________________________________________________________________

FLUID VOLUME, ALTERATION IN: EXCESS
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Food/fluid
_______

Definition: [Condition marked by an increase in sudium levels and excress of fluid, or fluid retention resuling
in movement from the intra- to extracellular compartment.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Compromised regulatory mechanism [e.g., SIADH]
Excess fluid intake
[Drug therapies: e.g., Chlorpropamide, tolbutamine, vincristine, triptyline, carbamazepine

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Shortness of breath, orthopnea
Anxiety

Objective
Edema
Anasarca
Intake greater than output
Pulmonary congestion on x-ray film
Change in respiratory pattern
Blood pressure changes
Oliguria
Azoturia
Restlessness
Effusion
Weight gain
Third heart sound
Abnormal breath sounds: crackles (rales)
Change in mental status
Decreased hemoglobin, hematocrit

Central venous pressure changes
Jugular venous distention
Positive hepatojugular reflex
Specific gravity changes
Altered electrolytes

GAS EXCHANGE, IMPAIRED
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Ventilation
Definition: [An environmental and/or physilogic inability to provide adequate oxigen for the tissues. This may
be an entity of its own, but may also be an end result of other pathology with an interrelatedness between
airway clearance and/or breathing pattern problems.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Altered oxygen supply [e.g., altitude sickness]
Altered blood flow [e.g., pulmonary embolus]
Altered oxygen-carrying capacity of blood [e.g., sickle cell/other anemia]
Alveolar-capillary membrane [e.g., adult respiratory distress syndrome: chronic condition, such as pneumonoconiosis
(asbestosis/scilicosis)]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Dyspnea]
[Sense of impeding doom]

Objective
Confusion
Restlessness
Inability to move secretions
Somnolence
Irritability
Hypercapnea
Hypoxia
[Cyanosis]
_________________________________________________________________________________________

GIEVING, ANTICIPATORY
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
_______

Definition: [Response to loss before it actually occurs.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Perceived potential loss of: significant other; physiopsychosocail well-being; personal possessions

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Expression of distress at potential loss [anger]
Sorrow
Denial of potential loss
Guilt
Choked feelings

Objective
Potential loss of significant object
Alterations in activity level
Changes is eating habits
Alterations in sleep patterns
Altered libido
Altered communication patterns
[Altered affect]

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______GIEVING,

DYSFUNCTIONAL
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: [Delayed or exaggerated response to a perceived, actual or potential loss,]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Actual or perceived object loss (object loss in used in the broadest sense). Objects include people, possessions, a
job, status, home, ideals, parts and processed of the body, etc.
Thwarted grieving response to a loss
Lack of resolution of previous grieving response
Absence of anticipatory grieving
Chronic fatal illness
Loss of significant others, physiopsychosocial well-being; personal possessions

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Verbal expression of distress at loss
Expression of unresolved issues
Idealization of lost object
Denial of loss
Anger
Alterations in: eating habits, sleep and dream patterns, activity levels, libido
Reliving of past experiences
Expression of guilt
Sadness

Objective
Crying
Developmental regression
Alterations in concentration and/or pursuits of tasks
Difficulty in expressing loss
Labile affect
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______HEALTH

MAINTENANCE, ALTERATION IN
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Teaching/learning
Definition: Inability to identify, manage, and/or seek out help to maintain health. [Health Maintenanceis a
grouping of nursing diagnoses. If only one of the problems exist, use an individual diagnosis, e.g., Knowledge
Deficit; Communication, impaired: Verbal; Thought Processes, Alteration in; Coping, Individual/Family; and
others as etiology suggests.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Lack of or significant alteration in communication skills (written, and/or gestural)
Complete of partial lack of gross and/or fine motor sills
Unachieved developmental tasks
Lack of ability to make deliberate and thoughtful judgments
Perceptual or cognitive impairment
Ineffective individual coping: dysfunctional grieving
Lack of material resource
Ineffective family coping: disabling spiritual distress

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Expressed interest in improving health behaviors

Objective
Demonstrated lack of knowledge regarding basic health practices
Reported or observed inability to take the responsibility for meeting basic health practices in any or all functional
pattern areas
Demonstrated lack of adaptive behaviors to internal or external environmental changes
History of lack of health-seeking behavior
Reported or observed lack of equipment, financial, and/or other resources
Reported or observed impairment of personal support system
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______HOME

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT, IMAIRED
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Teaching/learning
Definition: The client is unable to independently maintain a safe, growth-promoting immediate environment.

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Disease or injury of individual of family member
Insufficient finances
Impaired cognitive or emotional functioning
Lack of role modeling
Insufficient family organization or planning
Unfamiliarity with neighborhood resources
Lack of knowledge
Inadequate support systems

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Household members express difficulty maintaining home in a comfortable fashion
Household requests assistance with home maintenance
Household members describe outstanding debts or financial crises

Objective
Disorderly surroundings
Accumulation of dirt, food or hygienic wastes
Inappropriate household temperature
Lack of necessary equipment or aids
Presence of vermin or rodents
Unwashed or unavailable cooking equipment, clothes, or linen
Offensive odors
Overtaxed family members, e.g., exhausted, anxious family members
Repeated hygienic disorders, infestations, or infections
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______INJURY,

POTENTIAL FOR
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Safety
Definition: [Situation exists may develop which could result in harm/injury.]
[Authors’Note: The potential for injury differs from individual to individual and from situation to situation. It is our
belief that the environment is not safe and there is no way to list everything that might present a danger to someone.
Rather, we believe nurses should educate people throughout their life cycles to live safely in their environment.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Interactive conditions between individual and environment which impose a risk to the defensive and adaptive
resources of the individual
Internal factors, host: biologic; physiologic; developmental; chemical; psychologic perception
External environment: biologic; psychologic; chemical; people-provider

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Internal
Biochemical: regulatory function (sensory, integrative, effector dysfunction); tissue hypoxia; immune-autoimmune;
malnutrition

Abnormal blood profile: altered clotting factors; thalassemia; sickle cell; leukocytosis or leukopenia;
thrombocytopenia; decrased hemoglobin
Physical: broken skin; altered mobility
Developmental: age (physiologic, psychosocial)
Psychologic: affective; orientation

External
Biologic: immunization level of community; microorganism
Chemical: pollutants; poisons; drugs (pharmaceutical agents, alcohol, caffeine, nicotine); preservatives; cosmetics
and dyes; nutrients (vitamins, food types)
Physical: design, structure, and arrangement of community, building, and/or equipment; mode of transport/
transportation; nosocomial agents
People-provider: nosocomial agent; staffing patterns; cognitive, affective, and psychomotor factors
_________________________________________________________________________________________

INJURY, POTENTIAL FOR: A. POISONING
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Safety
_______

Definition: The client has accentuated risk of accidental exposure to or ingestion of drugs or dangerous
products in doses sufficient to cause poisoning.

SUPPORTING DATA
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Internal (individual) factors
Reduced vision
Lack of safety or drug education
Lack of proper precaution
Insufficient finances
Verbalization of occupational setting without adequate safeguards
Cognitive or emotional difficulties

External (environmental) factors
Large supplies of drugs in house
Dangerous products placed or stored within the reach of children or confused persons
Flaking, peeling paint or plaster in presence of young children
Paint, lacquer, etc., in poorly ventilated areas or without effective protection
Medicines stored in unlocked cabinets accessible to children or confused persons
Availability of illicit drugs potentially contaminated by poisonous additives
Chemical contamination of food and water
Unprotected contact with heavy metals or chemicals
Presence of poisonous vegetation
Presence of atmospheric pollutants
_________________________________________________________________________________________

INJURY, POTENTIAL FOR: B. SUFFOCATION
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Safety
_______

Definition: The client has accentuated risk of accidental suffocation (inadequate air available for inhalation).

SUPPORTING DATA
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Internal (individual)
Reduced olfactory sensation, motor abilities
Lack of safety education, precautions
Cognitive or emotional difficulties
Disease or injury process
External (environmental)
Pillow placed in infant’s crib
Vehicle warming in closed garage
Children playing with plastic bags or inserting small objects into mouths or noses
Discarded or unused refrigerators or freezers without removed doors
Children left unattended in bathtubs or pools
Household gas leaks
Smoking in bed
Use of fuel-burning heaters not vented to outside
Low-strung clothesline
Pacifier hung around infant’s head
Eating large mouthfuls of food
Propped bottle placed in infant’s crib
_________________________________________________________________________________________

INJURY, POTENTIAL FOR: C. TRAUMA, POTENTIAL FOR
______________________________________________________________
_____ Diagnostic Division: Safety
_______

Definition: The client has accentuated risk of accidental tissue injury, e.g., wound, burn, fracture.

SUPPORTING DATA
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Internal (individual) factors
Weakness
Balancing difficulties
Reduced large, or small, muscle coordination
Lack of safety education/precautions
Cognitive or emotional difficulties
Poor vision
Reduced temperature and/or tactile sensation
Reduced hand/eye coordination
Insufficient finances to purchase safety equipment or effect repairs
History of previous trauma

External (environmental) factors
Slippery floors, e.g., wet or highly waxed
Bathtub without hand grip or antislip equipment
Unsturdy or absent stair rails
High beds

Children playing without gates at to of stairs
Inappropriate call-for-aid mechanisms for bed-resting client
Snow or ice on stairs, walkways
Unanchored rugs
Use of unsteady ladder or chairs
Entering unlighted rooms
Unanchored electric wires
Litter or liquid spills on floors or stairways
Obstructed passageways
Unsafe window protection in homes with young children
Pot handles facing toward front of stove
Potential igniting of gas leaks
Bathing in very hot water, e.g., unsupervised bathing of young children
Experimenting with chemicals or gasoline
Children playing with matches, candles, cigarettes
Highly flammable children’s toys or clothing
Overloaded fuse boxes
Sliding on coarse bed linen or struggling within bed restraints
Contact with acids or alkalis
Contact with intense cold
Overexposure to sun, sun lamps, radiotherapy
Guns or ammunition stored unlocked
Children playing with sharp-edged toys
Driving mechanically unsafe vehicle
Driving at excessive speeds
Children riding in the front seat of car
Delayed lighting of gas burner or oven
Unscreened fires or heaters
Wearing of plastic aprons or flowing clothing around open flame
Inadequately stored combustibles or corrosives, e.g., matches, oily rags, lye
Contact with rapidly moving machinery, industrial belts, or pulleys
Faulty electrical plugs, frayed wires, or defective appliances
Playing with fireworks or gunpowder
Use of cracked dishware or glasses
Knives stored uncovered
Large icicles hanging from roof
Exposure to dangerous machinery
High-crime neighborhood and vulnerable client
Driving after partaking of alcoholic beverages or drugs
Driving without necessary visual aids
Smoking in bed or near oxygen
Grease waste collected on stoves
Unrestrained babies riding in car
Unsafe road or road-crossing conditions
Play or work near vehicle pathways, e.g., driveways, lanes, railroad tracks
Overloaded electrical outlets
Use of thin or worn pot holders or mitts
Nonuse or misuse of seat restraints
Nonuse or misuse of necessary headgear for motorized cyclists or young children carried on adult bicycles

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______KNOWLEDGE

DEFICIT (SPECIFY)

[LEARNING NEED (SPECIFY)]
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Teaching/Learning
Definition: Lack of specific information [necessary for patient to make informed choices regarding
condition/therapies/treatment plan.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Lack of exposure
Information misinterpretation [/inaccurate]
Unfamiliarity with information resources
Lack of recall
Cognitive limitation
Lack of interest in learning
Patient’s request for no information

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Statement of misconception
Verbalization of the problem
Request for information

Objective
Inaccurate follow-through of instruction
Inadequate performance of test
Inappropriate or exaggerated behaviors, e.g., hysterical, hostile, agitated, apathetic

_________________________________________________________________________________________
______MOBILITY, IMPAIRED PHYSICAL
______________________________________________________________________________________________ Diagnostic
Division: Safety
Definition: [Condition exists in which the patient is unable/reluctant to move about in an adequate fashion
because of disuse, inactivity, paralysis, etc.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Intolerance to activity; decreased strength and endurance
Pain and discomfort
Perceptual or cognitive impairment
Neuromuscular impairment

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective

Reluctance to attempt movement
[C/o pain/discomfort on movement]

Objective
Inability to purposefully move within the physical environment, including bed mobility, transfer, and ambulation
Impaired coordination
Limited range of motion
Decreased muscle strength, control, and/or mass
Imposed restrictions of movement, including mechanical; medical protocol
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______NONCOMPLIANCE

[COMPLIANCE, ALTERATION IN],

SPECIFY
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Teaching/Learning
Definition: Noncompliance is a person’s informed decision not adhere to a therapeutic recommendation.
[Authors’ statement: Noncompliance is a term that creates a negative situation for patient and caregiver that
may foster difficulties in resolving the causative factors. Since patients have a right to refuse therapy, we see
this as a situation in which the professional need is to accept the client’s point of view/behavior/choice(s) and
work together to find alternate means to meet original and/or revised goals. The actions/decisions belong to
the patient and are not necessarily directed against the caregiver(s).]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Patient value system: health beliefs, spiritual values, cultural influences
Client and provider relationships

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Patient states unwillingness to follow treatment regimen.]

Objective
Behavior indicative of failure to adhere by direct observation or statements by patient or significant others
Objective tests (physiologic measures, detection of markers)
Evidence of development of complications
Failure to keep appointments
Inability to set or attain mutual goals
Evidence of exacerbation of symptoms
Failure to progress
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______NUTRITION,

ALTERATION IN: LESS THAN
BODY REQUIREMENTS
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Food/Fluid
Definition: [Condition in which energy (calorie) intake does not fully meet energy requirements. Body weight
is 10 -20% less than ideal body weight and/or % of body fat is below standard.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Inability to ingest or digest food or biologic, psychologic, or economic factors

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Reported inadequate food intake less than RDA
Reported or evidence of lack of food
Aversion to eating
Reported altered taste sensation
Abdominal pain with or with out pathologic conditions
Misconceptions
Body weight 20% or more under ideal for height and frame
Lack of interest in food
Perceived inability to ingest food
Satiety immediately after ingesting food
Abdominal cramping
Lack of information; misinformation

Objective
Loss of weight with adequate food intake
Weakness of muscles required for swallowing or mastication
Hyperactive bowel sounds
Sore, inflamed buccal cavity
Capillary fragility
Diarrhea and/or steatorrhea
Pale conjunctiva and mucous membranes
Poor muscle tone
Excessive loss of hair [or increased growth of hair on body (lanugo)]
[Cessation of menses]
_________________________________________________________________________________________

NUTRITION, ALTERATION IN: MORE THAN
BODY REQUIREMENTS
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Food/Fluid
_______

Definition: [Condition in which body weight is greater than 10% over average weight for age, sex, and height,
and/or percent of body fat greater than 26% for women, 19% for men. This may be the result of an imbalance
between calorie intake and energy expenditure but the underlying cause is often complex and may be difficult
to diagnose/treat.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Excessive intake in relationship to metabolic need

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS

Subjective
Reported or observed dysfunctional eating patterns:
Pairing food with other activities
Eating in response to external cues such as time of day, social situation
Concentrating food intake at end of day
Eating in response to internal cues other than hunger, e.g., anxiety
Sedentary activity level

Objective
Weight 10%-20% over ideal for height and frame
Triceps skinfold greater than 15 mm in men and 25 mm in women
[Percentage of body fat greater than 18-20% for trim women, 10-12% for trim men]
_________________________________________________________________________________________

NUTRITION, ALTERATION IN: POTENTIAL FOR MORE THAN
BODY REQUIREMENTS
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Food/Fluid
_______

Definition: [Situation in which risk factors exist that may predispose the individual to obesity.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Hereditary predisposition
Frequent, closely spaced pregnancies
Dysfunctional psychologic conditioning in relationship to food
Excessive energy [(calorie)] intake during late gestational life, early infancy, and adolescence
Membership in lower socioeconomic group
[Sedentary lifestyle]
[Socially/culturally isolated; lacking other outlets]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Reported obesity in one or both parents [spouse]
Reported use of solid food as major food source before 5 months of age
Reported higher baseline weight at beginning of each pregnancy
[Alteration in usual activity patterns]
[Alteration in usual coping patterns]
[Report majority of foods consumed are concentrated, high calorie sources]
Dysfunctional eating patterns
Pairing food with other activities
Eating in response to external cues such as time of day or social situation
Concentrating food intake at end of day
Eating in response to internal cues other than hunger, e.g., anxiety

Objective
Rapid transition across growth percentiles in infants or children
Observed higher baseline weight at beginning of each pregnancy
Observed obesity in one or both parents [spouse]
Observed use of food as reward or comfort measure

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______,

ORAL MUCOUS MEMBRANE, ALTERATION IN
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Food/Fluid
Definition: [Actual/Potential interruption in the integrity of the layers and/or protective properties of the oral
mucosa.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Pathologic conditions: oral cavity (radiation to head and/or neck)
Trauma: Chemical, e.g., acidic foods, drugs, noxious agents, alcohol; Mechanical, e.g., ill-fitting dentures, braces,
tubes (endotracheal, nasogastric), surgery in oral cavity
Dehydration
NPO instructions for more than 24 hours
Malnutrition
Lack of or decreased salivation
Ineffective oral hygiene
Mouth breathing
Infection
Medication

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Xerostomia (dry mouth)
Oral pain or discomfort

Objective
Coated tongue
Stomatitis
Leukoplakia
Hyperemia
Desquamation
Hemorrhagic gingivitis
Halitosis
Oral lesions or ulcers
Lack of or decreased salivation
Edema
Oral plaque
Vesicles
Carious teeth
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______,

PARENTING, ALTERATION IN: ACTUAL OR POTENTIAL
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Family Pattern Alterations
Definition: Parenting is the ability of a nurturing figure(s) to create an environment that promotes the
optimum growth and development of another human being. It is important to state as a preface to this

diagnosis that adjustment to parenting in general is a normal maturational process that elicits nursing
behaviors of prevention problems and health promotion.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Lack of available role model
Lack of support between or from significant other(s)
Interruption in bonding process, i.e., maternal, paternal, other
Mental and/or physical illness
Lack of knowledge
Limited cognitive functioning
Multiple pregnancies
Unrealistic expectation for self, infant, partner
Ineffective role model
Physical and psychosocial abuse of nurturing figure
Unmet social and emotional maturational needs of parenting figures
Perceived threat to own survival: physical and/or emotional
Presence of stress: financial or legal problems, recent crisis, cultural move
Lack of role identity
Lack of appropriate response of child to relationship

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS: AC TUAL AND POTENTIAL
Subjective
Constant verbalization of disappointment in gender or physical characteristics of infant/child
Verbalization of resentment toward infant/child
Verbalization of role inadequacy [inability to care for/discipline child]
Verbal disgust at body functions of infant/child
Verbalization of desire to have child call parent by first name despite traditional cultural tendencies

Objective
Lack of parental attachment behaviors
Inappropriate visual, tactile, auditory stimulation
Negative identification of characteristics of infant/child
Inattention to infant/child needs
Noncompliance with health appointments for self and/or infant/child
Inappropriate caretaking behaviors (toilet training, sleep and rest, feeding)
Inappropriate or inconsistent discipline practices
Frequent accidents/illness
Growth and development lag in child
History of child abuse or abandonment by primary caretaker
Child receives care from multiple caretakers without consideration for needs of child
Compulsive seeking of role approval from others
Actual (critical factors): abandonment, runaway, verbalization cannot control child, evidence of physical and/or
psychologic trauma
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______POWERLESSNESS

______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions

Definition: The perception of the individual that one’s own action will not significantly affect an outcome.
Powerlessness is the perceived lack of control over a current situation or immediate happening.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Health care environment
Illness-related regimen
Interpersonal interaction
Life-style of helplessness

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Severe:
Verbal expressions of having no control or influence over situation, outcome, or self-care
Depression over physical deterioration that occurs despite patient compliance with regimens
Moderate:
Non-participation in care or decision making when opportunities are provided
Expressions of dissatisfaction and frustration over inability to perform previous tasks and/or activities
Expression of doubt regarding role performance
Reluctance to express true feelings, fearing alienation from care-givers
Low:
Expressions of uncertainty about fluctuating energy levels

Objective
Severe:
Apathy [Anger]
Moderate:
Does not monitor progress
Dependence on others that may result in irritability, resentment, anger, and guilt
Inability to seek information regarding care
Does not defend self-care practices when challenged
Passivity
Low
Passivity
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______RAPE

TRAUMA SYNDROME
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: Rape is forced and violent sexual penetration against the victim’s will and without the victim’s
consent. The trauma syndrome that develops from an attack or attempted attack includes an acute phase of
disorganization of the victim’s life -style and a long-term process of reorganization of life-style. This syndrome
includes the following three subcomponents: A, B, and C. [While attacks are most often directed toward
women, men also may be victims.]

SUPPORTING DATA
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Rape Trauma

Acute Phase:
Emotional reactions: anger fear of physical violence and death, self-blame, embarrassment, humiliation, revenge
Multiple physical symptoms: muscle tension, sleep pattern disturbance, gastrointestinal irritability, genitourinary
discomfort
Long- Term Phase:
Changes in life-style (changes in residence; dealing with repetitive nightmares and phobias; seeking family support;
seeking social network support)

Compound Reaction
All defining characteristics listed under rape trauma
Reactivated symptoms of such previous conditions, e.g., physical illness, psychiatric illness
Reliance on alcohol and/or drugs

C. Silent Reaction
Abrupt changes in relationship with men
Increase in nightmares
Increasing anxiety during interview, e.g., blocking of associations, long periods of silence, minor stuttering, physical
distress
Marked changes in sexual behavior
No verbalization of the occurrence of rape
Sudden onset of phobic reactions
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______SELF-CARE

DEFICIT: FEEDING, BATHING/HYGIENE,
DRESSING/GROOMING, TOILETING
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Hygiene
Definition: [Situation exists in which the patient is unable to care for own needs on a temporary, permanent
or progressing basis because of a physical/emotional reason. Self Care may also be expanded to include the
practices used by the client to promote health, the individual responsibility for self, a way of thinking. Refer to
Home Maintenance Management, Impaired; Health Maintenance, Alteration in; Noncompliance.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Intolerance to activity: decreased strength and endurance
Neuromuscular impairment
Depression; severe anxiety
Pain, discomfort
Perceptual or cognitive impairment
Musculoskeletal impairment

A. SELF-FEEDING DEFICIT
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Inability to bring food from a receptacle to the mouth

SELF-BATHING/HYGIENE DEFICIT
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Inability to wash body or body parts; obtain or get to water sources; regulate temperature or flow

SELF-DRESSING/GROOMING DEFICIT
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Impaired ability to put on or take of necessary items of clothing; obtain or replace articles of clothing; fasten clothing;
maintain appearance at a satisfactory level

SELF-TOILETING DEFICIT
ETIOLOGY (BROAD CATEGORIES)
Impaired transfer ability
Intolerance to activity; decreased strength and endurance
Neuromuscular, musculoskeletal impairment
Impairment mobility status
Pain, discomfort
Perceptual or cognitive impairment
Depression, severe anxiety

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Objective
Unable to get to toilet or commode
Unable to manipulate clothing for toileting
Unable to flush toilet or empty commode
Unable to sit on or rise from toilet or commode
Unable to carry out proper toilet hygiene
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______SELF-CONCEPT,

DISTURBANCE IN: BODY IMAGE,
SELF-ESTEEM, ROLE PERFORMANCE,
PERSONAL IDENTITY
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: A disturbance in self-concept is a disruption in the way one perceives one’s body image, selfesteem, role performance, and/or personal identity.
Each of these four subcomponents, in turn, has its own etiology and defining characteristics.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______A. BODY IMAGE, DISTURBANCE IN

______________________________________________________________________________
__ ETIOLOGY
Biophysical
Psychosocial
Cognitive perceptual
Cultural or spiritual

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Either the following A or B must be present to justify the diagnosis of Body Image, Alteration in:
Verbal response to actual or perceived change in structure and function
Nonverbal response to actual or perceived change in structure and/or function
The following clinical manifestations may be used to validate the presence of A or B:

Subjective
Verbalization of:
Change in lifestyle
Fear or rejection or of reaction by others
Focus on past strength, function, or appearance
Negative feelings about body
Feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, or powerlessness
Refusal to verify actual change
Preoccupation with change or loss
Emphasis on remaining strengths heightened achievement
Depersonalization of part or loss by impersonal pronouns
Extension of body boundary to incorporate environment objects
Personalization of part or loss by name

Objective
Missing body part
Not looking at body part
Trauma to nonfunctioning part
Change in ability to estimate spatial relationship of body to environment
Actual change in stucture and/or function
Not touching body part
Hiding or overexposing body part (intentional or unintentional)
Change in social involvement
Degree of independent nursing therapy (this may be related to etiology):
Biophysical: low degree of nursing independence
Psychosocial: medium to high degree of nursing independence
Cognitive perceptual: high degree of nursing independence
Cultural spiritual: medium to high degree of nursing independence
It may be possible to identify high-risk populations, such as those with following conditions:
Missing parts
Dependence on machine
Significance of body part or functioning with regard to age, sex, developmental level, or basic human needs
Physical change caused by biochemical agents (drugs)
Physical trauma or mutilation
Pregnancy and/or maturational changes
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______B: SELF-ESTEEM, DISTURBANCE IN

______________________________________________________________________________
__
ETIOLOGY
Being developed by NANDA [A threat to the human need for survival.]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Inability to accept positive reinforcement
Not taking responsibility for self-care (self-neglect)
Lack of follow-through
Nonparticipation in therapy
Self-destructive behavior
Lack of eye contact

[Aging]
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______

ROLE PERFORMANCE, DISTURBANCE IN
______________________________________________________________________________
__ ETIOLOGY
Being developed by NANDA [A change in the person’s life has occurred in which the expected role activities are no
longer able to be undertaken, e.g., male head of the household is in a passive, dependent patient role. These changes
are perceived as unacceptable by the individual.]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Change in self-perception of role
Denial of role
Lack of knowledge of role

Objective
Change in others’ perception of role
Change in usual patterns or responsibility
Conflict in roles
Change in physical capacity to resume role
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______D. PERSONAL IDENTITY, DISTURBANCE IN

______________________________________________________________________________
__
Definition: inability to distinguish between self and non-self.
ETIOLOGY
Being developed by NANDA.
[Organic brain syndrome]
[Schizophrenia]
[Panic state]
[Dissociative states]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Being developed by NANDA.
[See ND Anxiety, Panic State]
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______SENSORY-PERCEPTUAL

ALTERATION: VISUAL,
AUDITORY, KINESTHETIC, GUSTATORY, TACTILE,
OLFACTORY
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Neurologic
Definition: [Condition exists in which the usual and accustomed sensory stimuli are not experienced or
recognized/interpreted accurately.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Environmental Factors:
Therapeutically restricted environments (isolation, intensive care, bedrest, traction, confining illnesses,
incubator)
Socially restriced environment (institutionalization, homebound, aging, chronic illness, dying, infant
deprivation); stigmatized (mentally ill/retarded/handicapped); bereaved
Altered Sensory Reception, Transmission, and/or Integration:
Neurologic disease, trauma, or deficit
Altered status of sense organs
Inability to communicate, understand, speak, or respond
Sleep deprivation
Pain
Chemical Alteration:
Endogenous (electrolyte imbalance, elevated BUN, elevated ammonia, hypoxia)
Exogenous (central nervous system stimulants or depressants, mind-altering drugs)
Psychologic stress (narrowed perceptual fields caused by anxiety)

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Reported or measured change in sensory acuity
Anxiety
[Pain]

Objective
Disoriented in time, in place, or with persons
Change in problem-solving abilities
Change in usual response to stimuli
Altered communication patterns
Daydreaming
Noncompliance
Depression
Anger
Poor concentration
Bizarre thinking
Motor incoordination
Altered abstraction
Altered conceptualization
Change in behavior pattern
Apathy
Restlessness
Irritability
Disorientation
Lack of concentration
Hallucinations
Fear
Rapid mood swings
Exaggerated emotional responses
Disordered thought sequencing
Visual and auditory distortions
Other Possible Defining Characteristics [under consideratoin by NANDA]:

Complaints of fatigue
Change in muscular tension
Hallucinations
Alteration in posture
Inappropriate responses

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Sex
Definition: [An actual or perceived change in sexual/sexuality functioning that prevents the patient achieving
a desired level of performance.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Biopsychosocial alteration of sexuality:
Ineffectual or absent role models
Vulnerability
Misinformation or lack of knowledge
Physical abuse
Values conflict
Lack of privacy
Altered body structure or function: pregnancy, recent childbirth, drugs, surgery, anomalies, disease process, trauma,
radiation
Psychosocial abuse, e.g., harmful relatinships
Lack of significant other

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Verbalization of problem
Actual or perceived limitation imposed by disease and/or therapy
Inability to achieve desired satisfaction
Alterations in achieving perceived sex role
Conflicts involving values
Alterations in achieving sexual satisfaction
Seeking of confirmation of desirability

Objective
Alteration in relationship with significant other
Change of interest in self and others
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______SKIN

INTEGRITY, IMPAIRMENT OF: ACTUAL
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Safety
Definition: [An interruption in the integumentary system, the largest, multifunctional organ of the body.]

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
External (environmental) factors
Hyperthermia or hypothermia
Chemical substance
Radiational
Physical immobilization
Humidity
Mechanical factors
Shearing forces
Pressure
Restraint
[Trauma: injury/surgery]
Internal (somatic) factors
Medication
Altered circulation
Altered pigmentation
Developmental factors
Altered nutritional state: obesity, emaciation
Excretions/secretions
Edema
Altered metabolic state
Altered sensation
Skeletal prominence
Immunologic deficit
Alterations in turgor (change in elasticity)
Psychogenic

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Complaints of itching, pain, numbness, of affected/surrounding area]

Objective
Disruption of skin surface
Destruction of skin layers
Invasion of body structures
_________________________________________________________________________________________

SKIN INTEGRITY, IMPAIRMENT OF: POTENTIAL
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Safety
_______

Definition: [Condition exists in which damage to the integumentary system may occur.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Not applicable

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Objective
External (environmental) factors
Chemical substance
Hypothermia or hyperthermia
Radiation
Physical immobilization
Excretions and secretions
Humidity
Mechanical factors
Shearing forces
Pressure
Restraint
Internal (somatic) factors
Medication
Altered circulation
Altered sensation
Altered pigmentation
Developmental factors
Psychogenic
Immunologic
Altered metabolic state
Alterations in nutritional state: obesity, emaciation
Skeletal prominence
Alterations in skin turgor (change in elasticity)
[Presence of edema]
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______SLEEP

PATTERN DISTURBANCE
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Activity/Rest
Definition: Disruption of sleep time which causes patient discomfort or interferes with the patient’ desired
life-style.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Sensory Alterations:
Internal factors: illness, psychologic stress
External factors: environmental changes, social cues

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Verbal complaints of difficulty in falling asleep
Verbal complaints of not feeling well rested
Awakening earlier or later than desired

Interrupted sleep
[Falls asleep during activities]

Objective
Changes in Behavior and Performance:
Increasing irritability
Disorientation
Listlessness
Restlessness
Lethargy
Physical Signs:
Mild, fleeting nystagmus
Ptosis of eyelid
Slight hand tremor
Expressionless face
Thick speech with mispronunciation and incorrect words
Dark circles under eyes
Changes in posture
Frequent yawning
Not feeling well rested

SOCIAL ISOLATION
Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: Condition of aloneness experienced by the individual and perceived as imposed by others and as a
negative or threatened state.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Factors contributing to the absence of satisfying personal relationships, such as the following:
Delay in accomplishing developmental task
Alterations in mental status
Altered state of wellness
Immature interests
Alterations in physical appearance
Unaccepted social behavior
Unaccepted social values
Inadequate personal resources
Inability to engage in satisfying personal relationships

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Expresses feeling of aloneness imposed by others
Expresses values acceptable to subculture, but unable to accept values of dominant culture
Inability to meet expectations of others
Expresses feelings of rejection
Experiences feelings of difference from others
Inadequacy in or absence of significant purpose in life
Expresses interests inappropriate to developmental age or stage

Insecurity in public

Objective
Sad, dull affect
Absence of supportive significant other(s)-family, friends, group
Inappropriate or immature interests and activities for developmental age or stage
Projects hostility in voice, behavior
Evidence of physical and/or mental handicap or altered state of wellness
Uncommunicative, withdrawn; no eye contact
Preoccupation with own thoughts; repetitive, meaningless actions
Seeks to be alone or exists in subculture
Shows behavior unaccepted by dominant cultural group

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______SPIRITUAL

DISTRESS (DISTRESS OF THE HUMAN

SPIRIT)
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
Definition: Distress of the human spirit is a disruption in the life principle that pervades a person’s entire
being and that integrates and transcends one’s biologic and psychosocial nature.

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Separation from religious and cultural ties
Challenged belief and value system, e.g., result of moral or ethical implications of therapy or result of intense suffering

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Expresses concern with meaning of life and death and/or belief systems
Verbalizes inner conflict about beliefs; concern about relationship with deity
Questions moral and ethical implications of therapeutic regiment
Description of nightmares or sleep disturbances
Unable to accept self
Engages in self-blame
Description of somatic complaints
Anger toward God (as defined by person)
Questions meaning of suffering
Questions meaning for own existence
Seeks spiritual assistance
Unable to choose or chooses not to participate in usual religious practices
Displacement of anger toward religious representatives
Regards illness as punishment
Does not experience that God is forgiving
Denies responsibilities for problems

Objective

Alteration in behavior or mood evidenced by anger, crying, withdrawal, preoccupation, anxiety, hostility, apathy, etc.

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______TISSUE

PERFUSION, ALTERATION IN: CEREBRAL,
CARDIOPULMONARY, RENAL, GASTROINTETINAL,
PERIPHERAL
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Circulation
Definition: [Failure to supply the cells with adequate nutrients/oxygen and/or eliminate waste products to
meet the needs of the body. Tissue perfusion problems can exist without decreased cardiac output; however,
there may be a relationship between cardiac output and tissue perfusion.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Interruption of flow: arterial, venous
Hypovolemia
Exchange problems
Hypervolemia

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Objective
Skin temperature, cold extremities
Slow-growing, dry, thick brittle nails
Claudication
Bruits
Slow healing of lesions
Blood pressure changes in extremities
Skin Color:
Dependent, blue or purple [or mottled]
Pale on elevation and color does not return when leg lowered
Diminished/[absent] arterial pulsations
Skin Quality:
Shining, lack of lanugo
Round scars covered with atrophied skin
Gangrene
Subcomponents: Cerebral, Renal, Gastrointestinal

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______THOUGHT

PROCESSES, ALTERATION IN
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Neurologic
Definition: [A condition exists that affects/interferes with the individual ’s ability to think clearly.]

SUPPORTING DATA

ETIOLOGY
Physiologic changes
Loss of memory
Sleep deprivation
Psychologic conflicts
Impaired judgment

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Ideas of reference
Hallucinations
Delusions
Altered sleep patterns

Objective
Inaccurate interpretation of environment
Memory deficit or problems
Hyper/hypovigilance
Altered attention span-distractibility
Disorientation to time, place, person, circumstances, and events
Cognitive dissonance
Distractibility
Egocentricity
Decreased ability to grasp ideas
Commands, obsessions
Inability to follow
Changes in remote, recent, immediate memory
Impaired ability to make decisions, problem solve, reason, abstract or conceptualize, calculate
[Confabulation]
[Inappropriate social behavior]
Other possible defining characteristics [under consideration by NANDA]:
Inappropriate/nonreality-based thinking

_________________________________________________________________________________________

URINARY ELIMINATION, ALTERATION IN
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Elimination
_______

Definition: [ Condition exists in which there is an interference with the normal process of voiding.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Sensory motor impairment
Mechanical trauma
[Surgical diversion]
[Mechanical obstruction, e.g., prostatic hypertrophy/plasia]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
Frequency
Hesitancy

Objective
Dysuria
Nocturia
Urgency
Incontinence
Retention

_________________________________________________________________________________________

VIOLENCE, POTENTIAL FOR: SELF-DIRECTED
OR DIRECTED AT OTHERS
______________________________________________________________
_______ Diagnostic Division: Emotional Reactions
_______

Definition: [ Aggressive behavior that has the potential for physical/psychologic harm.]

SUPPORTING DATA
ETIOLOGY
Antisocial character
Catatonic excitement
Manic excitement
Panic states
Suicidal behavior
Toxic reactions to medication
Battered women [spouse abuse]
Child abuse
Organic brain syndrome
Rage reactions
Temporal lobe epilepsy
[Negative role modeling]

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
Subjective
[Expresses intent/desire to harm self or others, directly or indirectly]

Objective
Body language: clenched fists, facial expressions, rigid posture, tautness indicating intense effort to control
Overt and aggressive acts; goal-directed destruction of objects in environment
Self-destructive behavior and/or active aggressive suicidal acts
Hostile threatening verbalizations; boasting of prior abuse to others
Increased motor activity, pacing, excitement, irritability, agitation
Possession of destructive means: gun, knife, weapon

Suspicion of others, paranoid ideation, delusions, hallucinations
Substance abuse or withdrawal
Rage
Other defining characteristics [under consideration by NANDA]:
Inability to verbalize feelings
Provocative behavior: argumentative, dissatisfied overreactive, hypersensitive
Fear of self or others
Vulnerable self-esteem
Anger
Repetition of verbalizations: continues complaints, requests, and demands
Increasing anxiety level
Depression (specifically active, aggressive, suicidal acts)

6) ORTHOPAEDIC TEST/SIGNS:
Noted in (history) (consultation):
Dejerine triad (positive) (negative) for disk occlusion.
Minor's sign (positive) (negative) for radicular disk pain.
.
Cervical:
Distraction (positive) (negative) for (right) (left) nerve root compression
Jackson (positive) (negative) for (right) (left) nerve root compression.
Libman (positive) (negative) for (low) (normal) (high) pain threshold.
Maximum cervical rotary compresion (positive) (negative) for nerve root
compression.
Neck compresion (positive) (negative) for (right) (left) nerve compression.
Soto-Hall (positive) (negative) for (cervical) (dorsal) vertebral trauma.
Valsalva (positive) (negative) for disk occlusion.
Cervical-Brachial:

(rt:right) (lt:left)

Adson/Scalene (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) neurovascular
compression.
Allen (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) (radial) (ulnar) arterial
occlusion.
Active costoclavicular (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) neurovascular
compression.
Passive costoclavicular (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) neurovascular
compression.
Wright (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) neurovascular compression.
Shoulder:

(rt:right)

(lt:left)

Abduction/arch (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) rotator cuff tear.
Coracoid press (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) coracoid pressure
syndrome.
Dugas (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) (dislocation) (seperation)
Supraspinatus press (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) rotator cuff tear.
Yergason (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) biceps tendon lesion.
Dorsolumbar:

(rt:right)

(lt:left)

Adam's sign (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) intervertebral disk syndrome.
Bechterew (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) sciatic disk compression.
Beevor's (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) abdominal muscle weakness.
Double leg raise (positive) (negative) for lumbosacral lesion.
Ely (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) upper lumbar lesion.
Fajersztajn (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) intervertebral disk syndrome.
Nachlas (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) upper lumbar lesion.
Gluteal punch (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) spinal lesion.
Goldthwaite (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) lumbar differentiation.
Heel walk (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) 5th lumbar motor deficit.

Kemps (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) intervertebral disk rupture.
Lasague (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) (muscle) (disk) (nerve) irritation.
Lasague rebound (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) lumbar antalgic spasm.
Lewin standing (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) tight hamstring.
Lewin supine (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) spinal arthritic fixation.
Lindner's (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) low back nerve root compression.
Neri bowing (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) tight hamstrings.
Sicard's (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) 5th lumbar motor nerve palsy.
Supported Adam's (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) lumbosacral
differentiation.
Compensatory Pain:
Libman's (positive) (negative) for (low) (normal) (high) pain threshold.
Burn's bench (positive) (negative) for (hysteria) (malingering)
Hoover's (positive) (negative) for (hysterical paralysis) (malingering)
McBride's toe to mouth (positive) (negative) for malingering.

7) MORE ORTHOPAEDIC TEST/SIGNS
Sacro-Iliac:
Abduction stress (positive) (negative) for sacroiliac lesion.
Anterior innominate (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) sacroiliac subluxation.
Beery's (positive) (negative) for pelvic lesion.
Gaenslen (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) sacroiliac lesion.
Hibbs (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) sacroiliac lesion.
Iliac compression (positive) (negative) for sacroiliac lesion.
Mennell (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) sacroiliac ligament strain.
Supported Adam's (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) pelvic differentiation.
Radiculitis/Neuralgia:
Bechtrew (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) sciatic compression.
Braggard (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) sciatic irritation.
Brudzinski (positive) (negative) for meningeal irritation.
Ely heel to buttock (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) femoral irritation.
Fajersztajn (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) sciatic disk pressure.
Nachlas (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) femoral compression.
Kernig (positive) (negative) for meningeal irritation.
Lasague (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) sciatic compression.
Lindner's (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) nerve root compression.
Popliteal press (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) sciatic irritation.
Hip:
Allis (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) femoral displacement.
Ely heel to buttock (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) femoral lesion.
Gauvain's (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) hip pathology.

Hibbs (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) hip lesion.
Laguerre (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) hip muscle spasm.
Ober's (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) tight tensor fascia lata.
Patrick (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) hip muscle spasm/low back
strain.
Thomas (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) tight hip flexors.
Trendelenberg (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) gluteal insufficiency.
Knee:
Abduction stress (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) medial collateral lig.
strain.
Adduction stress (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) lateral collateral lig.
strain.
Anterior drawer (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) cruciate ligament (partial)
(complete) rupture.
Appley (positive)(negative) (rt) (lt) (medial) (lateral) cartilage displacement.
Appley (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) (medial) (lateral) collateral lig.
strain.
Ballottment (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) knee effusion.
Extension bounce (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) knee pahtology.
McMurray (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) (medial) (lateral) meniscus tear.
Patellar tap (positive) (negative) for (rt) (lt) knee effusion.
Posterior drawer (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) cruciate ligament
(partial) (complete rupture.
Elbow:
Mill's (positive) (negative) (rt) (lt) radialhumeral epicondylitis.
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome:
Median nerve hypesthesia (positive) (negative) on the (right) (left).
Tinel's sign (positive) (negative) on the (right) (left).
Phelan's sign (positive) (negative) on the (right) (left).
DIAGNOSIS:

The paravertebral musculature is another area of palpation
which can be diagnostically useful. With the subject sitting or
lying prone, palpate the craniosacral motion in the paravertebral
regions from the occiput to the sacrum. Keep the spinous processes
between your fingers. Changes in craniosacral rhythm of the
paravertebral regions can be used diagnostically to locate nerve
root impingement and spinal cord lesion. Denervated muscle
presents a physiological motion between 20 and 30 cycles per
minute. This information can be used in the differential diagnosis
between the pain of somatic dysfunction and nerve root compression.
As with any skill, the development of palpatory sensitivity
requires practice. The experience gathered from practice time
where small groups of practitioners work together with a noncritical approach is the most productive.
To reiterate, do not let your intellect obstruct the
development of your palpatory skills. Develop familiarity with
this extended use of your hands. After you know on a "gut level"
what your hands can do, you will then have plenty of time to be
intellectually critical. Give your "right brain" a chance to
demonstrate its ability without having your "left brain"
continually harping about "What is this?" or "Is this possible?"
Learn by doing.

PROGNOSIS:

MODERATE:
The prognosis for ______________________________ is very good.
The conditions can be resolved in a short therapy regime.

SEVERE:
The prognosis is poor for ________________________ this shows
that a long course of drugless therapies is indicated.

TREATMENT PLAN:
Sublation risk deems an adjustment regime of eight treatments
once a week. Before retesting excess muscle tension dictates that
EMG Biofeedback (4 treatments) are needed. Massage, self awareness
training, behavioral medicine, counseling nutritional therapy,
diathermy, traction among others.
The possibility of soft tissue damage indicates the need for
deep massage, and a variety of physical therapy regimes.

Ranges of Motion:

(narrative form)

(Goniometric measurements)

Cervical Spine

Degrees

Amount of Pain

Location of Pain

Motion
Flexion
Extension
Right lateral flexion
Left lateral flexion
Right rotation
Left rotation
Dorsolumbar Spine
Motion
Degrees
Flexion
Extension
Right lateral flexion
Left lateral flexion
Right rotation
Left rotation

Amount of Pain

Location of Pain

Joint areas:
(a)
right/left
Flexion

P = Pain

(b)

(c)

NP = Painless

(given in degrees)

NP / NP NP / NP NP / NP
(a)
(b)
(c)
Extension
NP / NP NP / NP NP / NP
(a)
(b)
(c)
Abduction
NP / NP NP / NP NP / NP
(a)
(b)
(c)
External rotation NP / NP NP / NP NP / NP
(a)
(b)
(c)
Internal rotation NP / NP NP / NP NP / NP

RECIPES
BETTER BUTTER
For those of you who are not ready to give up the taste of butter,
this is
an excellent way to reduce your saturated fats. It combines the
saturated fats
in butter with the polyunsaturated fats in safflower oil. By using
cold-pressed
oil, you are giving yourself the essential fatty acids our bodies
need so much.
If you eat the same amount of Better Butter as plain butter, you are
cutting your
saturated fat intake in half.
1/4 pound butter at room temperature
1/3 cup cold-pressed safflower oil
1 tablespoon New Vistas "Fatty Acid Tonic"
Blend with a fork and refrigerate.

Makes 1/2 pound.

WHOLE GRAIN PANCAKES
These pancakes are wheat free and can be made with a variety of
grains.
One grain should be sticky, such as oats. You can change the recipe
by adding
millet or buckwheat, ground into flour in a small seed grinder, a
little rye
flour, or anything else that happens to be around. A few whole grain
pancakes
in the morning makes a delicious breakfast of unforbidden food. They
contain
no added fats and, if you eat them with a little unsweetened jam or a
few
tablespoons of pure maple syrup, are no different than eating toast.
However,
the psychological freedom that comes from eating pancakes can be
exhilarating
to someone who is used to dieting.
Mix together:
2 cups of whole grain flours (either the ones suggested here or our
variations):
1 cup corn meal
1/2 cup brown rice flour
1/2 cup oat flour (grind oatmeal in blender)
Add:
1-1/2 cups of low-fat milk or soy milk
1 egg, or equivalent amount of egg replacer
1/2 teaspoon baking powder (use Rumford brand or other brand without
aluminum)
Serves a hungry family of four.

Save any leftover batter in the

refrigerator
for another breakfast.

OATMEAL WITH APPLE JUICE
Try this if you like hot cereal and want to avoid both cow's milk
and soy
milk. It is a presweetened, moist cereal without sugar or honey that
cooks while
you are dressing in the morning. Nothing could be simpler to prepare
or more
beneficial to help eliminate cholesterol buildup, keep blood sugar
level, and
provide natural fiber. Besides, it tastes good.
1/4 to 1/2 cup of dry rolled oats (oatmeal)
Cover with apple juice diluted by half with water. Bring to boil and
simmer,
covered, 5 to 10 minutes. Add more juice if additional moisture or
sweetener
is desired. Makes one serving.
SOY MILK
When you want to cut back on dairy products to prevent calcium
overkill or
because of a dairy sensitivity, soy milk is an excellent substitute
both in
cooking and with cereal.
DO-IT-YOURSELF PROTEIN DRINK
Germinated seeds and nuts are added to soy protein for this
variation of
the standard protein-powder-and-juice-drink. To germinate, simply
soak the nuts
and seeds overnight. Their protein content is increased and their
fat content
decreased through germination. Rinse and refrigerate any extra to be
used later
in the week. The refrigerated nuts and seeds should be rinsed once a
day to keep
them fresh. Soy milk or tofu can be used in place of more expensive
protein
powder, which often contains unwanted sugar.
Blend together:
1/2 cup soy milk or 1/6 pound tofu
1/4 cup apple juice
1/2 cup berries or 1/2 piece of fruit (banana, peach, or other)
6 germinated almonds
1 tablespoon germinated sunflower seeds
Makes one serving.
yeast powder

For added B vitamins and energy, add brewer's

or flakes. Begin with 1/2 teaspoon and gradually build up to 2
tablespoons.
If you begin with too much at first, you could get gas. A gradual
increase
avoids this problem.

MILLET CEREAL
May be served for supper as a side dish instead of potatoes. May be
served
in stews, pilaf, puddings, etc. and as a filler in meat loafs, etc.
1 cup millet
2 cups cold water
1 teaspoon sea salt
Mix ingredients and bring to a gentle simmer. Cook for about 20
minutes in
covered saucepan, stirring occasionally. Serve in bowl with milk and
natural
sugar. Dried or fresh fruit may be added.

APPLE AND BROWN RICE CEREAL
3-1/2 cups cooked brown rice
1 6-ounce can apple juice concentrate (on sugar added) plus a 6ounce can water
1-1/2 cups chopped apple
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2 cup chopped walnuts
natural sugar, if desired
Place first 4 ingredients in a saucepan. Bring to a boil. Reduce
heat to medium
high. Cook 5-8 minutes or until liquid cooks down and apples are
tender. Stir
constantly. Pour into four bowls. Top with walnuts. Serves four.

HOT BROWN RICE CEREAL
4
2
1
4

cups cooked brown rice
cups skim milk
teaspoon cinnamon
tablespoons raisins

Place all ingredients in a saucepan. Bring to a boil. Reduce heat.
Simmer 1
minute, stirring constantly. Remove from heat and put into bowls.
Serves four.

MUSHROOM ONION SCRAMBLE
8 egg whites

1/2 cup skim milk
4 tablespoons Parmesan cheese
1/8-1/4 teaspoon pepper
1/2 cup low-fat cottage cheese
1 cup finely sliced fresh mushrooms
4 tablespoons chopped onion
Place first 4 ingredients in a bowl. Whisk together until mixture is
a little
frothy. Whisk in cottage cheese. Spray a large nonstick frying pan
with oil.
Heat skillet to medium high. Add mushrooms and onion to egg white
mixture.
Mix. Pour mixture into frying pan. Using a rubber spatula, stir
mixture as it
starts to set. Cook until completely set, stirring constantly with
spatula.
Serves four.

SPA OMELET
1 ripe tomato
2 tablespoons shallots, minced
2 teaspoons safflower oil
12 egg whites
1 tablespoon fresh parsley, chopped
2 tablespoons grated Parmesan cheese
Garnish:
4 kiwi slices
4 orange slices
4 melon slices
Mix tomato and shallots together. Drizzle safflower oil over them.
Heat small
nonstick skillet until very hot. Add 1/4 of mixture to pan and stir
until
shallots are clear. Add 3 eggs whites, slightly beaten. Mix all
herbs and
Parmesan cheese in small bowl. Sprinkle about 1 teaspoon herb
mixture over
omelet. Place under broiler to cook inside. Remove from broiler and
fold.
Garnish with thin slice of kiwi, orange, and melon. Repeat 3 more
times. Yield:
4 servings.

PASTA PRIMAVERA (Cold Pasta Salad)

By combining whole grain pasta, lightly steamed vegetables, and a
dressing
made with cold-pressed safflower oil, you make a healthy and
satisfying dish.
Use it as a starting point and create interesting variations by
adding artichoke
hearts, black olives, and chunks of chicken or white meat tuna packed

in water
for an elegant main course. The pasta and vegetables can be cooked in
advance,
refrigerated, and mixed before serving.
1/2 pound whole grain pasta (rice and soy, whole wheat, buckwheat
and wheat, or other)
lightly cooked
Add:
2 cups lightly steamed vegetables cut in 1/2-inch pieces (carrots,
mushrooms,
cauliflower, broccoli, crookneck squash, green or red bell peppers)
Mix with:
1/2 cup parsley
1 scallion, finely chopped
fresh garlic to taste
Dress with Italian, oil and vinegar, or oil and lemon juice (use
cold-pressed
safflower oil) dressing. Serves four to six.

BLACK BEAN SOUP
1 large red onion, chopped
3/4 cup thinly sliced celery
1 teaspoon dried minced garlic
3 cups defatted chicken broth
1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
2 teaspoons tamari soy sauce
1/8 teaspoon pepper
3 15-ounce cans black beans, rinsed and drained
Brown onion. Add celery and garlic. Cook one more minute. Add rest
of
ingredients except one can of the black beans. Simmer 15 minutes.
Remove from
Dutch oven and puree in a food processor or blender. Return to Dutch
oven. Add
remaining can of beans. Simmer 30 more minutes. Serve over brown
rice and top
with chopped onion. Serves four to six.

LENTIL BARLEY SOUP
1 cup lentils
1 cup barley
1 16-ounce can tomatoes, chopped
1 cup sliced celery
1 cup chopped onion
3/4 cup sliced carrot
2 tablespoons tamari soy sauce
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1 teaspoon dried dill weed

1 teaspoon garlic powder
10 cups defatted chicken broth
Place all ingredients in a large saucepan. Bring to a boil. Cover
and reduce
heat to simmer. Cook 50 minutes, stirring occasionally. Add water
if soup
becomes too thick. Serves six to eight.

STIR-FRIED VEGETARIAN MIX
1 teaspoon olive oil or safflower oil
1 teaspoon low-sodium soy sauce
1/4 cup broccoli
1/4 cup carrots
1/4 cup onions
1/4 cup peppers
1/4 cup snow peas
1/4 cup mushrooms
(you may substitute based on availability of ingredients)
4 ounces tofu, diced fine
Seasonings: choose from fresh ginger, basil thyme, oregano,
parsley,
cilantro, scallions, garlic, shallots
Stir-fry in very hot skillet.
Yield: 1
serving.

Serve over 2/3 cup rice or pasta.

BUCKWHEAT PIZZA CRUST
Add beans, raw vegetables and fruits to your pizza.
1 tablespoon active dry yeast
1/4 cup warm water
1-1/2 cup hard whole wheat flour
1/2 cup buckwheat flour
1 teaspoon sea salt
1 tablespoon cold-pressed vegetable oil
Dissolve yeast in 1/4 cup warm water. Add remaining ingredients.
Knead on
floured board until smooth and elastic, adding more whole wheat flour
if needed.
Let rise in warming oven one hour. Knead down. Divide into two
balls. Roll
out to fit pizza pie pans. Let rise again 30 to 45 minutes. Fill
and bake.
May be frozen.

SPICY CHINESE VEGETABLES AND SOBA NOODLES

This recipe also makes an excellent cold pasta salad. Soba noodles
(buckwheat) can be found in many health foods stores. If you live
near an
Oriental market, you can find them there as well. If you cannot find
soba,
substitute another whole grain pasta.
1/2 pound soba or whole grain pasta,lightly cooked
2 to 4 cups vegetables, lightly sauteed in a little vegetable oil.
The following are particularly good in this recipe: Onions or
scallions,
mushrooms, broccoli, bean sprouts, Chinese snow peas, cabbage,
Chinese cabbage,
bok choy, water chestnuts, zucchini.
Mix together:
2 tablespoons Chinese hoisin sauce (contains a little sugar)
1 tablespoon Chinese chili sauce (no sugar added) or other hot sauce
1 tablespoon tamari sauce
Toss noodles, sauteed vegetables and sauce together.

Serves four.

CHICKEN BREASTS IN WINE AND TAMARI SAUCE
For a hot entree or cold lunch, this recipe proves that chicken
without the
skin does not have to be dry and tasteless. White wine and tamari
sauce provide
both flavor and moisture. The alcohol in the wine is cooked out
during the
baking, leaving only the flavor. Tamari is a natural soy sauce made
without
sugar or preservatives. Many commercial brands are unsuitable
because of these
additives. Because it is salty, add 1/3 water to the bottle of
tamari. Here,
you will dilute it in the pan. You can add fresh garlic, onions,
carrots,
potatoes, and other vegetables before baking for a one-dish meal.
4 chicken breasts, skinned and placed breast down in pan.
Add:
4 tablespoons dry white sauce
3 tablespoons tamari sauce
1 tablespoon water
Cover and bake 1 hour at 350o.

BROWN RICE CASSEROLE

Serves four.

1 cup long grain brown rice
2-1/2 cups beef broth or water
1/2 cup slivered, unblanched, unroasted almonds
2 teaspoons apricot kernels, ground
2 tablespoons chopped onion
2 tablespoons chopped bell pepper
3 tablespoons raw butter
3 tablespoons chopped parsley
Brown vegetables, almonds, and rice in the butter. Place in
casserole with
water, cover and bake at 350o for 1-1/4 hours. Sprinkle with ground
apricot
kernels and parsley.

SPAGHETTI SAUCE WITH LENTILS
1 stalk celery, chopped
2 tomatoes, chopped
1 onion, chopped
1 clove garlic, minced
2 tablespoon vegetable oil, cold-pressed
1-1/2 cup orange lentils
4 cups beef stock or water
1 teaspoon oregano
1 teaspoon basil
2 cups tomato puree
1 tablespoon honey or sorghum molasses
1 teaspoon sea salt
1 pound whole wheat or buckwheat spaghetti
1 cup parmesan cheese
red chili pepper seeds (optional)
Brown vegetables lightly with oil in heavy kettle. Wash lentils.
Add them to
vegetables along with stock, herbs, honey, puree, and salt. Cook
until lentils
are tender, about 2 hours. Cook spaghetti in salt water. Drain well.
Place on
large platter. Ladle sauce over spaghetti. Sprinkle cheese on top.
Serve
chili seeds on the side. Serve with garden salad or "root" salad.

MILLET STEW
1
1
1
1
1
5
5
1

cup millet
onion, chopped
stalk celery, chopped
carrot, chopped
teaspoon sea salt
tablespoons corn oil
cups stock or water
tablespoon miso or tamari soy sauce

Brown millet in a dry skillet.
Brown lightly,

Remove and add the oil and onion.

adding the celery and carrot near the end. Add stock and millet, and
cook
covered for about 40 minutes. Serve with green salad. Serves four.
BEAN AND BARLEY STEW
2 cups lima beans, soaked overnight
1/2 cup unpearled barley
1/2 cup carrots, grated
1/4 cup onions, chopped
1/4 cup sprouted mung beans
1/4 cup celery, diced
2 tablespoons tamari soy sauce
2 teaspoons sea salt
1 bay leaf
1 cup grated cheddar cheese, raw
Cook all the ingredients together, except the cheese, for about 2-1/2
hours.
Serve in individual bowls with cheese sprinkled over the top.

MEDALLIONS OF BEEF TENDERLOIN
2 three-and-a-half-ounce beef tenderloin medallions
1 teaspoon olive oil
1 teaspoon fresh rosemary, chopped
1/4 cup vermouth
Pinch of fresh garlic, chopped
1 artichoke heart, drained
Rub medallions with olive oil or brush on with pastry brush. Place
on wax paper
and sprinkle both sides with rosemary. Pour vermouth in shallow
medium-size
bowl, add garlic and medallions. Cover and marinate overnight in
refrigerator,
turning once to insure coverage of all medallions. Preheat broiler.
Broil 6
to 9 minutes on each side to desired doneness. Garnish with half an
artichoke
heart and a sprig of rosemary. Yield: 2 servings.
CHICKEN ITALIANO PINOT GRIGIO
1 tablespoon olive oil
4 three-and-a-half ounce boneless chicken breasts, cut into strips
1 teaspoon fresh garlic, minced
1/4 cup Pinot Grigio white wine
pinch of oregano
pinch of basil
2 red peppers, julienned
2 green peppers, julienned
1/2 medium onion, diced
1 medium tomato, peeled, seeded, and diced
1/4 cup chicken stock
3/4 cup low-sodium tomato sauce

Lightly spray large skillet with nonstick spray. Add oil and heat.
Add chicken
and garlic, and saute until chicken turns white. Add white wine,
oregano, basil,
peppers and onion. Cook until vegetables are crisp but tender. Add
tomato,
chicken stock, and sauce. Let simmer about 5 minutes. Yield: 4
servings.
SALMON DIJON
4 1/2-ounce salmon steak
1/4 cup white wine
1/2 teaspoon fresh dill, minced
dash of black pepper
1/4 teaspoon prepared horseradish
1 teaspoon coarse Dijon mustard
Place steak in covered glass dish. Add wine and place in 350o oven
for 14
minutes. Meanwhile, mix condiments in bowl. Turn steak and add
Dijon mixture.
Recover and bake an additional 10 minutes, or until done. Yield: 1
serving.
BAKED BARLEY
1 large onion, finely chopped
1/2 pound mushrooms, sliced
2 cups defatted chicken broth
2 tablespoons tamari soy sauce
1/8 teaspoon pepper
1 cup dry barley
Brown onion in pan. Add mushrooms and cook 2-3 more minutes.
Preheat oven to
350o. Mix chicken broth, tamari, and pepper in a large bowl. Add
barley, onion
and mushrooms into a lightly greased casserole. Cover and bake 50
minutes or
until liquid is absorbed.

STUFFED MUSHROOMS
1/2 pound mushrooms (rinsed and dried)
1/2 cup whole wheat bread crumbs
1/2 cup chopped walnuts
1 tablespoon tamari soy sauce
1/8 teaspoon garlic powder
1/8 teaspoon pepper
1/4 cup chopped onion
1 tablespoon chopped fresh parsley
1 egg white
Preheat oven to 400o. Break off stems of mushrooms carefully.
Discard. Combine
all ingredients except mushrooms. Fill mushroom caps with mixture.
Place

stuffed caps in lightly greased baking dish.
serve.
Serves four.

Bake for 20 minutes and

CUCUMBER AND ONION DIP
Serve as a dip for fresh vegetables and whole wheat crackers or as a
topping for baked potatoes.
3/4 cup low-fat cottage cheese
1 cup peeled finely chopped cucumber
dash of pepper
1/4 teaspoon onion powder
2 tablespoons dried chopped onion
1/4 teaspoon paprika
1/2 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
1 teaspoon lemon juice
Place cottage cheese, 1/4 cup chopped cucumber, pepper, onion powder,
1
tablespoon dried onion, paprika, Worcestershire, and lemon juice in a
blender
or food processor. Mix until smooth. Remove from blender or food
processor.
Stir in remaining cucumber and onion. Chill several hours.

HAAS MAYONNAISE SPREAD
1 cup low-fat cottage cheese (1% milk fat)
2 teaspoons lemon juice
1/2 teaspoon tamari soy sauce
1 teaspoon prepared mustard
Combine all ingredients in a food processor or blender.
completely
smooth. Chill. Yields 3/4 cup.

Mix until

APPLE CAKE
2 cups whole wheat flour
2 teaspoons baking soda
2 teaspoons cinnamon
1 cup granulated fructose
2 egg whites
2 teaspoons vanilla
2 cups peeled and cubed apple
2-1/2 cups peeled and shredded apple
1 cup raisins
1 cup chopped walnuts
Preheat
whites,
apples,
greased

oven to 350o. Mix all the dry ingredients. Add the egg
vanilla,
and raisins. Blend well. Spread mixture in a lightly
baking

pan. Sprinkle nuts on top of mixture.
pan. Cut
into 2" squares. Yields 24 servings.

Bake 35-45 minutes.

Cool in

HUMMUS (Garbanzo Bean Dip)
This recipe only takes a few minutes to make in a blender or food
processor
and can be served as a dip with crackers or raw vegetables. You can
also use
it for a sandwich spread. When hummus is eaten with whole grains
(bread,
crackers, or tabbouli) it becomes a complete protein.
Blend together until creamy:
2 cups cooked (or 1 can rinsed) garbanzo beans
2 cloves garlic
2 tablespoons tahini (sesame butter)
juice of 1/2 lemon
Makes 2 cups.

HIGH-PROTEIN GRANOLA
3 cups raw wheat germ
2 cups rolled oats
1 cup wheat bran
1 cup sesame seeds
1/2 cup soy flower oil
1/4 cup safflower oil
1/4 cup barley malt extract
1 cup raisins
Optional Additions:
2 tablespoons tortula yeast
1 cup wheat or rye flakes
2 tablespoons rice bran
pumpkin seeds
chopped nuts
chopped dried fruits
coconut
sunflower seeds
Preheat oven to 300o and toast the wheat germ and seeds lightly,
turning often.
Mix all ingredients except seeds and fruits in a shallow baking pan
for 45
minutes, stirring every 15 minutes. Add seeds and fruit and store.
A vanilla
bean put in the container adds a good fragrance to the cereal. Store
in cool
place. Makes 10-12 cups.

TOFU SURPRISES
2
2
1
1
2
2

tablespoons cold-pressed oil
medium onions, diced
cup dried fresh mushrooms
cup diced tofu
tablespoons fresh or frozen peas
tablespoons soy sauce tamari

Heat oil and saute onion until translucent.
ingredients and stir
to heat thoroughly. Serve over brown rice.

Add remaining
Serves three.

HONEY CAROB BROWNIES
1 cup sifted whole wheat flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/4 teaspoon sea salt
1/2 cup butter
1/2 cup carob powder
1 cup honey
2 eggs well beaten
1/2 cup broken walnuts
1 teaspoon vanilla
Sift together flour, baking powder and salt and set aside. Melt
butter in small
saucepan over low heat. Add carbo powder and honey; blend and remove
from heat.
In mixing bowl, beat eggs well, gradually add carob mixture. Add
sifted dry
ingredients and mix well. Blend in vanilla and nuts. Pour batter
into greased
8" square pan. Bake at 350o approximately 40 minutes.

RULES FOR TAKING HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES
1. Take nothing by mouth 10-15 minutes prior to or following
dosage.
This includes food, drink, cigarettes, chewing gum, toothpaste,
etc.
2. Limit caffeine or nicotine in any form, such as pop, coffee,
chocolate, cigarettes. If necessary use one hour after taking a
homeopathic.
3.

Limit mint in any form, such as candy mints, mint toothpaste,

mint
mouthwash.
4.
fumes.

No camphor, as in muscle and joints rubs.

Avoid moth ball

5. If dental drilling or trauma to mouth occurs, use topically
for 48
hours.
6. Limit breathing of strong smells, such as paint thinner,
eucalyptus, cigarette smoke (especially menthol).
7. Limit raw garlic to one hour after taking a homeopathic.
Cooked
garlic is okay.
8. Alcohol sensitivities: If a person is sensitive to alcohol,
put the
drops into a glass (3 oz.) of warm water. Allow one minute for
the
alcohol to evaporate. Pills are also available without alcohol.
9. Place drops under the tongue and hold for 10 seconds before
swallowing.
10. Keep homeopathics out of direct sunlight and x-ray.
11. Homeopathics may generally be taken at the same time with
other
suggested homeopathics.
RULES FOR TAKING LIQUESCENCES
1.

Liquescences may be taken with meals.

2.

Refrigerate after opening.

3.
apart.
4.

Liquescences and homeopathics should be taken 20 minutes

Do not store liquescences in sunlight.

5. Liquescences may be taken at the same time with other
suggested
liquescences.

By following these guidelines, you will give your remedies the
greatest
opportunity to succeed.

SAMPLE LETTER FOR CONTRADICTIONS

Office Name
Office Street
City, State, Zip
Phone #

Date

Doctor's Name
Street
City, State, Zip

Dear Doctor:
Your patient, _________________, has
come to our clinic for Biofeedback training.

We would like

your
cooperation and assistance in developing the safest and most
effective regimen for this patient. Please advise our
office
if you would like a monthly printout or update on this
patient.
Please inform our office if there are any contradictions
or medical complications regarding this patient.
To assist
this patient in receiving third-party payment for our
services, please write a prescription for referral.
Enclosed is a partial list of our services and philosophy.
If we can assist you in any other way please advise.
Sincerely,
COMPANY NAME

The technique of somatoemtional recall and release (also known
as "unwinding") begins quite simply and the patient takes over very
quickly. You must stay with it until the release occurs. This may
take five minutes or it may take an hour. If your schedule is
tight and you believe your patient may benefit from this technique,
reschedule an appointment for when you have adequate time.
With the patient seated, we usually begin with one hand on the
parietal region of the head and the other on the upper thoracic
region posteriorly.
A slight, inferiorly-directed compressive force is exerted
upon the parietals so that the cervical and upper thoracic vertebra
are gently compressed caudally. When the effect of the pressure
on top of the head is felt by your other hand in the upper thoracic
region, maintain that amount of pressure and allow the patient's
body to do whatever it seems to want to do. The only limit which
you place on the body is to prevent it from retracing its steps .
That is, once it has made a particular movement it may do anything
it wants except to go back the way it has come. If it tries, you
gently resist. The body may assume various positions of flexion,
extension, sidebending, rotation or an;y combination of these
positions. It is very important that the patient be relaxed
throughout the procedure. If not, it is extremely difficult to
follow the body's inherent direction as the willed motion or
resistance of the muscles will interfere. To attain this state of
relaxation, not only must the patient be in an appropriate frame
of mind, but the body must be properly supported so that no fear
of falling is generated. Sometimes more than one therapist is
necessary to properly support the body. The releases will be
multiple, and can be monitored on the parietals. As you reach a
position in which an injury occurred, the parietal bone movement
will reduce. As the body works the injury pattern loose, the
parietals will move into a free and easy motion pattern. If an
emotional component is involved with the somatic problems it will
appear before the parietal release is perceived. Try to follow
wherever the patient's body leads you.
As releases occur, new balance points will present themselves.
Each release seems to facilitate the next; things move more and
more rapidly. Be alert. Do not inhibit your patient by dragging
on their body movements. The only exception to this rule is when
the body gets into a rut of continually repeating a pattern of
movement, usually circular. This repetition may continue for an
interminably long time. A very slight, nonspecific drag placed on
the motion by the therapist will reveal an exit point where the
motion will take a new direction. From this point, the motion is
followed again without external drag. This is a dynamic process,
and the movement to movement events and changes are unpredictable.
What is predictable is the benefit your patient will experience.
When the treatment session is over the patient will relax
significantly. No further autonomous body movements will occur
when you attempt to resume the session. But if an arm goes up into
the air during the session, gently grasp it and follow.
Significant restriction may be localized in the extremities, as the
first example below demonstrates.
Another method we frequently use is to gently touch the
anterior ilia of the standing patient and compress slightly
medially until the patient's own body movements begin. Then follow
through, release after release. The process can also be started
with the patient lying supine. In this case, the ankles are

grasped and a slight traction or compressive force introduced to
start the release process. Each release which occurs during any
of these techniques is like another layer of an onion you are
peeling away to discover what is in the center.
Remember, the patient will finally assume the body posture in
which the injury occurred. You will know when this posture is
correct because the craniosacral system will shut down. Often the
patient will spontaneously comment that "this is exactly the
position I was in when a specific accident occurred." All you have
to do then is to hold that posture and wait until the complete
release has occurred. Remember, release is a process which
requires time to complete. Completion is signaled by the patient's
body relaxation, breathing change, cessation of emotional
outpouring, patient awareness of completion of the release process
and a smoother, more even and higher-amplitude craniosacral system
rhythmic motion.

SPINAL IMPAIRMENT RATING
Whole Man
1. Vertebral Fractures: Bodies Involved % of Compression Impairment
a) compression: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
b) non-union
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Types:
2. Reduced Subluxations: (Designate Segements)
by Macnab's Line (AP) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
by Macnab's Line (Lat.) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
by Hadley's curve (Oblique) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
3. Clinically established disc derangement:
Diagnostic Test
Pos/Neg
Disc
Residual(s)
4. Vertebral Ankylosis: (favorable) Vertebral Ankylosis: (unfavorable)
Cervical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1234567
Dorsal
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Lumbar
12345
12345
5. Ranges of Motion: (goniometric Measurements given in degrees)
Cervical Spine Patient Movement Normal Limitation From "0"
Flexion
Extension
Right Lat. Flexion
Left Lat. Flexion
Right Rotation
Left Rotation
Dorsolumbar Spine
Flexion
Extension
Right Lat. Flexion
Left Lat. Flexion
Right Rotation
Left Rotation
6. Short Leg: Right: Left: In inches:
7. Spinal Surgery:

Yes - No

Type:

8. Pelvic Fractures: Yes - No

Type:

Due to:

9. Other:
C =

C

=

C

=

C

=

C

=

1. Do you feel dizzy when you stand up quickly?
2. Do you have, or have you had asthma?
3. Do you have allergies to foods?
4. Do you get hives?
5. Do your eyes have difficulty adjusting to light?
6. Do you feel fatigued a lot?
7. Do you feel fatigued from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.?
8. Do you feel the need to take naps after eating?
9. Do you feel depressed?
10. Do you awaken to urinate in the night?
11. Do you have leg or muscle cramps often?
12. Do you have menstrual cramps?
13. Do you perspire often?
14. Do you have headaches?
15. Do you have insomnia?
16. Do you have diarrhea?
17. Do you crave salty foods?
18. Do you crave sweet foods?
19. Do you crave sour foods like vinegar?
20. Do you crave bitter foods like lemon?
21. Do you crave hot foods like horseradish?
22. Windy weather
23. Cold weather
24. Hot weather
25. Wet and damp weather
26. Dry weather
27. Laugh and feel joy
28. Shout and feel anger
29. Breathe irregularly and feel anxiety
30. Brood or dwell on problems
31. Lack will power and feel vulnerable to fear
32. Do you exercise?
33. Are you preoccupied with sex?
34. Do you have constipation?
35. Do you have high blood pressure?
36. Do you have convulsions?
37. Do you feel a loss of energy?
38. Do you have noise in the ears?
39. Are you worried and frustrated?
40. Do you dream a lot?
41. Are you sad and depressed?
42. Do you have sinus problems?
43. Do your gums bleed?
44. Do you have difficulty concentrating and is memory weak?
45. Are you irritable?
46. Do you have stretch marks?
47. Do you have white spots on your nails?
48. Do you have trouble remembering dreams?
49. sore
50. bad breath
51. purplish
52. smooth and shiny
53. brilliant red
54. enlarged and beefy
55. coated yellow
56. coated white
57. burning
58. Do you have trouble sleeping?

59. Do you have a loss of interest in pleasurable activities?
60. Do you have frequent thoughts of death?
61. Has your appetite changed in the last three months?
62. Are you restless and agitated often?
63. Do you have trouble regulating body temperature?
64. Do you have trouble waking up?
65. Do you catch many colds?
66. Do you have stomach or digestive trouble?
67. Do you have pre-menstrual tension?
68. Do you have pre-menstrual depression?
69. Do you have stiffness or soreness in the right shoulder?
70. Do you have stiffness or soreness in the left shoulder?
71. Does your jaw pop or crack?
72. Is your mouth excessively dry?
73. Is your bite irregular?
74. Do you have bloating or belching after meals?
75. Do you crave liquids or sweets after meals?
76. Does your rectum itch occasionally?
77. Are your stools light in color, strong-smelling, and float?
78. Are your stools ever oily?
79. Are your stools ever excessively sticky?
80. Do you bleed easily?
81. Do your cuts take a long time to heal?
82. Do you have excessive rectal gas?
83. Do you have diverticulosis?
84. Do you hold water or have edema?
85. Weight loss without dieting?
86. Increased thirst?
87. Symptoms relieved by eating?
88. Do digestive aids improve digestion?
89. Does vinegar water improve digestion?
90. Bouts with anemia?
91. Fast transit time (food passes through body in less than 12 hr.)?
92. Slow transit time (over 17 hr.)?
93. Suspect Hypoglycemia?
94. No stamina, very weak?
95. Nails brittle, crack, peel or break?
96. Nails have ridges or spoons?
97. Skin completely white under nail?
98. Difficulty breathing?
99. Feel sick most of the time?
100. Time of day with most symptoms (1 AM,2 PM)?
101. Inability to decide?
102. Lack will to live?
103. Panic easily?
104. Despiration?
105. Do you have inapropiate aggression?
106. Inability to express anger?
107. Nosebleeds?
108. Dry eyes?
109. Vision blurred or troubled vision?
110. Eyes red?
111. Muscle spasms or hiccups?
112. Sour eructations?
113. Vomits yellow fluid?
114. Nausea?
115. Hates fatty food?
116. Abdominal pain?

117. Liver pain or fluttering?
118. Testicular pain?
119. Hemorrhoids?
120. Breast pain?
121. Joint pain?
122. Calf pain?
123. Thigh pain?
124. Back pain?
125. Neck pain?
126. Sore throat?
127. Pain improved by heat?
128. Pain improved by cold?
129. Pain improved by motion?
130. Pain improved by no motion?
131. Pain improved by touch?
132. Pain improved by no touch?
133. Pain improved by eating acid foods, such as fruits?
134. Pain improved by eating alk. foods, such as breads, sugars,
meats?
135. Numbness?
136. Lack of flex?
137. Irregular menses?
138. I sometimes can't control my laughing or crying?
139. I would rather daydream than anything else?
140. Sometimes I don't care about taking care of things in my life?
141. Sometines I feel hot all over?
142. I believe I an being plotted against?
143. I can't understand what I read as well as I used to?
144. Everything tastes the same?
145. I have difficulty starting things?
146. I dislike having people around me?
147. I have pecular and strange experiences?
148. No one understands me?
149. Sometimes I hear so well it bothers me?
150. Sometimes I enjoy being hurt by the people I love?
151. I feel lonley even with people around?
152. Have never felt better than I do today?
153. I am sometimes unusually cheerful?
154. I am honest and truthfull?
155. I exagerate to influence the opinion of others?
156. I can laugh at myself?
157. I know there's a power greater than mine that guides the
universe?
158. I love living and live loving?
159. I find it hard to talk to new people?
160. I find it hard to talk to family and friends?
161. I love and like myself?
162. I like and respect others as much as I like and respect myself?
163. Do you use alcohol or street drugs before lunch?
164. Do you use alcohol or street drugs to sleep or to be social?
165. Do you have occasional lapses in memory?
166. Are your aches and pains getting continuously worse?
167. Are you dependent on some item (cigarettes, alcohol, etc.)?
168. Lumps, swelling or pains in lymph nodes or breast?
169. Do you have hurts or regrets?
170. Do you have unexpressed love in your life?
171. Do you have an occasional cough?
172. Are you hoarse occasionally?

The technique used to mobilize the thoracic inlet incorporates
techniques similar to those used for the respiratory and pelvic
diaphragms. These techniques of fascial release are best (but not
necessarily) preceded by a general cervicothoracic thrust to
enhance osseous mobility of this region.
The general cervicothoracic thrust is not aimed at any
specific osseous restriction but is intended to mobilize the
intervertebral articulations as well as the upper ribs. It
stretches the fasciae and by some mechanism, probably neural,
reduces general cervical muscle tonus.
First, sidebend the patient's cervicothoracic junction over
the fulcrum provided by your hand,. Sidebend to the extreme range
of motion. (Use gentle to moderate force in the sidebending
procedure.) Do not intentionally introduce flexion or extension
of the neck at this point.
When the sidebending has proceeded to the extreme range of
motion, ask the patient to take a deep breath and hold as long as
possible. When exhalation occurs, the sidebending will go a little
further. After this breathing exercise has been performed a few
times until it produces no further movement into sidebending upon
exhalation, rotate the head in the opposite direction while keeping
it sidebent. Continue to use only gentle to moderate force.
When the rotation has been carried as far as it will go,
repeat the breathing procedure described for sidebending to see if
further rotation will occur. When you have reached the maximum of
rotational movement, gently but very quickly thrust the neck into
a little further rotation. Usually, multiple "pops" will occur as
the articulations of the thoracic inlet are mobilized. Repeat the
procedure in the opposite direction. (Never use more than 2 or 3
pounds of force.) Other specific cervical corrections can then be
made if indicated.
To mobilize and then balance the transverse restrictions of
the thoracic inlet, place one of your hands under the supine
patient. The spinous processes of the 7th cervical and the upper
few thoracic vertebrae should lie across your palm. Place your
other hand upon the anterior superior thoracic wall so that the
sternoclavicular joints, the suprasternal notch and the upper
costochondral regions are covered. The hand under the patient acts
as a firm, supporting foundation, while the hand on the anterior
surface begins an anterior-posterior compressive force. The amount
of force is slowly increased until, under normal circumstances, the
thoracic inlet releases and spreads laterally in a symmetrical
manner on both sides.
If shearing, torsioning or rotational inherent motions are
perceived between your hands, these motions should be followed.
Hold just enough compressive force to cause the motions to continue
until a release is achieved. The need for further treatment can
be determined by repeating the procedure and evaluating the motion
to see if symmetry is present.
In applying the techniques for the three transverse
restrictions described above, the abnormal motion should be
followed while the compressive force is maintained at the minimal
level required to cause continuation of the abnormal motion. This
means that the force used is constantly being adjusted according
to the body's response to your pressure. Too much force will cause
a defensive body tissue contraction. This will obliterate the
inherent balancing motion which is the therapeutic effect you are
trying to induce. Too much force is self-defeating.

When following abnormal motion to achieve a point of balance
so that release of tissue tonus will occur, there is one other rule
to keep in mind: do not let the motion return in the same
direction from which it came. Otherwise, you simply are allowing
the imbalanced adaptive pattern to recur. Let the tissues move
anywhere they like except back along the same motion-path which has
just been traveled. After you have performed the techniques a few
times, the meaning of these words will become apparent. For now,
they may seem a bit obscure. However, just remember that if one
of your hands follows an anterior rotation in a clockwise
direction, follow that; don't let it rotate in a counterclockwise
direction. Let it shear, let it torsion, let it release. Let it
do anything except return along the same path.

CRANIAL BASE
In Chapter 13, all of the muscles and fasciae which attach to
the cranial base are described. They are extremely numerous and
can cause marked interference with craniosacral system function
when abnormal tension, hypertonus or contracture is present.
The cranial base is release to improve the free mobility of
the occiput and the temporals in response to hydraulic system
activities inside the cranial vault and vertebral canal. It should
be released after the therapist has balanced and released the
thoracic inlet. The fluid release from the cranium, often obtained
by the successful treatment of cranial base restrictions, must have
an outlet. A congested thoracic inlet creates venous back pressure
which interferes with fluid drainage from the cranial vault. This
condition, if present, should be remedied prior to releasing
cranial base restriction and balancing its motion.
The technique for release of the cranial base makes use of
deep pressure into the tissues of the suboccipital region of the
neck. Place your fingers vertically so that the tips act as a
fulcrum upon which the supine patient's upper cervical region is
balanced.

The technique for evaluation and treatment of the
temporomandibular joint is performed with the patient lying supine.
Seat yourself superior to the patient's head. Comfortably rest
your arms and hands upon the table next to, and extending above the
patient's head. Lay your hands gently over the sides of the
patient's head so that the ears and temporal regions are covered
by the base of the fingers. We like to hook our middle fingertips
under the angle of the mandible so that they fit into the notch.
A gentle cephalad or superiorly directed traction is then exerted
on both sides of the mandible as equally as possible. The force
is gently and slowly increased until you perceive action or change
at the temporomandibular joints as those joints are impacted by the
traction. Usually, the mandible will then tend to swing back-andforth or from side-to-side. Follow this motion without offering
any resistance. At the same time, continue your superiorly
directed traction. Lateral or anterior-posterior motions of the
mandible reflect the inherent balancing process induced by your
traction. Once this balancing process is completed, the lateral
or anterior-posterior motions will stop.
If you continue traction in a cephalad direction, you will
feel activity in the temporal bones. We do not believe you can
have temporomandibular joint dysfunction without temporal bone
dysfunction. The mandible will exert a force in the mandibular
fossae of the temporal bones. This cephalad-directed force causes
the temporal bones to move cephalad and begins to disengage the
temporoparietal sutures, as described previously in Chapter 11.
Since the level of these sutures is angled superiorly and
externally, and since it is at an acute angle, the temporal squama
are forced to move laterally by the cephalad traction. This
phenomenon can easily be felt at the palms of your hands. it
causes a shear at the suture as the lateral borders of the parietal
bones also attempt to move cephalad. The parietals are restricted
in their cephalad movement by the falx cerebri and are forced into
external rotation by your traction.
During this time the temporal bones, through their petrous
ridges, are stretching the tentorium cerebelli, which is now acting
as a diaphragm. This changes the fluid pressure inside the cranial
vault. You will feel a considerable amount of fluid motion,
membranous change and balancing in the course of the procedure.
The temporal bone will move and balance in many directions. Let
this happen; simply continue your cephalad traction. Finally, all
the activity will stop and you will perceive a balance. The point
of balance is the end of this part of the technique.
The next step is to apply caudally directed traction to the
mandible. Apply enough pressure with your hands against the
mandibular rami to exert this caudad force. Because the skin is
attached indirectly on its deep side to the bone of the mandible,
by simply taking the slack out of the skin and then continuing to
apply traction, the force will thereby be transferred to the
mandible. Do not try to actually grasp the mandible.
During your caudally directed traction, the temporomandibular
joints will disengage and balance. Then the temporal bones will
move inferiorly in response to mandibular traction. This will
again activate the dural membranous diaphragm and cause a movement
of cerebrospinal fluid inside the cranial vault. The
temporoparietal sutures will disengage and shear in the opposite
direction, and the parietals will move from external to internal
rotation. Continue the caudally directed traction until all this

activity has quieted down and a balance has been achieved.
When completed, you have not only effectively treated the
temporomandibular joints, but you have also corrected the temporal
bone involvement, mobilized the temporoparietal sutures, partially
mobilized the parietal bones, caused fluid exchange in the cranial
vault and balanced the dural membranes. This is truly an excellent
"holistic technique" for the craniosacral system and all that it
affects.

imune

12 month
home study course

Go to http://imune.name to learn and to get your course materials. You could get a Doctorate in
Wellness and an international or accredited European professional qualification in neurophysiological
bioresonance and biofeedback.

The Tassel is worth the Hassel. In a world so concerned of Wellness can be
yours in just 12 months of Home Stury, a simple
thesis, a practicum and four days of monitored
supervised contact.
Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma, Big Oil, and Big War
Industry are exempt from lay and they kill and injure, maim
and cripple in the name of profit. They seek to control and
dominate medicine to further build their profits.
Their money controls governments, regulators, and the small
minded media. The Ultra Rich Master Echelon Computer now sees
and hears all the things we say, write, and do. Rights of privacy are
gone worldwide. They have taken away our rights of free speech.
The Ultra Rich control the media and refuse to tell stories
that expose or offend the Ultra Rich Power. They control every
movie that gets distribution, every song that hits the radio,

everything that is put on the world news. They use science and
psychology to control and manipulate the minds of the masses.
But medicine is controlled by Universities that teach medicine.
There is now one university starting to defend Natural Medicine.
IMUNE has a new 12 month home study course that can
be bought with Karma and you can learn how to do natural
medicine and how to break free from the Ultra Rich control.

Big Tobacco
Big Pharma
Big Sugar
Well, the game of Reality Monopoly is still being played all over the
world. One percent of the world’s population is winning and now
controls over 80% of the wealth. The law allows the game to continue
till we will see one winner and 6 billion plus losers
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